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SUNITARY 
The aim of the project was a comprehensive study of 
the competition between knitting and weaving in the United 
Kingdom textile industry in the past ten to fifteen years. 
After a brief introduction, the historical development 
of the two methods of fabric production was discussed. The 
quantifiable aspects of the subject were: - 
Firstly, technological developments which were 
represented by a discussion of the growth of the man-made 
fibres industry which has benefitted knitting; and the 
textile machinery industry where recent improvements have 
been made to looms but more particularly to knitting machines. 
Secondly, economic considerations of which the most 
important was a review of the production costs of the two 
cloth-forming techniques, which showed that knitted fabric 
costs are lower than the costs of its woven counterpart. 
Thirdly, the effects. of technical change on employment 
which could have serious social consequences. Accordingly, 
the trends in employment and earnings during the past decade 
were investigated. This showed that the numbers employed in 
weaving have fallen substantially in the traditional areas 
of the textile industry. The numbers employed in knitting 
have risen even in the traditional weaving areas, and wages 
and productivity in the knitting sector are higher than in 
the weaving sector. 
The two non-quantifiable aspects of the subject were 
industrial trainingg and fashion and consumer behaviour. 
Although the former is important, it is doubtful whether it 
has had much influence on the competition between knitting 
and weaving. The latter is discussed in terms of the growing 
concept of easy-care garments, and the present and future 
trends in clothing styles. 
Hitherto, non-woven fabrics have been commercially 
unimportant but they are likely to compete more effectively 
with woven and knitted goods in the future. These aspects 
are discussed in the penultimate chapter. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 
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The textile industry is one of the oldest and best 
established industries in the United Kingdom. Until quite 
recently, the industry changed gradually with new materials 
and techniques evolving very slowly. The advent of new 
fibres and new methods of processing them has brought 
about very rapid technological and economic changes, and 
this has been particularly prevalent in the last two 
decades. The aim of this research project, therefore, is 
to investigate these changes and the impact they have 
had on the industry. 
There have been two unmistakeable trends in the 
United Kingdom textile industry since World War II: - 
(a) The rapid development of man-made fibrest 
-especially the synthetic fibres, and their 
substitution for natural fibres. 
(b) The growth of knitting as a method of fabric 
formation. 
Initially, a study of the substitution of man-made 
for natural fibres was attempted, and this was to take 
the form of an input-output analysis. The Central 
Statistical Office's input-output tables of the United 
Kingdom economy for 1963 and 1968 were used and all the 
inputs except those for the chemical and textile industries 
were aggregated into large industry groups so that the 
original 80 x: 80 matrices were reduced to 40 x 40. The 
next step was to disaggregate the chemical and textile 
inputs, and when this had been done, the technical, 
coefficients (inputs expressed per F. 1,000 of output) 
were to be calculated. If this could have been done for 
1963 and 1968 and then for 1971, the changes in the 
technical coefficients. would have provided a measure of 
the effect that technical change regarding man-made 
fibres has had on the textile industry in the past decade. 
In order to a*chieve this, detailed, statistics of the 
quantities and values of chemicals and man-made fibres 
were necessary, but the search for such information ran 
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into a number of difficulties. The main problem was that 
fibre manufacturers were very reluctant to disclose 
information. Exhaustive enquiries and various attempts 
to overcome this problem and obtain data proved fruitless. 
These included contacting the fibre makers themselves; 
the British Man-made Fibres Federation; the editors of 
statistical publications such as "Textile Organon", and 
the editors of trade journals. After a good deal of 
research had been done, it became apparent that the 
detailed information required for an investigation of 
the substitution of man-made for natural fibres was not 
forthcoming. Moreover, discussions at the Department of 
Trade and Industry and the National Economic Development 
Office tended to suggest that an investigation of this 
type was rather too ambitious and was likely to meet 
insurmountable difficulties if it was pursued. 
It was therefore decided that the competition 
between knitting and weaving within the United Kingdom 
textile industry would be studied, since the thesis must 
necessarily be limited, and it is important to study a 
topic in some depth so that a meaningful conclusion may 
be reached. 
Technical change for knitted and woven goods is 
very difficult to measure. When considering the construc- 
tion of a substitution model, it is necessary to consider 
intangible inputs such as fashion and taste which are 
impossible to measure, but which are extremely important 
in this subject. Thus the simple substitution theory is 
not applicable in this case and measurement of technical 
change in this context is therefore very difficult. It 
was concluded that the best way to study the competition 
between knitting and weaving was to select a number of 
different aspects of the subject and investigate them 
in some detail. 
The first decision that had to be made was to fix 
the base year and the time span for the collection of 
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The topics chosen for discussion were: 
(a) The general history of knitting and weaving 
(b) The relationship between the growth of knitting 
and fibre use 
(c) The effect of industrial training 
(d) Textile machinery 
(e) Production costs 
(f) Consumer behaviour 
(g) Employment 
(h) Non-woven fabrics 
The items chosen fall into three categories: economic, 
technological, and social. The most important influences 
on the competition from the technical angle have been 
man-made fibres and machinery. The growth of the knitting 
industry has been very closely linked with the development 
of man-made fibres; and the textile machinery industry 
has also played a big role in the success of knitting. 
Economic measurement of the two sectors of the industry 
is critical when considering the competitiong and of all 
economic measurements, production costs and the factors 
affecting them such as industrial training are the most 
important. The production costs of the two methods of 
producing cloth are clearly very significant in trying 
to establish why knitting has become so successful in 
a relatively short space of time, and in conjunction 
with this, industrial training was considered to ascertain 
whether it has had any effect on the efficiency of the 
weaving and knitting sectors of the industry. Technological 
and economic change have also had social consequencesq 
especially on employment. The textile industry has grown 
up in traditional geographical areas and the impact on 
these areas where a large proportion of the working 
population are employed in the industry can obviously 
be very pronounced. 
Finally$ two other subjects were selected for 
investigation. Fashion is largely dependent on petsonal 
t 
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emotions and preferences, and to this extent is non- 
technical and non-quantifiable. However, the discussion 
0f the competition between knitting and weaving would 
not be complete without reviewing consumer attitudes 
and behaviour, since it is public acceptance that will 
ultimately determine whether a new product is successful 
or not. A brief description of non-woven fabrics and 
their future challenge to both knitting and weaving was 
also included. Although the topics chosen have been 
divided into three categories, it must be said that this 
classification cannot be strictly adhered to, since all 
the aspects of the competition between knitting and 
weaving are inter-related to a greater or lesser extent. 
The approach to the subject has not been inter- 
disciplinary but has rather involved a change of discipline 
from pure science to economics. However, a scientist 
approaching the subject has different ways of dealing 
with the problems that arise to those that an economist 
would use, and the technological subjects could not have 
been studied without some background knowledge of the 
technicalities involved. Similarly, without an appreciation 
of the statistical and economic methods necessary to 
manipulate and interpret statistical data, the information 
gathered could not have been used to its best advantage. 
A scientific training has helped in recognising the 
limitations of the data, and flimsy technical and economic 
evidence has not been subjected to economic theorizing 
and then put forward to support claims that cannot be 
justified by the available data. As the limitations of 
the data became apparent, and it became necessary to 
move away from the purely economic methods of study, a 
broad approach to the subject required greater flexibility 
of mind, and the technological, economic and social 
aspects of the topic became increasingly important. 
Throughout the thesis, brief footnotes have been 
given where necessary, and a full bibliography is presented 
at the end. A glossary of textile terms is also included. 
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CHAPTER 2 The general history of knitting and weaving 
12 
Weaving is one of the oldest arts known to mang and 
until the early nineteenth century was primarily a hand 
-process. During the late 1700's and early 1800's, partially 
powered weaving looms were developed, but although by 1800 
the factory system was established in the textile industry, 
the weaving of fabrics by power looms did not become general 
until much later. Throughout the eighteenth and early nine- 
teenth centuries, developments in weaving were mainly 
connected with the addition of automatic features to the 
existing looms in order to increase their speed of operation 
and reduce the frequency and amount of damage due to faulty 
functioning. By the middle of the twentieth century, the 
standard looms were nearly flawless in operationg so more 
emphasis was placed on improvements without changing the 
basic design of the conventional loom, rather than to 
developing radically new forms of machinery. 
Early looms were very crude devices when compared to 
modern machines, but both the old hand looms and their 
Present mechanical equivalents have some basic common char- 
acteristics. The three standard features of all looms are: 
a system to hold the warp threads under tension; a way to 
spread the yarns apart ("shedding") so that the weft thread 
can move more easily through the opening created during 
"picking"; and a device to pack the weft threads together 
("beating up"). Weaving, then, can be summarised as. the 
repetition of the following operations: shedding, picking 
and beating up. As these three actions occur, the warp is 
unwound from the beam at the back of the loom, and the woven 
cloth is wound onto the cloth roller. By controlling the 
take-up rate, the required number of weft threads per inch 
may be inserted. On conventional looms, the rate is usually 
in the range of 80 to 250 Picks per minute. 
In recent years, with increasing competition in the 
textile market, together with the increased competition for 
labour from other industries, higher wages, and increased 
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costs, there has been a reversal of the old situation 
where the industry was able to employ numbers of people 
fairly easily, but could not spend vast amounts of money 
on machinery. These changes resulted in much re-equipment, 
and there has been an incentive for more research and 
experimentation to develop new machinery aiming at auto- 
mation and increased production speeds, with a reduction 
in the number of operatives required. 
Many of the new developments have been based on the 
traditional shuttle-type looms which have been improved by 
developing methods of automatically replenishing the weft. 
Weaving speeds are fairly high, and the machine requires 
less supervision. Since one operative can look after a 
large number of machineso labour costs are reduced. The 
modern automatic loom now predominates in most branches of 
the industry. 
In recent years, more unorthodox machines have been 
developed in which new methods of weft insertion are 
employed. These are based on the idea that really high- 
speed weaving can only be achieved by modifications which 
reduce the number and weight of heavy reciprocating parts 
in the loom. The weft is therefore inserted from a bulk 
supply and the conventional shuttle is replaced by an 
alternative method of insertion. Trials suggest that 
increased productivity can be achieved using these machines, 
but it is felt that more research is needed before they 
are widely adopted by the industry. 
Knitting is as old and as well established as weaving, 
hand-knitting dating back to pre-Christian times, although 
it was only introduced into Great Britain in the fifteenth 
century. The first knitting machinO , 
was built in Calverton, 
in*1598 by the Reverend William Lee. Vottinghamshire, 
During the seventeenth century the stocking frame was 
rapidly developed, and large numbers of machines were in 
operation in many part's of Great Britain. The first warp- 
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knitting machine was made in 1775. Previously, all the 
machine knitting carried out had been of the weft-knit 
type, i. e. the yarn'passed across the width of the fabric, 
each row being interlooped with the adjacent row, the yarn 
lying in the same direction as the weft in a woven cloth. 
In the new warp machine, a warp was introduced and each. 
thread formed a series of loops with adjacent threads by 
side movements of the guides through which the threads 
were passed. The fabrics produced were not as elastic as 
those made on the stocking frame, and in this sense 
resembled woven fabrics. 
Developments were carried out on both types of knitting 
machines, but although during the nineteenth century some 
of the basic inventions from which modern knitting machines 
have been developed were introduced, this was a period of 
slowing down of really effective progress towards greater 
technical achievements. This was p3ýobably mainly due to 
the fact that the increased mechanisation of weaving in 
the early nineteenth century so reduced the price of clothý 
that other systems were neglected. It was not until after 
World War-II that developments took place which have 
brought the knitting sector to its present importance in. 
the textile industry. 
Many reasons have been suggested for the rapid growth 
of the knitting industry, particularly in the last twenty 
years, and while it is thought that the rate of growth may 
slow slightly, the future growth of knitting in its already 
established fields, and its appearance and growth in new 
sections of the textile industry is assured. 
It has been generally alleged that one reason for the 
expansion of knitting is that the weaving industry has not 
developed within... -itself. The weaver uses a mechanical 
operation to produce cloth by. passing a straight thread 
from one side of the loom to the other in between two sets 
of threads at right angles to it. This is probably the 
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simplest form of cloth construction and it is difficult to 
alter and develop from this basic principle. 
On the other hand, knitting may be divided into four 
main groups : flat frame; circular or w6ft-knitting; warp- 
knitting and Raschel; stitch sewing. Each group, while 
dependent upon interlocking loops of yarn to make fabric, 
produces its loops in a characteristic manner which suits 
the end product for a particular part of the clothing 
industry. Thus the actual technique of knitting - the basic 
movement of the needles either individually, or collectively, 
lends itself more readily to development both for divers- 
ification in the type of mechanical action employed, and in 
the rapidity with which these mechanical movements can take 
place. 
Straight-bar and flat-bed knitting are the current 
methods of knitting most closely linked to the original 
knitting machine developed for stocking production. The 
straight-bar machine (more com: -, ionly known as the fully- 
fashioned frame)-produces fully-fashioned outerwear, the 
most common type of which is the sweater. This section of 
the trade has made considerable inroads into woven cloth 
production in the past twenty-five years. Garments produced 
by these machines are, in the main, washable, easily 
packed and stored, comfortable to wear and are very suitable 
for leisure and relaxation, which is why knitted garments 
constitute a very large percentage of casual wear garments. 
The rapid growth of the casual wear market has affected 
weaving, because formal clothes of woven material have lost 
ground as the trend towards informal garments has grovin. 
Circular knitting developed from the search for 
methods whereby the fully-fashioned sock or stocking 
produced on flat machines could be. made in the same shape 
as a leg without the necessity for a seam. Having achieved 
this aim, furtherdevelopment produced circular underwear 
fabrics, and subsequently circular cloth to be used for 
piece goods. 
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Perhaps the most spectacular growth rate within the 
knitting trade which has had a very marked influence on 
weaving has been that of double Jersey. Double jersey 
knitting did not start in the United Kingdom until 1954, 
and demand in the first ten years of its commorcial 
production fluctuated. As new markets were opened up, 
shortcomings were revealed either in the yarns or in the 
knitting machines. However, following developments of new 
yarns, particularly synthetics, double jersey fabric has 
made a successful attack on the woven cloth market, and is 
now used for a large variety of end-uses ranging from 
ladies' dresses and children's clothes to men's cardigans, 
sports. coats and trousers. 
The development of the warp-knitting industry has been 
closely linked with that of the man-made fibre industry, 
as it is a successful means of converting filament yarn 
into fabric. The most important features of warp-knitting 
are its speed and versatility. The speed with which a 
warp-knitted material can be produced is due to the extremely 
low ratio between the displacement of the yarn in the weft 
direction and the rate of growth of material in the warp 
direction. This is in striking contrast to weaving. or weft- 
knitting where this ratio is extremely high. 
In a weaving loom, it is necessary to traverse the 
weft-holding shuttle several feet, or several yards in a 
direction which is at right angles to the direction in 
which the fabric is actually being produced in order to 
advance the weaving process by one single pick. Thus the 
yarn is moved several yards sideways in order to advance 
the fabric 1/64th of an inch forwards. Similarly in weft- 
knitting, the yarn has to be traversed several feet or 
several yards sideways for the fabric to 'grow' in the 
length direction by only 1/16th or*1/8th of an inch. Thus 
in both these cases, an enormous amount of machine effort 
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is wasted by transporting the yarn sideways. In contrast, 
the threads in a warp-knitting machine have each to be 
traversed sideways by 1/16th or 1/8th of an inch in 
order to connect : ap with the adjacent thread, and to 
advance the fabric by a similar amount. 
Combined with this ability for speedy mass production 
is the versatility of the warP-knitting process resulting 
in a range of fabrics suitable for lingerie, sheets, curtain 
nets, casual wearg stockings and bedspreads. This versatility 
represents an invaluable asset to the manufacturer both in 
times of prosperity and depression. When orders are short, 
the machine can be switched onto the production pf an 
entirely different article merely by changing the yarn and 
knitting construction. For example, an 84 inch machine may 
be programmed to knit: - 
one width of a locknit fabric, or 
two widths of a shirting fabric, or 
several widths of a curtain net , or 
a hundred widths of an angel lace. 
SimilarlY, in periods of prosperity, when there is a great 
demand for a particular type of fabric, for example, a 
warp-knitted shirting fabric, a manufacturer is easily able 
to switch the output of his machines from a less profitable 
product to the cloth that is in greater demand. Thus a 
warp-knitter can quickly adapt his production according to 
the changes in the market. 
The following conclusions may be drawn about the 
growth of knitting and its influence on the textile industry: 
(a) Initially, knitted fabrics were sold because they 
did a specific job well i. e. for gloves and stockings 
(b) Having developed the stocking machines to more 
sophisticated levels, machine builders devised other 
machines on similar principles to produce other types of 
knitted goods 
(c) At this stage, it was realised that further 
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developments of knitting techniques would bring other 
textile markets within-.. the scope of the knitter. A very 
quick turnover could be achieved, as yarn was used direct - 
from the package, and a resultant fabric required only the 
minimum of making-up to produce the finished garment. 
The natural line of expansiong therefore, was to produce 
fabric instead of body lengths for outerwear which would 
be sufficiently stable, and yet retain the properties of 
stretch and recovery. 
Thus the knitting trade encroached increasingly on 
the sections of the industry traditionally held by woven 
fabrics. The market share of woven fabrics for men's, 
women's and children's outerwear in 1955 was 72ý, , with 
knitting holding only 28ýo. Ten years later, the share of 
knitted fabrics had risen to 42ýo, and it is expected to 
rise to 66011o by 1975 (see figure 2.1). For centuries, 95% 
of all outerwear textiles were woveng and in the last two 
decades a transition has taken place in the outerwear 
apparel industry. The remarkable decline that has taken 
place in the woven textile industry is even more striking 
when it is remembered that it has taken place during the 
period of greatest fashion boom, allied with an expansion 
in purchasing power. 
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Figure 2.1 Comparative Droduction of fabrics 
1955 
1965 
1975 
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CHAPTER 3 The relationship between the growth of knitting 
and fibre use 
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All textile fibres, whether natural or man-made, have 
some features in common. The dimensional requirements of 
a fibre are that it should be very much longer than it is 
wide, and that the thickness should not be greater than 
one ten-thousandth of an inch. The most important chemical 
characteristic of fibres is that they consist of polymers, 
although not all polymers are fibre-forming. The property 
that distinguishes polymers in fibre form is their 
orientation or anisotropy. Anisotropic materials have 
different properties in different directions, and fibres 
are much stronger lengthways than transversely since the 
individual polymer molecules are orientated along the 
length of the f ibre. 
Each fibre is built up from molecules which are long 
and substantially linear. The individual fibre, therefore, 
has a similar structure to the thread made from a number 
of such fibres since in the thread the structural unit is 
a long single fibre, and in the fibre the unit is a long 
straight molecule. Moreover, just as the strength of a 
thread is determined by the grip existing between the 
numerous fibres present, so also is the strength of a 
single fibre dependent on the extreme length of each mole- 
cule compared with its width, and also the close packing 
of these molecules to prevent them sliding over one another 
when the fibre is stretched. 
When the molecules in the fibre are able to pack 
closely togetherg they can exert strong forces of attraction 
between each other: 
(a) Entanglement 
I Individual chains of molecules 
have long orientated 
sections succeeded by twistedg intertwined sections. If 
long enoughv the chains will contain sufficient of these 
twisted sections to make the chains difficult to separate 
from each other. 
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(b) Inter-atomic forces 
Inter-chain forces between individual atoms or small 
groups of atoms in neighbouring chains consist mainly of 
ionic bonds and hydrogen bonds. Each bond may be weak, but 
if many weak bonds connect a single long molecular chain to 
its neighboursq then the total force holding . the chain in 
place will be high. 
(c) Crystallinity 
The regularity of structure brought about by the 
ability of the long molecules of a fibre-forming material 
to pack closely together alongside one another results in 
regions of crystallinity in the fibre. These are regions in 
which a number, of molecules are aligned so that strong 
attractive forces hold the molecules together. Whenever a 
molecular chain passes through a crystalline region, it is 
bound by the relatively strong forces of crystallinity to 
each of the neighbouring chains. Th ' 
us the fibre-forming 
molecules are arranged into a structure with regions of 
high alignment, and regions of random arrangement. The 
crystalline regions provide strength and rigidity, the 
amorphous regionaflexibility and reactivity. Thus the ratio 
of crystalline to amorphous material has an important 
influence on the properties of a fibre. 
Textile fibres are usually grouped according to their 
origin, and this classification is shown in table 3.1 Wool 
and cotton are by far the most important natural fibres, 
while polyamideq polyester and polyacrylonitrile fibres 
are*the most, commonly used synthetic fibres. 
Cotton 
Cotton is the most important natural fibre of vegetable 
origin. The fibres grow inside the seed pods or "bolls" 
of the cotton plantv and are attached to the seeds. Each 
fibre consists of a single cell growing from the outer 
skin of the seed, and when the boll bursts, the hollow 
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fibres dry out, collapse and twist to give the 
characteristic crinkly cotton fibre. Cotton fibres consist 
of pure cellulose molecules joined together thus: - 
H OH CH 2 OH 
H OH H OH H 
Hw 
zLOJ HH 
0 
CH 2 OH H OH 
Cellulose repeat unit 
Wool 
Proteins are the base of animal fibres, and are a 
special class of polyamide where the repeat units are 
peptide groups, i. e. the polymers are polypeptides. The 
most important protein fibre is wool, which consists 
mainly of a round or elliptical central section (cortex) 
with an irregular scaly covering (cuticle). Although the 
scaly cuticle influences many properties of wool, including 
its handle and feel, and ability to felt, the cortex 
dominates the bulk properties. The chief constituent of 
the cortex is a -keratin which is not a substance of 
constant compositiong but is composed of nineteen or 
twenty different amino acids in varying amounts. It can be 
approximately represented by the formula (C 72 H 112 N 18 0 12 S). 
The polymer chains in wool are not very highly crystalline 
or very highly orientated along the fibre axis, and the 
main chain of the protein adopts a helical form. The helix 
is. tight and unextended with much hydrogen-bonding between 
groups in the same Chain. 
Polyamide fibres 
Polyamides are Polymers containing repeating amide 
groups in the main polymer chain. Wool and silk are 
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naturally-occurring polyamide fibres. Synthetic polyamides 
are formed by condensation Polymerisation of small mole- 
cules, in which the linkage occurs through the formation 
of amide groups. The reactant molecules are so selected 
as to form linear molecules of polyamides on reaction, and 
linear polyamides from which nylon fibres are spun are 
basically of two structural types: - 
(a) H N-R-N-( C-R'-C-N-R-N-),, -C-R"'-COOH and 219uI1 11 
H. 00HH0 
(b) H N-R-C-( N-R-C-) -N-R-COOH 2 11 1 11 ni 
0H0H 
where R and R" are generally linear hydrocarbon chains (CH 2)n 
Type (a) polymers are produced by the reaction of a diamine 
and a dibasic acid: - 
NH 2 (CH2)6 RH 2 
Hexamethylene 
diamine 
HOOC(CH 2)4 COOH 
Adipic acid 
--CONH(CH 2)6 NHCO(CH 2)4C ONH(CH 2)6 NHCO(CH 2)4CO-- 
Nylon 6: 6 
I 
Type (b) polymer is produced by a self-condensation of an 
amino acid, or a derivative such as a lactam: - 
CH 2 
(CH 2) CONH---,,, P--NH(CH 2)5 CONH(CH 2)5 CONH(CH 2)5-- 
Caprolactam Nylon 6 
Nylon 6 and nylon 6: 6 together account for almost 
the entire production of polyamide fibres. During World 
War II, nylon 6: 6 was produced in America and the United 
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Kingdom after the initial research by Carothers in the 
United States. During Carothers' work, Da Pont decided to 
concentrate on developing nylon 6: 6, although it had been 
shown that a nylon fibre could be drawn from the polymer 
made by the self-condensation of caprolactam. In Europe, 
research on polyamides was carried out in'the 1930's, 
particularly by the German firm I. G. Farbenindustrie, and 
polycaproamide fibres (nylon 6) were manufactured in 
Germany during the war. After the war, each fibre was 
established in its own region of the world, and with little 
to choose between them regarding properties or production 
costs, there was little incentive for either side to change 
production from the fibre it had established. 
Until comparatively recent times, each fibre had 
established its position largely on the basis of historical 
development. During the 1960'st however, this position 
changed, and nylon 6 is now established in the United 
Kingdom (e. g. Courtaulds' 'Celon' nylon). With nylon 6 
and nylon 6: 6 now competing directly with each other, the 
small technical differences between them, are becoming 
increasingly more-important, and Costs of production are 
also being carefully considered. As nylon changed from 
being a chemical used exclusively by the manufacturer 
into a commodity sold by manufacturers to other users, 
the small differences in manufacturing costs assumed 
increasing significance. 
In world markets, nylon 6. appears to be making 
headway against nylon 6: 6, including the United Kingdom. 
The greater growth of 6 over 6: 6 may be ascribed to the 
fact that caprolactam is available at lower costs than 
hexamethylene diamine and adipic acid, and generally a 
higher degree of skill and tee-hniques is needed during 
drawing and spinning operations to produce 6: 6 of quality 
and whiteness equivalent to nylon 6., This is due to nylon 
6: 6 having a high melting point, and a tendency to 
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decompose if held in a molten state. It is certain that 
nylons 6 and 6: 6 will continue to dominate the polyamide 
market, although it is difficult to predict which will 
gain the eventual ascendency over the other. The properties 
offered by the two fibres are comprehensive, and nylon can 
compete with other fibres in almost every textile field. 
Nylon 6: 6 
Rylon 6: 6 fibre is produced as multifilament yarn, 
monofilament staple and tow in a wide range of tex and 
staple length. The condensation reaction that results in 
nylon polymer formation occurs between the amine groups 
on each end of the hexamethylene diamine molecules, and 
the carbonyl groups on each end of the adipic acid molecules. 
If the two reactants are mixed in stoichiometric quantities, 
the reaction could theoretically continue until all the 
reactant molecules arelinked into a polymer chain. In 
practice, this does not occur since the probability of 
amine and carbonyl groups "meeting" and reacting diminishes 
as polymerisation proceeds. 
If the two reactants are mixed in non-stoichiometric 
quantities,, the condensation reaction will proceed until 
the point is reached where the end groups of one type will 
be used up, and the polymer chdin. end groups are of the 
type present in the excess reactant. Polymerisation will 
then stop. It is cleart therefore, that a high degree of 
polymerisation will be achieved only by ensuring the 
balance of reactants is adequately controlled. Moreover, 
the degree of polymerisation attained may be controlled by 
using the reactants in calculated non-stoichiometric 
proportions. 
In nylon 6: 6 productiong polymerisation must be 
allowed to proceed until an adequate degree of polymerisation 
has been reachedg bince polymers below a molecular weight 
of 5,000 will only form fibres with great difficulty and 
polymers with molecular weights between 5,000 and 10,000 
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form fibres which are too weak for practical uco. Convorsely, 
if the degree of polymerisation is too high, the polymer 
becomes difficult to melt and spin. In practice, therefore, 
polymerisation is controlled by using pure reactants in 
calculated proportionsv so that the reaction can be stopped 
at the desired degree of polymerisation, usually when the 
molecular weight of the polymer is in the range 12 - 20,0009 
the exact figure being determined by the fibre character- 
istics required. 
Figure 3.1 shows the flow chart for nylon 6: 6 formation. 
The correct stoichiometric balance between the two reactants, 
adipic acid and hexameýhylene diamine, is obtained by 
reacting the two materials together to form 'nylon salt'. 
H2 N(CH 2)6 NH 2+ 
HOOC(CH 2)4 COOH 
++I-- 
(NH 
3 
(CH 
2)6 INH 3 
)(COO(CH 
2)4 COO) 
Nylon salt 
This pure salt is dissolved in water to give a 60ýv solution, 
and aý. calculated amount of acetic or adipic acid is added to 
stop polymerisation at the desired stage. Condensation of 
the aqueous solution of nylon salt takes place in a stain- 
less steel pressure vessel in an inert atmosphere as nylon 
polymer is very susceptible to decomposition by oxygen at 
the condensation temperature (275-2800C : 250 p. s. i. ). The 
molten polymer is extruded through a slit in the base of 
the vessel, chilled, and cut into chips ready to be melt 
spun. The polymer is melted in an inert atmosphere and 
forced through spinnerets. The emerging jets of molten 
nylon are cooled and solidified, forming filaments which 
are moistened in a conditioning tube and then brought 
together and wound onto a package. 
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Figure 3.1 Nylon 6: 6 flow chart 
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In order to align the molecules along the fibre axisq 
the filaments must be drawn. During the drawing process, 
the nylon filaments are stretched to four or five times 
their original length, and the molecules in the fibre are 
orientated along the fibre axis. By varying the drawing of 
the filaments, the fibre characteristics can be controlled 
during manufacture. 
Nylon 6 
Nylon 6 fibre is spun from polycaproamide which is 
formed by the self-condensation of caprolactam. The 
polymerisation is uS'ually carried out by either a non- 
aqueous process, or an aqueous or hydrolytic process, the 
latter usually being used in the production of fibres. 
The hydrolytic process is usually operated on a 
continuous basis. Caprolactam. is mixed with ten percent of 
its weight of water, an' acid catalyst and an acid chain- 
inhibitor, and fed continuously into the top of a stain- 
less steel column heated to 250-270 0 C. As the caprolactam 
flows down the column, it polymerises to polycaproamide; 
this polymerisation occurring via two routes: - 
,. ýa) A polycondensation reaction in which the water added to 
the caprolactam as it enters the reaction vessel acts as 
a hydrolytic reagent: - 
(CH 
2)q 
2.01 NH 2 
(CH 
2)5 COOH ICO-, 
NH 6-amino caproic acid 
Polycondensation of the 6-amino caproic acid formed occurs 
with the formation of water which reacts as before. 
(b) Apolyadditionýreaction which takes place through the 
opening of the caprolactam rings and the linking together 
of the opened molecules. 
These two reactions occur concurrently and both contribute 
to polymer formation. 
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The molten polycaproamide may be spun directly at 
this stage, but more co=only it is extruded, cooledq and 
cut into chips in preparation for spinning as shown in 
f igure 
Polyester fibres 
Polyesters are fibres made by a condensation reaction 
. 
in which the linkage of the molecules occurs through the 
formation of ester groups. They are commonly made by the 
interaction of dibasic acids with dihydric alcohols: 
HOOC-X-COOH HO-Y-OH 
00000 
11 11 11 11 0 
---C-X-C-O-Y-O-C-X-C-O-Y-O-C--- 
Since World War III polyethylene terephtbalate fibres 
of the 'Terylenel and 'Dacron, typeg which were the first 
polyester fibres to be introduced on a. commercial scale, 
have established a dominating position in the polyester 
fibre market. Polyethylene terephthalate is made by the 
condensation of terephthalic acid, or a derivative such as 
dimethyl terephthalate, with ethylene glycol: 
A 1. OOH OOCH 00 
+ CH 3 OH Dimethyl 0 terephthalate 
*OOH 
OOCH 3 
2. AOOCH 3. CH OH OOCH2CH2 OH +12b Diethylene 
CH2 OH glycol 
YOOCH 
3 OOCH 2 CH 2 OH . 
terephthalat 
0000 O-C-< - 0-0-(CH O-c -C 0-(CH 0--- 2222 2) 2- -(D 
Polyethylene terephthalate 
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Figure 3.2 Nylon 6 flow cbart 
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Condensation of ethylene glycol with terephthalic 
acid (B) is an esterification reaction; water being 
eliminated as the : ýeaction proceeds. Condensation of 
ethylene glycol with dimethyl terephthalate (stage A2 above) 
is an ester interchange reaction, methanol being eliminated 
as the reaction proceeds. The pblymer thus obtained has an 
ester end group instead of an acid end group as in the 
polymer formed by the terephthalic acid route (scheme B 
below). 
B 
OOH 00 
CH OH Q 1- 
+12C, HO(-o- C O(CH -0-)-H +H0 CH 2 OH . 
w- 
22n 
e 00 
0 OH 
c. f. Scheme A: - 
COOCH 
CH 2 OH 
OOCH 
CH 2 OH 
0 
00 
1 CH 3c 
<SD- c O(CH 2)2 0-) nH + CH 3 OH 
The condensation is carried out by heating the ethylene 
glycol and terephthalic acid or dimethyl terephthalate and 
removing water or methanol in vacuo. When the desired 
degree of poly,,, nerisation has been reached, the clear, 
colourless polyester is extruded and out into chips which 
are then despatched to the spinning room via a suction pipe. 
The spinning is carried out in a similar manner to that 
used for polyamide fibres, the molten polymer being pumped 
through holes in a spinneret. Polyester fibres are usually 
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drawn hot as this gives a more uniform product than cold 
drawing. 
The general flow chart for polyester production is 
shown in figure 3.3. The main-starting material is para- 
xylene which must be separated from the mixed 8-carbon 
aromatic petroleum fraction.. Ortho-xylene and etbyl-benzene 
are readily separated from the other two isomers by 
fractional distillation, but since para-xylene and meta- 
xylene boil only 0.70C apart, they are usually separated 
by a freezing process. This process can be used to produce 
very pure para-xylene, 
* 
but there is little use for the meta- 
xylene which was the major constituent of the original 
mixed xylene. The meta-xylene is therefore isomerised by 
passing the vapour over a silica-alumina or platinum' 
catalyst at 4500C to form a mixture of xylenes which is 
recycled to the separation process: 
Fresh mixed 
xylenes > 
DISTIILATION 
ortho-xylene 
Recycled mixed metaz and para- 
xylenes xylene 
.. ISOMERISATION CRYSTALLISATION 
meta-xylene and a para-xylene 
little para-xylene 
Polyethylene terephthalate readily gives very strong 
fibres which are stiffer and less hydrophilic than nylon 6: 6. 
This stiffness makes it'suitable for blending in staple 
form with cotton which provides the moisture absorbing 
properties to make the fabric comfortable for apparel wear 
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Figure 3.3 Polyester fibre flow chart 
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such as shirts. Other important uses of polyester fibres 
are in bulked filament yarns for dresses, and polyester/wool 
blends for trousers and suits which provide good crease- 
retention. 
Polyacrylonitrile fibres 
An acrylic fibre is one in which the fibre-forming 
substance is any long chain synthetic polymer composed of 
at least 85% by weight of ac 
, 
rylonitrile units (-CH2- CH(ON)-). 
The early types of polyacrylonitrile fibre were spun from 
100% polyacrylonitrile but almost all modern types of 
acrylic fibre are spun from co-polymers. 
The key intermediate for the acrylic fibres is 
acrylonitrile, which in the earliest days of acrylic fibre 
developments was made. by base-catalysed addition of hydrogen 
cyanide to ethylene oxide, followed by the dehydration of 
the product: 
aqueous base 
CH 2- CH 2+ HCN 600C 
I- HOCH 2 CH 2 CN 
Ethylene 
cyanohydrin 
base 
200 0C 
CH 2m CHCN 
Acrylonitrile 
This two stage synthesis was soon replaced by a 
single stage synthesis by catalytic addition of hydrogen 
cyanide to acetylene. The catalyst was copper (I) chloride, 
and the reaction sequence was: 
Lime & coke*---. v Calcium carbide 
CH--CH 
Petroleum or CH 2ý CHCN methane 
HCN 
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This process has now been supplanted by processes 
based on propylene which is much cheaper than acetylene 
and hydrogen cyanide. The main process is ammoxidation, 
which involves passing a, raixture of ammonia and oxygen 
with prbpylene and steam over a heavy metal oxide catalyst 
00 such as bismuth phosphomolybdate at 450 Co 
2CH2vs CHCH 3+ 2NH 3+ 302 P2CH 2ý CHO + 6H 20 
The polynerisation of acrylonitrile is initiated by 
a free radical which adds to one o; f the ethylenic carbon 
atoms, and proceeds via a chain reaction: 
R-R 2R* 
Re + CH m CH R-CH 
ýH 
21 2-1 
CN Ull 
R-CH 2- CH CH 218 CH R-CH 2- CH-CH 27 CH 1111 
CN CN 
--CH - 
bH + CH « CH o --CH CH-CH 
3H 
2121 2- 1 2-1 
ulý CN U. N ý CN 
2 --OH 
bH 
-CH -CH-CH-CH 2-1 211 2--- 
uN CN CN 
2 -CH - 
bH CH-CH + OH 2111 2-- 
uN ulý UM i 
Initiation 
Propagation 
Termination 
The polymerisation of aorylonitrile and its co-monomer 
proceeds by agitating the monomers with water in the 
presence of catalyst and surfactants. Some of the acrylo- 
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nitrile dissolves in the water to form a 7ýý so lution; the 
excess monomer forms an emulsion. As polymerisation 
proceeds, the polymer is precipitated to form a slurry 
which is filtered, washed and dried: 
CH " CHCN -CH CH-CH CH- 2 2- 1 2-1 
CN CN 
The nature and proportion of the second component. 
used in individual acrylic fibres are rarely disclosedq but 
vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride, methyl acrylate and 2-vinyl 
pyridine are among the monomers which are probably used 
commercially. 
As acrylonitrile tends to decompose on melting, fibres 
cannot be produced by melt spinning-processes as used for 
p6lyamide and pblyester fibres. Acrylic fibres are therefore 
produced from solutions either by wet or dry spinning. 
If dry spun, the polymer is dissolved in an organic solvent 
such as dimethyl formamide to ford a 25-40i'ip solution of 
polymer which is filtered and heated almost to boiling 
point and then extruded through spinnerets. The fine jets 
of solution emerge into vertical tubes through which air at 
400 0C is flowing. As the Jets fall through the tube, the 
solvent evaporates to leave solid polymer filaments which 
are drawn hot. The filaments are oiled, twisted and wound 
onto bobbins. If staple fibre is required, a number of yarns 
are brought together as tow which is crimped and cut into 
the desired length. 
In wet spinningg the polymer is dissolved in dimethyl 
formamide, the solution is filtered and then pumped through 
spinnerets into a coagulating bath where the solvent 
dissolves but -ýhe polymer does not. The jets of solution 
coagulate into fine filaments forming a tow which is 
washed, heated, drawn, 61led and crimped before being out 
into staple. Acrylic fibres are mainly used in the form of 
tow, for conversion, and, as staple fibre. 
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Historical development'of man-made fibres 
Although Robert Hooke, the English scientist, had 
suggested as early as 1664 that fibres could be manufactured, 
it was not until 1885 when Chardonnet began his work on 
nitrocellulose fibres which he subsequently produced 
commercially, that the man-made fibre industry really began.. 
Between 1890 and 1930t almost all the research and develop- 
ment connected with man-made fibres was carried out on the 
naturally-occurring polymer, cellulose; firstly in the 
production of the regenerated viscose rayon fibres, and 
later the acetate fibres. 
The synthetic fibres industry began with Cdrothers in 
1928 when he started research into the formation and struct- 
ure of condensation polymers. This work eventually led to 
the discovery of nylon, the first commercially successful 
synthetic fibre. Since 1940, when Du Pont's first plant for 
the commercial production of nylon came onstream, the 
synthetic fibre industry has expanded very rapidly, with 
modifications and improvements continually being developed 
and put- into production. 
The following table indicates briefly, the major 
developments that have taken place in the man-made fibres 
industry since that first hypothesis by Robert Hooke. 
1664 HOOKE (U. K. ) discussed the possibility of imitating 
the silkworT to produce an artificial fibre in his 
book 114iorographial. 
1713 REMUR (Prance) drew fibres from the surface of molten 
glass, wound them onto a cylinder and made a fabric. 
1832 Cellulose nitrate, a soluble cellulose derivative, 
was discovered. 
1840 Wood pulpq a cheap form of cellulose for making paper, 
was introduced. 
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1842 SCHWABE (U. K. ) devised a machine for making artificial 
filaments by forcing molten glass through very fine 
holes. Glass fibre was unsuitable for textiles and he 
failed to find an alternative. 
1846 SCH6NBEIN (Germany) discovered that cellulose could 
be converted to nitrocellulose by treatment with 
nitric acid. 
1855 AUDEMARS (Switzerland) pulled fibres from a solution 
of nitrocellulose which dried and hardened in air, and 
could be wound onto a reel. 
1857 SCHWEIZER (Switzerland) found that cellulose could be 
dissolved in cuprammonium hydroxide solution. 
1860 Chemical wood pulp for paper was introduced. 
1862 OZANAId (U. K. ) spun regenerated silk fibres by forcing 
silk solution through fine holes. 
1880 SWAN (U. K. ) extruded cellulose nitrate through holes 
to produce electric light filaments. 
1884 CHARDONNEIT (France) made the first artificial fibres 
from nitrocellulose solution which was squirted through 
small holes, hardened in air and then chemically 
treated to reduce the nitrate groups and regenerate 
cellulose. 
1890 CHARDONNET established commercial production of the 
first man-made fibre at Besanqon (Prance). 
1891 CROSS9 BEVAN, and BEADLE (U. X. ) discovered that 
cellulose dissolves'if treated with sodium hydroxide 
and carbon disulphide the basis of viscose rayon.. 
1893 MOUREAU (Germany) first made acrylonitrile. 
1899 The commercial production-of cuprammonium, rayon based 
on S'chweizer's discovery in 1857 was started in Germany. 
1903 The commercial production of viscose rayon based on 
Cross, Bevan and Beadle's work in 1891 was begun in 
the United Kingdom. 
0 
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1904 The British rights to the viscose process were 
purchased by Courtaulds Ltd. 
1906 MILES (U. F. ) discovered "secondary acetate", a 
partially acetylated cellulose obtained by complete 
acetylation and subsequent partial bydrolysis. 
1914 WILSON (U. X. ) working for Courtaulds perfected the 
technique of stretching filaments during the spinning 
operation by using two wheels, one rotating faster than 
the other. This led to the development of high tenacity 
rayon. 
1920 DREYPUS brothers (Switzerland) introduced fibres from 
secondary cellulose acetate which later became 
established as 'Celanesel. 
1927 Lustron stopped the production of triacetate because 
(a) the use of chloroform as a solvent was expensive 
and dangerous 
(b) the triacetate yarns could not be dyed 
satisfactorily with the dyes that were available. 
1928 CAROTHERS (U. S. ) working for Du Pont started his study 
of condensation polymers. 
1930 Experimental production of polyvinyl chloride fibres 
was started in Germany. 
1935 Courtaulds developed 'Tenascol, a high tenacity rayon 
yarn which took over a large share of thb tyre cord 
market during World War II. 
1936 The first polyvinyl chloride fibres were produced 
commercially ; 'Pe-Ce' in Germany and 'Vinyon' in the 
United States. 
1937 Courtauldd first viscose staple plant came into 
operation. 
1939 The first factory for the co=ercial production of 
nylon was opened at Seaford, Delaware, U. S. A. It was 
owned by Du Pont. 
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1940 The first British nylon fibres were produced at the 
Coventry factory of British Pylon Spinners, but all 
production was takený for war uses. 
1940 Commercial production of nylon 6 made by the self- 
condensation of caprolactam (first observed by 
Carothers in 1932) was started by I. G. Parbenindustrie 
in Germany. 
1941 DICKSON and WhINFIELD (U. K. ) working for Calico 
Printers Association Ltd. (C. P. A. ) at Accrington, 
lancashire found that a potentially valuable textile 
fibre could be spun from polyethylene terephthalate. 
1941 Pylon production at Seaford, U. S. A. was 8 m. lb. per 
annum, and a second plant was opened at Martinsville, 
Virginia so that Du Pont's nylon output was 25 M. lb. 
per annum by the end of 1942. 
1942 In the U. R., two nylon spinning factories were in I 
operation. 
1943 I. C. I. took the world rights for polyester fibres 
(except in the U. S. A. ) under the d. P. A. patents. 
Du Pontibought the rights for the U. S. A. 
1944 After research to find a suitable solvent for poly- 
acrylonitrile (dimethyl. - formamide being the answer), 
Du Pont announced their decision to start pilot plant 
production of polyacrylonitrile fibre. 
1945 Du Pont produced the first commercial polyacrylo- 
nitrile fibre - Fibre k (later called 'Orlon'). 
1949 Union Carbide Uhemical Company produced the first 
modacrylic fibre, IDynqlI. 
1950 Du Pont began pilot plant production of polyetbylene 
terephthalate fibre based on the C. P. A. patents under 
the trade name 'Dacron'. 
I 
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1950 In Camden, South Carolina, U. S. A. Du Pont's large scale 
plant for producing 'Orlon' came onstream. 
1950 I. C. I. announced the building of a large scale plant 
to produce 'Terylenel polyester fibre at Wilton, 
Teeside with an annual capacity of 11 m. lb. 
1950 Courtaulds Ltd. began the commercial development of 
triacetate f ibres. 
1952 Chemstrand's commercial plant for 'Acrilan' acrylic 
fibre began production at Decatur, Alabama, U. S. A. 
1953 Full scale plant production of 35 m. lb. per annum of 
'Dacron' began in Kinston, Borth Carolina, U. S. A. 
1954 Farbenfabriken Bayer in Germany ýegan operating a 
pilot plant for acrylic fibres. 
1954 Courtaulds. introduced the triacetate fibre 'Courpletal 
and British Celanese Ltd. introduced 'Tricell tri- 
acetate fibre. Later in the same year when Courtaulds 
took over British Celanese, their research was linked, 
and a single triacetate fibre under the trade mark 
'Tricell was marketed with British Celanese as producers. 
1957 Tennessee Eastman Company in the U. S.. A. introduced 
'Verell, a modacrylic fibre. 
1958-Dow Chemical Company began production of 'Zefran' 
acrylic fibre. 
1958 Chemstrand Corporation's British company Chemstrand Ltd. 
began production of 'Acrilan' at Colerainev N. Ireland. 
-1959 Courtaulds announced that they would manufacture 
acrylic fibres in the U. K. under the trade name 
'Courtelle'. 
1959 I. C. I. began development work on the bulked form of 
. 'Terylenel, later to be known as 'Crimplene'. 
1961 Whinfield's U. S. patent expired. 
1966 Patents covering the manufacture of nylon and polyester 
fibres in the U. K. expired. 
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Man-made fibre production in the United Fingdom is in 
the hands of a small number of multinational companies, as 
shown below: 
Major producers of filament and staple fibre in the U. Y. 
1. British Celanese Ltd. (subsidiary of Courtaulds Ltd. ) 
Producers of 'Dicell and''Celafibrel acetate yarn and 
f ibre. 
'Tricell triacetate yarn and fibre. 
Principal works : Spondon, near Derby 
Wrexham, North Wales 
Little Heath, Lancaster 
2. British Enkalon Ltý. (member of the A. F. Z. O. group) 
Producers of 'Inkalon' polyamide (nylon 6) filament. 
'Terlenkal polyester filament. 
Pactory : Antrim, Forthern Ireland 
Courtaulds Ltd. 
Producers of 'Delustralg 'Tenasco', ITyrexly, 
, 
'Durafill, 
'Evlan', 'Fibre', 'Sarillel, and 'Vincell 
viscose staple fibres. 
'Courtelle' acrylic staple. 
'Teklan' modacrylic staple. 
'Celon' polyamide (nylon 6) filament. 
'Lirelle' polyester filament. 
'Spanzelle' elastomeric filament. 
Fibre factories : Aintree, near Liverpool 
Carrickfergusq Forthern Ireland 
Coventry, Flintq Grimsby, Holywell, 
Preston, Spondon. 
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4. Du Pont Co. MR. ) Ltd. (subsidiary of E. I. Du Pont 
de Nemours & Co. ) 
Producers of 'Orlon' acrylic staple and tow. 
ILycral. 
Distributers in U. K. of 'Orlon' acrylic staple and tow. 
'Sayellel speciality acrylic 
fibre. 
'Cantrecel nylon bicomponent 
hosiery yarn. 
I Antron I nylon. 
'Qianal nylon. 
'Dacron' polyester filamentl 
staple and tow. 
U. K. plant at Maydoyrng Northern Ireland. 
5--Hoechst (U. K. ) Ltd. (U. K. orgaýisation of Farbwerke 
Hoechst A. G. ) 
Producers of 'Treviral polyester. 
U. K. plant at Limavadyy Northern Ireland. 
I. C. I. Fibres Ltd. (subsidiary of I. C. I. Ltd. ) 
Producers of 'Bri-nylon' nylon 6: 6 filament yarn and 
staple fibre. 
'Terylenel filament yarn and staple fibre. 
Factories : Wiltonj Yorkshire 
Doncaster, Gloucester, Pontypool. 
Monsanto Textiles Ltd. (subsidiary of Monsanto Co. U. S. A. ) 
Producers of 'Acrilan' acrylic fibre. 
Blue 101 nylon. 
U. K. plants : Coleraine, Northern Ireland. 
Dundonaldq Kilmarnock, Ayrshire. 
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The relative importance of each company in producing 
fibres for the U. K. market is indicated below under each 
individual fibre type. 
Nylon 
I. C. I. is by far the largest European nylon manu- 
facturer, with current U. F. capacity at about 220 m,. lbs. 
per annum. In 1964, Courtaulds sold their 50c share in 
British Nylon Spinners to I. C. I., which left them free to 
develop their own nylon under the name 'Celon'l which by 
19 71 accounted for 16ýo of the U. K. nylon market. Courtaulds' 
capacity at the end of 1968 was 40 m. lbs. per annum which 
has since risen to 60 m. lbs. per annum. Monsanto Textiles' 
annual capacity for its Blue ICI nylon was 27 m. lbs. in 
1969, and this has been raised to 45 m. lbs. Monsanto is 
now responsible for just over one-tenth of the U. N. nylon 
market. British Enkalon is the fourth manufacturer with a 
capacity of 50 M. lbs. per annum, and a 13%o share of the 
market. In addition, Du Pont supplies about 3ýo of the nylon 
consumed although none is produced in the U. K. 
Producer Capacit 
-n% 
share of 
1971--km. lbs. ) marke"t 
220 56 
Courtaulds 60 16 
Monsanto 45 10 
British Enkalon 50 13 
Da Pont -3 
375 98 
Polyester 
I. C. I. dominates the U. N. polyester fibre market with 
its two productsq 'Terylenel and I-Crimplenel. Its capacity 
in 1968 was 150 m. lbs. per annum, and this has now risen 
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to about 220 m. lbs. per annum. Hoechst's Northern Ireland 
plant with a 16 m. lbs. per annum capacity was completed 
at the beginning of 1970, and produces 'Treviral. Du Pont 
do not manufacture polyester fibre in the U. Y., although 
they supply U. K. manufacturers with polyester fibre under 
the name 'Dacron'. Courtaulds have recently entered the 
market with the commissioning of their 20 m. lbs. per annum. 
plant at Carrickfergusq Northern Ireland, which is due to 
come onstream in 1972. Courtaulds fibre will be sold as 
'Lirellel. British Enkalon is the fourth producer in the 
U. E. with a current capacity of 10 m. lbs. per annum. 
Producer 
I. C. I. 
British Enkalon 
Hoechst 
Courtaulds 
Capaci y in 
m. lbs. 
220 
10 
16 
(20) 
It is difficult t-o indicate percentage shares of the 
market from the capacity figures since Du Pont, Hoechst 
and British Enkalon have been supplying polyester fibres, 
although they have not been producing in the U. K. However, 
in 1971, I. C. I. accounted for approximately 750% of all 
polyester fibre consumed in the U. K. The relatively late 
entry of the U. K. suppliers (other than I. C. I. ) into this 
market is largely explained by the fact that the U. K. 
patents expired only in 1966. 
Acrylic 
Courtaulds accounted for nearly two-thirds of U. F. 
output of acrylic fibre in 1968 with 'Courtelle', the first 
British acrylic fibre. Capacity was 100 M. lbs. per annum 
which by 1971 had been raised to 170 M. lbs. per annum. 
Until recently, Monsanto was the only other producer in the 
U. K. with 'Acrilan', whose capacity was 85 m. lbs. per annum. 
Du Pont erected a 45 m. lbs. per annum plant in Northern 
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Ireland in 1968 Aich is producing 'Orlon', and this is 
expected to expand further by 1973. 
Producer 
Courtaulds 
Monsanto 
Du Pont 
Capacity in 
1971 (m. lbs. ). 
170 
85 
45 
300 
Again it is difficult to ascribe percentage shares to 
each company since Monsanto and Du Pont supplied acrylic 
fibres to U. K. manufacturers before thby began production 
in the U. K. Courtaulds probably hold just under 50% of the 
market with the Monsanto and Du Pont shares being approx- 
imately 30ý* and 205 respectively. 
Cellulosic fibres 
Immediately after World War II, Courtaulds was only 
one of ten manufacturers of cellulosic fibres in the U. Y., 
but it was easily the largest and the only producer of 
staple. Because of their size and efficiency, all the other 
producers were taken over by them, or forced out of business, 
except Lansil which was aquired by Chemstrand (a subsidiary 
of Monsanto) in 1962. Lansil produces acetate yarn onýlyq and 
accounts for about one-tenth of total output. 
Recent trends in the man-made fibres industry 
One of the most significant trends in the U. Y. textile 
industry in the past twenty years has been the rapid 
increase in the use of man-made fibres which has taken place 
at the expense of natural fibres. The production of man-made 
fibres has risen from 400 m. lbs. to over 1300 m. lbs. in 
the period 1958 to 1971, a rise of 216ý (see table 3.2 and 
figures 3.4 and 3-5). 
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Table 3.2 U. F. production of man-made fibres (m. lbs. ) 
Year Total 
production 
Cellulosic Synthetic Cellulosic 
as ý. of 
total 
Synthetic. 
as 5 of 
total 
1958 422.2 355.0 67.2 84.1 15.9 
1959 514.7 429.2 85.5 83.4 16.6 
1960 592.0 457.6 134.4 77.3 22.7 
1961 567.7 421.8 145.9 74.3 25. '7 
1962 627.2 444.4 182.8 70.8 29.2 
1963 719.? 486.9 232.3 67.7 32.3 
1964 825.2 546.5 278.7 66.2 33.8 
1965 862.1 534.8 327.3 62.0 38.0 
1966 881.6 485.4 396.2 55.1 44.9 
1967 955.1 522.3 432.8 54.7 45.3 
1968 1188.6 595.1 593.5 50.1 49.9 
1969 1221.2 568.2 653.0 46.5 53.5 
1970 1321.5 573.1 748.4 43.4 56.6 
1971 1334.7 544.2 790.5 40.8 59.2 
Source : Textile Organon 
In the period 1958 to 1971, the total U. R. production 
of man-made fibres has increased three-fold. Howevert over 
the same period, the production of cellulosic fibres has 
only increased.. one and a half times, whereas the growth in 
synthetic fibres has been of the order of 1100%; production 
in 1971 being twelve times as great as that in 1958. 
Synthetic fibres now account for over half the total 
production-of man-made fibres as compared to rather less 
than one-sixth in 1958. 
The production of the three major synthetic textile 
fibres is shown in table 3.3 and figure 3.6 . 
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Table 3.3 U. Y. productionof synthetic fibres (m. lbs. ) 
Year Polyamide Polyester Acrylic Other 'Total 
1958 47 18 2 - 67 
1959 56 25 5 - 86 
1960 77 45 12 - 134 
1961 80 49 17 - 146 
1962 100 50 27 6 183 
1963 125 60 38 10 233 
1964 150 64 55 10' 279 
1965 160 89 70 7 326 
1966 180 100 95 10 385 
1967 196 120 100 12 428 
1968 300 148 130 14 592 
1969 310 160 160 13 643 
1970 305 225 200 12 742 
1971 310 245 220 11 786 
Sources : British Man-made Fibres Federation 
I. C. I. Fibres Ltd. 
All three fibres show a very rapid growth in produc- 
tion, output in 1971 having increased six and a half times 
for polyamides, thirteen and a half times for polyesters, 
and 110 times for acrylics since 1958. The relative 
importance of nylon has changed quite significantly in 
recent years. Vylon accounted for 70ýo of all synthetic 
fibres produced in the U. K. in 1958 as compared with 39% 
in 1971. As the other synthetic fibres have been developed, 
they have not only opened up new markets9 but have also 
competed with nylon in certain applications; for example, 
the increasing use of polyesters especially in blends with 
cotton for sheets and shirts. Vylon, however, still holds 
a greater share of the synthetic fibre market than the other 
fibres, the percentages being; nylon 39%, polyesters 31%, 
and acrylics 28%. 
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The substitution of man-made fibres for natural fibres 
in the textile industry has been caused by the fact that 
they have become, through technological development, 
increasingly more suitable in certain applications. Their 
unique features in relation to long life, easy laundering 
and shape retention have quickly been recognised, together 
with their constantly falling price relative to natural 
fibres. Just as viscose rayon started as a luxury fibre 
which eventually became cheaper than cotton, so a similar 
pattern is emerging for nylon, polyester and acrylic 
textiles. The economies of large-scale production of 
synthetics compared with natural fibres is unlikely to be 
matched-by agriculturalists contending with climatic and 
biological hazards. 
One of the most attractive features of man-made fibres 
is that they can be modified to overcome their disadvantages. 
These can be overcome in three ways: 
(a) by mechanical modification 
(b) by physical modification 
(c) by chemical modification. 
_(a)_I, 
Jechanical modification 
For many end-uses, a warm handle, softness9 absorbency 
and resiliency are required. A standard product such as 
nylon or polyester can be modified mechanically, for example 
by crimping, to produce a product with new properties. The 
type or degree of crimp imparted enables different end-uses 
to be satisfied, and providing the requirements are known, a 
wide range of products become available. 
(b) Physical modification 
In some cases where certain properties are required 
from a fibre, a simple modifi ' cation 
is insufficient, and 
physical modification must be sought. For example, the cross- 
section of a yarn may be changed from circular to trilobal 
which results in a change of handle, appearance and general 
fabric characteristics. Physical modification of fibres is 
; 5. 
necessary to make them suitable for blending with wool 
since such fibres should wear at least as well as wool, 
but should not "pill". -Pilling and abrasion resistance are 
related and a balance between the two parameters is achieved 
by a physical modification of the fibre. 
(c) Chemical modification 
For some end-uses, neither a mechanical nor a physical 
modification is sufficient to give the required change in 
properties, and in such cases chemical modifications are 
used. For example, the end-uses for knitwear are such that 
a wide range of dye-fastnesses is required; in some cases 
such as swimwear, fastness to chlorinated water is important, 
for upholstery - lightfastness; for cardigans - washfastn6ss 
and so on. Knowing the end-uses and the desired parametersq 
a range of yarns may be produced to satisfy each of them.. 
It is clear that man-made fibre productiong and more 
particularly that of synthetic fibres has expanded rapidly 
during the past decade, and this growth has taken place at 
the expense of natural fibres, which in those ten years 
have lost their dominance of the fibre market to. a signif- 
icant degree. 
In the fibre revolution, cotton has suffered the most. 
Man-made fibres were spun, woven and knitted on traditional 
cotton-textile and weft-knitting machinery to produce 
fabrics that were superior to cotton in specific applications. 
Price, moisture absorbency, and breathability are the main 
advantages which cotton can offer, but the gap between the 
price of cotton and that of synthetic fibres is steadily 
narrowing, while synthetics with an equivalent moisture 
absorbency and breathability are being developed. 
Table 3.4 and figure 3.7 show the change in fibre 
consumption within the cotton and allied textile industry 
in recent years. 
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Table 3.4 Yarn consumption 
cotton svstem (m 
fibre) in weaving on-the 
Year Cotton & blan-made Mixture s Total 
Cotton waste fibres 
1958 472.2 203.2 7.7 683.1 
1959 439.9 208.5 6.8 655.2 
1960 441.4 222.9 8.6 672.9 
1961 411.3 211.4 6.5 629.7 
1962 358.3 200.7 5.1 564.1 
1963 355.2 213.0 5.9 574.1 
1964 351.. 5 236.4 3.3 591.2 
1965 340.1 231.3 13.6 585.0 
1966 307.7 221.6 14.0 543.3 
1967 255.3 198.4 22.4 476.1 
1968 261.0 204.2 28.8 494.0 
1969 251.6 219.8 32.3 503.7 
1970 228.6 201.0 30.3 459.9 
1971 201.2 183.3 39.6 424.1 
Sources : Annual Abstract of Statistics 
Textile Statistics Bureau 
The decline in the cotton sector has been greater than 
in the wool sector of the industry, largely due to comp- 
etition from cheap imports. Within the weaving sector, the 
consumption of yarn has decreased by one-third between 1958 
and 1971 and this drop is accounted-for solely by the decline 
in use of cotton yarn since the quantity of man-made fibre 
yarn used in 1971 is virtually the same as that used in 
1958, although consumption has fluctuated narrowly in that 
period. So even in the fastest declining sector of the 
textile industry, man-made fibres have increased their share 
of the market, now holding 43ý1* as opposed to 30o in 1958. 
Of the synthetic fibres, nylon and polyester have 
encroached on the traditional cotton markets. About 55% of 
the U. K. consumption of nylon is used in clothing together 
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with 60% of polyester consumption. A notable feature of 
table 3.4 is the growth in the consumption of mixture yarns 
during the past seven years. Polyester blends with cotton 
have achievdd considerable success in recent years, their 
particular attraction being the combination of the cheap 
natural material with its properties of moisture absorbency 
with the permanent-press, abrasion-resistance and easy-care 
qualities of the polyester fibres. 
r-T-he*impact of man-made fibres on the wool textile 
industry has been slower than on cotton textiles, partly 
because the properties of wool are less easy to simulate, 
and partly because it has not been so easy to spin and 
weave man-made fibres on traditional wool textile machinery. 
Table 3.5 and figure 3.8 show the change in fibre consumption 
within the wool textile industry. 
Table 3.5 Consumption of fibres in the wool textile 
industry (m. lbs. 
Year Virgin Reprocessed Man-made Other Total 
wool wool fibres fibres 
1958 444 107.4 56.0 26.4 633.8 
1959 509 111.1 67.1 37.6 724.8 
1960 481 107.6 86.9 36.6 712.1 
1961 472 95.9 89.8 35.1 692.8 
1962 448 96.4 87. Q 33.0 664.4 
1963 458 101.9 107.1 32.0 699. *0 
1964 418 103.1 135.7 27.0 683.8 
1965 403 97.1 137.5 26.7 664.3 
1966 388 93.0 137.4 28.6 647.0 
1967 360 87.4 133.2 23.3 603.9 
1968 391 79.2 153.5 27.1 650.8 
1969 385 76.3 153.2 27.6 642.1 
1970 337 70.7 161.6 23. '5 592.8 
1971 320 6o. 3 168.8 23.5 572.6 
Sources Annual Abstract of Statistics 
Wool Industry Bureau of Statistics 
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The total consumption of fibres has declined, amid 
fluctuations, only slightly between 1958 and 1971, but the 
quantities of each type of fibre used have changed quite 
considerably. The consumption of virgin wool has dropped by 
124 m. lbs., a decrease of nearly 28ýo, and it now accounts 
for only 56ýo of all fibres consumed as compared to 70% in 
1958. The biggest increase has been in the use of man-made 
fibres which has risen by 200ýo to 169 m. lbs. in 1971 from 
the 1958 level of 56 m. lbs., and which now accounts for 
29% of all fibres consumed compared to only 9% in 1958. 
The properties that wool possesses that make it 
important in clothing are: 
(a) good crease-recovery 
(b) warmth 
(c) good shape retention 
(d) adequate abrasion resistance for most uses 
(f) pleasant handle 
The principal disadvantages of wool as an apparel 
fibre are tbat: 
(a) it cannot be permanently pleated unless it is 
specially treated 
(b) its abrasion resistance is not really adequate 
where hard wear is expected 
(c) it is not sufficiently dimensionally stable for 
washable garments unless it is specially treated 
If the synthetic fibres competing with wool are consid- 
ered, they are seen to offer certain advantages over the 
natural fibre. The polyester fibres possess excellent 
pleat-retention properties, high abrasion resistanceg good 
crýease-recovery and excellent dimensional stability. The 
main problems that polyester fibre users encountered were: 
difficulty in dyeingg pilling, and staticq but these problems 
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have now largely been overcome. As the real technical 
advantages th4t polyesters offer compared with wool were 
recognised, it became apparent that a blend of the two 
fibres (usually 55/45 polyester/wool) would give a woven 
fabric with excellent performance, and these cloths are 
widely used, particularly in men's suiting. 
Acrylic fibres are the other synthetics to have 
replaced wool, and they are the most "wool-like" of all the 
synthetic fibres. Again, the main properties that they 
possess are; good pleat retention; a soft, pleasant handle; 
and good dimensional stability. Their major use in woven 
cloths has been in woollen-spun yarns, mainly for ladies' 
wear. 
The traditional sectors of the textile industry, i. e. 
cotton and wool weaving, have not only been affected by the 
increased substitution of man-made for natural fibresq but 
also by new processing techniques for manufacturing garments 
and cloth in the knitting sector of the industry. The 
. knitting process is as old as weaving, but double jersey 
manufacture which has now taken over large areas of the 
traditional woven cloth markets did not start in the United 
Kingdom until 1954. Moreover, the warp-knitting industry 
only gained momentum in the 1950's. Thus, two innovations 
were being developed at the same time; new fibres and a 
new method of converting these fibres into cloth. It was 
inevitable that the two should be closely connected. 
Synthetic yarn in the form of nylon continuous filament, 
made its debut into the British textile industry in 1939. 
In the war years, it was used solely for parachute manu- 
factureq but after the war nylon entered the stocking market 
and rapidly eliminated virtually all its competitors. The 
success of nylon was due firstly to the fact that the strength 
and uniformity of the new yarn gave rise to increased 
production efficiency. Secondlyq the higher tensile strength, 
excellent elastic recovery and abrasion resistance, and 
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sheerness of the yarn rendered it ideal for hosiery 
application; and thirdly, the manufacturer (the knitter) 
was eager to try new ideasq and cooperated closely with 
the yarn producer. Hence the first contribution to the 
apparol field, i. e. hosiery, was a significant one. About 
1950, 'Terylenel fibre and yarn was commercially developed, 
and polyesters joined polyamides in contributing to a 
wide variety of textile end-uses. 
Following the initial success of nylon,. collaboration 
between knitters and yarn producers resulted in the develop- 
ment of synthetic yarns "tailored" for weft-knitting 
manufacture. In this context, it is interesting to trace 
the development of double jersey fabric in the United 
Kingdom. The first double jersey fabrics were made from 
worsted spun wool which possessed the necessary character- 
istics of a knitting yarn. in that it was strong, resilient, 
bulky, possessed elasticity and had the ability to absorb 
moisture. Pure wool knitted goods have excellent appearance 
and handle, but they suffer from the major disadvantage of 
poor dimensional stability unless they are washed carefully 
or unless they have been subjected to special shrink- 
resist treatment. Since these early fabrics could not be 
waý; hed, they tended to be made in dark colours for autumn 
and winter wear. The fabrics were also relatively expensive, 
and the introduction of wool/cellulosic blended yarns in 
1955 was designed to lower the selling price. However, 
these yarns also lowered the product's quality and this led 
to a fall in demand. 
In order to reverse the wool/cellulosic setbackj 
Courtaulds introduced its 'Courtelle' acrylic fibre onto 
the double Jersey market in the late 1950's. The early 
fabrics did not drape well, and demand fell after some 
considerable early interest. However, after more research, 
acrylics made a successful comeback, their main advantages 
being good dimensional stability, and an attractive handle. 
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Pilling is not a serious problem in acrylic staple, which 
is the only form of fibre used. 
By the late 1950's, 1.0.1. was having a great impact 
on the warp-knitting industry with its continuous filament 
yarns. At this time, I. C. I. also developed an interest in 
the double Jersey market as an outlet for its polyester 
yarn 'Terylene'. By texturising the yarn, I. C. I. developed 
modified filament yarns which were suitable for double 
Jersey fabric manufacture and whiL offered advantages 
over natural and man-made staple fibres; the greatest of 
these being drip-dry washability. In 1962, I. C. I. launched 
its bulked polyester yarn onto the market under the name 
'Crimplene'. After initial technical difficultiesq 'Crimplenel 
was reintroduced in 1964, and since then, double Jersey 
manufacture-has not looked back. 
It is interesting to note that in the first years of 
the double jersey industry, almost the only fabric success- 
fullyused was made from 100ýý merino wool, in contrast to 
1971 when wool's share had dropped to 16ýa in relation to 
polyester (52ýo) and acrylic (275). This large proportionate 
drop was mainly due to the improved practical performance 
of synthetic fibres. When acrylic fibres first began to 
make their mark in this sector, their immediate appeal lay 
in the wide range of pastel colours made available by their 
washability, and this made double jersey an all-year-round 
fabric. Figure 3.9 shows the consumption of fibres in 
double jersey manufacture in 1971, and table 3.6 shows the 
fibres supplied to the market. 
One of the major reasons for the success of 'Crimplenel 
in the double Jersey market is that for the complex double 
jersey fabric structure, textured filament yarns are less 
likely to break than any staple fibre yarn, be it wool, 
cotton, acrylic or any other man-made fibre. In contrast,. 
for a,. -single jersey fabric, the bulk of a staple 
fibre is 
advantageous since it'gives more body to the cloth, and here, 
polyester fibres have'had little impact on the market. 
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Figure 
-3.9- 
Supply of fibres to the double_j_ersey market 
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Table 3.6 Supply of fibres to the 
in 1971 
Fibre Quantity Supplie 
(m. lbs. ) 
Polyester 60 
Hoechst 
British 
double Jersey market 
d by 
- 'Crimplenel 
- 'Treviral 
Enkalbn - 'Terlenkal 
Acrylic 30 Courtaulds -I Courtelle 
Monsanto 'Acrilan' 
Du Pont 'Orlon' 
Wool 17 
Other 3 
Source : British Man-made Fibres Federation 
Britain's single jersey industry did not attract the 
synthetic fibre producers until the late 1960's. Until 
then, single Jersey fabrics (known as stockinette) were 
virtually all produced in 100ýo cotton yarns, and were aimed 
at industrial end-uses such as cloth for wrapping meat and 
cheese. The first synthetic fibres were used in single 
jersey manufacture in the United kingdom in 1967, and by 
1969 ten and a half m. lbs. of fibres were used in the 
industry with acrylics accounting for 75ýt'ý of all fibres 
consumed. As the single jersey industry expands into fields 
other than for industrial uses, the trend is likely to be 
towards diversification of fibre use with acrylic and 
acrylic blends sharing the market largely with polyester 
and polyester blends. 
in summary, the greatest single contribution to the 
expansion of the weft-knitting industry has been the 
development of three particular synthetic yarn types: 
(a) staple fibre conventionally-spun yarn e. g. 'Courtelle, 
-(b) continuous filament false-twist stretch bulked 
yarns e. g. nylon for stretch slacks 
(c) continuous filament stabilised bulked yarn 
e. g. I Crimplene I 
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These three yarns have provided the knitter with the 
opportunity to manufacture new fabric designs and different 
fabric types, and thereby to penetrate new markets. The 
-contribution made by synthetic yarns to the weft-knitting 
industry has largely been the result of a study of what the 
industry requires. For instance, in the case of 'Crimplenel 
there is a "tailor-made" weft-knitting yarn manufactured to 
a high degree of uniformity in terms of bulk and tex, which 
can be dyed without altering the knitting characteristics 
and which possesses a non-torque property enabling a sing gle 
rather than a two-fold yarn to be used. Since the extra 
process of doubling the yarn is eliminated, there is an 
obvious advance in economy. The development of such bulked 
and textured synthetic yarns with their strength and easy-ý 
care properties has bogsted the competition between synthetic 
and staple fibres. The knitted loop construction has 
advantages over the woven cloth structure in that it allows 
the bulk to fully develop as the construction is more "open'19 
but when the most successful of these developments is 
considered i. e. 'Crimplenel which has been largely exploited 
by the double jersey circular knitters, it is doubtful 
whether the weaver who formerly dominated the market made 
much effort to develop an attractive alternative. One 
sentiment was expressed: "Had the weaver fully realised the 
potential growth of textured yarns, he would surely have 
made a much bigger effort to create suitableýcompetitive 
products". 
' 
Wa rp-knitting 
The development of continuous filament synthetic yarns 
initially provided weavers with a valuable product in terms 
of length of life and all the properties associated with 
H. Rushworth Textile Institute & Industry May 1969,130 
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synthetic fibres. The consumer became aware, however, of 
the disadvantages of woven filament cloth in terms of 
handle and poor breathability. At the same time, the warp- 
knitter recognised the yarns as being fine, strong, and 
possessing heat-setting properties. By harnessing these 
new properties to new cloth constructions, warp-knitters 
produced strong, dimensionally stable cloths possessing the 
basic characteristics of all warp-knits; good resilience, 
elasticity and fabric bulk. Moreover, the warp-knitted 
product, being more porous than the woven fabric, would 
breathe. 
The warp-knitting industry has developed to its present 
importance in the textile fibld as a result of the avail- 
ability of continuous filament yarns. It is no coincidence 
that the expansion in warp-knitting has occurred in parallel 
with the increasing use of synthetic and other man-made 
fibres. In the late 1940's and early 1950's, very few 
fabric manufacturers in the United Kingdom considered 
installing machinery for making cloth other than lingerie 
from filament rayon. There was no incentive after the war 
for individual knitters to concern themselves with other 
fabrics, but at this time Courtaulds ran a fabric develop- 
ment centre, which led the way for the future of warp- 
knitting by taking advantage*of the suitability of the new 
synthetic yarns being produced. 
The main yarns used in warp-knitting are the continuous 
filament synthetics. These yarns can usually be warped and 
knitted without any special preparations such as gum; ming, 
sizing, oiling, twisting, doubling or rewinding ontoa more 
suitable package. Most yarns used by the industry are 
available on large packages allowing very long runs, and the 
industry is greatly helped by an easily workable high 
quality raw material. 
The importance of converting continuous filament 
synthetic yarns into fabric by thb warp-knitting proce ss 
was recognised by the fibre producers who carried out 
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research in order to improve the yarns. As a result, the 
warp-knitting industry has two major advantages: 
(a) yarns of the highest quality, at minimum cost, 
suitable for high speed warp-knitting 
(b) a forward thinking machine manufacturing industry. 
To summarise, table 3.7 and figure 3.10 show the yarn 
consumption in the entire knitting industry (both warp and 
weft-knitting) between 1958 and 1971. 
Table 3.7 Yarn consumption in the knitting industry (m. lbs. ) 
Year Total Wool Cotton Synthetic 
c. f. spun 
Non-synthetic 
c. f. spun 
Other' 
195& 149.7 62.9 51.5 18.2 3.1 11.4 2.1 0.5 
1959 165.5 67.1 56.2 23.4 4.2 12.0 2.1 0.5 
1960 174.2 65.5 52.5 30.2 8.3 10.9 2.1 4.7 
1961 171.1 62.4 49.2 31.7 12.5 10.4 2.1 2.8 
1962 171.6 56.6 49.4 37.4 14.0 10.4 2.1 1.7 
1963 209.7 57.3 62.4 49.6 22.5 13.2 1.8 '2.9 
1964 223.9 50.1' 60.5 61.2 31.1 13.8 1.9 5.3 
1965 230.9 49.5 56.8 74.1 31.2 13.7 2.2 3.4 
1966 236.7 47.8 54.5 81.9 31.0 11.8 4.0 5.7 
1967 236.4 42.8 46.4 98.9 27.7' 12.8 3.5 4.3 
1968 298.3 47.6 48.6 138.2 36.4 16.4 2.5 8.6 
1969 318.8 45.6 46.6 143.0 47.6 20.8 2.1 13.1' 
1970 338.7 41.4 43.4 149.4 63.8 26.7 1.8 12.2 
1971 358.8 41.6 37.9 161.4 78.2 29.0 1.6 9.1 
1 includes imported man-made fibres 
Sources : Textile Statistics Bureau 
Department of Trade and IndustrY 
The quantity of wool yarn used in knitting has dropped 
from 42% to 12ý4* (of all yarn used) between 1958 and 1971. In 
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the same period, consumption of cotton has declined from 
340jýý to 10j% whilst synthetic fibre consumption has grown 
at a tremendous rate. Continuous filament synthetic yarn 
now accounts for 45ýL of yarn consumption compared to 12% 
in 1958; spun synthetic yarn for 22% compared to 2% in 
1958; non-syntbetic continuous filament yarn for 8%9 the 
same as in 1958; and spun non-synthetic yarn for 0.5% as 
compared to 1ý; in 1958. 
Changes in methods of fabric . production during recent 
years have reflected the introduction of synthetic fibres, 
and knitted apparel fabrics have encroached on woven fabric 
markets. One reason for this is the faster production 
speeds that are attainable on knitting machines. Howeverv 
it must be stressed, in conclusion, that the close co- 
operation between fibre makers, knitters, and large companies 
such as Courtaulds who are concerned in fibre and cloth 
manufacture, has greatly contributed to the success of the 
knitting industry and helped it to grow rapidly to reach its 
present state of importance in the United hingdom textile 
industry. 
The structure of the textile industry 
The structure of the various sectors of the textile 
industry has undoubtedly contributedý to the short- 
sightedness on the part of the traditional sectors towards 
man-made fibres. In the warp-knitting industry, there has 
been a tendency towards vertical integration of the interests 
of the suppliers at onp end and the customers at the other. 
A number of fibre and textile groups have also been 
extending their interests into the hosiery and knitwear 
industry. In those sectors where forward integration has 
taken place, particularly in lingerie, women's hose, 
knitwear and fabricsq the large groups can provide their 
own garment manufacturing subsidiaries with advantages such as: 
access to capital 
access to scarce management skills and techniques 
coordination and planning of production and marketing 
more effective marketing 
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It is expectedl that this process of forward integra- 
tion will continue. The majority of firms engaged in the 
manufacture of knitted fabrics and garments, unlike other 
sections of the textile industry, are occupied in producing 
garments and clothing. however, the knitters in the fabric- 
producing sector of the tradeq which is more in line with 
the textile industry generally, can be regarded as the 
cloth-makers and multiple tailor6. Because of this broader 
approach, the industry is more directly influenced by 
fashion trendsv and is more able to take up new ideas 
quickly, the industry being more flexible to the challenge 
of new yarns and techniques. 
Many of the problems of the cotton and allied textile 
industry arose from its rigid horizontal structure which 
did not exist in other countries. The industry could be 
divided into. the following sections: 
(a) spinners 
(b) doublers 
(c) weavers 
(d) finishers and merchant converters 
(e) makers-up 
(f) distributors 
At each stage of manufacture there was a mark-up so 
that no matter how effdcient each horizontal unit wasq the 
end-product could not compete in price with that from a 
vertically integrated unit, or the cheap imported article 
from a developing country. The lack of integration also 
inhibited the diversification into synthetic fibres, because 
spinners could do little to promote the end-product. 
After an i=ediate post-war boom, the industry declined 
rapidly in the 1950's and the Cotton Industry Act of 1959 
sought to reduce surplus capacity and reequip the industry. 
The Act was useful in accelerating contraction, but it did 
1 Hosiery & knitwear E. D. C.. Hosiery & knitwear in the 1970's 
H. I. I. S. O. 1970 
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not achieve the desired result because: 
(a) of the 8 million spindles and 100,000 looms 
scrapped, only 2% were in use at the time 
(b) the Z53 million spent on reequipping the industry 
fell short of the industry's own estimate of the 
Z80-95 million needed 
(c) many of the more important technological develop- 
ments occurred after the period covered by the Act. 
At the end of the reorganisation period, the proportion 
of looms associated with spindles (a first step in vertical 
integration) had increased from 22.5, % in 1946 to 40.5% in 
1961. Between the end of 1959 and 1965, the structure of 
the industry changed quite considerably, largely due to the 
. 
panies - Viyella, Courtaulds, I. C. I., action of four main com 
and Carrington and Dewhurst. As well as horizontal and 
vertical integration taking place, the number of relatively 
large multi-process firms was halved as they were attractive 
take-over propositions for large companies. Of the sixteen 
largest textile companies in 1957-1958, only six had not 
been taken over by 1970. Of the ten acquired, three were 
bought by Viyella, three by Courtaulds, and two by English 
Calico (formed by the merger of English Sewing Cotton with 
Calico Printers Association in 1968). Courtaulds, Viyella 
Internationalv English Calico and Carrington and Dewhurst 
now control 47%o of spinning outPutg 3ML of weaving, 20% 
bleaching, 62% dyeing and 61ýo printing. This compares with 
1959 when the nine largest vertically integrated firms 
controlled 40o of spindles and 7% of looms. 
The advantages of the balanced integrated unit include 
long runs of bulk lines, and contact with makers-up, mail 
order firms, multiples etc., so that the manufacturer can 
promote his products directly at every stage of manufacture. 
The two fibre makers, I. C. I. and Courtaulds were compelled 
to provide assistance to the ailing industry, to ensure 
that there would continue to be a U. K. market for their 
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fibres. Courtaulds considered that the only effective way 
was by vertical integration through acquisitions, while 
I. C. I. decided to limit its action to financial assistance 
and equity holdings in selected customer companies, leaving 
them to help revive the industry. 
The most recent information for the wool textile 
industry was provided by the Wool Economic Development 
Committee for 196 1. This showed that the woollen system 
was more vertically integrated than the worsted system 
where 82ý'O of organisations carried out only one process. 
The number and complexity of stages involved in. converting 
greasy wool to finished cloth, the capital requirements 
to finance this conversion, coupled with the technicaý 
problems involved have all been instrumental in dividing 
the worsted industry into a number of specialist sections. 
The design, costing, and quality control of woollen cloth 
depend to a great extent on the proper blending of the raw 
materials. -and profitability depends on this as much as on 
production efficiency. Woollen finishing plant is less 
complex than that for worsted cloth, and many woollen' 
weavers are integrated forward into finishing as well as 
backwards into spinning and material preparation. 
There has been a recent trend towards integration 
on the worsted system due to the growth of large multi- 
establishment orýanisations. However, the wool textile 
industry's future success lies in the production of a 
large variety of high quality, specialised products, and: 
large-scale integration could result in reductions in 
product range which could harm the industry. Indeed, the 
N. E. D. O. report slaggests 
I: "It is possible that very rapid 
'Wool E. D. C. The strategic future of the wool textile 
industry H. M. S. O. 1969 
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concentration of the industry could occur if the few very 
large companies should start a race amongst themselves. 
This is most likely to occur if one of the man-made fibre 
manufacturers should attempt to secure his outlets by 
acquiring a large proportion of the industry. This could 
initiate a competitive landslide of acquisitions, and the 
structure and character of the industry could be changed 
very rapidly; this would not be in the best interests of 
the industry. " 
The main advantages of horizontal integration lie in 
marketing and management, and the greatest inducement to 
vertical integration is technological progress. As a variety 
of fibres is brought onto the market and more processes are 
applied to them, the intermediate product becomes more 
specific to the final product. The end-use determines the 
kind of yarn required, the processes applied to it, and the 
set of the machinery, used in its manufacture. 
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CHAPTER 4 The effect of-industrial training 
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Britain has been short of skilled labour since World 
War II, and this factor has played an important part in 
slowing down the rate of economic expansion, especially in 
those parts of the country where expansion would have done 
most to reduce a level of employment which was higher than 
the national average. 
One of the first principles of economic policy is the 
maintenance of a high level of employment, and this policy 
has led to shortages of skilled manpower. The traditional 
pattern of industry-based apprenticeship training as the 
main method of preparing young people for skilled work has 
been criticised on the grounds that apprentice training 
on-the-job is comparatively inefficient; that there has been 
no form of quality control to ensure a reasonable standard 
of training; and that it has tended to accentuate the 
barriers between one skilled trade and another. It has also 
been suggested that too many employers are content to poach 
skilled labour, rather than carry out training themselves. 
In 1956, a sub-committee of the Minister of Labour's 
Fational Joint Advisory Council was established under the 
chairmanship of Mr Robert Carr, to investigate industrial 
training, and its report was published in 1958. It confirmed 
the generally held view that the responsibility for indust- 
rial training rested firmly with industry, and that the 
Government's concern should be solely the provision of a 
technical education system capable of giving the associated 
. 
further education that industry might require. 
In 1958,, as a result of the co=ittee's recommendationsý 
the Industrial Training Council was set up by the British 
Employers' Confederationg the Trades Union Congress and the 
nationalised industries, in order to encourage and help 
industries with the training of- workpeopleg and this stimul- 
ated interest in the whole question of industrial training. 
In 1961 and 19629 the recruitment of apprentices rose by 
10ý. per annum, but it was doubted whether the number of new 
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entrants into sRilled occupations would be sufficient to 
meet future needs. Technological progress requires an 
increasing proportion of trained and technical manpower in 
the total workforce, with a smaller proportion for unskilled 
and semi-skilled workers. 
The work done by the Industrial Training Council was 
recognised to be good, but it became evident that it was 
preaching to the converted. The firms that paid attention 
to the Council's booklets on improved methods of training 
were mainly those that were already interested in training. 
Therefore, the Government had to take more positive steps 
towards improving industrial efficiency, for example by the 
establishment of the National Economic Development Councilq 
and later the Economic Development Committees for various 
industries. 
Eventually a White Paper on industrial training was 
published in December 1962. The proposals in the 'White Paper 
provided for a substantial measure of Government inter- 
vention and control whilst still leaving the major respons- 
ibility for training to bodies mainly representative of 
industry. This showed a major chanýe of thinking from the 
Carr report of 1958. A bill was presented to Parliament 
embodying the White Paper's proposals, and the bill became 
law in March 1964 as the Industrial Training Act. 
The Act had three main objectives: 
', (a) to enable decisions on the scale of training to be 
better related to economic needs and technological 
developments 
(b) to improve the overall quality of industrial 
training and to establish minimum standards 
(c) to enable the cost to be more fairly spread. " 
The third objective arose because a serious weakness 
in the arrangements that stood before the Industrial 
Training Act was that the amount and quality of industrial 
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training was left to individual firrýs. Once trained, an 
individual is free to leave one firm for another, and thus 
while the benefits of training were shared by allq the cost 
fell upon the few who undertook training. 
The main instruments through which the objectives of the 
Act were sought were the Industrial Training Boards (ITBs); 
and the Central Training Council (CTC) whose function is to 
advise the Minister. Under the Act, the Government was 
empowered to set up a number of IndustriAl Training Boards 
which would provide courses and facilities for the training 
of people in the industry. The Chairman and members of the 
Board are appointed by the Minister after consultations with 
the relevant interested parties. An equal number of employer 
and trade union members are appointed, and a number of 
educational representatives are assigned after consultation 
with the Secretary of State for Education and Science. These 
educational representatives have no vote on the matter of 
the amount of levy to be imposed, although they may vote on 
other subjects. In addition to these members, the Department 
of Education and Science and other Departments appoint 
assessors who have the right to attend meetings 
' 
and receive 
papers, but not to vote. They act primarily as liaison 
officers. 
The function of the Boards is to see that adequate 
provision of training courses and facilities are made in 
the industry. Purtherg they have to consider the employment 
in the industry and make recommendations about the nature 
and length of training required, and about associated 
courses of further education. The Boards meet their expend- 
iture and attempt to secure the objectives of the Industrial 
Training Act by the imposition of a levy on firms in their 
industry. The Boards can make grants towards the cost of 
providing courses and facilities for industrial training. 
Most of the money raised by levy is used in this way, so 
that the amount to be raised depends on the amount to be 
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paid in grants. The operation of the levy-grant arrange- 
ments is the principal means by which the Boards can 
influence firms to undertake training. 
The levy of a Board has to be the subject of a proposal 
to the Minister. If approved, it is embodied in a Statutory 
Order, which is then enforced. Most Boards introduced levy- 
grant schemes before they published detailed recommendations 
concerning the quality of training; that is, they gave 
priority to their function of ensuring that the cost of 
training is shared equitably between firms. 
A basis had to be found for imposing the levy to be. 
raised on employers which was related to the amount that 
needed to be spent on training. Most Boards decided that 
the basis coming nearest to satisfying this criterion was 
annual payroll. To save firms the trouble of keeping special 
records, payroll was defined as those emoluments paid to 
employees in an Income Tax Year, which are subject to 
income tax under schedule E; that is remuneration of 
employees from which income tax has been deducted by 
employers under the P. A. Y. E. system. The levy is then 
expressed as a percentage of emoluments. 
The Ministry is empowered to make grants to Industry 
Training Boards, and at present these are made for: 
(a) administrative expenses incurred in the first 
twelve months of their existence 
(b)ý current expenditure incurred in connection with the 
provision of training courses for training officersq 
training supervisors'and training instructors 
(c) research undertaken or sponsored by-them 
(d) the cost of industrial training f orming part of 
sandwich courses 
(e) current expenses of additional full-time places 
provided for off-the-job training. 
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Before the Boards can progress with improving the 
quality of training in their industry, a good deal of 
preparatory work has to be done. The first priority is the 
recruitment of administrative staff, and the establishment 
of the levy-grant arrangements which will provide a perm- 
anent income for the Board. During the first twelve months 
of its existence, a Board receives an administrative grant 
from the Department of Employment to establish a head- 
quarters and to carry out planning, but after this period, 
a Board must pay its staff'out of the income it receives 
from industry. As soon as practicable, The Boards have to 
begin recruiting training staff, and initiate an examination 
of the existing state of the industry. The Boards are not 
expected to carry out much training themselves; their 
objective is to approve training provided by employers or 
by educational bodiesq and to grant-aid employers seeking 
use of this training. 
Apart from the Industry Training Boards, the other 
main organisation established under the Act was the Central 
Training Council. This body has the duty to advise the 
Minister on the exercise of his functions under the Act and 
on any other matter relating to industrial or commercial 
training which he may refer to it. It has no executive power 
and employs no staff. The Council consists of a Chairman; 
six employer and six trade union members; two members from 
the nationalised industries; not more than six chairmen of 
ITBs; six educational members; and six other members who 
are of standing in the industrial training wo: ýld. Under the 
Act, the CTC is required to report periodically to the 
Minister, "and its first report was submitted in Povember 1965. 
Th, e first ITB, for the textile industry that was set up 
was the Wool ITB, and it was also the first of all the 
Boards to be established under the 1964 Act. It came into 
existence on 29th June 1964, and consisted of a Chairmah; 
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I 
Deputy Chairman; seven employer members; seven employee 
members and four educational members. 
The Board was able to make rapid progress in carrying., 
out its functions since it was able to build on the base 
formed by the previous nineteen years' experience of the 
Recruitment, Education and Training Department of the Wool 
Textile Employers' Council. 
The Board realised that it would take time to review 
the training requirements of all the occupations in the 
industry, publish recommendations and devise a levy-grant 
scheme to ensure that the training to approved standards 
would be financed equally by all employers. The Board 
therefore decided to concentrate first on redistributing 
the existing training costs without paying too much heed 
to the quality of training. 
A register of some 21000 establishments employing 
approximately 175,000 people was compiled, and a sataple 
enquiry was taken in order to determine the existing 
training costs of the industry. Although this showed that 
few employers could supply the necessary information, an 
approximate cost scale was devised which covered all the 
occupations in the industry, and levy-grant proposals 
were submitted to the Minister in February 1965. The 
main features of the proposals were: 
(a) the levy to be raised was based on 0.75% of pay- 
roll. This was seen as being sufficient to cover 
the part of the Board's administrative costs that 
were not covered by the Ministry's grant; and to 
make grants to employers: 
in respect of employees whose training or re- 
training had been completed in a given period 
(ii) in respect of specified items of training 
expenditure. 
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(b) The amounts to be paid in grants would be deter- 
mined in the light of the total amount claimed and 
the total amount raised in levy, and would probably 
be about 50% of the estimated cost of existing 
training. 
(c) This system was to operat6 for the two financial 
years beginning April 1965, and by the end of this 
period, the Board would have published reco=end- 
ations on training standards for all occupations in 
the industry, and would be ready to introduce a 
levy-grant scheme that would ensure that the cost 
of training would be shared equally by employers. 
In the report for its first full year (year ending 
March 1966) the Board expressed concern over the supply of 
trainees. Although employers were very willing to train, 
there was difficulty in recruiting trainees to the industry. 
This difficulty varied according to the local labour 
situation, and local shortages were overcome by extensive 
use of immigrant labour. The Board pointed out that when 
demand for labour exceeded supply, the problem could only 
, 
be solved by the Government, and not by the Industrial 
Training Boards. 
In the wool industry, the majority of firms were found 
to carry out on-the-job training, and "sitting-by-Nelliell 
training is prevalent. This type of training can be of good 
quality-providing "Fellie" is properly trained to instruct,, 
and training administration is of an adequate standard. 
Only a minority of firms can support a specialist in 
training administration. Some firms take part in group 
schemes, but the majority have their training administered 
by a member of staff performing other functions, and such 
people are trained on short courses. 
The Industrial Training Levy (Wool) Order 1965 gave 
the Board the authority to impose a levy of 0.7% on the 
total salaries and wages paid by the establishments within 
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the scope of the Board. Of the sum raised by levy, 10% was 
retained by the Board for administration and financing the 
Board's operations. - 
The payment of grants by the Board was carried out on 
the "dividend" basis where the dividend is the ratio 
between the levy fund available for distribution and the 
total training claims accepted by the Board. The intention 
was that the money taken from industry through the levy 
should not inflict hardship during the inevitable period 
of adjustment of the industry. This method also reduced 
the anomalies between different sectors of the industry 
which arose through the lack of detailed information on the 
cost of training in each sector. 
The calculation of the levy to be imposed was made by 
the Board after considering the industry's wages and 
salaries bill to be -approximately Z110 million, and the 
total 'cost of training to be approximately Z1.5 million. 
The Board decided to fix an annual levy initially to re- 
imburse the industry for approximately 50%o of its training 
costs, and on this basis the 0.75%o levy was recommended for 
the first twelve months of operation. The training claims 
came to less than the anticipated figure, but over the whole 
year were close enough to the Board's estimate to allow the 
payment of slightly more than the average 50ýfO dividend in 
respect of all training claims accepted. 
As mentioned above, the major cause for concern in 
1965 was the shortage of supply of yoýzng people to train. 
The employers' chief criticism was that while the activities 
of the Board may have improved thý standard of training, 
very little had been done to attract people to train in the 
industry, and the Board found the re were more firms willing 
to provide training places than trainees were available to 
fill them. In particalar, the demand for young people was 
increasing, but the supply to meet the demand was not 
forthcoming. The total labour force in 1966 was divided 
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almost equally between men and womeng and while predomin- 
antly composed of U. K. born employees, a significant number 
of Commonwealth and foreign personnel were required to meet 
the industry's manpower requirements. As a result of the 
concern expressed by the employers, a recruitment promotion 
section was established in 1966 to provide the industry 
with a service to stimulate the supply of all grades of 
employees. 
In order to assess the state of training in the 
industry, A questionnaire was circulated to all firms in 
the scope of the Board, at the end of June 1965. This showed: 
(a) Two-thirds of f irms had their line nianagers and 
departmental supervisors responsible for training 
within their departments. These were usually resp- 
onsible to a senior manager who coordinated company 
policy on training matters. 
(b) OnlY 0ý of the firms employed a personnel officer 
responsible for training,, and only 4% employed a 
training officer. 7fo of the firms who neither 
employed a personnel or a training officer employed 
another member of staff who numbered training 
among his responsibilities. 
(c) About one-third of firms recorded the numbers and 
details-of their trainees. One-quarter checked 
labour turnover of trainees, and times taken to 
reach production levels. 2% kept records of 
industrial training costs. 
(d) Only 3% of the firms had a separate training school. 
(e) Only 5ý; provided an internal induction course for 
new employees. 
Just over 507o of the apprentices in the industry 
were classed as craft apprentices. 
About 10ý, " of supervisors had attended courses in 
supervisory studies. 
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As a result of this questionnaire, the Board was able 
to assess the state of training in the industry, and make 
recommendations to improve training in the areas where it 
was needed most. In the following year of the Board's 
function (year ending March 1967) great importance was 
attached to operative training. Although the advantages of 
off-the-job training were stressed, the most common method 
of training operatives remained as on-the-job training. ' 
Consequently, the Board increased the provision of 
instructor courses to improve the standard of on-the-job 
training. 
It was decided to retain the dividend system for the 
payment of basic operative training grants, the dividend 
being the ratio between the total value of basic operative 
claims allowed and the balance of the levy fund available 
for distribution after deducting all other agreed claims 
allowed in full for apprentice, supervisory, management, 
and operative training and the Board's administrative, 
advisory services and research expenses. The use of this 
system keeps the Board's cash. in hand to a minimum. 
After the first full year of operation, the Board made 
an intensive study of the problem of removing inequalities 
between different sections of the industry, and it was 
considered appropriate to recommend five different rates of 
levy for the following year ranging from 0.5 to 2%. Exper- 
ience gained in the first year of operation of the levy- , 
grant scheme showed that some establishments were unable to 
claim for craft apprentice or operative trainees as they. 
did not employ such types of labour. Thus in the year 1966- 
1967, a standard rate of 1% applied to the majority of 
establishments, but a reduced rate of 0.5% applied to those 
which did not process materials themselves or arrange to 
have it processed on commission. The standard levy rate was- 
increased from 0.75 to in order that the Board could 
meet the anticipated increase in expenditure on training 
grants following alterations in and additions to the range 
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of grants offered by the Board. In the year 1967-1968, 
the Board's proposals provided for five rates of levy; a 
standard rate of 1-5P applied to the majority of establish- 
ments, but differential rates'of 0.5,1,1.5, and 2% were 
applied to those sectors of the industry whose levy-grant 
ratios for the two preceding years appeared to merit 
differential rates. In the year 1968-1969, further changes 
were made as the levy-grant system showed that in some 
sections of the industry, the amount paid in levy did not 
fairly reflect the cost of grants to employers. To create 
a more equitable relationship, the Board proposed eight 
rates of levy ranging from 0 to 2ý;, and it found that the 
use of differential levies was essential and effective in 
creating a better relationship between the different 
sections of the industry falling within the Board's scope. 
This differential scheme has been continued, and is in 
operation at the present time. 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 and figure 4.1 show the number of 
apprentices successfully claimed for in terms of training 
grants paid in spinning and manufacturing. 
Table 4.1. Rumber of-apprentices successfully claimed for 
in spinning 
Worsted 
Year Day 
release 
Dispensation 
Woollen 
Day Dispensation 
release 
1966 168 35 225 46 
1967 147 7 177 17 
1968 218 12 90 10 
1969 16ý 21 78 13 
1970 160 13 43 4 
1971 123 23 56 6 
Source : Wool, Jute and Plax ITB 
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Table 4.2 Pumber of apprentices successfullX claimed for 
in manufacturing 
Worsted Woollen 
Year Day Dispensation 
release 
Day Dispensation 
release 
1966 326 18 193 52 
1967 282 30 174 28 
1968 110 6 126 19 
1969 90 5 156 27 
1970 80 6 153 40 
1971 72 1 89 13 
Source : Wool, Jute and Flax ITB 
Dispensation is granted when the Board is satisfied 
that: 
(a) appropriate related education facilities exist, but 
are more than 20 miles or one hour's travelling 
time by public transport from the place of work of 
the person concerned and where block release is 
unavailable 
no appropriate related education course exists 
(c) a course of related education exists, but is of 
less duration than the period of training. In this 
case the dispensation applies during the-difference 
in time between the related education and full 
period of training. 
The figures above show that there has been a steady fall 
in the number of apprentices claimed forg particularly in 
woollen spinning and worsted manufacture; and the number of 
apprentices claimed for in the wool industry overall fell 
from 1917 to 932 (day release) and from 333 to 92 (dispens- 
ation) between 1966 and 1971. These figures would seem to 
suggest that the Board's anxiety about the lack of young 
people entering the industry is well founded. 
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Table 4.3 and figure 4.2 show the number of establish- 
ments with training instructors, training schemes and 
training schools. These show that there has been a steady 
rise in all three areas, particularly in respect of training 
instructors. 
Table 4.3 'Number of establishments with instructors, 
'ýraining schemes and traininý_ýchools in G. B. 
Year Instructors Training 
schemes 
Training 
schools 
1966 200 108 50 
1967 420 159 66 
1968 557 172 73 
1969 597 211 77 
1970 658 257 92 
1971 n. a. na. n. a. 
n. a. not available 
Source : Wool, Jute and Flax ITB 
Table 4.4 shows the number of instructors trained between 
1965 and 1971 and the Board's early emphasis on the need for 
more instructors is clearly reflected in the results during 
the first three years of its existence. 
Table 4.4 Number of instructors trained 
Year Actual 
number 
C umulat ive 
number 
1965 72 72 
1966 205 277 
1967 772 1049 
1968 883 1932 
1969 515 2447 
1970 441 2888 
1971 476 3364 
Source : Wool, Jute and Flax ITB 
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Table 4.5 and figure 4.3 show the number of claims 
for training grants paid. Descriptions of the various types 
of training are given in appendix I. 
Table 4.5 Number of claims for training grants paid 
Year Operative Craft & technician 
apprentice 
Management, supervisory 
administrative, 
commercial & clerical 
1967 36875 2172 5064 
1968 34898 1582 5212 
1969 37263 1427 6125 
1970 32540 1304 7140 
1971 22753 1019 3634 
Source : Wool, Jute and Plax ITB 
In Yarch 1966, the knitting, Lace and Net Industrial 
Training Board (XLNITB) was established, and this consisted 
of a Chairman; seven employer members; seven employee 
members; and four educational members. The Board first 
compiled a register of establishments under its jurisdiction 
and these numbered some 1,400, which employed about 142,000 
people. 
As in the case of the Wool ITB, the first task of the 
XLNITB was to establish the state of training in the - 
industry, -, - and in order to do this, it issued a questionnaire 
in respect of the year ending Iday 1967 to d6termine: 
(a) the size of the industry 
(b) the distribution of the workforce by section of the 
industry, occupation, age and sex 
(c) labour turnover 
(d) the existing state of training in the industry, 
the training facilities available, and the type of 
training practiced. 
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This information was to provide a base on which to 
define the Board's policy with regard to: 
(a) determination of the levy-grant scheme's effective- 
ness 
(b) establishment of priority areas for training 
(c) forecasts of manpower requirements. 
The overall ratio of female to male workers was found 
to be 64.6ýo to 35-40P, and this pattern was reflected in the 
three largest sections; that is, hosiery, knitted outerwear, 
and knitted underwear. -In the other sections, male workers 
generally predominate. Table 4.6 shows the employment 
pattern in the four main areas of the industry. 
Table 4.6 Employment in the knitting, lace and net industry 
Total Male Female 
Industry sector Number, Rumber % of Rumber %, of 
total total 
Hosiery 
Hose 16654 5726 34.4 10928 65.6 
Socks 9981 3651 36.6 6330 63.8 
Fnitted outerwear 
Fashioned 28019 7154 25.5 20865 74.5 
Other 24861 5611 22.6 19250 77.4 
Knitted underwear 
Men's 13005 3986 30.6 9019 69.4 
Women's 10396 2168 20.9 8228 79.1 
Fabric knitting 
Warp-knit 4757 3398 71.4 1359 28.6 
Weft-knit 3172 2048 64.6 1124 35.4 
Source : Rnittingg Lace and Net ITB 
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The overall age distribution for workers in the 
industry is shown below-in table 4.7 - 
Table 4.7 
Age 
e distributionof worRers in the knitti 
d net industry (ýo) 
Male Female 
Under 18 4.2 11.5 
18 to 20 6.7 13.6 
21 to 59 79.6 70.4 
60 and over 9.5 4.5 
Source : Knitting, Lace and Net ITB 
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Out of 1,113 units, 498 stated that a director was 
responsible for the general overseeing and direction of 
training policy, and 362 had a senior line manager who, 
among other duties, was responsible for the execution of 
the company's training Policy. 326 units employed one or 
more full or part time instructors. 731 such instructors 
were employed, but only 212 had attended courses on "how to 
instruct". A training officer is defined as a specialist 
engaged ful I or part-time in the execution of all or part 
of the training function as delegated by management. 124 
units employed one or more training officexs(59 full-time 
and 130 part-time). 
The occupational distribution was as follows: 
Directors/Managers 3.8 
Scientists/Technologists 0.1 
Technicians 0.7 
Administrative/Commercial staff 2.8 
Clerical/Office staff- 6.9 
Poremen/Supervisors 4.7 
Maintenance workers 3.9 
General labourers 8.5 
Production workers 68.4 
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A levy of 1% was imposed, and priority was given to 
increasing the number of training officers and instructors, 
and in order to encourage employers to improve the quality 
of operative training, the 1967-1968 grants scheme contained 
a graded system of grants. The scale of grants was such that 
as the quality of instruction and training arrangements. 
within an establishment improved, so the amount of grant 
was increased. 
Table 4.8 and figure 4.4 show the number of, training 
officers and instructors registered since 1968. Instructors 
can be trained either on a three week full time course or 
on a basic ten hour "Training Within Industry" (TWI) pro- 
gra=e. 
Table 4.8 Number of training officers and instructors 
registered 
Year Training 
officers 
Training 
TWI 
instructors 
three week 
1968 61 315 218 
1969 108 1552 823 
1970 121 1897 997 
1971 131 1774 1266 
Source : Knitting, Lace and Net ITB 
It appears from these figures that the Board achieved 
its immediate priority aim of providing more instructors 
and officers. Table 4.9 and figure 4.5 show the numter-of 
trainees associated with further or higher education. 
Table 4.9 Number of trainees associated with further or 
higher education 
1967-8 1968-9 1969-70 1970-1 
Day or block release 904 918 1047 888 
Full-time or sandwich 60 80 60 91 
Source : Rnitting, Lace and Net ITB 
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Table 4.10 shows the number of trainees claimed for 
in the hosiery and knitwear, and warp-knitting sectors 
of the industry for 1970 and 1971, the only two years for 
which such data are available,. 
Table 4.10 Grants paid for trainees - number of trainees 
successfully ciaimed for 
Hosiery and knitwear 
1970 1971 
Operative 17876 17641 
Tecbnician/technologist 481 716 
Management/supervisory 1533 2625 
Commercial/administrative 988 2955 
Instructor/officer 581 3449 
Other 99 79 
Warp-knitting 
1970 1971 
Operative 937 833 
Technician/technologist 80 81 
Management/supervisory 215 80 
Commercial/administrative 179 109 
Instructor/officer 44 16 
Other 13 6 
Source : Enitting, Lace and Net ITB 
With only two years' figures, it is very difficult to 
draw any conclusions about how the numbers of trainees 
have changed since the Board came into existence, but it 
is interesting to note that the proportion of the Board's 
financial resources allocated to providing grants for 
operative training has dropped from 56-7ýo in 1969 to 35.6%o 
in 1971, and more interest is now being shown in management 
training. 
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The Cotton and Allied Textiles Industrial Training 
Board (CATITB) was established on July 20th 1966 with a 
Chairman; seven employer members; seven employee members 
and five educational members. The Board compiled a register 
of 1,700 establishments which came under its control, and 
which employed 2209000 people. 
In February 1967, questionnaires were circulated in 
order to determine: 
(a) the number and age analysis of certain occupational 
classifications 
(b) the extent and type of training undertaken by the 
industry in the calendar year 1966. 
The analysed information was intended to be used as a 
base from which further training needs could be assessed, 
and to determine the progress made by the Board. 
From its inception, the Board emphasised that levies 
and grants should be regarded as a means to an end rather 
than an end in themselves, and that good training itself 
is the end. Effective training should give an appropriate 
return on the money invested in it, regardless of levies 
and grants.. 
The second point that the Board constantly stressed 
was the importance of qualified training instructors and 
training officers being employed by establishments within 
its scope. The Board was greatly encouraged by the respdnse 
of the industry, and in the year 1968-1969, three times as 
many new training instructors became qualified as were in 
place when the Board became operational in 1966. 
After its second year of operation, the Board was 
satisfied that every effort was being made to ensure the 
involvement of top level management in the philosophy of 
training. The levy-grant system was seen as a necessary 
instrument, but the ultimate objective was recognised as 
being that all firms should be convinced of the intrinsic 
benefits of good training in its own right. The Board's 
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philosophy was that whilst the levy-grant scheme was an 
essential stimulus to industry, other factorsq particularly 
the regular personal contact between the Board's staff and 
the firms in scope are also iTaportant. 
During the year ending March 1969, the Board continued 
to P , ive 1000,4 &ant-aid for the training son. s as ., of por. training instructors, training executives and training 
officers. The Board's policy from its establishment was to 
regard the training of these specialists as a priority, and 
the response from the industry was reported as being very 
successful. No grant is paid for operative training unless 
a qualified instructor is used, and three times as much 
grant is given for the use of an instructor who trained on 
a long course than one qualified on a TWI ten-hour course. 
Thus more firms sent people on the longer course, and it 
was subsequently found that training times were greatly 
reduced by using such qualified instructors. The Board 
was able to report in 1969 that the advantages of such 
training methods were generally accepted by the industry, 
and that the response of employers to the schemes was 
encouraging. 
. 
During this third levy year, a system of net levy was 
introduced whereby only the financial difference between 
the'grant and associated levy instalment passed from or to 
the Board. This facility has the advantage of avoiding 
collection of a large sum of money from the industry which 
is later redistributed as grants. This system of net levy 
has been continued since the benefit to the industry greAtly 
outweighed the additional administrative work required of 
the Board. 
The most important development in the grant scheme 
came in 1971-1972 with the creation of two Structure Grants; 
one applying to operative training and the other to manage- 
ment and supervisory training and development. Both of the 
structural grants are additional to any grants in respect 
of-actual training and they recognise the creation and 
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maintenance of an approved training "set-up". The intro- 
duction of such grants was seen as a logical and necessary 
step in the Board's plans for "disengagement" whereby those 
firms which satisfied the Board that they were doing all 
the training in terms of quality and quantity that could 
reasonably be expected of them would be disengaged from 
levy and grant. Continued disengagement would depend on 
annual validation visits, but as the Board pointed out, the 
development of such a policy depends very much on the out- 
come of the Government proposals contained in the consult- 
ative document: "Training for the future". 
The extent to which the CATITB has stimulated interest 
in training can be seen in table 4.11 and figure 4.6. 
Table 4.11 Number of training instructors, training officers 
and training executives trained (cumulative totals 
Year Training 
3-week 
instructors 
TWI 
Training 
officers 
Training 
executives 
1968 1170 330 85* 21 
1969 1840 750 186 61 
1970 2498 1086 266 74 
1971 2946 1415 314 93 
Source : Cotton and Allied Textiles ITB 
The immediate feature is the rapid increase in the 
number of instructors trained, particularly at the higher 
level on three week courses as opposed to a basic ten-hour 
course. It would seem from these figures that the Board 
has achieved considerable success in influencing industry 
to carry out proper training. 
One factor that must obviously affect the quantity of 
training carried out is the size of the workforce. Table 4.12 
and figure 4.7 show the change in the numbers of employees 
in establishments within the Board's scope between 1967 and 
1971. 
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Table 4.12 Numbers employed in the cotton and allied 
textiles industry 
1.1ales 
Ye ar Under 18 18 and over Total 
1967 5182 106594 111776 
1968 5337 107058 112395 
1969 6100 113611 1197il 
1970 6195 106958 113153 
1971 4738 105966 110704 
Females 
Year Under 18 18 and over Total 
1967 8356 100238 108594 
1968 7457 96496 103953 
1969 6716 96464 103180 
1970 6684 91517 98201 
1971 5193 81743 86936 
Total 
Year Under 18 18 and over Total 
1967 13538 206832 220370 
1968 12794 203554 216348 
1969 '12816 210075 222891 
1970 12879 198475 211354 
1971 9931 187709 197640 
Source : Coýton and Allied Textiles ITB 
Overall, the numbers employed between 1967 and 1971 
fell by 10.3ýý. The number of male employees remained 
virtually static in the period, but the number of female 
employees fell by 20%. The biggest drop occurred in the 
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under 18 years age groups where the total number employed 
fell by 3,500; male employment declining by 5009 and, female 
employment by 3,000. In the over 18 age groups, the number 
of men employed fluctuated between 1967iand 19719 reaching 
a high point in 1969 and with employment in 1971 at the 
same level as in 1967. The overall decrease for men and 
women over 18 years of age was 20,000, and this is accounted 
for by a corresponding decline in women employees. 
The following table and graphb give some indication 
of the trend in training in the industry during the years 
since the Board's establishment. 
Table 4.13 Analysis of the number of o 
bv level ol ing-tructor 
Year Higher level Lower level Total 
1968 10000 4000 14000 
1969 16000 5000 21000 
1970 15000 7300 32ý00 
1971 13000 7000 20000 
Source : Cotton and Allied Textiles ITB 
Table 4.14 Number of graduate trainees; manaaement, 
supervisory, technologist and techninian traýnees 
Year Graduate trainees Management, supervisory 
technologist, technician 
trainees 
1968 65 
1969 110 160 
1970 108 318 
1971 116 393 
ratives trained 
Source : Cotton and Allied Textiles ITB 
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Table 4.15 Analysis_ of trainin 
or higher education 
Year Rumbers trained at 
intermediate level 
associated with furthor 
Numbers trained at 
higher level 
1968 1427 743 
1969 1685 785 
1970 1591 1134 
1971 1412 1148 
Source : Cotton and Allied Textiles ITB 
In order to compare the training required for a weaver 
and a knitting machine operative, it was necessary to answer 
four basic questions: 
(a) How long does it take to train an operative? 
(b) What iype of training does an operative generally 
receive? 
(c) How much does this training cost? 
(d) How many machines can each operative be responsible 
for? 
From the outset, problems were encountered in gathering 
information covering these points. The CATITB and WJFITB 
do not have any data relating to the costs of training, and 
the YINITB has costed the training for a fully-fashioned 
machine operative only, although they were able to supply 
some estimates for knitted fabric machine operatives. It 
-seems curious that this information is lacking since one'of 
the most obvious ways to show the value of good training to 
firms is by indicating the eventual savings in time and 
money that goodq systematic training procedures bring. The 
ITB for the wool industry has been in existence since 1964 
and the cotton industry's IT3 since 1966, and it would seem 
that enough time has elapsed for some type of estimate of 
the cost of training to have been performed. 
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In the absence of the data required, a very broad 
comparison between the three sectors of the industry will- 
have to suffice. The length of time taken to train an 
operative depends on three basic factors. Firstly, on the 
capability of the individual and how long it takes him to 
learn the basic skills of the job; aeoondlyq the type of 
training he receives, and thirdly, the type of machine he 
is being trained to operate. 
If the wool textile industry is considered first, then 
as a general guide, the average times taken to train weaving- 
operatives are as shown in table 4.16 
Table 4.16 Training times for weavi 
wool textile industry w 
rn Type of loom Worsted system 
M eratives in the 
Woollen system 
Non-automatic 4 to 6 4 
Semi-automatic 6 to 8 6 to-8 
Automatic 6 to 8 6 to 8 
Shuttleless 2 to 3 2 to 3 
Source : Wool, Jute and Flax ITB 
Prom these figures it is seen that the time taken to 
train a weaver on a shuttleless loom is only between one- 
quarter and one-half of that needed on a semi-automatic or 
an automatic loom. This is because the shuttleless looms 
are easier to look after because of their larger number of 
automatic control mechanisms compared to conventional looms. 
The economic advantages in the shortened training times are 
very important. 
In the wool textile industry, about 90% of all training 
of weavers is on-the-job training, and of this 35c/; is 
carried out by a trained instructor alone; 25, /'ýd' by an 
instructor using an approved training board manual, and 
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'30fo "sitting by lielliell training. Onlý 10ello of all the 
. weavers in the industry are trained off-the-job with an 
instructor and manual, although the ITB has emphasised 
that off-the-job training is the best form of training 
that an operative can receive. It may be that more firms 
could be persuaded to carry out off-the-job training if 
the economic benefits to be gained could be shown to them. 
The final point to be considered when attempting a 
comparison between the sectors of the industry is the 
number of machines that each operative can be tesponsible 
for, and this is shown in table 4.17 - 
Table 4.17 Number of machines per operative in the 
wool textile industry 
Type of loom Worsted system Woollen system 
Non-automatic 2 to 4 2 to 4 
SeMi-automatic 4 to 6 4 to 6 
Automatic 6 to 8 6 to 12 
ShUttleless 8 to 12 6 to 12 
Source : Woolq Jute and Flax ITB 
These figures are fairly general and vary between 
companies depending on circumstances and the quality of 
the cloth being produced. However, as a general guide, 
it is interesting to note that the number of machines per 
operative is greatest for shuttleless looms, and this was 
also the area of operation where the training times were 
shortest. Looking at tables 4.16 and 4.17 together, the 
shuttleless looms offer clear advantages over the convent- 
ional looms in terms of productivity per operative. 
Information relating to the training carried out in 
the knitting industry was obtained in more detail. Table 
4.18 shows the typical training times for operatives. 
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Table 4.18 Training times for knitting, machine oporatives 
Type of machine Time (weeks) 
Jersey knitting 4 
Fully-fashioned 6 
Warp-knitting 8 
Source : Fnitting, Lace and Net ITB 
These times are for training by an instructor trained 
at the higher level with an ITB approved manual. The time 
taken to train a warp-knitting machine operative is twice 
as long as for a jersey machine operative. This is largely 
due to the fact that the number of faults that can occur 
during the knitting operation on a warp-knitting machine is 
much higher than on a jersey weft-knitting machine, so 
warp-knitting operatives need more training. The cost of 
training per operative off-the-Job is shown in table 4.19 
Table__ 
_4-19 
Cost of traini 
Industry 
er operative in the knittin, 
Type of machine *Cost (F. ) 
Jersey knitting 640 
Fully-fashioned 922 
Warp-knitting 1210 
Source : Knitting, Lac6 and Vet ITB 
In comparisong on-the-job training costs have been 
shown by the XLNITB to be about 33ý6 higher, and this fact 
has helped to convince companies in the industry that 
training off-the-job results in an ultimate saving. 
The number of machines that each operative can be 
responsible for varies both with the type of machine and 
the type of cloth being produced. As a general guide, a 
. 
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double Jersey machine operative can be responsible for 
four machines of one type, and a warp-knitting machine 
operative also for four machines. These machines will 
probably be knitting fairly complicated designso and their 
output will be high, so the productivity per operative 
will also be high. 
In the cotton and allied textiles industry, the 
average times taken to train a weaver off-the-job are 
between six and eight weeksq depending on the type of loom 
being operated, and on the capability of the individual 
being trained. It is estimated that at the end of this 
period of systematic training, the new weaver is about Ma 
as efficient as the average experienced employee. However, 
despite the CATITB's-efforts to persuade companies in 
scope that off-the-job training is best, a large proportion 
of on-the-job and "sitting by. Nelliell training is still 
carried out. 
The number of looms that each operative can be respons- 
ible for varies considerably depending on the type of cloth 
being. produced, as shown by table 4.20 - 
Table 4.20 Number of machines per operative in the 
cotton and allied textiles industry 
Type of cloth Rumber of looms 
per operative 
Plain 40 inches wide 36 to 40 
Plain 120 inches wide 20 
Simple jacquard 12 
Complex jacquard 2 
Source : Cotton and Allied Textiles ITB 
As in the case of the WJFITB, no estimates of the cost 
of training in the cotton and allied textiles industry are 
available. The only information supplied by the CATITB was 
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that the cost of training is largely made up of the 
trainee's wages and the instructor's wages. This inforrn, -ýtion 
can achieve very little in persuading firms of the need for 
and the advantages of systematic off-the-job training. 
It is regrettable that so little work has been done on 
costing training procedures. One of 'the more obvious methods 
of influencing companies in the textile industry to become 
more efficient should be by indicating to them the benefits 
that can be gained by establishing good systematic training 
procedures. As a trainee becomes more proficient, his 
contribution to the company's output increasesq so except 
for the very beginning of his training, some of the cost of 
training is recouped from the start. The better the training 
the bigger the ultimate saving will be. Thus there seems to 
be a serious gap in the Boards' reports, apart from the 
KLNITB which'has recently begun to calculate the costs of 
training operatives in order to st . rengthen their claim that 
systematic off-the-job training is the best form of training 
that an operative can receive. Unless figures are produced 
to show companies that off-the-Job training really does 
result in more efficient production and in the end costs 
less than on-the-job training, for example 33Pý less for a 
knitting machine operative according to the YLNITB, then 
the ITBs will not persuade companies to carry out such 
training. 
The problem that remains is to gauge the extent to 
which the. competition between knitting and weaving has been 
influenced by industrial training. Good training leads to 
better labour efficiency which in turn results in more 
efficient production. It could be argued that one factor 
that has contributed to the growth in the knitting industry 
in recent-years has been its greater efficiency when 
compared with weaving, and this could be in some part due 
to the better training provided by the knitting industry. 
However, this does not seem to be the case. The three 
textile ITBs can all claim to-have improved the training 
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standards in their sectors of the industry, but no single 
ITB has been outstandingly successful in comparison with 
the others. The training of knitters and weavers has improved 
since the formation of the ITBs, but the amount of on-the- 
job training that is still carried out will have to be 
reduced quite considerably before any of the-ITBs can 
reasonably claim to have made a significant contribution 
towards improving the efficiency of its particular sector 
of the textile industry. The conclusion that must be drawn 
then, is that the competition between knitting and weaving 
has so far been unaffected by changes in industrial training 
that have taken place since the 1964 Industrial Training Act. 
. 
The insistence under the 1964 Act that training should 
be provided for all grades of employee, and that this 
should be financed by the levy-grant system has made firm 
,s 
more training conscious than they have ever been before. 
The quality of training has improved, and standards of 
competence and suitability of training have been devised. 
Whilst this is recognised, there are weaknesses'in the Actq 
and the Government's proposals in its consultative document 
"Training for the future :a plan for discussion" includes 
the following inadequacies of the present system: 
(a) the system. does not give complete cover over the 
whole labour force 
(b) the system does not provide adequately for the 
needs of small firms 
(c) the system is not well suited for training in 
common occupations, for example clerical workers 
(d) ITBs organised industry-by-industry have weak- 
nesses in providing a regional service 
(e) the system is not equipped to handle problems of 
redeployment of the labour force. 
As training is the responsibility of the individual 
firm, a person must be employed before he has the chance to 
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be trained. Therefore this excludes: 
(a) adults who wish or are compelled to change their 
way of earning a living 
(b) those who re-enter employment after a long break 
(e. g. married women) 
(c) youngsters who live in areas of little industrial 
development or whose interests and capacities fit 
them for a different industry than that carried 
on in their neighbourhood. 
This means that training is geared to present rather 
than future needs, and this is a serious defect9 particularly 
in these times of rapid technological change. In order to 
overcome these inadequacies of the present system, the 
Government announced three main proposals in its consult- 
ative, document in 1972: 
(a) that a large-scale expansion should take p ace in 
the Government's vocational training scheme to 
make it into 
'a 
more comprehensive and widely 
available scheme known as the Training Opportunities 
Scheme (TOPS). This would have a target of 100,000 
trainees as soon as possible, and at least 60,000 
to 70,000 by 1975 
(b) that after 1972'1973 the general levy-grant schemes 
of the ITBs would be phased out 
(c) that a new, independent National Training Agency 
(NTA) would be set up, which would be responsible 
to the Secretary of State for Employment, and 
which would run TOPS and coordinate and complement 
the continuing work of the ITBs 
In August 1972, the proposals that were put forward in 
the consultative document were amLded following consult" 
ations with various parties interested in industrial 
training. The proposal for a NTA was generally well received 
although the TUC and CBI expressed concern at the separation 
of such an agency from the new Employment Services Agency 
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operating within the DE. Before any permanent organisation 
can be established, the DE's training services are being 
reorganised under a Chief Executive to match the management 
structure of the Employment Services Agency. This Training 
Services Agency and the permanent -organisation into which 
it will ultimately be integrated will carry out the broad 
range of functions set out for the NTA. These include: 
(a) the operation of TOPS 
(b) financing grants to encourage key training 
activities 
(c) meeting the administrative expenses of the ITBs 
(d) providing training services in areas not covered 
by the ITBs. 
The cost of these activities in addition to TOPS will 
be between Z25 and Z40 millions per annum. 
During the consultative period of the document, it was 
widely suggested that the proposals for the operation of 
ITBs would lead to a falling off in the quantity, but more 
importantly the quality of training in industry and that 
some continuing financial pressure is necessary if the 
ground gained in the last decade is not to be lost. As a 
result, the levy-grant system is not to be abolished as was 
originally intended, but a number of changes in the levy- 
grant system are proposed. k"Maller firms, for which the 
system had never been suitable are to be wholly exempt from 
training levies. After 1973-1974, the ITBs will have to 
exempt from levy any firm that they are satisfied is 
carrying out training which meets its own needs. Other firms 
that are above the exemption limit will have to pay a levy 
not exceeding 1ýo of payroll..,. This money will then be used 
by the ITB to encourage beýter training in its industry. 
The Government believes that this system provides a sufficient 
sanction to prevent firms which are unable or unwilling to 
train adequately for their own needs from escaping the levy. 
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If these firms, do not train adequately then they will have 
to pay the levy. 
Among those expressing concern at the Government's 
proposals in their document "Training f or the future,, was 
the ELNITB. As originally formulated, it was felt that the 
proposals would be disasterous because training in the 
industry would probably have reverted to the state it was 
in before the Act. However, the drop off that was feared 
has not come about. In some areas, particularly Nottingham 
and Leicester where there is a shortage of labour, training 
is expanding, and the companies that have been converted to 
the concept of good training since the Board's inception 
were not adversely affected by the new proposals. However, 
it is feared that companies that were not convinced during 
the six years of the Board's existence before the consult- 
ative document will probably be less interested after the 
latest proposals. 
The Cotton and Wool ITBs both feel that the new 
proposals will help rather than hinder future training. 
The assessment function of the Boards will continue, and 
this shoud help firms to increase their profitability by 
training and identifying their training needs. The major 
danger that is foreseen is that the ITBs will turn into 
"Inspectors of Training". which is not their function. In 
the context of training, the ITBs role will be one of a 
business advisory service with all training programmes 
being vetted by the Board's staff. 
In December 1972, the Secretary of State announced 
the establishment of a Manpower Services Commission (1ASC) 
which is to be responsible for the Government's employment 
and training services. It will be responsible to the 
Secretary of State, and will consist of not more than ten 
members drawn from both sides of industry and local author- 
ity and educational interests. The MSC will take over the 
general responsibility for the Employment Services Agency 
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which has been set up within the Department of Employment, 
and the Training Services Agency whicli is now being formed. 
Its main functions will be to plan, develop, and operate 
the public employment services, carrying out the broad 
range of functions set out for the FTA and advising the 
Secretary of State on manpower issues. 
The IvISC and the two Agencies will provide information 
on Manpower nationallyt regionally, and locally. The MSC 
will prepare a five-year programme and a detailed annual 
prograrmte of work and finance which will be submitted to 
the Secretary of State for his approval. The work of the 
two Agencies and the 14SC will be financed by the Department 
of Employment. 
It is hoped that by putting the employment and training 
services together, two main benefits will result: 
(a) the improvement of one of the nation's most 
important resources, namely manpower 
(b) an improvement in the opportunities available 
to each individual. 
It is envisaged that the ITBs will have a crucial 
part to play in the new arrangements. They are the bodies 
which will be responsible for the onus and authority to 
improve industrial training in individual industries. The 
ITBs will retain the right to raise levy income up to a 
maximum of 1% of payroll, and make grants out of their 
levy income. Howeveý, they will no longer have to meet 
their own administrative expenses, since these will be 
paid by the Training Services Agency which will also make 
selective grants available to them to support key training 
facilities. 
It is to be hoped that the reorganisation of industrial 
training will result in a further improvement of training 
in the textile industry. Since the textile IT3s were 
established under the 1964 Act, they have achieved some 
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success in persuading firms that systematic training is 
beneficial, but a good deal remains to be done before 
good training can be said to be an intrinsic part of the 
industry. It would seem at the moment that the FLNITB may 
take the lead in. the future if its procedures for costing 
training persuade more firms to provide better training. 
If this does occur, and the efficiency of the knitting 
sector of the industry is significantly improvedg the 
competition between knitting and weaving will be affected, 
with serious consequences for the weaving sectors of the 
industry. The new Government proposals give the IT. Bs an 
opportunity to review their functions, and it is hoped 
that they will play an increasingly important role in 
improving the profitability of the textile industry in 
the future. 
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CHAPTER-5 Textile machinery 
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The textile machinery industry is probably the oldest 
engineering industry in the U. R., and has grown up closely 
linked geographically, economically, and technically with 
textile production since the two industries have common 
origins. World trade in textile machinery, according to the 
Department of Trade and Industry, ranks above machine tools,. 
and is worth about half the international trade in aircraft. 
Britain performs reasonably well; U. K. output being Z155 m. 
in 1971 with exports worth Z135 m. and imports E49 m,. 
Developing countries whose textile iridustries are growing 
rapidly are important customers, but up to 25, ýý of all U. Y. 
exports go to E. E. C. countries with a further 10ýo going to 
the U. S. A. Moreover, the trade balance with Japan is 
substantially in Britain's favour. "Most machinery companies 
need to export between 70 and 80Tý of their output in order 
to survive, and during the period 1968 to 19719 exports 
grew by 10ýo per annum whilst imports grew at 6ýo per annum. 
West Germany is Britain's largest customer, and Switzerland 
and West Germany sell more textile machinery to Britain 
than they buy. 
The Department of Trade and Industry recognises about 
600 companies in the textile machinery industryg but 
probably only a few dominate. These are Platt, Bentley, 
Stibbe, Scragg and James 11ackie and Sons (Forthern Ireland). 
This has resulted in the U. k. industry being strong in 
particular sectors such as spinning, jute processing, carpet 
machinery, texturising plant and jersey knitting, but weak 
in others such as weaving, warp-knitt. ing and, printing 
equipment. Although no country can be expected to lead in 
every important sector of textile machinery, it is unfortun- 
ate that British firms have been slow to develop high- 
speed mass output looms, and thus enabled Sulzer in Switzer- 
land and huti in West Germany to take a dominant position. 
This was recently reflected in the need for Courtaulds to 
import this type of equipment for use in its mills. 
In the past. three years, there has been considerable 
rationalisation in the U. R. industry with changes in 
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management and on the technological side of machine 
development. The Department of Trade and Industry has 
played a part in sponsoring development work, most notably 
with Courtaulds in encouraging British Porthrop (Blackburn) 
to develop its Sensamatic weaving machine. This is an 
advanced high-speed fly-shuttle loom that will weave spun 
and filament yarns. If it J! ý successful in world markets, 
then it will greatly strengthen Britain's position in the 
weaving sector. The three trade associations; The Hosiery 
and Allied Trades Research Association (HATRA), the Wool 
Industry Research Association (Wira) and the Cotton, Silk, 
and Man-made Fibres 111esearch Association (the Shirley 
Institute) are all actively engaged in research and 
development work, and of all the textile companies, 
Courtaulds have had the most significant influence on 
machine development. It has its own circular weft-knitting 
machine manufacturer7 A. hirkland of Syston7 Leicester- 
shire, but its main influende has been through its Textile 
Development Unit at Rochdale. The T. D. U. has tested, 
developed and modified many advanced machines, notably the 
continental shuttleless looms. It also modified the 
Czechoslovakian open-end spinning machines so that they 
could handle the Courtaulds' fibre Vincel as-well as 
cotton, and work has also been carried out on the Czech- 
oslovakian Arachne stitch-bonding machine. 
The textile machinery industry is volatile, and 
companies that have the right machine at the right time make 
good profits. However, if this is not the case, a profit in 
one year is quickly turned into a loss the next, and many 
companies have found themselves in this position in recent 
years. The fluctuations in the textile machinery market in 
recent years can be seen in table 5.1 and figure 5.1 which 
show the value of new orders placed with machinery manu- 
facturers in the'U. K. between 1965 and 1971. Daring the past- 
two or three years, many companies have reorganised their 
management structure and introduced flexible production 
methods, programmes of innovation, and have improved their 
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Year Total Home Export 
1965 27.5 16.4 11.1 
1966 28.5 19.0 9.5 
1967 26.7 17.5 9.2 
1968 34.4 20.3 14.1 
1969 42.5 30 , .6 
11.9 
1970 36.0 22.0 14.0 
1971 45.4 31.8 13.6 
Source Economic Development Committee for Mechanical 
Engineering 
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marlieting policies. These measures have been necessary to 
make the firms more efficient in such a fast changing and 
highly competitive industry. 
'Weaving machinery 
Technical innovation is promýnent in the textile 
machinery industry and the large companies invest heavily 
in research leading to ways of making textiles faster and 
more economically, and at the same time giving the textile 
producer greater flexibility. Technical advance in the 
textile industry has one major advantage and one major 
disadvantage to manufacturers of weaving machines. The 
improvements that have occurred in materials have widened 
the scope of machinery design, but the introduction of man- 
made fibres has reduced the dependence of garment makers 
on woven cloth. An indication of the effect of the i ncreased 
competition both from imports and from, other types of cloth 
is the drop in the number of looms in recent yearsq which 
was of the order of 40%o between 1963 and 1970. Between 1963 
and 1970, productivity increased by over 2&Aý, while product- 
ivity per loom rose by 341/ý- Much of this improvement can be 
accounted for by the increased use of automatic looms which 
now account for over 50ýo of all looms used in the industry- 
Automation implies a high degree of speoialisation both 
within individual companies and by the type of cloth that 
a loom produces. As vertical integration in the textile 
industry increases, the need for specialised machinery at 
each stage is recognised and accepted. This trend is 
encouraging machine manufacturers to experiment with different 
forms of looms and to develop existing loom types. The 
principal criteria involved in improving machinery are 
improved production speeds9 more consistent cloth quality, 
and less maintenance* 
Woven fabrics have been made for thousands of years, 
and the loom has developed through the stages of mechanisa- 
tion, power operation, automatic weft replenishment and weft 
supply without the use of a shuttle. With each development 
has come an increase in the rate of production. IVITost of this 
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change has occurred in the last fifty years, and most 
advances have come in the last ten. The mode of operation 
of a conventional loom is shown in figure 5.2. 
Conventional looms are by no means obsolete as some 
observers predicted when Sulzer launched its gripper-shuttle 
loom onto the market in -the mid 1950's. The vast majority 
of looms in existence are of the conventional type, and it 
will take many years to replace them by shuttleless looms. 
The woollen and worsted industry has been slow to adopt the 
technical developments that have been made available to them. 
Automatic looms were made for many years before they were 
readily accepted. One reason that has been given for this 
apparent lack of interest is that the early automatic looms 
could only be used to advantage on a narrow range of fabrics 
and since many small firms rely on flexibility in their 
production to survive, they demanded this flexibility in 
their machines. Between 1946 and 1956, the number of auto- 
matic looms increased from 6 to 24% in the worsted sectors 
and from 6 to 20% in the woollen. At the end of 19609 20% 
of the woollen looms and 33% of the worsted looms were auto- 
matic. Table 5.2 shows the number of looms in place in 19689 
the latest date for which detailed figures are available. 
Table 5.2 Humber of looms in place in the wool textile 
industry in 196d 
Type of loom Number of Output 
looms m. lbs. /year 
Worsted weaving 
Non-automatic 6300 
Semi-automatic 2500 
44 
Automatic 5500 30 
Shuttleless 300 6 
Woollen weaving 
Non-automatic 9200 84 
Semi-automatic 3500 
Automatic 7400 46 
Shuttleless 400 8 
Source : WooL E. D. C. 
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Figure 5.2 The mode of operation of a conventional loom, 
Dent 
. 
The warp threads pass from the warp beam (A) under and 
over a pair of lease rods (B) and then pass through the 
eyelets (C) of the healds (D) which are held in the shafts 
(E) and finally through the dents in the reed (F). In the 
simplest form of loom, one half of the warp threads is 
operated by one shaft and the other half by the second 
shaft. When one shaft is moving up, the second shaft is 
moving down, operated by the tappets (L), and hence the 
shed (S) is formed. The shuttle (G) can now carry the weft* 
through this opening. The shuttle is thrown through the 
shed by the picking stick (H) which knocks the shuttle 
with great force. After the pick has been laid, the weft 
thread is beaten up against the ready made cloth which is 
taken up by the sand beam (J) and wound onto the cloth 
beam (K). 
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This shows that the majority of cloth is presently 
produced on non or semi-automatic looms of conventional 
type and many of these units are old, 60ýo having been 
installed before 1939. Almost all specialised cloths and 
those for which the demand is for small batches are produced 
on looms of this type. Most automatic looms were installed 
between 1940 and 1954 and produce approximately 40% of 
worsted cloth. The majority of this material is used for 
the bulk trade, and generally uses coarser yarns than the 
specialised grades on non or semi-automatic looms. The 
worsted cloth produced on shuttleless looms is limited to 
the extreme bulk end of the market, and only accounts for 
some 8ýo of total output. These machines are operated at a 
higher number of hours per week, the average being 80 as 
pompared to 50 for conventional looms. A greater proportion 
of cloth is produced on non or semi-automatic looms in the 
woollen sector than in the worsted sector, but the install- 
ation of conventional looms has tended to be more recent 
than in worsted weaving with over 35ýo of all the conven- 
tional looms being installed after 1955. Shuttleless looms 
again account for approximately 8ý6 of output and work 
80 hours per week as compared to 50. hours per week for 
conventional looms. 
The advantages of automatic weaving are that: 
(a) it increases the production per operative 
(b) physical and mental strain is lessened 
(c) coritinuous production of more and better cloths 
is maintained 
(d) the production of the cloth is scientifically 
controlled 
(e) cheaper production results 
9 
(f) the earning capacity of the operative is raised 
(g) the working conditions in the weave room are 
improved 
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Table 5.3 shows the number of looms in place in the 
cotton and allied textiles industry between 1958 and 1971. 
Table 5.3 Number of looms in place in the cotton and 
allied ýFextiles industry (thFu-sands) 
Year Total Shuttleless Other 
automatic 
Other 
1958 255.4 41.5 213.9 
1959 222.6 41.3 181.3 
1960 155.4 40.6 114.8 
1961 149.6 42.9 106.7 
1962 140.1 42.8 97.3 
1963 125.9 42.5 83.4 
1964 118.5 42.5 76.0 
1965 114.0 42.5 71.5 
1966 119.3 48.9 70.4 
1967 102.1 0.8 44.0 57.3 
1968 90.1 1.2 40.6 48.3 
1969 84.5 2.2 39.1 43.2 
1970 78.1 2.9 36.9 38.2 
1971 66.8 3.3 33.5 30.0 
Source : Textile Statistics Bureau 
The large drop in the number of looms in place has 
been entirely due to the decline in the number of non- 
automatic loomsq the number of automatic looms having 
risen slightly between 1958 and 1971.55ýo of all looms in 
place in 1971 were automatic, and shuttleless looms 
accounted for only 5c/ý of the total. 
Conventional looms, width for width, cost less than 
shuttleless looms and the speeds of some of them do not 
fall far short of the speeds of shuttleless looms. The 
Northrop Sensamatic loom is made in widths of between 
65 and 135 inches. The 65 inch loom is envisaged as being 
used to weave fabrics of continuous filament yarns, and 
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the 90 inch loom can be used to weave either a. worsted 
cloth or two cloths 42 inches wide woven side by side with 
splitting by heat or mechanical means depending on the 
material of the weft yarn. The 135 inch loom would be. wide 
enough to weave a sheet and pillow-case side by side or a 
king-sized sheet. Looms from other manufacturers: Picanolq 
Ruti and Saurer have similar capacities, and typical speeds 
for these machines are shown in table'5.4 which aiso shows 
the speeds of Sulzer gripper-shuttle looms with similar 
widths for comparison. 
Table 5.4 S2eeds of high-speed conventional and grip-oer- 
shuttle Looms. 
Type of loom Width loom speed 
(inches) (picks per minute) 
High-speed 65 240 
conventional 90 200 
135 158 
Gripper-shuttle 85 250 
130 210 
In contrast, a 65 inch water jet loom runs at 350 picks 
pe_r minute. 
It has been suggested that there is a possible 
reduction in production costs when cloth is-made by 
multi-width weaving on a wide loom rather than on several 
narrower looms. One cost comparison recently published 
2 
suggested the following relation for a single shuttle loom: 
ZC (cost) Z'1100 + 45 :k width of loom (inches) 
Thus a 60 inch loom would cost L1400 and a 120 inch 
1H. Firchenberger, Textil-Praxis, 19689 231 729- 
2Y. S. Burnip & I. H. Thomas, Textile Progress, j, No. 1,1969 
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loom Z1700. So when the width of the loom is doubled, the 
cost is increased by only just over 201ý,. The corresponding 
relationship for a single weft bulzer machine is: 
LC (cost) - aU700 + JC22 x width of loom (inches) 
Thus a 130 inch machine would cost Z4500, but this 
machine would run at'a higher speed than a conventional 
loom of the same width. In the same study, a comparison of 
the capital cost of installing wide or narrow looms was 
performed, and this showed that for a given amount of 
production (the output of 100 narrow looms in this case) 
the cost of the looms would be as shown in table 5.5 - 
Table 5.5 Capital cOsts of wide and narrow looms 
Width of looms liumber of Cost 
looms 
45 100 133000 
85 67 110000 
130 56 98000 
The situation is complicated by labour costs for 
which the author had no reliable data. However, it would 
seem that economies can be made in production costs by 
using wider looms. 
The conventional weaving-loom takes its weft supply 
from a pirn which is carried through the warp by the 
shuttle, and this type of machine must incorporate some 
form of pirn-changing motion. Increasing the speed of the 
machine means increasing its productivityg and in the 
case of cloth production, width as well as speed must be 
considered since the square yardage is the important 
factor. The difficulties of increasing the speeds of 
conventional looms lie in the high forces involved in 
accelerating and retarding the shuttle, and in the power 
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generated during picking and dissipated during checking. 
The speed of conventional looms is expected to continue 
to increase, but the more important development may be 
the acceptance of multi-width weaving on conventional 
looms up to 160 inches wide. Although this involves a 
reduction in the picking frequency it gives a substantial 
increase in the rate of cloth production per loom. It may 
be that in the future, the bulk of the "long runs" with 
yarns that have a low failure rate will be carried out on 
some kind of shuttleless loom, with the conventional looms 
dealing with the remainder. 
Shuttleless loo: ns 
The basic distinction between the shuttleless and 
conventional loom is that whereas on the latter the vieft 
supply is carried backwards and forýiards across the loom 
on the shuttle which leaves a trail of weft as it traversesq 
the shuttleless looms all draw the weft thread from a 
stationary package (a spool wound with a large yarn supply) 
at one side of the loom (see figures 5.3 and 5.4). 
Shuttleless looms have a long. history, the shuttle- 
less weaving of normal weft yarn was first proposed by a 
Salford weaver, Smith, in 1844. Many patents were taken 
out before the end of the nineteenth century and they 
included most of the features present in today's rapier and 
gr ipper-shuttle looms. The first patent for an air-jet loom 
was applied for in the U,, S. A. in 1911. Attempts have been 
made over a considerable period to develop shuttleless 
looms with the objects of increasing loom speeds; and 
reducing the number of warp breakages, the loom noise and 
the amount of maintenance required, in addition to the 
elimination of pirn winding and weft replenishment. 
Shuttleless looms fall into three categories; rapier, 
gripper-shuttle and jet. Although it is only in post-war 
years that these looms have become commercially successful, 
some of the basic weft insertion techniques have been 
known for some time. The Gabler rapier loom was available 
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FiC, ure 5.3 Principle of weavinf, on a conventional abuttle 
loom showing the continuous iayinf,, of thr-, vir-! I*t 
SHUTTLI 
SHED 
PIRN 
VIEFT 
THREAD 
(a) The shuttle carries the weft thread through the shed. 
SHED 
SHUTTLE 
THREAD 
(b) The thread laid in diagram (a) is beaten up, the warp 
threads forming the shed are reversed, and the shuttle 
inserts the next pick. 
WARP TEREADS 
WARP THREADS 
131 1 
Figure 5.4 Principle of weaving by a gripper-shuttle loom 
showing the laying of individual threads -a 
Yeature of ail shuttleless looms 
WARP THREADS 
SHED 
(A) 
(a) The weft thread, cut to the required length, is carried 
through the shed. The ends of the previous weft thread (A) 
are tucked into the new shed. 
WARP THREADS 
SHED 
'RIPPER- 
SHUTTLE 
(A) 
(b) The thread laid in diagram (a) is beaten up together 
with the ends of the weft thread (A). The warp threads 
are reversed, and the new pre-measured weft thread is 
inserted. 
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in the 1920's and work on the moqt successful shuttleless 
loom, the Sulzer gripper-shuttle, was beg-un in 1924. Jet 
looms date from the same period, a prototype air-jet loom 
having been built in 1922. 
The greatest impact on weaving conversion costs is 
likely to come from the introduction of shuttleless looms. 
The shuttle has a number of disadvantages now overcome by 
the new systems: 
(a) it is necessary to wind yarn onto small packages 
to fit inside the shuttle 
(b) the weft pirnq whose shape is deteriýined by the 
requirements of the shuttle is not the ideal 
package from which to withdraw yarn - 
(c) in order to weave continuously, pirn or shuttle 
change mechanisms are required 
(d) to insert various coloursq large masses (either 
boxes or shuttles) must be transferred to and 
from the race board level 
(e) because of the grad'ual change in weight of the 
pirn during weaving, the design of an efficient 
picking mechanism-must be a compromise. 
INIost of the major manufacturers of conventional 
shuttle looms now make a shuttleless loom in addition. 
Although they include the best established of all shuttle- 
less looms, the Sulzer, the number of types of gripper- 
shuttle looms remain, few, and includes no other really 
well established machine. The techniques of weaving by 
gripper-shuttle were introduced successfully by Sulzer in 
the mid 1950's and by the mid 1960"s -considerable progress 
had been made in its design and technology. The principle 
involved in weaving on a gripper-shuttle loom is that the 
weft thread is taken through the-shed by a projectile 
fitted with a jaw that grips the end of the weft thread 
during insertion of the pick. The best known machines of 
this type are the Sulzer range of looms. Since they were 
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introduced in the mid 1950's, machino speeds have 
increased, and multi-colour weaving has been developed. 
The original Sulzer looms were designed for weaving spun 
yarns of the cotton type. Shortly afterwards came looms 
suitable for the woollen and worsted sectors of the industry 
which could insert several weft yarns of different colours 
or materials. These machines were effectively pick-and- 
pick automatic looms which is a requirement in some 
branches of the woollen and worsted sectors of the industry. 
This fulfilled a serious need, since a pick-and-pick 
automatic loom of the conventional type hardly existed 
owing to design difficulties. The latest developments have 
been in machines capable of weaving cloths from'continuous 
filament yarns, but the gripper-shuttle loom is not 
suitable for weaving particularly fine yarns because of 
the frequency of warp and weft breakages at high weaving 
speeds, nor for particularly bulked yarns, because of the 
shallowness of the shed it forms, causing entanglement of 
weft on warp fibresi. which again results in breaks. Sulzer 
machines for weaving six weft colours are now available 
in working widths of up to 153 inches, and machines 200 
inches wide are envisaged for the near future. Other makes 
of gripper-shuttle looms are now coming onto the market 
with A. Saurer of Arbon, Switzerland and V. E. B. Webstuhlbau 
Feugersdorf of East Germany both recently introducing such 
machines. The weaving principle of a gripper-shuttle loom 
is shown in figure 5.5 - 
Rapier looms 
Rapier looms differ from pirn and gripper-shuttle 
looms in that they use rods or rapiers to insert the weft 
across the warp. In some models, the rapiers are designed 
to work in pairs, with one on each side of the loom. One 
rapier inserts the weft which it takes from a package on 
the same side of the loom. It then moves the weft half way 
into the shed, and'meets the other rapier which has entered 
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Pigure 
-5.5 
Weaving principle of a gripper-shuttle loom 
rAI 
WARP THREADS 
The shuttle (A) moves into the picking position. 
(b) 
The feeder (B) opens after the shuttle has gripped the end 
of the thread. , 
(C) 
cr, l 
0--i 
The thread is drawn through the shed by the shuttle while 
the*tensioner (C) and the brake (D) are eased. 
(d) 
(7-1% 
Q--j 
B. 
The shuttle is stopped and the thread tensioner (C) draws 
upthe weft and keeps it lightly stretched. The feeder (B) 
moves close to the edge of the cloth. 
cont. 
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Ce) 
__ 01 
B iy 
Feeder (B) grips the thread and selvedge grippers (-E) 
hold the weft at both ends. 
IT 
r-, ) 
P 
The weft thread is cut at (P) and released by the shuttle. 
a-I 
The shuttle is ejected onto a conveyor below the shed which 
carries it back to the picking position. The thread held by 
the selvedge grippers (E) is beaten up. 
C-D 
G G 
The feeder (B) returns to the picking position with the cut 
end of the weft', and the tensioner (C) keeps the weft under 
slight tension. The needles (G) tuck the thread ends into 
the next shed. The next shuttle is brought up for picking. 
k 
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from the other side. The thread is transferred to the 
second rapier and as both withdraw the thread is carried 
across and the pick is completed. The working principle 
of this type of loom is shown in figure 5.6 . This type 
of loom was originally built to work at high speeds on 
mass production lines, and can weave only one colour. The 
other type of rapier loom has a single rapier which is 
mounted on the opposite side of the loom from the weft 
package, and withdraws loops of weft across the shed on 
the withdrawal phase of the cycle. Its advantage is not 
its speed, since it is no faster than a comparable non- 
automatic shuttle loom, but it can weave up to eight 
colours in any sequence, whereas a conventional shuttle 
loom can weave as many colours, but the choice of sequence 
is usually restricted. Rapier designs fall into two categor- 
ies: the rigid rapier looms and theflexible rapier looms. 
The rigid rapiers are stiff rods whereas the flexible 
rapiers are tape-like, and these are wrapped around the 
storage drums at the side of the loom when they are not 
in use. There are about twenty different models of rapier 
looms with roughly equal numbers of rigid and flexible' 
types. flecent innovations have concerned relatively 
detailed design changes, to improve the handling of the 
weft or increase the versatility of the machine, or reduce 
the time needed for maintenance. There have been increases 
in the maximum widths and speeds of some looms during 
recent years, and machines are now available that can 
weave 94j, 114, or 171 inches. For example, Dornier of 
Lindau, Germany have developed a rigid rapier machine 
capable of weaving a wide range of cloths from dress 
materials to furnishing fabrics. The machine comes in 
widths of 59 to 98-22- inches, and loom speeds range from 
160 to 280 picks per minute (p. p. m. ) depending on the 
cloth width. J. Gusken of Germany have recently launched 
two new flexible rapier machines onto the market, one of 
which weaves flat fabric, and the other pile fabric. The 
weft is inserted by two flexible gripper rapiers or with 
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Figure 5.6 Principle of weaving on a rapier loon, 
HR AS 
(a) The weft thread is supplied from the package (A) 
situated on the right band side of the loom. It is 
drawn continuously from (A) by a predelivery device 
and is presented to the right hand rapier (R). 
(b) The right 
centre of 
left hand 
I 
a' 
YA 
TRANI 
hand rapier (R) 
the shed where 
rapier (L). 
carries the thread to the 
it is transferred to the 
(c) The two rapiers withdraw, and the left hand rapier 
carries the weft thread through the shed, thus 
completing the pick. 
- 
(d) The thread is beaten up and the ends of the weft thread 
are tucked into the next shed. The cycle is then repeated. 
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yarn transfer in the centre of the shed; the systems 
being quickly and easily interchanged. These looms can 
weave up to eight colours. Other types of flexible rapier 
looms are available that can weave 130 P. P. M. on 78 inch 
cloths with ten colours, and 220 p. p. m. with eight colours 
(from San Giorgio). Thus the rapier loom has the advantage 
over automatic looms of a simple large-package weft supply 
but it is limited in its shed timing in relation to the 
beating-up operation. The rapier loom has advantages for 
a limited range of highly specialised cloths in which 
soft wefts are used. 
Jet looms 
The most radical changes in shuttleless looms in 
recent years have taken place in the development of jet 
looms. Although Brooks' prototype 24 inch air jet loom 
was available in the 1920's to weave cotton towelling, it 
was not until after 1945 that work began on the jet looms 
now available. Air jet looms were pioneered by Paabo in 
Sweden and Svaty in Czechoslovakia. Paabols loom was 
announced in 1952, the first machines were installed in 
1955 and a hundred were in use by 1960. Water jet looms 
were introduced at about the same time, the first commer- 
cially viable model being exhibited in 1955. When first 
introduced7 jet looms attracted little attention since 
other shuttleless looms were being constructed, and jet 
looms had serious width limitations. More recently, these 
looms have been further developed, with both loom width 
and speed being increased. Jet looms are at present 
supplied in relatively narrow widths of 60 to 70'- inches 
and can. cope with only one weft, although details of an 
air jet loom to weave 91 inches and a water jet loom to 
weave 83 inches have recently been announced. Manufacturers 
are working towards increasing the widths of these machines 
since a water jet loom is capable of running twice as fast 
as a conventional loom over the same width. Now that the 
original serious width limitations are being removed, the 
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air jet loom is economically the most attractive weaving 
machine for all cloths within its capacity. For most 
purposesq the width limitation of 60 inches is not serious, 
but the limitations on cloth construction may be, and 
they are only used for weaving spun yarns. Water Jet looms 
are available in widths up to 70 inches and picking 
frequencies up to 700 p-p-m-are claimed. Its use is at 
present restricted to weaving the hydrophobic synthetic 
continuous filament yarns, and in this field they are 
outstanding in economic termag and the cloth quality is 
very good. This type of loom may well dominate the plain 
filament sector of the industry in the future. The basic 
weaving mechanism of a jet loom is shown in figure 5.7 - 
To summarise, the most important machine to increase 
production speeds in the weaving process in recent years 
has been the shuttleless, loom. Several versions are now 
available and although they usually cost more than 
conventional raachinesl the ability of this type of machine 
to work at very high speeds is well beyond all but the 
most highly sophisticated traditional machines. Table 5.6 
shows the speeds of some shuttleless looms. 
The relationship between loom widths and speeds is 
shown in figure 5.8 . This shows that the number of picks 
per minute inserted are greatest for water jet and air jet 
looms followed by the Sulzer gripper-shuttle, conventional 
4igh-sýeed, double 3ýigid rapier and double flexible rapier. 
It also shows that the speed decreases quite sharply as 
the width of the loom increases. Figure 5.9 shows the 
weft insertion rate of various types of looms, and here 
the gripper-shutt le loom is shown to be the fastest, 
followed by the water jet loom, and the other types are 
virtually indistinguishable. Thus a better comparison 
between width'and speed is probably indicated by figure 
5.10 which shows the relationship between loom width-and 
weft insertion rates. The-highest rates of weft insertion 
are clearly achieved on the widest gripper-shuttle looms 
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Figure 5.7 Principle of wet-wing on a jet loom 
AIR/WATER 
SUPIPLY 
T is 
/01- 
A 
The weft thread is in the picking position held by the 
feeder (A). The air/watQr pressure builds up, and tap (B) 
is closed. 
(b) 
I %v L/' Q--, 
DA 
The feeder-W and-tap (B) open; the air/water is exploded 
through the nozzle (0) and carries the weft thread through 
the shed. The tensioner (D) and the brake (E) are eased. 
(c) 
B 
cr-I 
(1-i a 
AF 
The tensioner takes up the slack yarn and the feeder moves 
close to the edge of the cloth. The weft thread is held by 
the selvedge grippers (F) and tap (B) closeb. 
II 
cont. 
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(d) 
G 
The weft thread is out at (G) and is then beaten up by the reed. 
(e) 
D 
The ends of the weft thread are tucked into the next shed. The feeder (A) returns to the nozzle mouth with the thread. 
which is taken up by the tensioner (D). The'air/water 
pressure builds up, the shed changes, and the cycle is 
repeated. 
4F 
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Table 5.6 Spee4s of shuttleless looms 
Machine 
builder 
Insertion 
mechanism 
Maximum 
cloth width 
(inches) 
Maximum 
speed 
(P. P. M. ) 
Weft insertion 
rate 
(yds. /min. ) 
Picanoll Fly- 74 180 370 
shuttle 
Sulzer Gripper- 85 300 708 
shuttle 110 260 795 
130 240 866 
153 220 935 
Saurer Gripper- 51 290 411 
shuttle 75 230. 479 
94.5 205 538 
Draper Double 
. 
67 235 435 
Snoek flexible rapier 140 105 400 
Pischer 43.3-55.1 270-245 325-375 
59.0-67.0 250-235 410-437 
Iwer Single 70 110 210 
rigid 
rapier 
SACM Double 55.1 235 360 
rigid 71.0 220 434 rapier 
81.0 190 428 
Prince Water 65 400 720 
Enshu jet 41.3 600 689 
57.1 450 714 
Investa 41.3 550 631 
57.1 400 635 
68.9 350 670 
Investa Air jet 41.3 400 459 
49.2 400 547 
Murata, 43.3 360 433 
Scheffel 78.7 215 470 
This is an advanced conventional loom included in the 
table f or comparison 
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Figure 5.8 
Relationshipbetween the width of looms and 
their speed 
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Lleft insertion rates of various'types of looms 
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with water jet looms showing comparable speeds over 
approximately the same width. The conventional high-speed 
loom does badly in this comparison, as its weft-insertion 
rate is lower than all the other looms except the single 
rigid rapier. The single rigid rapier has a slow action 
compared to the other looms but it-is not designed for 
high-speed weaving but for complicated patterning, its 
advantage being that it can weave up to eight colours 
in any sequence. 
Higher loom speeds are not necessarily the most 
important requirement of new looms. They are necessary 
to make expensive looms economically viable, but must be 
accompanied by improvements in ancillary processes such 
as warp preparation and mechanical reliability. As loom 
speeds increase with technological improvements in weft 
projection, it becomes necessary to ensure that the other 
mechanisms of the loom are capable of running at speeds 
at least equal to the speed of the basic loom, and prefer- 
ably at much higher speeds. If this does not occurl the 
advantages of high-speed weft insertion mechanisms are 
lost since the looms cannot be run at maximum efficiency. 
Therefore much recent research has been devoted to improving 
the construction of dobbies and jacquards. Coupled with 
high speed, however, is the need for consistent quality. 
The biggest danger in manufacturing high speed machines is 
that the cloth quality may be sacrificed at the expense of 
the increased speed. Automatic control systems which attend' 
to, for examplel yarn tensions mean that traditional and 
new machines can be left to work continually without the 
attention of an operator for much longer periods. Long 
production runs are often more important in terms of 
output than speed over a short period. 
The other main criterion in improving machinery is 
the reduction of maintenance required, and many recent 
developments have been aimed at producing equipment which 
does not need to be maintained. For example, yarn guides 
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are now sometimes made of ceramics for longer life or 
are coated with materiaýs that give wear-resistantv non- 
stick properties. This latter technique is appliod to an 
increasing amount of machinery and servicing intervals 
can be extended by a factor of between four and twenty 
times, and there is less inconsistency in cloth quality 
caused by a machine operating incorrectly through wear. 
Most manufacturers of equipmpnt are still concentrat- 
ing on producing faster looms. They give better value for 
money in terms of output with continued savings in labour 
costs. Although the large weavers can benefit from the 
economies of scale conferred by advanced automatic and 
very fast units, an industry that is entirely equipped in 
this way would be very badly placed to meet the wide and 
varied demands of garment makers. Several current research 
projects are aimed at providing the smaller firms with 
equipment comparable to that used by the larger firms. 
Several process control firms are investigating cheap 
ways of adapting simple automatic controls to the weaving 
process to basically standard looms, and efforts are also 
being made to reduce the prices of the smaller standard 
machines to make them more attractive to companies which 
lack the finance for large scale re-equipment. 
Thus the technology of weaving is undergoing 
fundamental changes which are playing a significant'part 
in ensuring that the costs and economics of weaving keep 
pace with technological development in the other competit- 
ive areas of the textile industry. The shuttle loom, over 
the last decadeq has been challenged by a number of 
alternative methods of weft insertion ranging from small 
missile or gripper looms like the Sulzer through the range 
of single and double rapier looms to the water and air 
jet technologies. Each method is now being commercially 
exploited, and the basic advantages emerging as being 
I 
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common to all these developments are: 
(a) Higher output W per unit of capital cost 
(ii) per unit area of floor space 
(b) A lower. frequency of machine failures due either 
to yarn or machine faults leading to an overall 
reduction in labour costs per unit of production, 
and improved cloth quality 
(c) The higher speeds of production lead to a shorter 
production cycle 
(d) Improvements in the working environmentq especially 
noise reductionj attracts employees. 
Warp-knitting machinery 
' 
The two major types of warp-knitting machines in use 
are the tricot and raschel machines, with tricot accounting 
for approximately 85%ý of all warp-knitted fabric produced 
in the U. R., and raschel for the remaining 15ýo. The 
simplest form of warp-. knitted structure is known as half- 
tricot. Only one warp thread is available for each needle, 
and during the knitting action each thread travels through 
the eye of a thin metal guide which moves sideways and 
swings between the needles, placing the yarn round the 
needle in readiness for the needle to make the stitch. 
Therefore only one bar carrying all the guides is necessary 
for a half-tricot since all the threads which pass through 
the guides traverse and knit identically on each course. 
The yarn is knitted first on one needle and then on the 
needle adjacent to it on the next pourse. Tricot is the 
simplest fabric made from two sets of warp threads. There 
are two threads to each needle, and each thread makes. a 
similar movement as in half-tricot, but the two guide bars 
move in opposite directionsq knitting on adjacent needles 
alternately in each consecutive course. Tricot machines 
are fitted with a single bed of bearded needles, and 
patterning is achieved by varying the number of guide bars. 
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Tricot machines are normally fitted with two, three, or 
four guide bars and can produce fabrics ranging from a 
plain shirting on a two bar machine to a Tattersall check 
on a four bar. The principle of warp-knitting is shown 
in figure 5.11 - 
Raschel fabrics are produced by a specialised form 
of warp-knitting in which latch needles, usually two sets, 
and as many as thirty to forty thread guide bars are used. 
The major post-war breakthrough in the development 
of warp-knitting came with the development of a new two 
bar machine by P. N. F. Ltd. in the U. K. This was a subsid- 
iary company of Courtaulds which was formed to develop 
James Morton's new Warp-Knitting Frame about 1934. This 
machine was outstanding as a producer of simple locknit 
type constructions and was capable of speeds of between 
400 and 1,000 courses per minute. However, it lacked 
versatility, and nearly all the fabric produced was made 
from cellulose acetate yarns for lingerie. In the mid 
1§50's Terlinden of Switzerland manufactured a loop raised 
fabric-from nylon, which was used for winter nightwear. 
It was not until 1960 when synthetic yarns became very 
widely available that the real growth of warp-knitting 
began, and new applications for the fabrics were found. 
In the immediate post-war years, British technology 
enabled a world-dominating position to be established 
with the P. N. P. tricot machine, but this position has now 
been taken over by German manufacturers and the P. N. F. is 
no longer produced. Practically all new developments in 
warp-knitting machinery in the past 15 to 20 years have 
been made by the Germans, notably Liba and Mayer who both 
built their first machines in 19489 and they are now 
virtually the only source of warp-knitting machinery for 
British cloth manufacturersq although in the past four to 
five yearsq Platt of the U. K. and Textima of East Germany 
have also entered the market. 
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Pigure-5-11 Principle of warp-knittinp 
B 
I 
--v 
A WARP BEAM 
B. THREAD PEEDERS 
C NEEDLES 
D THREADS 
Each needle (C) is fed with a separate thread (D) which 
is moved from needle to needle by the thread feeders or 
guides (B)o All the loops in one course are produced at 
the same time. 
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Most of the tricot machine production capacity of 
the machine manufacturers has been directed towards two 
bar machines, but as these machines have been in a highly 
developed state for so long, recent changes in their 
design have not been as spectacular as in the past. Major 
efforts have been concentrated on increasing their pattern- 
ing scope and raising their productivity. Textima have 
achieved this by increasing knitting machine speeds in one 
of their ranges to 1,200 courses per minute (c. p. m. ) and 
redesigning the batching arrangements to take UP to 350 
metres of cloth. One of the Karl Mayer machines is 168 
inches wide and operates at 1,250 c. p. m. and even higher 
productivity can be achieved from the firm's machines 
available up to 260 inches wide. Liba have machines 
capable of knitting 1,500 c. p. m. with 21 to 30 needles 
per inch (n. p. i. ) in widths of 84 to 168 inches. A Platt 
two bar machine produces 57 metres of cloth per hour over 
84 inches. 
The most frequently used tricot machines in the U. K. 
are two and three bar 168 inches wide and 28 gauge, which 
produc. e cloth mainly in the range of three to four ounces 
per square yard, using fine tex: filament yarn. The average 
machine speeds of 1,200 to 1,400 c-p-m- (two bar) over' 
168 inches and 1,000 to 1,100 (three bar) are between 
20 and 25ýo higher than those in 1967. Moreover, knitting 
widths are increasing with knitting widths of 210 inches 
used in the U. K. for sheeting fabric and 260 inches in 
the U. S. A. and Japan. Patterned tricot fabricsq for example 
for shirting cloths, continue to be made mainly on three 
bar machines and Karl Mayer make machines that run up to 
800 c. p. m. 
Besides the increase in the speed of production, the 
other recent major developments in tricot machines have 
been the re-emergence of the compound needle tricot 
machine as a competitive rival in the high-speed market 
that serves mass production cloths; and weft insertion 
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machines. Individual needle selection does not take place 
on warp-knitting machines and as all the needles act as 
one unit simultaneously, it is possible to successfully 
use a two part compound needle whose advantages are its 
smooth movement, short needle stroke, reduced vibration, 
and absence of beard or latch needles. 
There have been considerable recent developments in 
the production of fabrics with inserted weft threads. The 
basic principle is that any yarn laid across the back of 
the needles on top of the previous course of loops will 
be trapped and held between them and the yarn passing. to 
the next course. The weft yarn does not enter the needle 
hooks, so that weak, irregular and heavy yarns may be 
used. The resulting fabrics show improved handle and 
stability, reduced air porosity and better moisture 
absorption properties. The machines can produce up to 
15 metres of cloth per hour. One machine (manufactured by 
Mayer) can now run at speeds of between 600 and 700 C. P. M. 
if weft is inserted on every course, and 800 to 900 c. p. m. 
if it is inserted on every other course. Continuous 
filament yarns are usually used in the warp with cottont 
wool, or synthetic polymer staple fibre yarn in the weft. 
Previous attempts to use staple fibre yarns in fine-gauge 
high-speed tricot knitting have been restricted by the 
relative weakness of the yarn, but since on these machines 
-only limited tension is applied to the weft, there is 
minimal friction on the yarn. One example of the new range 
of textiles attainable is a nylon continuous filament warp 
combined with a cotton weft to give a sheeting fabric with 
the properties of each fibre, the easy-care abrasion- 
resistance of nylon being coupled with the warm handle and 
washability of cotton. Courtaulds installed twelve of the 
first Mayer machines to be delivered to the U. Y. to use 
them for sheetings. The striking feature of the development 
is that it suggests the possibility of stability in 
lightweight cloths. 
V, 
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Raschel machines are generally of coarser jraugo than 
tricot and are generally slower because more guido bars - 
are used (thus the swing is longer), and there is usually 
a longer and slower needle movement. In recent years, the 
speed of the machines has been substantially increased. 
The patterning scope of a raschel machine is much wider 
than that of a tricot machine, the extreme cabe being a 
42 bar machine for very intricate lace. They range from 
being able to produce hair nets or ladies' stockings to 
carpets and blankets. The most recent improvements in 
raschel machines have been: 
(a) to substantially increase thdir speed of production 
(b) to increase the nuipber of guide bars up to 
38 or 42 
(c) to reduce the moving weights by using lighter 
metal alloys. 
In relation to raschel machines with 4 to 6 bars, 
high speed at present implies 700 to 800 c. p. m. The 
standard raschel machines are a development of the power 
net machines that have been used for many years to make 
corset materials. Apart from making power net and curtain 
net, these machines have failed to develop a bulk market 
although men's outerwear seems to be a promising outlet. 
Liba have recently introduced a4 bar machine with compound 
needles which is intended for the production of outerweart 
furnishing fabrics and curtain nets. Machine gauges range 
from 18 to 32 n-p-i. and speeds of up to 1,200 c. p. m. 
are claimed. 
Raschel-type knitting machines continue to be produced 
with an increasing number of guide bars to make them 
capable of more intricate patterning effects. The greatest 
number now fitted is 48. The range of multi-bar machines 
is now very greatq and the design trend seems to be 
towards making machines capable of a wide range of pattern- 
ing effects rather than highly specialised. units made for 
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specific applications. However, there are some special 
machines such as one which produces loop pile fabrics 
similar to terry towelling. This is 65 inches wide, 
operates at 220 c. p. m. and has an output of 11 metres of 
cloth per hour. Earl Mayer make a machine to produce 
patterned outerwear and open-structure fabric at speeds 
of 300 c. p. m. and the machine comes in 24,28, and 36 inch 
gauges, and working widths of 65,100, and 124 inches. 
The most revolutionary raschel machines that have 
been introduced recently are the Rarl Mayer Co-We-Nit 
machines which produce fabric with a woven look. These 
fabrics are produced by a process that is a combination. 
of knitting and weaving in which the warp and weft threads 
ar& interlaced and this gives the cloth a high dimensional 
stability. The cloth can be produced much faster than 
woven fabrics of similar weight. The machines can be 
supplied in widths of between 75 ýand 124 inches, and in 
needle gauges between 12 and 24. Their operating speed is 
about 300 c. p. m. at which the fabric output is approxim- 
ately 18 metres per hour. 
When considering the success of warp-knitting during 
the past fifteen years, two main factors must be taken 
into account. Firstly the ability of the machines to process 
most types of yarns, and secondly the high rate of produc- 
tion of the technique coupled with the ability to produce 
fabrics having a variety of physical properties such as 
elasticityp or rigidity, or surface interest. Machinery 
evolution has played a massive role in the expansion of 
warp-knitting. Fifteen years ago the life of a tricot 
machine was reckoned to be 10 to 15 years, but today few 
companies expect a lifetime greater than seven years. This 
is likely to be lessened further because the machines are 
made obsolete by the introduction of new yarns and by 
changing conditions in the industry. Machines have 
constantly been modified to give greater patterning 
performance and machine gauges have been extended to 
produce both finer and coarser fabrics. 
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Warp-knitting is a continuous reciprocal motion of 
the knitting elements over the complete machine width. 
Speed and width do not depend on the physical motions 
imposed, for example, by the machine diameter and number 
of feeders or yarn packages as do those of a circular 
weft-knitting machineq the fastest method of weft-knitting. 
Feither do they depend on the stop-start motion of a weft 
yarn on a loom as it reverses direction. The greatest 
technical developments have been made in terms of produc- 
tion efficiency. Five or six'years ago, the majority of- 
tricot machines were 84 inches wide, and now the majority 
are 164 inches and the latest two bar machines are 260 
inches. In the early 1950's, machine speeds averaged 
200 to 300 c. p. m., but now a warp-knitting machine can 
knit between 800 and 1,400 c. p. m. producing between 3-6 
and 30 metres of cloth per hour in 84 or 160 inch widths. 
They work at 85 to 90% efficiency and produce fabric rolls 
up to 2,000 metres long. In comparison, a water jet loom 
has an operating speed of 440 p. p. m. but because of the 
nature of its design it can only weave up to 60 or 70 
inches. A Sulzer gripper-shuttle loom can weave 153 inch 
widths, but only at 220 p. p. m. As a crude comparison with 
a water jet loom weaving a nylon lining materiall a warp- 
knitting machine is capable of a production rate at least 
four times as great as the loom. 
Figure 5.12 shows the comparison between the width 
and speed of warp-knitting machines. The main feature is 
that the speed of the machine is unaffected by any increase 
in its width, and this is one of the major advantages of 
warp-knitting when compared to other types of fabric 
production. The differences in speed depend on the type 
of fabric being produced, the fastest being on two bar 
tricot machines which can operate at 1,500 c. p. m., and 
the slowest being the raschel machines which can have up 
to 48 guide bars. There are very few figures available 
for weft-knitting machines, but one point is shown on 
the chart for a 30 inch diameter double Jersey machine 
(taken as 60 inches wide) which knits at 960 c. p. m. 
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In order to. make a meaningful comparison between the 
speeds of weaving and knitting machines, it is clearly 
necessary to quote figures in common units. The picks per 
minute of'the loom cannot be directly compared with the 
courses per minute of a knitting machine. The weft insertion 
rate of a loom in yards per minute could be compared with 
the consumption of yarn in yards per minute on a knitting 
machine or the area of cloth produced per hour on each 
machine, but these figures are unobtainable. In the 
absence of detailed information only a general comparison 
of speeds alone can be made, and this is shown in table 5.7 
Table 5.7 Relative speeds of 
e textile machines 
ethod Machine MM 
Weaving Automatic loom 
Shuttleless loom 
Relative speed 
1 
2 
Knitting Circular weft 4 
Tricot warp 16 
The wide range of warp-knitted products available 
ranging from sheets and net curtains to nightwear, 
shirtings and suitings demonstrates the versatility of 
tricot and raschel machines. With the increase in machine 
speeds and continuing streamlining of production methods 
including vertical organisation of warp-knittingg dyeing, 
and finishing operations, warp-knitted cloth should 
become increasingly cheaper. When compared to weaving, 
warp-knitting has a much shorter production operating 
sequence from yarn to finished cloth and is therefore 
well suited to the techniques of modern marketing with 
its frequent fashion changes. 
The warp-knitting machinery will probably increase 
its versatility still further in the future as new out- 
lets for products are found. The speed of the machines 
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has not yet reached its maximum limit. Mayer have developed 
an 84 inch machine capable of knitting 1,500 C-p-m. or 
35 metres of cloth per hour, but. by using a compound 
needle instead of a normal bearded needle, and by using 
lightweight alloys, an increase of 30% to 2,000 c. p. m. 
could be achieved. The main problems encountered in 
increasing machine speeds are to develop a needle which 
can withstand the speed without excessive wear or friction, 
and to control a faster movement of the guide bars and the 
yarn under tension. It is important to remember that 
greater speeds can only be achieved by tighter controls 
of both yarn faults and knitting faults. 
Weft-knitting 
Circular fabric production is the sector of the 
weft-knitting industry that has been most responsible 
for the knitting boom that has taken place mainly at the 
expense of weaviný. This boom has occurred not only in 
the U. K. but also in Europe, the U. S. A. and to a lesser 
degree in Australia, South Africa and Japan. The machinery 
builders have shared in the success of weft-knitting and 
exports of machinery from the U. K. rose between 1967 and 
1971 from L16 millions to Z23 millions, with jersey 
machinery showing the greatest increase. World markets 
for this type of machinery are dominated by European 
firms who supply approximately 70% of the world's jersey 
knitting machinery. Inside Western Europe, West Germany 
accounts for 48%, the U. K. for 24fý, and Franceq Italy and 
Spain for 10ýo or less of the output each. In the U. K. 
- Bentley Engineering, there are three major manufacturers, 
Stibbe-Monk and A. Kirkland & Co. On the continent there 
are Mayer & Cie, Franz Moratq Terrot Sohneq and Fouquet in 
West Germany; Edouard Dubied in Switzerland; and Labocey 
in France. All these manufacturers have been overwhelmed 
with orders in the last few years, and in the U. K. alone, 
the number of machines installed rose from 1,100 in 1962- 
to 2,600 in 1971. Stibbe-Monk alone built 45% more machines 
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in 1971 than in 1970, and they plan to double production 
again by 1975. It has been suggested that there will be 
5,000 double jersey machines in place in the U. F. by 
1976. The basic principle of weft-knitting is shown in 
figure 5.13 - 
Current interest in weft-knitting in the U. Y. is 
firmly centred on fabric of the double Jersey type. 
Within this broad category, however, the emphasis on 
different products is changing. Some of this change is 
caused by the influx of new producers into the market, 
many of them from traditional weaving backgrounds, bringing 
new ideas on design and colours. Pibre makers have also 
had a great influence on developments in the market as, 
for example, in the impact of textured yarns on the growth 
of double jersey production. In the light of these events, 
four major changes have taken place in machinery develop- 
ments: 
(a) the development and commercial acceptance of 
electronic methods for needle selection on 
jacquard machines 
(b) the trend towards finer gauges of machine for 
production of double knit structures 
(c) as a result of the development of machines with 
an increased number of feeders, the trend away 
from the manufacture of standard stitch construc- 
tion double jersey fabric towards Jacquard and ý 
other structures 
(d) the introduction and rapid adoption of the inter- 
mediate jacquard so that this type of machine is 
probably the standard model for many manufacturers 
especially in the rapid technological and commerc- 
ial development of double jersey fabric for use 
as men's wear. 
The use of electronics is now accepted as an important 
part of the machinery industry and will probably continue 0 
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Figure 5.13 Principle of weft-knitting 
E 
The bobbin (A) which rotates freely, delivers the thread (D) 
to the thread carrier (B) which lays it into the needles (C), 
moving backwards and forwards along their hooks. The needles 
move up and down and form loops (E) which hang on the shafts 
of the needles. The loops are formed by one needle after the 
other as the thread carrier moves along. 
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to influence the design and operation of knitting machines 
in the future. The initial development, and most success- 
ful application to date of electronic patterning mechanisms 
has been on double jersey machinery. Much of the pioneering 
work for this was done by Morat of Vaihingen, Germany who 
perfected a 24 feed, 30 inch diameter rib-jacquard machine 
in which the patterning can be extended to cover all the 
cylinder needles. The use of electronic patterning controls 
enables the use of jacquard areas of unlimited width and 
the fact that the needle selection mechanisms can operaýe 
faster than the machine is a factor of some importance 
since this enables the basic knitting action of the machine 
to be developed as a means of increasing the speed of the 
machine. In the older machines the needles could be set 
up to repeat a particular pattern or texture mechanically, 
but the pattern area was very limited. The other main 
advantage of. electronic systems is that the current move 
is towards finer gauge machines which means that the total 
number of needles in a given diameter is increased. Thus 
a high-speed selection system is able to operate efficiently 
on an unlimited area up to the total width of the cloth. 
despite the reduced time available. Moreoverg current 
research leading to computer-aided design systems are more 
applicable to electronic selection methods, and so the 
development of a wholly computer controlled knitting 
machine becomes more viable. A British double Jersey 
machine with electronic patterning is the Stibbe Pattern- 
master which first appeared in 1967. This machine can 
produce unlimited area jacquard fabric controlled by a 
punched tapeg or small scale designs in an area 48 wales 
by 48 courses. The two design elements are offered separat- 
ely or together with the machine so that a machine with 
an unlimited jacquard or very flexible small scale or 
intermediate jacquard or both is available. 
Much research is also being carried out into ways of 
speeding up-. the preparation of patterns for jacquard 
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machines because with the current interest in fabrics of 
a jacquard type, the need to avoid long delays in setting 
up machines is essential. The modification of computer 
systems and other punched card operations are the ultimate 
development, but some techniques are already in commercial 
production. Wildt, Mellor & Bromley have an electronically 
controlled punch for'-preparing pattern discs for one of 
. 
their machines which can produce an average of ten patterns 
per 40 hour week compared to the normal 20 hours per 
pattern by hand. The pattern on squared paper is manually 
read-and coded onto paper tape. The electronic disc 
preparation unit is controlled by this tape and automatic- 
ally prepares the pattern discs which make up the pattern 
drums at each of the machine's 36 feeders. The new machines 
of this type increase the scope of the designer without 
increasýng the cost of production; introduce much greater 
flexibility of production and make short production runs 
more economic. 
The three main factors to be considered in circular 
weft-knitted cloth manufacture are its quality, variety, 
and speed of production. When the-speed of production is 
consideredg the vital parameters in the machinery design 
can be sumxnarised as: 
(a) the speed of rotation 
(b) the number of feeders knitting simultaneously 
(0) the efficiency 
(d) the machine diameter 
(e) the type of yarn used 
(f) the type of cloth produced. 
Recent increases in the rate of fabric production 
have not occurred through major changes in machine speeds, 
but by increasing the number of feeders on the fixed , 
cylinder size. (usuallY 30 inch diameter). Not long ago, 
double jersey machines incorporated 12 feeds, but now the 
norm is 36 or 48 with 60,72, and 96 feeders per machine 
becoming available. Maximum. double Jersey machine speeds 
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are approximately 25 revolutions per minute (20 revolutions 
per minute for jacquard) and a machine with 48 feeders 
running at 20 revolutions per minute can knit 960 c. p. m. 
and produce 18 metres of cloth per hour. Full Jacquard 
double jersey machines with 48 feeders were introduced in 
1971 and small area jacquard patterning machines are now 
equipped with up to. 60 feeders and non-jacquard double 
knitting machines with as many as 96. Morris, Philip & 
Singer have led the field in achieving increases in the 
number of feederst and they were the first to announce 
an 18 gauge machine with 96 feeders to produce a non- 
jacquard fabric. This operates at 24 revolutions per 
minute and with 167 dtex textured polyester yarn, a 
production rate of 35 to 40 metres of cloth per hour is 
claimed. A 48 feeder machine has one simple advantage 
over a 36 feed model. The factors of 48 are such that all 
48 feeders can be used on four colour work compared to 
only 32 on the 36 feeder model. Similarly, the 72 feeder 
machine has the edge over the 60 feeder model, and 96 
feeders are the next highest complement and allow the 
full use of all feeders for 2,3, or 4 colour work. 
The third recent trend has been to extend the range 
of the gauges of double jersey machines from the usual 
189 22, or 24 gauge areas. The gauge of a machine relates 
to the number of knitting needles per inch of circumfer- 
ence. This for many years was more or less standard at 
18 n. p. i. but as the trade finds an increasing number of 
end uses for the fabrics, so does the range of gauges 
increase. Lightweight printed fabric can be produced on 
plain machines with 28 to 32 n. p. i. and great potential 
is foreseen for new machines in 10,12, and 14 gauges 
knitting sýaple yarn fabric at very high rates. This has 
opened up new markets for cloths in the 20 ounces per 
square yard range. Pearly all double jersey machine 
manufacturers including Wildt, 1, (, ellor, & Bromley and 
A. Firkland of the U. K. at present offer this type of 
machine. The move towards finer gauge machines at the 
other end of the scale has been welcomed by the fibre 
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producers since spun yarns to the count range necessary 
for finer gauges are uneconomic and in some cases physic- 
ally impossible to spin. The use of double knit structures 
for men's wear has been helped by the current trend to 
fine gauge machinery as it had previously been suggested 
that double jersey structures were too bulky and too 
heavy to be popular in this market. Now, however, the. 
fine gauge double knit structure makes it possible to 
knit fabrics for men's outerwear lighter than by any 
other means except tricot-knitted men's wear fabrics. 
Turning now to single jersey fabric production, 
similar trends are discernible. Single jersey fabric 
production is extensive in the U. S. A., but is not very 
great in the U. R., possible because the double jersey 
sector of the industry, is so well established. The number 
of British builders of single jersey machines has increased 
recently, the established manufacturers being Stibbe, 
Bentley, Camber Internationall Kirkland and Monarch. Camber 
International is Britain's largest manufacturer which 
claimed to hold 25ý* of the world market estimated at 
200 to 300 machines per month. Camber expected to increase 
its monthly production to approximately 100 machines in 
1972. The other major world suppliers are Singer with 
-plants in the U. S. A. and West Germany; and Fukuhard of 
Japan, with Mayer in West Germany and Bentley Engineering 
in the U. K. also fast expanding their production. 
Of the estimated 1,500 single Jersey machine 
,s 
in the 
U. K. only about 1,000 are modern multi-feeder models. 
-Most single jersey machines at present in use make 18 
gauge cloth which is widely used in women's wear and 
furnishing fabric. In 1970, the single jersey industry 
was given a boost by the introduction of fine gauge 
machines with 24,26, or 28 n. p. i. and these have enabled 
lightweight dress, blouse, and shirting fabric to be 
knitted using the 167 dtex polyester yarns that have been 
so successfully expolited by double jersey manufacturers. 
With the recent introduction of small area pattern jacquard 
1GS 
machines, single jersey equipment in 28 gauge is now 
expected to seriously challenge the U. K. men's formal 
shirting market. At the other end of the scale 51 7, or 
9 gauge machines are being developed to manufacture 
heavier cloths for men's and women's outerwear, and as 
new markets. for single jersey are opened upq so the scope 
of. the machinery increases. Of the single jersey machines 
at present on order, at least 70% are in the fine gauge 
category and the bbom is being shared by the British 
builders Bentley and Camber. 
In. 1971 Bentley announced a range of three machines. 
One has a 26 inch diameter with 104 feeders and comes in 
28 gauge for knitting print cloths. The machine operates 
at 22 to 24 revolutions per minute. In the same year, 
Camber announced several technical advances in their 
machines and now market five models, while Monarch market 
three. 0 
The increases in complexity and sophistication of 
modern machines have inevitably led to price increases. 
The important factor to consider, however, is whether the 
increase in the machine cost leads to an increase in 
conversion costs. This does not necessarily follow, since 
if production is increased, the extra cost is spread over 
a larger volume of production. For instance, Wildt, Mellor 
& Bromley launched a double Jersey jacquard machine in 
1969 which gave 45ýo more production for a 25cilo increase in 
cost, and the productivity of machines now being built is 
up to twice that of similar machines built five years ago. 
The trend towards finer gauges will tend to make machines 
more. expensive as will pattern selecting methods; electronic 
machines being considerably more expensive than mechanical 
ones, but again the production increases and better 
patterning scope are likely to offset this. Depending on 
market requirements, builders of weft-knitting machines 
are therefore offering greater productiong more patterning 
, scope or quicker pattern change and gauge 
diversity. Their 
thinking is geared as much to introducing flexible machines 
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to meet the rapidly changing demands of fashion as to 
higher fabric or garment output. They are looking 
increasingly to new disciplines such as electronics to 
give the greatest possible flexibility. Machine designs 
in many sections of the industry are incorporating the 
use of newer materialq either special steels or plastics 
previo4sly not used. Machine noise is becoming a serious 
problem and for some machinery it is being dealt with by 
changes in design and constructional materials and by 
the use of special noise-suppression materials such as 
glass fibre. 
In the textile industry where fashions change quickly 
and possibly several times a year, the machine builder 
rapidly becomes the limiting factor in the speed with 
which new fabrics can be brought onto the market in volume. 
Thus it is essential for the machine builders to have a 
close liaison with fibre producers, knitters, garment 
makers and retailers. 
In conclusion, it may be said that far reaching 
changes tontinue to be made to the design of warp and weft 
knitting machines with the result that the knitter now has 
available to him some of the most highly sophisticated 
machines in the textile industry. The most significant 
advances have been made in methods to improve their speed 
and patterning potential and the increased use of electronic 
techniques are particularly important. By using these new 
methods it is now possible to alter patterns by a push- 
button operation, replacement of a punched or magnetic 
computer tape or, by changing a film cassette. Continued 
research is important to develop new machines that can 
produce completely new fabrics that compete in markets 
previously closed to the knitter. 
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CHAPTER 6 Production costs 
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The first decision that was made in dealing with the 
production costs of woven and knitted cloths was to fix 
the base year for statistical information as 1958, and the 
latest year as 1971. The first major problem was to obtain 
information on yarn prices and wages costs for the three 
industry sectors under review for both these years, and a 
decision on the most convenient mid-poiht between these two 
years was deferred until this information had been obtained. 
Initially, it was thought that if data covering the wholo 
indusýry could not be gathered then figures for individual 
representative firms could possible be used instead. However, 
the immediate difficulty arising from this consideration is 
.. how to decide what constitutes a representative firm. There- 
fore,. it was decided that data for the whole industry were 
necessary for the analysis. 
After the broad outline of the chapter had been fixed, 
four main ways of studying the praduction costs for knitting 
and weaving were formulated: 
(a) by an "accountant's" method 
(b) by a "project appraisal" method 
(c) by a "net output" method 
(d) by interf irm comparison 
Approach (a) was considered in some detailq and the 
final programme of work was drawn up as follows: 
Section A 
(a) Type of yarn used in knitting and weaving 
(b) Price of the yarn 
(c) Amount of yarn used in knitting and weaving, 
W by weight 
(ii) by value 
(d) Amount of woven and knitted cloth produced 
(i) by weight 
(ii) by yardage or square yardage 
(iii) by value 
(e) Number of stages involved in the manufacture of 
knitted and woven cloth after yarn production 
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Section A (contd. ) 
(f) The value added at each stage of the process 
(g) Manufacturer's price for knitted and woven cloth. 
Section B 
(h) Machinery used in knitting and weaving 
(i) Price of the machinery 
(J) Life-expectancy of the machinery 
(k) Running costs 
(1) Efficiency of the machines. 
Section C 
(m) Number of employees in knitting and weaving 
(n) Number of machines per employee 
(o) Wage comparison between employees in the knitting 
. and weaving sectors of 
the industry 
(P) Wage bills. 
From this information, the final production costs for 
knitting and weaving could be broken down into their three 
main constituents: -raw materials, machinery, and labour. -In 
considering section A, it was necessary to discover which 
yarns are representative inputs in knitting and weaving, 
and this was to be done by consulting the trade literature 
and experts within the industry. Infor. mation on the price 
of yarns is readily available from trade lists. When these 
two sets of data had been collected, and the inputs to 
knitting and weaving were known in weight and value terms, 
an attempt was to be made to construct a distribution 
diagram showing the pattern of consumption thus: 
We ight 
(lbs) 
Value (Z/lb) 
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If such a distribution could have been compiled, 
then the median and quartiles or the mean could have been 
calculated, which would have given a representative yarn 
price. This approach would have been quite accurate, but 
the detail necessary for such-a project was not forthcoming, 
and so 'it proved to be impossible to follow this line. 
The other major difficulty encountered was in collect- 
ýng data on wages. The Department of Employment doeri not 
collect figures in sufficient detail either for employment 
or for wages which would be necessary for Section C above. 
It therefore became apparent that the "accountant's" method 
of looking at production costs was too ambitious in the 
-light of the lack of statistical information, and so it was 
reluctantly abandoned. 
It was thought that if so much detail had to be 
sacrificed because of the lack of data, then either approach 
(b) or (c) would give a better picture of the comparison of 
costs between knitting and weaving, so "project tLppraisal" 
methods were considered next and the basic assumption is 
that a textile factory either for knitting or weaving is to 
be built. The idea was to concentrate on variable costs, 
since fixed costs awe difficult to quantify. The attitude 
of an investor to such a project will be different in 1971 
to his attitude in 1958 since the profitability of knitted 
and woven goods has changed in this time. Therefore, if an 
investment appraisal for. knitting and weaving could be made 
for 1958 and for 1971, by considering the changes in inputsl 
and if the proposals that an investor would find himself 
considering could-be reconstructedg then an attempt could 
be made to explain how his decision could be affected by the 
effects of technical change in the textile industry. This 
would have been an enlightening and very interesting way of 
broaching the subject of production costs, but again the 
necessary information proved to be elusive. Moreoverg this 
method would not really study the production costs as suebt 
rather the effect of them, and it was felt that it strayed 
too far from the original object of the chapter. 
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The third method considered was a "not output" method 
which would involve comparing Census data for net output 
for Minimum List Heading (MLH) 413 - weaving of cotton, 
linen and man-made fibres; MLH 414 - woollen and worsted; 
and MLH 417 - hosiery and other knitted. goods. A comparison 
of costs could be made by studying technical coefficients. 
Tf all the inputs are expressed per Z. 1,000 of output as in 
the input-output tables of the economy, the inputs being 
categories such as raw materials, wages, energy; then by 
looking at the technical coefficients for 1958,1963 and 
1968, an attempt could be made to analyse the changes in 
the various sectors of the industry. This method has three 
basic disadvantages. Firstly, the Census data to be used are 
necessarily highly aggregated because of the nature of the 
Census Reports. Secondly, Census data are available for 1958, 
1963 and 1968 only, and not yet for 1971. Thirdly, the method 
does not investigate the production costs themselves, but 
rather the result of them. 
The fourth approach (d) considered was an interfirm 
comparison. If such a comparison existed for the textile 
industry, then over a period of timet the performance of 
firms in the industry sectors could be compared. Interfirm 
comparisons use a standard definition of profits, capital, 
etc. to show how the return on capital employed varies 
between firms, product mix, and from year to year. However, 
after many enquiries had been made it was again discovered 
that such information did not exist and so this approach 
was abandoned. Moreover, this method had the same failing 
as the two previously mentioned in that the analysis would 
show only the results of many factors including production 
costs, and not the costs themselves. 
As the best alternative, thereforeq it was decided. to 
attempt to calculate the value added in the two broad steps 
of production: fibre to yarn; and yarn to cloth for each 
of the three sectors of the industry to be covered, and to 
compare the results for each sector. The base year chosen was' 
1958 as this was a Census of Production year, and the last 
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year chosen was 1971, this being the latest year for wDich 
data were available. The intervening years were represented 
by 1963 and 1968, these again being chosen because they 
were Census years. 
The object of this chapter is'to compare and contrast 
the production costs in the three areas of the industry 
that are being studied: woollen and worsted weaving; cotton 
and allied textiles weaving; and hosiery and other knitted 
goods. 
Viloollen and worsted weaving 
The first step involved in calculating the production 
costs for woollen and worsted weaving was to construct two 
flowcharts for each of the four years under consideration 
(see Appendix II). The first is a voli=e chart showing the 
flow of materials in the industry from fibre through to the 
finished products in million pounds weight, and the second 
is a value chart showing the flow in million pounds Sterling. 
The value charts start at the yarn consumption stage in 
manufacture as the costs of the fibre to yarn'step in 
processing were not determined by using the data from the 
flowcharts, but in a different way that will be described 
later. Having constructed the flowcharts, it was possible 
to determine the value per square yard of the fabric 
produced, and this is shown in table 6.1 
Table 6.1 Value of fabric produced by weaving in the wool 
textile industry (new pence per square yard 
1956 1963 1968 1971 
Apparel 
Woollen 
Worsted 
Non-apparel 
Furnishing fabrics 
Plushes & pile fabrics 
Mechanical cloth 
Interlinings 
Travelling rugs 
n/a, - not available 
43 45 52 59 
71 76 83 91 
103 91 n/a n/a 
67 91 ill n/a 
98 131 101 n/a 
21 27 27 35 
83 66 74 n/a 
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On looking at the trends in the prices for woollen 
and worsted woven cloth between 1958 and 1971, a steady 
rise is observed for both. The percentage rise between 
1958 and 1971 was 38, /Oo for woollen and 271P for worsted 
cloth, although the difference in price between the two 
has remained virtually the same since 1958. 
Having noted the general trend in cloth prices,, it 
is necessary to attempt to break down the final cost into 
its three main parameters: fibrej yarn, and cloth; and to 
calculate the value added in the processing steps fibre 
to yarn, and yarn to cloth. The main problem encountered 
in this section of the analysis was that the data given 
in the Census of Production and the Wool Industry Bureau 
of Statistics (WIDS) Monthly Bulletin quote the quantites 
of woollen and worsted woven cloth by area, not by weight. 
If the valize added between the stage of conversion of the 
yarn into cloth is to be calculated, then it is necessary 
to know the quantity of cloth produced in pounds weight 
in order to determine it. The calculations showing this 
conversion are shown in appendix Mt and the value of 
cloth per pound weight is shown in tables 6.2 and 6.3 
Table 6.2 Value of woven woollen cloth for apparel 
Year Total value 
Z0000) 
Total weight 
th. lbs. 
Value/lb 
p/lb. 
1958 81090 130288 62 
1963 75142 114721 66 
1968 78669 103847 76' 
1971 66009 81081 81 
Table 6.3 Value of woven worbted cloth for apparel 
Year Total value 
Z(1000) 
Total weight 
th. lbs. 
Value/lb 
p/lb. 
1958 72917 58464 125 
1963 76055 57133 133 
1968 69491 . 47600 146 
1971 74335 46751 159 
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Having calculated the final production costs for 
woollen and worsted woven cloths, it was necessary to 
determine the value added in the stages of manufacture: 
fibre to yarn and yarn to cloth for each of the four years 
under consideration. The method of calculation is shown 
in appendix IV and the value added flows for 1958,19639 
1968, and 1971 are shown below. 
1958 
Worsted cloth 
33p/lb 68p/lb 125p/lb 
FIBRE YARN v CLOTH 
4-35 +57 
Woollen cloth 
23p/lb 47p/lb 62p/lb 
PIBRE -1 YARN -CLOTH 
+24 +15 
1963 
Worsted cloth 
40p/lb 70. p/lb 133p/lb 
PIBRE v YARV -op CLOTH 
+30 +63 
Woollen cloth 
26p/lb 44P/lb 66p/lb 
FIBRE ARN --o-CLOTH 
+18 +22 
1968 
Worsted cloth 
39p/lb 68p/lb 146p/lb 
FIBRE P YARN -CLOTH 
+29 +78 
Woollen cloth 
28p/lb 53p/lb 76p/lb 
FIBRE -- YAR14 CLOTH 
+25 +23 
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1971 
Worsted cloth 
36p/lb 68p/lb 159p/lb 
FIBRE YARN CLOTF 
+32 +91 
Woollen cloth 
27p/lb 41p/lb 81p/lb 
FIBRE YARN CLOTH 
+14 +40 
SMSIARY 
Table 6.4 Average value of fibre, yarn, and'eloth 
Worsted 
Year Fibre Yarn Cloth 
1958 33 68 125 
1963 40 70 133 
1968 39 68 146 
1971 36 68 159 
Woolien 
Year Fibre Yarn Cloth 
1958 23 47 62 
1963 26 44 66 
1968 28 53 76 
1971 27 41 81 
As was pointed out previously, the value of the 
finished worsted woven cloth has risen steadily in the 
four years being studiedq and this is shown with the trend 
in fibre and yarn values in figure 6.1 . Of the three, 
yarn values have remained the most stable, the values in 
0 
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Figure 6.1 
Trends in the value of fibre, yarn and cloth in the 
wool textile industry 
VMS= 
1958 1963 1968 1971 . 
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the four studied years being remarkably similar. Fibre 
values have risen slightly apart from 1971 when there was 
a slump in wool prices. Pigure 6.2 shows the representative 
prices of merino and crossbred wools and nylon, terylene, 
and rayon staple fibres between 1958 and 1971. The prices 
of merino and crossbred wools fluctuate a good deal, and it 
is particularly interesting to note that the cuts in man- 
made fibre prices often occurred at the times when wool 
prices were at a peak, for example in 1963-4,1966, and 
1968. Figure 6.3 showing the consumption of merino wool, 
crossbred wool and man-made fibres in worsted spinning 
clearly indicates the drop in consumption of wool fibres 
and the rise in consumption of man-made fibres. When 
figures 6.2 and 6.3 are taken in conjunction, it may be 
concluded that the high value of fibres shown in table 6.4 
for 1963 compared to that in 1958 is due to the fact that 
wool prices were high and wool consumption was also high. 
Moreover, the prices of the man-made fibres had not fallen 
very much from the 1958 level, and their consumption was 
just beginning to boom. By 1968, man-made fibre... prices had 
fallen sharply and merino wool prices were at their highest 
level since 1963. Between 1967 and 1968 there was a rapid 
increase in man-made fibre. consumption, and also a slight 
rise in the use of wool fibres. This slight rise in wool 
consumption and also in merino wool prices was more than 
offset by the fall in man-made fibre and crossbred wool 
prices, coupled with thL- rise in use of these fibres. 
Therefore, the average 'value of fibre in worsted yarn was 
virtually the same as in 1963. The fall in the average 
values of fibre in 1971 was due to the relatively greater 
proportion of man-made fibres usedo and also the slunip in 
wool prices, particularly merino wool prices. 
The interesting feature of table 6.4 and figure 6.1 
is the similarity in the trends in fibre and yarn values 
and their difference from the trend in cloth values. The 
pattern that emerges for fibres is closely reflected by the 
yarn, but the upward trend in cloth values appears to be 
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Figure 6.2 
Representative prices for rerino and crossbred wools, and 
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Figure 6.3 
Consumption of merino, wool,, _ crossbred wool, and man-made 
fibres 
in worsted spinning 
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quite independent. This point is shown more clearly in 
table 6.5 which shows the percentage of the final value 
of the cloth accounted for by fibre and yarn costs, and 
also, the ratio of fibre to yarn costs. 
Table 6.5 Ratio of fibre to cloth, fibre to varn. and 
yarn to cloth co-sý-p for t-h-ew-o-r-sted system 
Year ýo Fibre Y,!: Lrn Fibre 
Cloth 071 -ot h Yarn 
1958 27 54 49 
1963 29 53 57 
1968 27 47 57 
1971 23. 43 53 
The main feature of the figures is the st eady fall in' 
the ratio of yarn to cloth values between 1958 and 1971, the 
ratio having fallen from 54% to 43%. The other feature of 
table 6.5 is the rise in the ratio of fibre to yarn costs 
except for 1971, the relative drop in the latter year being 
largely attributable to the slump in wool prices. The*ratio 
of fibre to cloth values shows an erratic pattern, but does 
show that the raw materials only account for between 23% 
and 29% of the total cost of the finished cloth. 
A similar picture emerges for the woollen system as 
for the worsted system in the trend of fibre and cloth 
costs as shown in figure 6.4, in that cloth values have 
risen steadily between 1958 and 1971, as have fibre values 
except for 1971. *The fact that the fall in 1971 was less 
for the woollen sector than for the worsted sector is due 
to the fact that merino wool, whose price fell sharply in 
1971, accounted for 34o of all fibres used by the worst6d 
sector, but only 10ý- by the woollen sector,. Figure 6.5 
shows the consumption of merino wool, crossbred wool, and 
man-made fibres in the manufacture of woollen yarn, and 
again the main feature is the rise in consumption of man- 
made fibres. However, the use of crossbred wool has also 
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Figure 6.4 
Trends in the value of fibre, yarn and cloth in the 
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Figure 6. 
Consuription of merinowool, crossbred wool and mn-mde fibres 
in woollen spinnincr 
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increased, the overall rise between 1958 and 1971 being 
41ýo. The consumption of merino wool during the same period 
has fluctuated, but has declined by only 15c/C. The fact that 
the increase in fibre usage has been confined to those 
fibres whose prices have fallen accounts for the very small 
changes in fibre values. The similarity between the trend 
in fibre and yarn values is observed in the woollen sector 
as it was in the worsted sector. Changds in fibre value are 
reflected in the changes -in yarn valuesq but the trend in 
the value of woollen cloth seems to be unaffected by such 
changes. This point is seen more clearly in table 6.6 which 
shows the ratio of costs on the woollen system. Again, the 
main feature is the fall in the yarn to cloth ratio, from 
76% in 1958 to 51ýo in 1971. The other two categories do not 
reflect any clear pattern, although the overall trend in 
the ratio of fibre to yarn is upwards. 
Table 6.6 Ratio of fibre to cloth, fibre to yarn, and 
yarn to cloth costs for the woollen system 
Ye ar Fibre Yarn % Fibre 
Cloth Cloth Yarn 
1958 37 76 49 
1963 39 67 59 
1968 37 70 53 
1971 33 51 66 
When the data for'the woollen and worsted sectors are 
compared, it is seen that the worsted fibre to cloth, and 
. yarn to cloth rati os are lower 
than those for the woollen 
system, and the fibre to yarn ratio is also generally 
lower; this ratio having increased to a greater extent in 
the woollen sector than in thie worsted. The fact that the 
fibre to cloth and yarn to cloth ratios are lower for 
worsted is attributable to more processing being needed in 
worsted manufacture such as more stages in yarn production 
'and better finishing of the 6loth. The flowchart for the 
a 
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production of woollen and worsted woven cloth is shown 
in appendix V. 
The trends in the amount of value added between the 
stages of manufacture are shown in table 6.7 - 
Table 6.7 Value addedin yarn and cloth manufacture (p/lb) 
Worsted 
Year Fibre to yarn Yarn to cloth Fibre to cloth 
1958 +35 +57 +92 
1963 +31 +63 +94 
1968 +29 +78 +107 
1971 +32 +91 +123 
Woollen 
Year Fibre to yarn Yarn to cloth Fibre to cloth 
1958 +24 +15 +39 
1963 +18 +22 +40 
1968 +25 +23 +48 
1971 +14 +40, - +54 
The value added in processing fibre into yarn shows 
no discernible pattern, although the overall trend may be 
said to be downwards. In the fibre to yarn conversion, the 
'value added on the worsted system is higher than on the 
woollen system since the yarns used in worsted weaving are 
generally finer and of better quality than those used in 
woollen weaving, therefore they are made from better quality 
starting materials, and more care is taken in their manu- 
facture. The smaller decrease in value added between 1958 
and 1971 for worsted yarn manufacture reflects the small 
rise- in the ratio of fibre to yarn costs of 49% to 535. 
The value added has not changed much since 1958, but the 
slight downward trend is probably due to greater efficiency 
iss 
which has resulted from the introduction of ring spinning 
systems which have taken over from mule spinning, their 
relative speeds of production being about 6: 1. Between' 
1959 and 19709 the number of ring spindles in operation 
rose from 359 thousand to 575 thousand, and the nu. mbor of 
mule spindles fell from 167 thousand to 5 thousand. The 
greater efficiency of the ring spinning system is reflected 
in both sectorsl particularly in the difference in value 
added between 1958 and 1963, when most of the re-equipping 
took place. This increase in efficiency was more than 
enough to offset the rise in fibre prices, and bring down 
the value added. A downward trend is also shown in the 
figures for the value added-for converting fibre into yarn 
on the woollen system. The value added on the woollen 
system has declined to a greater extent than'on the worsted 
system as the value of the fibre in the yarn has risen 
from 49ýo to 66% between 1958 and 1971. 
The value added in converting*yarn into cloth shows 
a steady increase over the period 1958 to 1971, and is 
much larger in the worsted sector than in the woollen, 
since more careful and sp ecialised finishing is required 
for worsted cloths. Table 6.8 shows the change in consump- 
tion of fibres on the woollen and worsted systems. 
The fact that the amount of merino wool consumed has 
fallen, and the use of man-made fibres has increased has 
affected the value added of the yarn to cloth conversion 
in so far as the proportion of the fibres used changes. 
The greater changes in the use of fibres in the worsted 
sector shows up in a greater value added figure. Moreoverg 
on the worsted system, the fact that more crossbred wool 
is being used relative to merino wool may result in the 
demand for high quality goods, using poorer starting 
materials. This would necessitate better finishing to 
produce a quality clotht and this again would be reflected 
in the yarn to cloth conversion cost. An additional feature 
of the greater value added is the fact that the inspection, 
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Table 6.8 
Worsted 
Year 
Change in the ratios of fibre consum 
woollen and worsted sectors 
Percentage 
Merino' Crossbred 
ion in the 
shares 
Ilan-made f ibres 
1958 58 37 5 
1963 48 40 12 
1968 43 30 27 
1971 34 30 36 
Woollen Percentage shares 
Year Merino Crossbred Man-made fibres 
1958 17 59 24 
1963 14 55 31 
1968 12 54 34 
1971 10 56 34 
mending, and finishing operations for worsted cloth are 
usually carried out on commission, but most manufacturers 
of woollen cloth carry out these processes themselves. 
This additional cost to worsted cloth manufacture is shown 
up in the greater value added figure. 
Cotton and allied textiles weaving 
As with-the woollen and worsted sector of the industry, 
the first step in estimating the production costs for the 
cotton and allied textiles weaving sector was to construct 
flowcharts for 1958,1963,1968, and 1971 showing the flow 
of materials by quantity and value, and these are shown in 
appendix VI. The major problem encountered in this section 
was that the data for the quantity of cloth produced was 
quoted in square yards or linear yards, and it was necessary 
to obtain data in weight terms in order that the value 
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added between yarn and cloth production could be calculated. 
The conversion of the figures from linear or square yards 
to pounds weight is discussed in appendix VII. After the 
flowcharts had been compiled, the value of the yarn consumed 
and the cloth produced was calculated, and this is shovm in 
appendix VIII. The next stage in the analysis was to 
calculate the value added in the stages of fibre to yarn 
and yarn to cloth. This is also described in appendix VIII, 
and the value added flows for 1958,1963,1968, and 1971 
are shown below. 
1958 
Cotton cloth 
IOP/lb 23p/lb 45p/lb 
PIBRE a, YAHN POLOTH 
+13 +22 
Man-made f ibre and mixture cloth 
23p/lb 3 2p/lb 6 8p/lb 
FIBRE P YARN CLOTH 
9 +36 
1963 
Cotton cloth 
lOp/lb 20p/lb 50p/lb 
FIBRE YARN 
+10 +30 
Man-made fibre and mixture cloth % 
27p/lb 30P/lb 82p/lb 
FIBRE --YARN CLOTH 
* +52 
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1968 
Cotton cloth 
llp/lb 23p/lb 59p/lb 
FIBRE -YARN CLOTH 
+12 +36 
Man-made fibre and mixture cloth 
25p/lb 32p/lb 89p/lb 
FIBRE - ARN 7-- CLOTH 
+57 
1971 
Cotton cloth 
12p/lb 27p/lb 48p/lb 
FIBRE -ý YARF CLOTH 
+15 +21 
Man-made f ibre and mixture cloth 
26p/lb 35p/lb 72p/lb 
FIBRE - ARN CLOTH 
9 +37 
The changes in the values of fibre, yarn and cloth in 
the cotton and allied textiles industry in these four years 
are simmarised in tables 6.9 and 6.10, and are shown in 
figures 6.6 and 6.7 
Table 6.9 Avera: ge value of fibre, -__yarn, and cloth (p/lb) 
Cotton 
Year Iýibre Yarn Cloth 
1958 10 23 45 
1963 10 20 50 
1968 11 23 59 
1971 12 27 48 
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Figure 6.6 
Trends in the value of fibre, 
_yarn 
and cloth in the 
cotton and allied textile industry 
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Figure 6.7 
Trends in the value of fibre , yarn and cloth in the 
cotton and allied textile industry 
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Table 6.10 Average value of fibre, 
_ 
yarn, and cloth (13/lb) 
Man-made fibres and mixtures 
Year Fibre Yarn Cloth 
1958 23 32 68 
1963 27 30 82 
1968 25 32 89 
1971 26 35 72 
If the cotton section is considered first, the most 
noticeable feature of the table is the remarkable steadi- 
ness of the\, value of cotton fibre, which has hardly changed 
between 1958 and 1971. In contrast, the value of yarn, 
which would be expected to follow the trend in fibre values, 
has fluctuated; falling to 20 P. /lb in 1963 and reaching its 
highest point of 27 p/lb in 1971. Idoreoverg when the changes 
in cloth values are compared with the changes in yarn values 
it is seen that when the yarn (and fibre) values were at 
their highest in 1971, the value of cloth had fallen to 
below the 1963 level. If the man-made fibre and mixture 
section is now considered, a similar pattern is seen to 
emerge. The values of the fibres consumed in yarn manufacture 
are fairly steady, the increase in 1963 being largely due to 
an increase in the consumption of synthetic fibres whose 
price was high. Although synthetic fibre usage grew-to 1968 
and again to 1971, their price fell, and thus the overall 
value of the fibre fell in the two latter years. The changes 
in yarn and cloth values for man-made fibre and mixtures 
shoW. a similar trend to the values for cotton. 
The fall in the value of the cloth produced is probably 
due to a number of factors. Among these is the effect that 
imported goods has had on the industry. In order to remain 
competitive in the home market, U. R. manufacturers have had 
to sell their cloth at prices that can compete favourably 
with cheap imports. Indeedo the figures shown in table 6.9 
would seem to bear out the statements of some companies in, 
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the cotton and allied textiles industry that they are 
experiencing difficulty in coping with imported articles 
that are cheaper than the yarn that the U. Y. manufacturer 
has to use. The other main factor that accounted for the 
fall in the value of cloth is the greater efficiency with 
which it was produced in 1971 compared to the other three 
years. Between 1963 and 1970, the number of fully automatic 
looms in place rose from 35ý'o to 50ýý, and there was also a 
trend towards multi-shift working, the proportion of looms 
working three shifts or more in 1970 being 26ý'o compared to 
14% in 1963. These factors have contributed to greater 
efficiency in the industry,, and hence a fall in production 
costs. 
The situation in spinning is somewhat different. Until 
the mid 1950's, most of the yarn manufactured in the cotton 
and allied industry was spun on mule spindles, but by the 
mid 1960's, mule -spindles accounted for less than 15% of 
all yarn output, and the faster, more efficient ring spinning 
system had taken over. This would account for the fall in 
the production costs of yarn between 1958 and 1963, and the 
rise in 1968-and 1971 as all the re-equipment had taken place 
by this time. 
These changes are shown more clearly in tables 6.11 
and 6.12 which show the ratio of fibre to yarn, yarn to 
cloth, and fibre to cloth costs for 1958,1963,1968, and 
1971. 
Table 6.11 Ratio of fibre to cloth, fibre to yarn, and 
yarn. to cloth costs for cotton 
Year % Fibre % Yarn Fibre 
Cloth -(Tl- -ot h Yarn 
1958 22 51 43 
1963 20 40 50 
1968 - 19 39 48 
1971 25 56 44 
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Table 6.12 Ratio of fibro to cloth, fibre to ind __ 
yarn , r, 
yarn to cloth costs for man-nade fibres and 
mixtures 
Year ýZ Fibre , 5`6 Yarn Fibre Cloth =(, o th Yarn 
1958 34 47 72 
1963 33 36 90 
1968 28 36 78 
1971 36 49 74 
The proportion of cotton yarn and cloth costs accounted 
for by cotton fibre has fluctuated slightly about levels of 
approximately-46%ý and 22ý; respectively. The yarn to cloth 
ratio declined sharply between 1958 and 1963; the 1963 and 
1968 levels were the same, but then the proportion rose to 
above the 1958 level. As was pointed out previously, this 
was due to both the fall in cloth value and the rise in 
yarn value. A similar pattern in the yarn. to cloth ratio 
emerges for the man-made fibre and mixtures sector of 
production for the same reasons. Again, the fibre to yarn 
and fibre to cloth proportions are fairly steady except for 
1963 where the proportion of yarn costs accounted for by 
fibre rose to 90%. This was due to the increased use of 
synthetic fibres as opposed to cellulosic fibres, their 
share of the quantity of'fibres consumed having risen from 
171/'b' to 26, il'o. The synthetic fibres were relatively expensive 
when compared to cellulosic fibres, and thus thd fibre to 
yarn cost ratio soared. By 1968, however, this increased 
use of synthetics had been offset by their fall in price, 
and thus the fibre to yarn ratio fell, and was almost 
down to its 1958 level. 
The most interesting feature of tables 6.11'and 6.12 
is the very high fibre to yarn ratio of the man-made fibre 
and mixtures sector as compared to the cotton sector. This 
is mainly due to a combination of two factors. The first is 
that man-made fibres (especially synthetics) are more 
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expensive than cotton. However, this alone would not 
account for the high ratio in 1958 when relatively little 
synthetic fibre was used compared to cellulosic fibres. 
The other reason that must be considered is the fact that 
in the case of man-made continuous filament, the fibre is 
the yarn, and thus the fibre to yarn ratio in these cases 
is 100611o. In comparisong cotton fibre has to go through a 
number of processes (see appendix V) before it is converted 
into yarn. The trend in consumption of man-made spun and 
continuous filament yarns is shown in table 6.13, which 
shows that continuous filament yarn accounted for between 
about 55ýo and 60ýo of all yarn consumed between 1963 and 
1971, and the largest increase in consumption (43', o to 57%) 
occurred between 1958 and 1963, when the fibre to yarn 
cost ratio reached its peak. 
Table 6.13 Consumption of man-made fibre and mixture yarns 
in weaving 
of total consumption 
1958 1963 1968 1971 
Man-made fibres 
Continuous filament 
Cellulosic 36 41 42 36 
Synthetic 7 16 16 18 
Total 43 57 58 54 
Spun 
Cellulosic 
Synthetic 
Total 
Mixtures 
Total 
GRAND TOTAL 
42 30 16 12 
10 10 7 10 
52 40 23 22 
-5 3 19 
24 
100 100 100 100 
The proportion of mixtures being consumed has also 
risen, and within these mixtures the proportion of synthetic 
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fibres has also increased. This has helped to maintain a 
high fibre to yarn ratio. As would be expected, the fibre 
to cloth ratio reflects this trend in that it is hip , her for man-made fibres and mixtures than it is for cotton. 
The yarn to cloth ratio, however, is similar to that for 
cotton, and has tended to fluctuate about 40ý, - 
The trends in the amount of value added in tho stages 
of manufacture are shown in table 6.14 - 
Table 6.14 Value added in yarn and cloth manufacture 
Cotton 
Year Fibre to yarn Yarn to cloth Fibre to cloth 
1958 +13 +22 +35 
1963 +10 +20 +30 
1968 +12 +36 +48 
1971 +15 +21 +36 
Man-ma de fibres and mixtures 
Year Pibre to yarn Yarn to cloth, Pibre to cloth 
1958 +9 +36 +45 
1963 +3 +52 +55 
1968 +7 +57 +64 
1971 +9 +37 +46 
There are no discernible trends in the cotton sector. 
The value added in fibre to yarn conversion has grown 
steadily between 1963 and 1971, and all three values for 
1963 were lower than for 1958. The substantial rise in the 
value of cotton cloth in 1968 is reflected in a value added 
of 80% more than in 1963. However, the fall in cloth value 
and a rise in yarn value in 1971 brought the value-added 
back to the 1958 level. A similar pattern emerges for the 
fibre to cloth conversion value added figure. When the 
man-made fibre and mixtures sector is considered, the main 
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observation is the very low value added in 1963 for fibre 
to yarn conversion. This is due to the factors discussed 
above, namely the increased use of expensive synthetic 
fibres generally, and the increased use of continuous 
filament yarn in particular, whose consumption rose from 
43% to 57% of all fibres consumed between 1958 and 1963. 
The yarn to -cloth and fibre to cloth value added figures 
show similar trends in that they rose steadily. between 
1958 and 1968, and then fell in 1971 when tho value of the 
cloth fell. An interesting feature of table 6.14 is that 
the value added in the three stages of manufacture in 1971 
were the same as in 1958. 
Hosiery and knitwear 
As before, flowcharts were constructed for 1958,1963, 
1968, and 1971 showing the flow of materials by volume and 
by value. However, because of the nature of the data, the 
flowcharts were compiled ina slightly different way from 
those for the other two sectors in that they show the 
quantity and value of cloth produced classified by fibre 
type. This is an essential distinction since when the value 
added by the weaving and knitting processes are to be 
comparedi it is necessary to compare cloths that are in 
competition with each other in a particular market. The 
flowcharts for the hosiery and knitwear industry are shown 
in appendix IX. 
The data used in compiling the flowcharts were 
obtained from the Census of Production Reports for 1958, 
1963, and 1968, but since similar data were not collected 
in the 1971 Census, an alternative source of information had 
to be found. For 1971, statistics from the Business Monitors 
P4 - Hosiery and other knitted goods; and P72 - Warp knitting 
were used. The data for weft knitted cloth are similar in 
classification to those in the Census of Production, but 
figures for warp knitted cloth are quoted in "thousand 
square yards'19 whereas data from the Census Reports are 
given in "thousand pounds weight". In order to compare 
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the price per poqnd weight for the years under considerationj 
it is clear that a figure for the production of warp knitted 
cloth by weight has to be obtained for 1971, and a discussion 
of how this problem was solved may be found in appendix X. 
Having constructed the four pairs of flowchartsq t, he 
value of the knitted cloth in new pence per pound weight was 
calculated, and the results are shown below. 
Table 6.15 Value of warp Rnitted cloth (p/lb) 
Fibre 1958 1963 1968 1971 
Wool 136 135 142 
Cotton 93 75 
Synthetic fibre 158 124 85 105 
Other man-made fibre 51 66 64 99 
Table 6.16 Value of weft knitted cloth ( lb) 
Fibre 
Wool 
Cotton 
Synthetic fibre 
Other man-made fibre 
1958 1963 1968 1971 
106 105 120 126 
33 33 38 45 
153 110 116 107 
42 52 89 96 
Table 6.17 Value of all. knitted cloth (p/lb) 
Fibre 
Wool 
Cotton 
Synthetic f ibre 
Other man-made f ibre 
1958 1963 1968 1971 
107 106 120 126 
38 35 39 45 
158 120 97 106 
49 64 69 98 
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Table 6.15 and figure 6.8 show the change in the value 
per pound weight of warp knitted cloth between 1958 and 
1971. For wool and cotton cloth, no figures are available 
for 1971, and only an aggregate figure for both is available 
for 1968. This is not a serious pmblem, however, since wool 
and cotton cloth accounted for onlyý0.2ýo by weight and 0.4% 
by value of the total warp-knitted cloth production in 1968, 
so their production in comparison to man-made fibre cloth 
is negligible. The features of table 6.15 and figure 6.8 
are the downward trend in the value of synthetic fibre cloth, 
and the rise in the value of cloth made from other man-made 
fibres. This is a reflection of the increased use of synth- 
etic fibres in warp-knitting, and their falling price. The 
same trend is observed for weft knitted cloth as shown in 
table 6.16 and figure 6.9, which also show that the values 
of wool and cotton cloth have risen steadily between 1958 
and 1971. Thusq looking at the value per pound of all 
-knitted cloth in table 6.17 and figure 6.10, each category 
shows an increase in value except for synthetic fibres. 
To try to explain this trend, two subjects must be 
considered. Firstly, the consumption of the fibres used, 
and secondly their price. The consumption of yarn in the 
knitting industry between 1958 and 1971 is shown in 
figure 6.11 . The overall consumption in 1971 was two and 
a half times that in 1958, the largest increase being in 
the use of synthetic fibres. whose share of the yarn marýet 
rose from 55 in 1958 to 67ý; in 1971. This upsurge in the 
consumption of synthetic fibres in the knitting industryq 
bringing with it greater economies of scale, coupled with 
the increase in efficiency brought about by the developments 
in knitting machinery and the downward trend of synthetic 
fibre prices account's for the fact that the value per pound 
weight of knitted synthetic fibre cloth has steadily declined 
over the-past decade and a half. 
The value in new pence per pound weight of knitted 
cloth has been shown in tables 6.15,6.16, and 6.17. The 
next step is to calculate the value added in the process 
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of converting yarn into cloth for each fibre type. 
Wool 
Wool yarn used in knitting is usually a ýine worsted. 
From the wool textile flowcharts, the average values of 
worsted yarn in 1958,19639 1968, and 1971 were calculated, 
and the values of the knitted cloth produced in these years 
are shown in table 6.17 .. Hence the value added per pound 
weight may be deduced as shown in table 6.18 .I 
"'able 6.18 Value added in converting wool yarn into 
knitted clot-H- 
Year Value of yarn (p/lb) 
Value of cloth 
(p/lb) 
Value added 
(P/lb) 
1958 68 107 39 
1963 70 106. 36 
1968 68 IPO 52 
1971 68 126 58 
A comparison can now be made for the value added in 
the manufacture of knitted wool cloth and woollen and 
worsted woven cloth as shown in table 6.19 , 
Table 6.19 Value added for woollen woven, worsted_woven 
and knitted wool cloth (p/lb) 
Year Woollen woven Worsted woven Wool knitted 
cloth cloth cloth 
1958 +15 +57 +39 
1963 +22 +63 +36 
1968 +23 +78 +52 
1971 +40 +91 +58 
The immediate point that emerges from this table is 
the fact that the value added in converting yarn into 
knitted cloth is below that for worsted woven cloth, the 
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/C differences being 32ýo, 43ci"69 33"", and 36ý6 in the four 
respective years. The value added for worsted woven cloth 
in 1971 was 370ý higher than in 1958, and the value added 
for knitted wool cloth was 320;; higher than in 1958, so it 
would seem that the rates at which the value added in 
converting yarn into cloth are changing are similar for 
weaving and knitting 0 As a more direct comparison between 
the production costs of the two methods of cloth production, 
table 6.20 shows the average value in pence per poundweight 
of knitted and woven cloth. 
Table 6.20 Value of cioth (p/lb) 
Year Worsted woven Wool knitted 
cloth cloth 
1958 125 107 
1963 133 106 
1968 146 120 
197L 159 126 
This clearly shows that the costs of producing knitted 
wool cloth are substantially lower than for a woven worsted 
cloth, and this must be one of the factors contributing to 
the takeover by knitted cloth of markets previously., held 
by worsted woven cloths. 
Cotton 
From the cotton and allied textiles industry flow- 
charts, the average values of cotton yarn in 1958,1963, 
1968, and 1971 were calculated, and the values of knitted 
cotton cloth in new pence per pound weight are shown in 
table 6.17 . Thus the value added per pound weight in 
converting cotton yarn into knitted cloth may be calculated, 
and this is shown in table 6.21 
I 
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Table 6.21 Value added in converting cotton yarn into 
knitted cloth 
Year Value of yarn 
(p/lb) 
Value of cloth 
(p/lb 
Value added 
(p/lb) 
1958 23 38 15 
1963 20 35 15 
1968 23 39 16 
1971 27 45 18 
The value added in producing a woven cotton and a 
knitted cotton cloth for apparel purposes may now be 
compared as shown in table 6.22 .- 
Table 6.22 Value added for woven cotton and knitýed cotton 
apparel cloth (_p7lb )_ 
Year Woven cotton 
cloth 
Knitted cotton 
cloth 
1958 +22 +15 
1963 +20 +15 
1968 +36 +16 
1971 +21 +18 
As. in the comparison of wool cloths, the value added 
in converting yarn into-, cloth is lower for knitting than 
for weaving, especially in 1968. The most noticeable 
feature of table 6.22 is the convergence of the value 
added figures for the two types of cloth between 1968 and 
1971, this being mainly due to the large decline in the 
figure for woven cloth although the value added for knitted 
cloth rose in the same period. A clearer comparison between 
the production costs of the two methods of cloth manufacture 
can be seen in table 6.23 which shows the value of cloth in 
new pence per pound weight. 
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Table 6.23 Value of woven cotton a, nd knitted cotton cloth 
f or apparel 
_ 
(p/17) 
Year Woven cotton Knitted cotton 
cloth cloth 
1958 45 38 
1963 50 35 
1968 59 39 
1971 48 45 
This shows that the costs incurred in producing cloth 
were substantially lower by knitting than by weaving except 
in 1971 when they were only slightly lower, and this must 
be one factor that influenced the growth in consumption of 
knitted cotton goods as opposed to woven cotton goods 
during the past decade and a half - 
These two sets of comparisons of the costs of production 
for wool and cotton cloths are importantý but it must be 
remembered that the major growth in knitting has been in 
the production of man-made fibre cloths. Figure 6.12 and 
tables 6.24 and 6.25 show the production of knitted cloth 
by fibre type in the four years under study. 
Table 6.24 Prodaction of knitted cloth (m. lbs. ) 
Year Wool Cotton Synthetic Other Total 
fibre man-made fibre 
1958 3.901 11.213 5.528 7.282 27-924 
1963 8.114 15.874 24-096 8.623 56-707 
1968 7.680 15-350 83-704 11-452 118.186 
1971 6.659 12-734 140.895 14-250 174-538 
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Table 6.25 Production of knitted cloth (5) 
Year Wool Cotton Synthetic Other 
fibre man-made fibre 
1958 14 40 20 26 
1963 14 28 43 15' 
1968 6 13 71 10 
1971 4 7 81 8 
The relative importance of the manufacture of cotton 
and wool cloth in the knitting industry has declined from 
54% in 1958 to 11% in 1971, and knitted synthetic fibre 
cloth has increased its share of the market from 20% to 
81% in the same time. Therefore, although it is important 
to compare the costs of production of cotton and wool 
woven and knitted cloths, the major area of consideration 
should be in the production of man-made, especially 
synthetic fibre cloths. 
Synthetic fibres 
It was shown in tables 6.15 to 6.17 and figures 6.8 
to 6.10 that the value of warp knitted cloth of synthetic 
fibre fell substantially between 1958 and 1968 with a 
small upturn in 1971; and the value of weft knitted 
synthetic fibre c* loth declined between 1958 and 1971 by 
30%. The"value added in converting synthetic fibre yarn 
into cloth may be calculated as shown in appendix XI, and 
the results are shown in table 6.26 below. 
Table 6.26 
Year 
Value added for warp and weft knitted cloth (p/jb) 
Warp knitted cloth Weft knitted cloth 
1958 +96 +97 
1963 +71 +60 
1968 +37 +75 
1971 +60 +69 
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For warp knitted cloth, there is a steady downward 
trend in the value added except for 1968 when it was very 
low. This was mainly due to the low value of the cloth 
which in turn was due to massive over. --production in the 
warp knitting industry in 1967 and 1968. Yanufacturers 
were left with a great deal of unsold cloth, and the price 
fell. This glut of cloth had been cleared by the end of 
1969, and the value added figure for 1971 reflects the 
recovery in the value of cloth produced. The trend in the 
value added for weft knitted cloth is also downwards. Here, 
however, the lowest point was reached in 1963. This again 
was mainly due to the low value of the cloth produced. In 
the case of both warp and weft knitting, the costs of 
producing cloth have fallen as the popularity of knitted 
goods has growng and this growth has brought with it 
obvious advantages in economies of scale. Thisq together 
with the fall in synthetic fibre prices has greatly contrib- 
uted to the fall in the production costs of both types of 
knitted cloth. 
It is perhaps 
* 
surprising, in view of the last state- 
ment, that the value added in converting yarn into cloth 
has not declined even more than by the amounts shown in 
table 6.26 . However, it must be remembered that the 
values. of the continuous filament yarns used in calculating 
the value added were of ordinary continuous filament yarns, 
and no account has been taken of the use of textured yarns 
such as -1-Crimplenell whose increasing use since the early 
1960's has been an outstanding feature in the growth of 
the knitting (parýicularly weft knitting) industry. The 
value of these yarns is higher than that of the ordinary 
continuous filament yarns, and if the consumption of these 
yarns were known, and a new value for the yarn consumed 
in knitting could be calculated, then the value added in 
converting yarn to cloth would undoubtedly be less than is 
shown in table 6.26 . However, no data are available for 
the consumption of textured yarns except for 1971, so a 
more realistic picture of the value added between yarn and 
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cloth production can only be shown for 1971. The calculation 
is shown in appendix XI, and the revised value added figures 
are shown below. 
Table 6.27 Value added for wa 
in 1971 (p/lb) 
Type of cloth Value added (original) 
and weft knitted cloths 
Value added 
(revised) 
Warp knitted +60 +57 
Weft knitted +69 +57 
When the use of textured continuous filament yarns is 
taken into account, there is a considerable difference in 
the value added figure for weft knitted cloth, and indicates 
that it has fallen quite sharply between 1958 and 1971. The 
greater economies of scale associated with an industry that 
is successful, together with the advances in technological 
developments of both knitting techniques and the intermediate 
products used by the industry have made the major contribu- 
tion to the lowering of production costs in the knitting 
industry,. ý 
At the. beginning of this chapter, it was stated that 
the aim was to compare and contrast the production costs of 
knitted and woven cloths. A comparison has been made for 
cotton and wool cloths, and the trends in production costs 
for synthetic fibre woven and knitted cloths have been 
discussed in some detail. It has also been pointed out that 
the major growth in the knitting industry has been in. 
synthetic fibre cloths, and-these cloths have been challeng- 
ing the markets previously held by woven wool, cotton, and 
man-made fibre and mixture cloths. If the aims of the 
chapter are to be achieved, then the costs of these three 
categories of woven cloths should be compared and contrasted 
with synthetic fibre knitted cloth. However, the question 
arises as to how this can be performed in a meaningful way. 
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Acrylic fibres may be said to compete mainly with wool, 
and the other two major classes of synthetic fibres, 
polyamides and polyesters, compete with all three types of 
woven cloth. The production figures available, and hence 
all calculations of values and value added based on them 
cannot be broken down into any categories other than woolq 
cotton, synthetic fibre, and other man-made fibres. That 
is, the synthetic fibre knitted cloth production cannot be 
broken down by individual fibre types. Therefore, the 
value added in woven and knitted cloth production cannot 
be compared unless the synthetic fibre knitted cloth 
figures are compared with all three types of woven cloth 
in turn, which would tend to make the comparisons rather 
meaningless. Therefore, it has reluctantly been decided 
that in this areaý the costs of production of knitted 
synthetic. fibre cloth have had to be studied in isolation, 
since no relevant conclusions could be drawn from any 
comparison with wool, cotton, or man-made fibre and mixture 
woven cloths. In spite of this, the results presented do 
indicate that the production costs'of knitted cloths are 
most attractive when compared with those for woven cloths, 
and this has certainly been an important factor in the 
growth of the knitting industry during the last ten tq 
f if teen years. 
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CHAPTER 7 Consumer behaviour 
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The recent growth of the use of man-made fibres, 
particularly the synthetic fibres, in the United Yinp , dom 
apparel. i. ndustry has already been shown, and the effect 
of the growth of the knitting sector on the traditional 
weaving sectors of the industry has been discussed. The 
rapid development of man-made materials in the years since 
World War II has been a tremendous scientific and technolo- 
gical achievement, which is illustrated by the fact that 
these materials have penetrated app-arel markets to take a 
55% share. The rapid pace of scientific and technological 
development in textiles since the war has resulted in 
materials now being in common daily use that were unknown 
before the war. The basic materials have been constantly 
modified by different finishes and decorated by new dyes 
and prints to-the extent that they are virtually unrecog- 
nisable as the same basic substances that yere introduced 
and used twenty to thirty years ago. Consequently, products 
that were regarded as being in the luxury class quickly 
turned into everyday necessities. There has been an increas- 
ing demand for easy-care clothing, brighter and more versa- 
tile furnishing fabrics, carpets in place of linoleum, 
and the major contribution to this present position has 
been the development of the man-made fibre industry. 
Besides the growth in thd man-made fibre industry, the 
other main contributing factor to the changes in the 
textile industry since the 1950's has been the development 
of the knitting industry. These two sections of the industry 
have benefitted from close co-operation between fibre and 
cloth producersýq and they have undoubtedly greatly influenced, 
and changed the pattern of consumer buying of clothes 
especially in the last fifteen years. 
The advent of the use of synthetic yarns was around 
1951-1952. After the end of World War II when nylon first 
became generally available for clothing - with which this 
chapter will be concerned - advertisements presenting it 
for uses other than stockings emphasised the fact that 
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nylon garments dried quickly after washing and needed no 
ironing. Thus the consumer was introduced to garments with 
easy-care characteristics. For the following decade, some 
very fine fabrics were produced, and the fine count synthetic 
yarns being used, for example in warp knitted fabrics gave 
an opacity, sheerness, and drape that had hitherto been 
unknown in any woven cloth. This, together with their 
competitive price which was similar to -br lower than that 
of woven cloths made an attractive combination particularly 
for the large chain stores when presenting new ranges of 
garments. However, price was not the only feature in the 
. 
advent of the growing acceptability of warp knitted man-made 
fibre cloth. A tremendous stimulus was given to the warp- 
knitting industry by a new technique of loop-raising which 
was developed during the very early days of warp-knitting. 
This opened up new areas of application with a lightweight, 
warm-handling fabric. that was immediately used for night- 
wear and today these fabrics range from lightweight lingerie 
cloths to heavyweight upholstery and curtain fabrics. The ' 
most important features of these new fabrics were that they 
would wash easilyg dry quickly, and needed no ironing. This 
was the beginning of the new and very important concept of 
easy-care fabrics. 
Technical innovations both on yarns and machines took 
place during the-1950's and by 1960 the production of 
cloths with stable constructions using cbloured yarns 
brought new markets within the scope of the knitter, 
including shirtso blouses, and dressesý All these garments 
were attractive in appearance and had easy-care properties. 
However, technical developments alone do not sell new 
products, and the attitude of the consumer to these garments 
undoubtedly played a large part in their success. The 
consumers were willing to accept a new product. *The life- 
style was changing, the tempo of life was increasing, and 
people were looking for easy-care, trouble-free garments. 
Since their introduction, their acceptance by consumers. 
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quickly turned into a demandl and this forced the producers 
of traditional fabrics to develop finishes for their cloth's 
to follow the trend. Consumer demands for casual garments 
with easy-care properties has favoured both knitted construc- 
tions and man-made fibres. The texturising industry has 
particularly benefitted from. this demand, the greater 
proportion of their yarns finding outlets in weft, knitted 
outerwear. The trend towards easy-care garments must be 
seen as being irreversible, and easy-care markets are 
likely to grow as long as a proper balance is maintained 
between performance and aesthetic satisfaction. A synthetic 
jersey dress is easy to wash and wear, but there are 
problems with drape, static build-up and snagging which 
must be overcome before it can be called an ideal garment. 
In the context of performance and aesthetics, the ultimate 
in easy-care may be low-cost disposables, but as yet they 
are very low on aesthetic appeal. However, easy-care prop- 
erties have assumed importance in some quality markets such 
as permanent creases in trousers, and the washable qualities 
of children's wear and knitwear, and these types 6f 
application are likely to expand further in the future. 
Clothes are sold because their properties are desired 
by the consumerg and because they are developed with 
specific end-uses in mind. Manufacturers must continually 
review the consumer's reception of his product, and as 
consumers become more leisure and comfort oriented, so the 
fabric trends must follow the demand. For example, in the 
last-few-years, the very strong growth in the demand for 
nylon shirting has fallen and the warp knitters have been 
obliged by the shift in consumer buying habits to turn 
their attention towards the production of other fabrics, 
for example suiting and dress materials, on a much larger 
scale. The trade has to respond to the changing require- 
ments of the public as expectations and living standards 
improve. The successful retailer seeks to know what his 
customers require and then attempts to fulfil their needs. 
0 
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Therewill always be an element of education of the buying 
public by the retailer by creating a desire and hence a 
demand for well-designed and better-performing goods, but 
this must be a gradual process. There is an interplay 
between the products of a company and its customers in 
which each side influences the other, each changing and 
modifying the other in subtle ways. The company must be 
in a position to adapt itself to the changing social. and 
buying habits of its customers, and when the environment 
changes, the company must be prepared to change with it. 
A large proportion of successes in commercially 
i'dentifying and inducing consumer change has occurred at 
least one stage removed from the manufacturer. Invariably 
it has been initiated by the retailer, merchant, or agent. 
As a result, change has often been demanded of manufacturers. 
To some extent this may be inevitable since during the past 
fifteen years rapid technical change has taken place in the 
textile industry, much of which has required the direct 
involvement of the innovator with the manufacturer. More- 
over, there has been an increase in the strength of the 
distribution sector. The extensive growth of the practice 
of retailers defining exactly every parameter required in 
the manufacture of a product has resulted, in some extreme 
cases, in manufacturers losing all the initiative and 
finding themselves acting almost on a commission basis. For 
example, 80% of the output of N. Corah (St. Margaret) Ltd. 
is taken by Marks and Spencer. The garments are made to 
Marks and Spencer's specifications using their designs for 
fabrics and garment styles. In this case, the manufacturer's 
sole responsibility is to follow the retailer's s pecifica- 
tions and produce the garments that are ordered. 
The grouping of retail outlets is developing and is 
likely to increase furtherg and the large chain stores have 
had a major influence on consumer purchasing habits. Consider 
Marks and Spencer as an example of the way in which a large 
chain store operates. The ideas for the new garments that are 
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to be sold to the public are conceived in the design 
department, which consists of fashion consultants, buyers, 
designers, cloth technologists, and management. The range 
of new clothes is designed after the fabrics for the 
range have been chosen, and the buyers discuss the general 
themes for the new styles with the designers. The buyer is 
a very important member of the design team. It is his job 
to choose the fashions that will appeal to ýhe public, and 
generally anticipate consumer requirements. He must have 
a flair for knowing which garments are likely to be success- 
ful in the stores, and he has a major influence on the 
purchAsing habits of the consumer, since he in some measure 
dictates what the public wears. 
The general themes of the new range of garments are 
inspired by various sources. For example, about 40% of 
Marks and Spencer designs are generated inside, and about 
60% outside their own design department, and the designers 
are influenced by visits to couture houses, pret-a-porter 
and trade fairs, and by fashion magazines. The buyers and 
designers attend all the major fashion shows, and make 
about six trips to the continent each year. 
The designers do not work to a specific budget. Their 
aim is to produce a perfect garment and then if it is 
found to be too expensive, it will be modified for example 
by making it in a cheaper fabric, or by cutting down on 
extra seaming or top-stitching. After all the designs have 
been discussed by the design team, the new range is chosen. 
In the case of ladies' dresses, of approximately 150 
designs put forward, about 40 are finally selected. 
When the new designs have been approvedq the master 
patterns and sample garments are made in the design depart- 
ment. The patterns are copied and sent to the manufacturers 
who also make up a sample garment which is returned to 
Marks and Spencer to be checked to ensure that it conforms 
to the specifications laid down. This careful quality 
control ensures that the final garments will be of the 
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necessary high standard, and has contributed significantly 
to the good reputation that Marks and Spencer has with the 
general public. Any problems that the manufacturer can 
foresee in the future mass production of the garments are 
discussed, and any necessary alterations are made. Finally, 
the large-scale production of the new garments is started, 
about six months after their conception. 
Although they may be criticised for indirectly stifling- 
the development of new ideas by encouraging suppliers to 
concentrate an the more efficient production of standard 
cloths, large stores have provided a very sound basis for 
the success of the textile industry by establishing quality 
standards, and they have encouraged vertical organisation. 
The grouping of retail outlets and product manufacturing 
outlets to meet the bulk production demands of the group 
retailer on price and technical expertise will probably 
continue, but the smaller retail shops, specialising in 
what the groups cannot offer will also continue to thrive, 
particularly at the more expensive end of the market, where 
pure wool, silk, and leather are fashionable simply because 
they are expensive. 
. New techniques are constantly being evolved in 
spinning, weavingg knitting, dyeing, and finishing, but if 
the final product is not acceptable to the consumer, the 
effort in developing the techniques is wasted. The success 
of'the retailer's merchanting operation depends to a large 
extent on his flair in forecasting which goods will. be in 
demand and to plan with his manufacturer accordingly. 
Clothes are a consumer commodity that are special 
and particularly personal. When there are sufficient 
clothes for everyone, the one thing that matters most in 
whether a garment sells or not is not efficiency or value 
but fashion. A fashionable garment will sell at a higher 
price level and more freely than an equivalent garment 
which costs the same to produce in a less attractive 
colour or less fashionable style. The difference between 
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the. two garments is not technical but is based on human 
qualities of taste and emotions. 
Fashions in the western world are changing more 
rapidly today than they have at any time in history. This 
is due not only to the rapid technological changes that 
have taken place in recent years, but also to factors such 
as the growth of, urban centres and population mobility. In 
a rigid class system where an individual has little 
opportunity to improve his position, or in a small stable 
community where there is little likelihood of new experiences 
and meeting new people, fashion changes slowly. When fashiom 
changes are considered, the term fashion cycle is often used 
to denote the rise and fall of a particular fashion. When a 
new style is first shown, only a few people immediately 
follow it. Then their clothing is copied and adopted by 
people who are called 'fashionable', and finally it is 
accepted by the general public and*the style reaches its 
peak of popularity. When the majority accept it, it becomes 
commonplace and loses its significance, and so goes 'out 
of fashion'. The first few who accepted it then change to 
a new style, the old style becomes obsolete and the cycle 
begins again. These fashion cycles vary in length; some 
fashions are quickly and readily accepted by the public 
while others take longer to become widely popular. 
one feature*of clothing that is related to the more 
superficial aspects of'fashion are the fads that emerge. 
Fads usually develop much faster, last for a much shorter 
period and die out much quicker than fashions., They do not 
usually spread as far nor to all groups, while fashion 
influences large cultural sections of the community. 
Whereas fashion usually refers to the general style of a 
dress, the length of the skirt, and the type of materials 
used, a fad is usually concerned with a minor detail of 
dress such as the wearing of badges or stick-on patches. 
Fads are often confined to one age-group and are almost 
exclusively followed by-young. people. 
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There are various types of fashion: seasonal changes, 
long term trends, and vogues where everyone wears the same 
as opposed to wearing individual versions of a trendy 
style. The trend today seems to be towards greater fashion 
consciousness. This increase is closely related to other 
changes such as: 
(a) the emergence of leading designers of clothes for 
the mass market. This trend was started in the 
1960's with Mary Quant followed by a whole group 
of-young dress designers who emerged to interpret 
the modern movements in dress for the younger 
generation 
(b) the success of boutiques both as individual shops, 
(again starting with Mary 'Quant's Bazaar in 
Chelsea) and in department stores such as Way In 
at Harrods and Pliss Selfridge 
(c) the decrease in class differences. This tends to 
encourage a greater proportion of the population 
to be better dressed, and leads to greater 
discrimination by consumers, wider appreciation 
of value for money and more demand for variety 
in fashion 
(d), the increase in attention paid by manufacturers 
of all clothes to the purchasing habits of young 
people who now have more money to spend. 
Although some of the reasons for the rate of change 
in fashions or fads may be known, it is difficult to 
ascertain why specific styles become fashionable and others 
do not. Fashion designers show many new designs and ideas 
each yearl but only a few are accepted and become popular, 
so it is necessary for the clothing industry, from the 
fabric manufacturer to the clothing retailer to guess 
correctly what will become popular. Within any group, the 
acceptance or rejection of a fashion is probably dependent 
on the acceptance or rejection of it by the leaders in the 
group. Fashion leadership depends on the individual's 
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'interest in clothing, age, sex, and gregariousness. As 
would be expected, a person who is very interested in 
clothes is more likely to be a fashion leader, and younger 
people tend to lead more than older people. Moreover, a 
gregarious person is more likely to be fashionable and to 
influence others. Fashion leadership also'varies with 
. 
social status, the lower status groups having fewer leaders 
than the middle and upper groups. Fashion leaders have 
changed in recent years. For generations the upper classes 
and royalty led the fashion scene, but now the adolescenta 
and under 25 age group with more money to spend on clothes 
are more susceptible to pressures to constantly change 
their clothing styles. 
Fashion is partly shaped by the demands of modern 
life. If there is austerity, e. g. in war periods, clothes 
and designs may become dull and ordinary. However, this is 
not necessarily true. When people cannot spend a good deal 
on clothes or when fashionable clothes are scarce, people 
tend to become more inventive, and adapt their existing 
garments. For example, during World War II, French women 
made their hats exciting by adding colourful, and. frivolous 
trimmings. In a prosperous society, the outlook is gayer, 
brighter, and more luxurious. The type of clothing worn 
and the choices made in selecting it are governed by the 
society and culture in which an individual lives. The 
influence of society may take the form of formal controls 
such as rules, regulations and laws, or may be informal 
as in customs or what is accepted by the group to which 
a person belongs. These controls may apply to everyonel 
or just to specific groups such as those in a certain 
profession. Moreover, these controls may affect what the 
individual wears at all times or what he wears at work 
for example, a policeman's uniform, or what he wears at a 
specific time and place, for example robes worn. -at a 
ceremony. 
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The individual's place in society and his economic 
status also influence his clothing and the importance he 
places on it. Generally, as the socio-economic position 
of a person increases, so does the emphasis on clothing. 
In the modern complex society, there are a wide range of 
cultural roles, and each individual plays more than-one 
of these roles. In doing so, a person is aware of the 
behaviour, and as part of this the dress that is expected, 
and the attempt to achieve the standards required influences 
the choice of clothing and hence fashion. 
There is now a certain degree of resistance to fashion 
as is shown in the trend towards individual styling by 
teenagers, and of the wearing of classic, timeless garments 
by older people whose clothes are neither highly fashionable 
nor unfashionable. Resistance to fashion changes is likely 
to be greatest when the new fashion means considerable 
expenditure on new clothes. Mini skirts were accepted more 
readily than midi or maxi skirts, since clothes can be' 
shortened, but not lengthened. 
The clothes people buy and wear reflect the image 
they have of themselves and as far as visible clothes are 
concerned the image they wish to project. First impressions 
play a very important role in later social interaction 
between individuals. and clothes have a part in determining 
. 
the way in which an individual is perceived. Clothes can 
give indications of aget occupation, status, valuesq 
attitude s, and personality. AIL. dress is motivated by the 
environment, both physical and social, and dress is a 
means through which man can express his sense of belonging 
to a group whilst showing some individuality. One aspect 
of this is the extent to which individuals conform to 
patterns of clothing worn by others and the extent to 
which they differentiate themselves from others, and this 
balance is struck in many ways. The conformity of men's 
dress is shown by their wearing dark suits, but each man 
can express his personality and individuality througý the 
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tie he wears, or even by the colour of his shirt. 
One feature of consumer attitudes towards clothes is 
the development of a personal style. This is unaffected 
by fashion changes and can remain the same throughout a 
lifetime. Some men will wear trousers and a sports jacket 
on most occasions, and only wear a suit on special occasions,. 
and others will wear a suit most of the time and rarely 
wear a sports jacket. Similarly, women may predominantly 
wear a suit, dress, or a skirt and jumper. The predominance 
of one type of dress tends to persist over time, and 
changes in fashion take place within this framework. 
Personal style is influenced by the individual's way of 
life. Differences exist between modes of dress in urban 
and rural areasl and occupation is clearly an important 
factor, particularly for men. In some occupations, -a 
particular style of dress almost becomes an occupationaL 
uniform, such as the wearing of dark suits by office 
workers. 
Fashion in clothing is simply what is worn. The basic 
purpose of clothing of all kinds is protection and creature 
comfort, and in addition the wearer wishes to appear 
attractive to others. As the standard of living rises, so 
the need for ever-changing fashions increases which largely 
accounts for the recent expansion of the number of clothes 
each individual owns, which is far beyondiany level. of 
practical need. Since society has not reached the state of 
affluence where every article of clothing is replaced with 
each change of fashion each season, the current fashion in 
clothing is confined to the marginal replacement of clothes 
that are at that time seen to be worn. As society becomes 
more affluent and as clothes become readily disposable, 
fashion changes will be more radical and rapid and over- 
ride all other considerations. The principal forces of 
influence- on fashions are: 
(a) technical developments in new fibres and materials, 
new dyeing processes and finishes- 
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(b) the repeating fashion cycle 
(c) arbitrary decisions supported by recognised 
authorities i. e. coutouriers, large textile 
organisations 
(d) socio--economic developments such as changes in 
the standard of living, increases in the purchasing- 
power of the young, freedom or restriction of 
foreign travel 
(e) industrial events such as export drives and the 
opening of new markets. 
Besides the social and economic stimuli, the technical. 
advances and mechanical innovations of the time influence 
the clothing of any particular period. The synthetic fibres 
have caused great changes in fashions. Because of their 
ease of washing there is no longer a distinction between 
an everyday and a 'dressy' dress. Because of their ease of 
cleaning the new fabrics can be malde in lighter colours, 
and new dyes and finishes influence clothing since without- 
colour, textiles have little appeal. The brighter 661ours 
of the synthetic fibre cloths were one of their major 
selling points when they were first introduced onto the 
market. Knitted fabrics have also influenced fashions. 
Maximum. freedom of movement is allowed by the natural- 
elastic properties of knitted fabric and for some forms 
of work a knitted garment is the most suitable dress. The 
trend towards more casual clothes was assisied by the 
properties of knitted fabrics. The new machines, particularly 
in the knitting sectors, which allow mass production of 
garments not only changed the types of garments but also 
the nu mber that each individual owns as more cheap clothes 
became available. The fact that modern central heating 
means that buildings are as warm in winter as they are in 
summer, and more people travel between buildings in cars 
has definitely influenced the type of clothing worn in 
winter, which has become much lighter. 11oreoverg the 
growth in air travel which has weight restrictions on 
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luggage has discouraged the use of heavy and olaborato 
garments. The other major technological influence on 
fashions has been the increase in the speed and spread 
of communications which has led to the rapid dissemination 
of fashion news. 
Before considering what determines the choice of a 
particular garment, it is necessary to briefly consider 
what influences the timing of the purchase. A large number 
of factors affect the timing of clothes' buying. The first 
is purchase because of the need for replacement. In the 
case of replacement through absolute necessity, the existing- 
garments have worn out, and it is essential to replace them 
by purchasing new ones, for example, women's tights and 
stockings, and underwear. However, clothes are also replaced 
through conventiona1. necessityj and this occurs when a 
garment is replaced even if it is not completely worn out, 
and in this case it will not be thrown away. An example of 
this type of replacement might be the purchase of a new 
suit for important business appointments when the existing 
suit is no longer considered to be smart enough. The older 
suit wilL not be thrown away but is used for everyday wear 
in the office. 
Clothing purchases of adults are highly influenced 
by general economic'fact-ors that reduce income, and most 
people have a general idea about how big their wardrobe 
ought to be. Several consumer attitudes tend to'limit 
clothing expenditure to fairly clearly defined limits and 
this produces a high degree of rigidity in the clothing 
market. Each individual- has a sense of an appropriate 
number of garments of different types that are needed,. 
and a sense of an appropriate level'of expenditure on an 
individual garment. One of the clearest examples of this 
phenomenon occurs with the purchase of a man's suit. Blost: 
men have a definite price range in mind when buying a 
suit and consider that to pay more would not only be more 
than they could afford, but also, inappropriate to their 
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needs. This attitude also applies to a varying extent to 
the purchase of shirts, trousersv overcoatog and raincoats. 
The individual also has an idea of the number of clothes 
required and this again varies considerably from person 
to person. Older people have a clearer idea of how-many 
clothes they need than do younger people, and the level 
of expenditure on clothes is closely linked to the personal 
style of clothing, the pattern of use, and also to disposable 
incomes and to hire purchase or credit sales arrangements* 
Table 7.1 shows the relationship between expenditure 
on clothing and total consumer expenditure for all house- 
holds as defined by the Family Expenditure Survey (see 
appendix XII) broken down into six main categories. 
Table 7.1, Ex enditure on clothing by households as a 
percentage of their to-tal ex-penditure 
Type of clothing 1958 1963 1968 1971 
Men's outer clothing 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 
Men's under clothing o. 8 0.7 o. 6 o. 6 
Women's outer clothing. 2-. 2 2.0 2.1 2.4 
Women's under clothing 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.8 
BoyS-I and girls' clothing 1.0 o. 8 0.8 o. 8 
Other clothing 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.2 
Total- 8.2 7.4 7.3 7.3 
The most immediate feature of the data is that the 
ratio of the amount of money spent on clothing to the 
total expenditure of the household varied very little 
between 1958 and 1971, although there was a slight-downward 
trend. These figures would seem to bear out the previous 
statement that as the standard of living rises, people do 
not allocate more of their budget to clothing, because 
they have a fairly fixed idea of how big their wardrobe 
should be and how much should be spent on clothes. 
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Within the total figure for expenditure on clothing, 
it is interesting to see how the emphasis on the different 
categories has changed over the past decade and a half. 
Table 7.2 shows the amount spent on clothes in 1958,19639 
1968, and 1971 by all households, and this shows that 
there has been a rise in each category. Howeverv tho-change 
in the proportion of total expenditure allocated to each 
class is more interesting, and this is shown in table 7.3 
and figure 7.1 - 
Table 7.2 AverageweeklZ expenditure on clothing by all F-ouseholds (F, )_ 
Type of clothing 1958 1963 1968 1971 
Men's outer clothing 0.21. 0.28 0.36 0.47 
Men's under clothing 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.20 
Women's outer clothing 0.32 0.38 0.52 0.74 
Women's under clothing 0.16 0.20 0.23 0.26 
Boys' and girls' clothing 0.15 0.16 0.19 0.23 
Other clothing 0.24 0.28 0.31 0.37 
Total 1.20 1.44 1.76 2.. 27 
Source : Family Expenditure Survey 
Table 7.3 Expenditure on each cate gory of clothinE as a 
percentage of total clothina exp enditure by 
all households 
Type of clothing 1958 1963 1968 1971 
Men's outer clothing 17.5 19.4 20.4 20.7 
Men's under clothing 10.0 9.7 8.5 8.8 
Women's outer clothing 26.7 26.4 29.5 32.6 
Women's under clothing 13.3 13.9 13.1 1L. 4 
Boys' and girls' clothing 12.5 11.1 10.8 10.1- 
Other clothing 20.0 19.4 3-7.6 16.3 
Total 100.0 99.9 99.9 99.9 
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The share of the total expenditure has increased for 
men's and women's outerwear, and decreased in every other 
category. Nearly one-third of all the money spent on clothes 
in 1971 was accounted for by women's outerwear with men's, 
outerwear taking a further 21ýo. These figures compare with 
27ýo and 17.11ýo respectively in. 1958. The growth in the 
proportion of money spent on outerwear has been influenced 
by many factors. They include increasing fashion conscious- 
ness which shows itself in that individuals are more aware 
of their appearance and are therefore prepared to spend 
more on their visible clothes. Another important factor 
must be the influence of the new fabrics and garment-s that 
have emerged over the last decade. As the number of different 
types of cloth and garments increases, so it becomes more 
desirable to have different garments for different uses, 
such as, work, leisureq sporting activities, travel, and 
holidays-9 and thus the expenditure on outer garments has 
increased. 
In order to ascertain whether this pattern is consistent 
for different. types of households, the figures for one adult. 
households and two adults and two children households were 
studiedq and these are shown in tables 7.4 and 7.5 and 
figures 7.2 and 7.3 - 
Table 7.4 Expenditure on each typeof clothing as 
percen-tage of total clothing expenditure 
one adult households 
Type of clothin,, a 1958 1963 1968 1971 
Men's outer clothing 
Men's under clothing 
Women's outer clothing 
Women's under clothing 
Boys-' and girls' clothing 
Other clothing 
Total 
16.7 7.8 15.9 21.1 
8.3 5.9 7.9 8.9 
27.8 47.3- 34.9 42.2 
25.0 23.5 22.2 13.3 
5.5 - 1.6 2.2 
16.7 15.7 17.5 12.2 
100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 
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Table 7.5 Expenditure on each type of clothing as a 
ercentage of total clothing expenditure by 
useholds comprising two adults and two children 
Type of clothing 1958 1963 1968 1971 
Men's outer clothing 13.3 14.0 19.7 15.1 
Men's under clothing 6.7 7--0 6.0 7.3 
Women's outer clothing 20.7 15.4 20.8 22.0 
Women's under clothing 8.9 9.0 10.4 10.6 
Boys' and girls' clothing 23.0 25.2 19.7 22.9 
Other clothing 27.4 29.4 23.5 22.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.1 99.9 
The figures for one adult households show that there 
was a tremendous growth in the expenditure on women's 
outer clothing between 1958 and 1963 with men's outer 
clothing suffering badly as a result. This growth coincided 
with the boom in double jersey knitting which, had started 
to penetrate women's wear markets at the beginning of the 
19601s. The growth in the expenditure on women's outerwear 
was reversed by 1968, although it still accounted for 35ýo 
of all clothing expenditure, and men's outerwear showed* 
the greatest increase. Between 1958 and 1971, the same 
overall trend in the figures is discernible for one adult 
househol; s as for all households. 
When the households comprising two adults and two 
children are considered, - a similar pattern emerges as for 
one adult households. Againg during the period 1958 to 
1971, a similar pattern emerges in that the proportion of 
money spent on women's and men's outerwear increased, and 
the other categories remained virtually the same. 
Besides the composition of the household, the other 
major factors that determine how much is spent on clothes 
are income, and the age of the purchaser. The Family 
Expenditure Survey has some information on expenditure by 
income of the head of the household, and these figures 
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show, as expected, that as the income of the head of the 
household and the total income on the household increase, 
the amount spent on clothing increases, but again it is 
interesting to note that the proportion of the total 
expenditure allocated to clothing does not rise to a 
great extent as the income rises. The Family Expenditure 
Survey has very little information on expenditure by age 
groups. No information is available for 1958, and only 
very aggregated data are available for 1971. Table 7.6 
shows the average weekly expenditure of households on 
clothing and footwear by the age of the head of the household, 
and income of the household for various categories. 
Table 7.6 Average weekly expenditure of households on 
clothing and footwear in 1971 
Weekly income of household W 
Head of Vnder 20 & 30 & 40 & Over All 
household aged 20 <30 <40 '. 450 50 h1h 
Under 30 1.68 '1.87 2.71 2.79 3.91 2.60 
50 & 60 & 
< 60 over 
30 but under 50 1.54 2.02 2.62 3.43 4.42 6.04 3.61 
50 but under 65 1-03ý 1.76 2.69 3.45 4.11 5.65 3.08 
65 and over 0.41 0.49 0.82 1.80 1.86 3.71 1.36 
Source : Family Expenditure Survey, 1971 
Within each age group category, expenditure on clothing 
rises as income-rises. Howeverg ifý the figures are consid- 
ered within the income categories, it is seen that in the 
lowest 
' 
income group where the average weekly income is 
below Z20 per week, there is a steady decline in the 
expenditure on clothing and footwear as people grow older. 
In this income group the youngest members spend the most 
money on clothes and those aged 65 and over spend very 
little. Although in the Z20 to L30 per week category 
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household expenditure on clothing is slightly less 
' 
where 
the head of the household is under 30 years a1d than - 
where he is aged between 30 and 50, the trend in expenditure 
is really only reversed in the higher income groups where 
the weekly income of households is 440 or more. When the 
figures for all households are considered, the greatest- 
expenditure on clothing occurs in the 30 to 50 age group 
followed by the 50 to 65 group and then the under 30 group 
with the over 65's spending the least. Although these 
figures are important-in that they show certain trends in 
clothing expenditureq it must be remembered that they show 
the expenditure by households not individuals and that the 
categories are by income of the head of the household. 
They-therefore shed no light on the spending power of 
young people, particularly adolescents, who are not the 
, 
head of a household. The teenage and under 25 clothing 
markets have become increasingly important in recent years 
and it wouid be helpful to have figures that show expenditure 
by individuals-on clothing by age. Unfortunately, the Family 
Expenditure Survey does not have such information. However, 
looking -at table 7.6, a few speculations may be made. For 
example, households containing adolescents are most likely 
to fall in the-category where the head of the household 18 
between 30 and 50 years old, and here it is. seen that the 
average weekly expenditure of Iýouseholds on clothing and 
footwear is Q. 61, the highest of any age group. DIoreover, 
households containing people under 25 years of age are 
likely to be either in the group where the head is between 
30 and 50 or between 50 and 65 years old. The average 
expenditure in the latter group is Z3.08 per week, which 
. 
is the second highest. Although it is dangerous to read 
too much into these figuresq it is perhaps justifiable to 
say that young people have a definite and important-effect 
on clothing expenditure. 
The only figures that have been obtained on expenditure 
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by age groups are from the National Economic Development 
. Office report on clothing. 
1 The importance of the spending 
power of young people is indicated by the examples shown . 
in figure 7.4 - It is clear that the 15 to 19 and 20 to 30 
age groups are the major purchasers of clothes, and it is 
unfortunate that similar data are not available for 1958 
and 1971 to ascertain whether there has been a significant 
change in clothing expenditure by the different age groups 
in the past fifteen years. 
I 
Considerable competition exists between the amount 
of money spent on clothing and on other commoditiesq 
since each individual or family has a limited budget and 
clothing has to be considered alongside other demands. 
In the majority of cases it is probably true to say that 
clothing expenditýzre is considered as part of the general 
housekeeping, and a specific sum for buying clothes is 
rarely set aside. The possibility of delay in buying allows 
a general lack of budgeting to take place, and if money 
is short then cheaper clothes are not bought but the 
purchase is delayed until more money is available. The 
obvious exception to this is children's clothing since 
when a child outgrows a garment it has to be replaced 
almost immediately. As children's wardrobes are generally 
much smaller than those of adults, the need for immediate 
replacement is mo; ýe urgent. 
Having seen what affects the timing of clothes buying, 
it is interesting to consider what determines cloth or 
garment choice. Clothing is used to provide a physical and 
psychological barrier between the wearer and the environment, 
that is for protection and adornment. The physiology of 
clothing depends on the fact that the human body can only 
be comfortable if the skin is kept dry and at a constant 
temperature. Thus one of the functions of clothing is to 
protect the body from a range of climatic conditions. For 
cold conditions, fabrics are required that are good insula- 
tors and this insulation is obtained by choosing materials 
that trap a high Proportion of air, such as light fleecy 
1 Your future in clothingg Clothing E. D. C., H. M. S. O., 1970 
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fabrics or cellular fabrics. Clothing for warm weather 
should have an open, light, and loose construction so that 
it does not impede the evaporation of perspiration from 
the surface of the skin. Pabrics for use in items of clothing 
must have properties that make them adaptable for various 
climatic conditions. The end-use may require that the fabric 
holds heat in the form of warm air against the body, prevents 
heat from penetrating to the body or conducts heat away from 
or to the body. The air permeability of a fabric may be 
closely linked to the thermal properties and frequently is 
a major factor in body comfort and in protection against 
moisture. To make comfortable clothes from hydrophobic 
fibres for use in hot weather, for example, fabrics should 
have a porous construction so that they can provide for 
both air permeability and moisture diffusion. The fabric 
of a garment is also chosen for decorative effect, and the 
influence of fashion in this respect has already been 
discussed. 
It is very difficult to explain what determines the 
choice of a particular garment in preference to another. 
The choice can broadly be classified into four parts: 
(a) the attributes of the garment itself. This includes 
factors such as colour, fibre, construction, price, 
and style 
(b) the properties of the individual attributes-or 
the components of satisfaction. This concerns 
ease of care, durability, appearance, performance 
during use ana adaptability to various occasions 
or to other garments 
(c) the relationship between the interests and values 
in clothing and the general interests and values 
of the individual- 
(d) the reasons why the individual has the interests 
and values that lead to consumer choices. 
The latter two points are concerned with the psychologY 
of clothing choices and this has been discussed. The first 
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two points concern the physical properties of a garment, 
and the effect that the various components have on 
determining the choice of clothing articles. 
The important factors in the selection of fabrics 
are fibre contontq yarn structure, fabric construction, ' 
colour, and finisb. All these factors combine to define 
the appearance, durability, maintenance, and comfort of 
a fabric. The appearance of a fabric is the visual effect 
that it has on the consumer. It may seem obvious to say 
that the appearance of a fabric is what is seen and the 
handle is what is felt, but each person differs in his 
physical and psychological reaction. The lustre and texture 
of the fibre in the fabric influences its appearance. The 
yarn structure may produce different effects such as a 
smooth or rough textured surface, and the fabric structure 
is also influential. Fabric properties are the result of 
inherent fibre characteristics, geometric features of 
fibres and yarns, and the special geometry of the fabric 
itself. Fabric geometry may be defined or described as 
the relationship of fibres and yarns to their ultimate 
shape and arrangement in the finished fabric. Geometrical 
factors affect the following properties that are important 
to consumers when choosing a garment: 
(a) The transmission of heat through the fabric or 
its prevention 
(b) The air permeability or the ability of a fabric 
to permit air-flow 
(0) The transmission of moisture and moisture 
absorbency caused by geometrical factors: water 
repellency is one feature of this 
(d) The dimensional stability, or the absence of 
undesirable shrinkage or stretch of the textile 
(e) The abrasion resistance, or the ability of a 
fabric to resist damage by rubbing and/or flexing 
(f) Fabric soiling and cleaning properties and the 
production of fabrics that are dirt-resistant 
(g) The handle and drape of a cloth that partly 
determine its appearance. 
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Colour is an obvious component of appearance, and the 
finish may alter the visual impact of a fabric. Colour is 
one of the prime factors affecting garment choice, and 
the teenage market is particularly colour-conscious. The 
trend in for bright colours in winter-and summer and the 
advent of clashing-colours defying the traditional approach 
to matching and toning colours is also important. The 
two other main ingredients of appearance are handle and 
drape. Handle is the feel of a fabric, and the important 
features that make up the handle are thickness, softness, 
and stiffness. Pabrics can drape limply like Jersey; stiffly 
like canvas and taffeta; in soft graceful folds such as 
chiffon; or with a rich effect like brocade. Stiffness and 
weight are the controlling forces in the drape of a fabric. 
The weight of the fabric provides the force causing it to 
drape, and the stiffness the resistance to drape. Depending 
on the choice and interaction of the various factorsq 
fabrics may appear to be soft or stiff; rough or smooth; 
shiny or dull; bulky or sheer; light or dark. After 
appearance has been established, its retention and 
preservation become important aspects of durability and 
maintenance. 
In general, consumers do not wish or require that' 
their clothes should last a lifetimeg so fabric durability 
can be defined as the ability or power to retain properties 
and characteristics for a reasonable period of time, giving 
consumer satisfaction. However, all consumers want their 
clothes to last, and this is a major factor considered in 
the purchase of a new garment. No matter how attractive a 
garment may be, it will not be acceptable if it is only 
likely to last for one or two wearings9 and there is a 
good deal of variation between individuals in what is 
meant by the lifetime of a garment. This varies not only 
with the type of article bought, but also with the age of 
the purchaser. An article of clothing for a teenager on 
the whole is not expected to last as 1ýng as an arti-cle 
for an older person, due to their different lifestyles and 
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requirements. The durability expected of a fabric depends 
to some extent on the use for which the (, larmant io' intended. 
An evening dreas, for example, is not normally required to 
be in use for a long time whereas protective overalls must 
be hard-wearing. Durability is affected by many factors 
including fibre fineness, the closeness of the threads in 
the cloth, the construction, and the fabric thickness. 
When a customer buys a textile garment it is not 
necessary for him to have any technical knowledge about 
the fibre or cloth structure, but he does wish to know how 
the garment will withstand use, and how it should be 
restored to its original condition after soiling. The 
purchase may be based on appearance, but whatever the 
style or quality of the garment, at some time the article 
needs 'after-care' or maintenance. The soiling of fabrics 
is a problem which inevitably leads to expenditure on 
washing and cleaning. If an article is washed too often, 
some deterioration of the fabric is bound to result such 
as shrinkage or colour fading. The amount of dirt in the 
air obviously affects the rate at which a garment becomes 
dirty, and it has been noticed that some fabrics become 
dirty much more quickly than others. 14luch research has 
been aimed at discovering fibres and finishes to combat 
this and make cleaning easier. Fabrics with an open structure 
allow air to pass throughg and the dirt may be filtered out. 
However, although they soil more easily, these types of 
fabrics are easier to clean. Dirt is picked up from dirty 
surfaces more easily if the fabric is rough or hairy and 
thus fabrics made smooth by starching and ironing stay 
cleaner longer. Moreover, a fabric with a rough surface 
may look dirty even though only a small amount of dirt has 
been picked up. This is because the dirt is concentrated on 
the surface of the fabric. A static charge on a fabric 
attracts dirt and man-made fibres develop static charges 
in use by rubbingg and these charges are retained for a 
long time since the fibres are hydrophobic. They are 
therefore particularly prone to become dirty. This can be 
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somewhat remedied by rinsing tho articles in a suitable 
wetting agent which helps to increase the rate of loss of 
static charge and hence decrease the rate of soiling. 
Since the Second World War, there has been a rapid develop7 
ment of man-made fibres both in the number of types and 
in the ways of using themg including mixtures and blends, 
but their disadvantages in relation to static and soiling 
did not in any way impede their acceptance by the consumers. 
The success of easy-care garments has grown to such 
an extent that in future it may well be difficult to sell 
some garments that do not offer easy-care properties. The 
major distinction between clothes from the point of view of 
maintenance is between those that can be washed and those 
that require dry-cleaning; and between those that need 
washing and ironing and those simply requiring washing. 
The vast majority of consumers are probably aware of the 
trend. towards easy maintenance of garments, but habits 
change slowly and it has been suggested that people still 
feel it is necessary to iron easy-care shirts almost as 
if it is wrong if things are made too easy for them. 
' 
This 
attitude will probably gradually disappear as easy-care 
clothes become more firmly established. To be termed an 
easy-care garment, it must have some particular character- 
istics: - 
(a) the garment should not crease unduly where it 
should be smooth while the creases that have been 
put in initially should be retained. The garment 
should keep clean and not soil too quickly. 
(b) the appearance of the garment should be preserved 
after washing. A good deal of work has been done 
to reduce the amount of creasing the garment 
undergoes during washing 
(0) the garment should be easy to wash. That is, it 
can be cleaned at a low temperature or in a short 
time or with a less harsh chemical washing process 
than otherýiiise would be necessary 
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(d) the need for ironing to make the garment 
presentable for wear should be reduced or 
eliminated. 
The properties of crease-resistance and crease-recovory 
are mostly associated with synthetic fibres, but in the 
1930's, before any of the modern synthetic fibres were in 
commercial use, the cellulosic fibres (cotton, rayon, and 
linen) were recognised to have the disadvantage of creasing 
very readily when-compared with the other natural fibres, 
wool and silk. To combat this, a finish that would give 
good crease-reoovery to the cellulosic fibres was sought, 
and this finish consisted of the application of a synthetic 
resin (urea formaldehyde) to the cloth. Since then, there 
have been many developments, and a wide variety of finishes 
are now available. The discovery of the resin finish has 
led to the production of finishes variously described as 
minimum-careq minimum-iron and permanent-press. The minimum- 
care fabrics, often of cotton or cotton blended with 
synthetic fibres are resistant to creasing during washing 
with the result 'that when they are dried they may be smooth 
enough to be worn, or require very little ironing. These 
fabrics absorb less water than the untreated clothq and 
therefore dry more rapidly. 
The other natural fibre cloths made of wool or silk 
have naturally good recovery from creasing. This makes 
wool particularly suitable for dress fabrics, suitings9 
and men's ties. Of the synthetic fibres, polyesters and 
polyamides show the best crease-recovery properties and 
are used widely for crease-shedding fabrics either alone 
or in blends with cotton and rayon. Polyestersq in particularl 
are often blended with cotton to provide good crease- 
recovery. The thermoplastic fibres in general show good 
minimum-care characteristics and this means they will dry 
without creases or at least will require the minimum amount 
of ironing. 
Besides being crease-resistant, a garment is often 
designed to have permanent pleats or creases, and it is 
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important that these should remain in place during wear and 
after washing. This property is again mostly associated 
with synthetic fibres. Wool, however, becomes plastic and 
mouldable when it is w0t and hot. On drying and cooling, 
the fabric will retain the shape set as long as it is not 
put into water at a still higher temperature, and to 
produce more durable pleats and creases in wool fabrics, 
special chemical treatments have been developed. Synthetic 
fibres which are softened by heat are very suitable for 
producing durable pleats. The conditions of time and 
temperature under which the pleats are introduced according 
to the fibre are very important since if the process is 
not correctly controlled and carried out, the durability 
of the pleats in use and laundering may not be satisfactory.. 
The blending of different fibres is extensively used to 
obtain durable pleating. Well-known combinations include 
55/45 Terylene/wool; 67/33 Terylene/cotton and 67/33 Terylene/ 
rayon. A greater ýroportion of the thermoplastic fibre is 
needed for blending with cotton and rayon than with wool, 
since the cellulosic fibres have poor pleat retention 
whereas-wool holds pleats reasonably well. 
The final point to be considered when the choice of 
a garment is made is its comfort. The importance of comfort 
varies according to the pre-determined end-use of the 
product and the personal preferences of the consumer. 
Factors such as air permeability, thermal properties, 
texture, moisture absorbency, weight per unit area, rigidity 
versus stretch are all influences on fabric comfort. 
Comfort is also affected by psychological considerations. 
For example, a garment that has lost its colour would not- 
cause physical discomfort, but might cause psychological' 
discomfort. The analysis of the various characteristics 
of fibreq fabric structurev surface texturel colour, and 
finish will enable a consumer to judge whether a garment 
is comfortable, but each individual will. have a different 
idea of the degree of comfort that a certain garment can 
offer. 
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So the main physical criteria that affect the choice 
of a garment have been indicated. However, consumer motiva- 
tion and preferences are closely linked to consumer 
satisfaction. Motivation occurs when the purchase of a'. 
garment is being considered, and satisfaction is measured 
after it has been bought. General satisfaction can be 
evaluated by the individual but this overall satisfaction 
is composed of various parts. There is a certain minimum 
level for each component of satisfaction that must be 
attained for the garment to be considered satisfactory or 
acceptable. For a garment to be highly satisfactory or 
highly desirable, it is probable that is should have one 
or several components higher than the minimum level. If 
a garme. nt has one component to a high degree, this may 
compensate for another or others at the minimum level. In 
this case, a garment that just meets the requirements for 
durability, ease of care, and attractive styling may be 
chosen if it is extremely comfortable. The minimum level 
of satisfaction for each component varies with the interests 
and values of the consumer, and also with the purpose for 
which the garment was intended. 
Consumers are very little concerned with the raw 
materials of the textile industry and become conscious-of 
quality and design in textiles first of all in fabric 
forms such as towels and sheets, and in made-up goods 
such as garments and upholstery. At the point of sale, 
the customer will be concerned with the design and colour 
of the commodity as well as the fit. After the goods have 
been bought, customer satisfaction centres essentially 
on comfort and performance. In the-context of clothes, 
quality can be defined as the fitness for purpose of the 
article (as measured by performance characteristics) in 
conjunction with the capability of providing comfort and 
aesthetic appeal. Quality, therefore, is a mixture of 
style, design, colour, performance, and comfort. Some of 
these factors are interdependents for exampleg the comfort 
of a garment will depend on styling and the type of fabric 
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used. As the quality of a garment is a mixture of all 
these attributesq it is necessary to balance the conflicting 
requirements in the finished product. A technically perfect 
article does not cell if its design and colour is not 
attractive to the prospective customer. Moreover, a visually 
appealing garment will be the cause of complaints if it 
performs badly. Thus from a technical viewpoint, quality 
is really concerned with the production of an article that 
is suitable for the end-use for which it is intended and 
which will therefore give the customer satisfaction in 
that application. As with all products, satisfaction in 
use and value for money are absolutely essential in textile 
materials. The standard of performance of any particular 
article can only be a compromise between performance-in 
use regardless of ýrice, and price regardless of quality. 
It is therefore necessary to equate standards of quality 
with the costs of production and then decide at which point 
refinements in quality are no longer commercially justified. 
Research has provided a wide range of new fibres with 
specific properties. In order to achieve greater fibre 
usage, consumers must be satisfied with the new applications. 
To this end, the fibre technologist is concerned with 
-capitalising on the virtues of the fibres and eliminating 
their disadvantages. The most serious defects reaching the 
customer is when materials are used for the wrong purposes 
or in unsuitable combinations with each other by the 
garment manufacturer. The consumer has been conditioned to 
look for all aspects of quality in. terms of performance 
coupled with fit and the price is not a major considerationg 
other than buying within the individual's financial limit. 
A consumer is willing to pay more for goods that are 
superior in appearance and texture and which give good 
service. Repeat buying is based on the consumer's remembering 
only whether the article was satisfactory or not. 
To summarise, consumer choices and ultimate satisfaction 
with a garment take many properties into accountl the main 
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criteria being: 
appearance, 
comfort, 
durability, 
ease of care, 
performance in use over time, 
performance whilst wearing, 
suitability to occasion or versatility for many 
occasions, 
price, 
fitq 
fashion. 
The measurement of consumer satisfaction with garnents 
and the determinaýion of factors which lead to satisfaction 
is very important but also very difficult. Two components 
that play an important role in consumer preference and 
satisfaction are appearance and comfort, and these are 
impossible to measure since they are both subjective and 
personal concepts. However, some properties -can be physically 
measured such as durability, ease of care, performance in 
use (e. g. wrinkling) and performance over time (e. g. fading), 
and the establishment of minimum standards of these properties 
for garments will help and influence consumer choice. 
-The subject of consumer choice and what affects it 
cannot be left without briefly mentioning one more influence. 
That is the effect of advertising and brand names. Clothes 
are sold with a variety of labels including the manufacturer's 
brand, the retailer's brand, fibre brand, and labels giving 
the designer's name. Manufacturers' and retailers' brand 
names often fulfil the function of linking the garments to 
a-particular retail outlet or chain of outlets. Thus a 
customer knows that by going to a particular shop either 
a single brand or a limited range of manufacturers' 
garments will, be on sale. The consumer does not appear to, 
care much about the... particular fibre content of the cloth, 
whether it is cotton, wool, rayon, or a synthetic fibre as 
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long as the garment is attractive and is pleasant to wear. 
As more fibres and fibre blends are used in more applicationso 
decision making by the consumer has become more difficult, 
and has become based less on a brand name and more on 
specialised quality standards such as washability, colour 
fastness, and shrink resistance and these may or may not 
be associated with a brand image in the consumer's mind. 
It is possible to convey these quality standards by suitable 
labelling and advertising; and by marketing brand-named 
garments, a reputation for good quality can be built up 
by a manufacturer or retailer, as was the case of the 
success of the 'Bri-nylon' label for high quality nylon 
goods in the 19601s. The brand name, however, often assumes 
a subsidiary role in the purchase of clothes. A consumer 
may prefer a particular brand because a previous purchase 
from that manufacturer has been good, but the initial 
choice of the garment is more likely to have been made on 
the grounds that the size, colour, appearance and price 
were suitable. Depending on how well (or badly) these 
criteria were fulfilled, the consumer will be favourably 
'(or''anfavourably) influenced by the brand name when the 
next purchase is to be made. Some consumers seek the same 
brand again, but equally some will choose each garment on 
the basic requirements and then look at the brand label. 
Others probably do not concern themselves with the brand 
at all. 
Finally, it must be said that the consumer does not 
have an unlimited choice of all- items on the market. The 
choice is limited by the town in which the purchaser shops, 
the stores present and the personal preferences or pre- 
judices about the type of garment required. The overall- 
decision process concerning garment choice may be divided 
into various stages: 
(a) the awareness stage when the individual becomes 
aware of a new idea or product but knows very 
little about it 
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(b) the information stage at which the individual 
becomes interested in the product and finds out 
more about it. This can be done in various ways 
including: 
(i) the mass media : television, magazines, newspapers 
(ii) informal contacts : with relatives and friends 
(iii) commercial contacts * sales assistants, written 
brochuresp demonstrations. 
(c) the application stage where the advantages and 
disadvantages of the product are evaluated 
(d) the trial stage where the individual is interested 
in trying the product- 
(e) the adoption stage when the decision is made as to 
whether the product is satisfactory. 
Within this framework, the consumer gathers information,. 
assimilates it9 and finally decides whether to purchase or 
not, and what is so fascinating is that each individual's 
ultimate decision using the same basic criteria will be 
absolutely--personal and unique. 
Having considered the effects that fashion has on 
ý, consumer behaviourg-and some of the factors that determine 
garment choice, it would be interesting to speculate about 
the likely future trends in the popularity of man-made 
and natural fibres; and knitted and woven garments. Man- 
made fibres have undoubtedly made a great contribution to 
improving living standards. by reducing household chores 
and creating new articles of clothing. When considering 
the choice between natural and man-made fibres, it should 
be said that there is probably a wide consumer preference 
fornatural things, but practical considerations may make 
it difficult to have them. In the case of clothes, counter- 
acting factors to the desire for natural fibre garments 
include their ease of caret durabilityg and price. Wool 
survives the competition better than cotton, partly because 
wool. is used mostly in outerwear where higher prices are 
more acceptablev whereas. cotton underwear and nightwear 
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are considerably more expensive than the equivalent 
synthetic articles. Man-made fibres have advantages in 
terms of washing and maintenance, but these factors may be 
outweighed by consumer attitudes to fibres such as the 
crýticism that they do not "breathe". Although these 
attitudes may exist, they may not be strong enough to 
overcome the advantages offered by man-made fibres, and 
a consumer may buy a. garment made from man-made fibres if 
the advantages are thought to outweigh the disadvantages. 
Young people are more likely to accept the newer man-made 
fibres than older people as they have grown up in an 
environment where they have always known man-made as well 
as natural fibresq and are not conditioned by long use 
of natural fibres alone. Consumers are generally unaware 
of the fibres that a garment is made of, particularly 
when each type of fibre is offered under different brand 
names, e. g. 'Treviral, 'Terylenel, 'Dacron' for polyesterv 
and are prepared to accept new fibres if they are convinced 
, 
either by experience or recommendation that their mainten- 
ance wilL be easier than natural fibres. 
The chief developments in man-made fibres will probably 
take the form of increased output of continuous filament 
yarns which eliminate the need for spinning,., and the 
production of new forms of fibres such as those whose 
structure is like a long tube, with a central cavity. These 
will- be fibres that can be produced at minimum cost with 
maximum thermal insulation properties and will more closely 
simulate natural fibres. The number of blends of fibres 
-will probably increase with different man-made fibres 
being blended with each other as wel3i as more development 
of natural/man-made fibre blends to obtain optimum combina- 
tions of properties. 
Not all the recent developments , 
in fibre technology 
have occurred with the man-made fibres. Research is being 
carried out in the fields of easy-carej permanent-presst 
waterproofing, and flame resistance for cotton goods. The 
problem is to achieve these properties without sacrificing 
k 
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their major attributes of excellent washing qualities and 
comfort. There is bound to be a good future for cotton 
blends, and the successes achieved so far are likely to 
-be continued and extended in the future. 
In order to compete with man-made fibres, much research 
has been done on wool. One of the iirst successes was toý 
develop a finish which allowed wool to be machine washed 
with a high degree of shrink-resistance, improved resistance 
to abrasiont and almost complete elimination of pilling; 
and this development gave a booýt to the wool market. Other 
research has been devoted to developing a permanent-press 
finish, and to using highly reactive dyes that are cheap 
and easy to use. The ultimate aim is to produce a wool 
garment that can be washed without any more consideration 
than is given to a cotton or man-made fibre article. 
When man-made fibres were first introducedv their 
easy-care properties were emphasised, and this led to a 
general ac. ceptance of them by consumers. Although their 
advantages cannot be denied, the disadvantages of man-made 
fibres are greater than the public were led to believe by 
the manufacturers, and thdre is now a public reaction 
against them. There has recently been a swing back towards 
natural fibres away from man-made fibres, not only because 
the consumer is becoming more discriminating and more 
-discerning of the limitations'of man-made fibres in some 
applications, for example nylon shirts do not "breathe"o 
and the build-up of static electricity in garments means 
that they attract dirt more readily; but also because of 
the general interest in nature shown by concern for pollution 
and ecology. With the improved performance now being 
offered by garments made from natural fibresq the overall 
choice of clothing available to the consumer should increaseq 
and as the markets become more competitivet the quality of 
garments should improve. 
In the 1970's it is probable that people will 
increasingly wish to express: ýthemselves through their 
clothes. In order to meet this desire, garments will be 
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required in an ever-increasing*range of colours, styles, 
and designs. With the increase in leisure time available 
to many people, the trend in-clothes will probably be 
towards more casual styles. However, many people wear the 
same clothes in their leisure time as they do at work, 
and the overall trend in all clothes has been towards 
more casual garments. This move towards informality will 
affect the types of clothes worng and hence the fabrics 
from which they are made. Sweaters and tro users with non- 
matching jackets or blazers are likely to gain at the 
expense of suits for men; and trousers and skirts with 
jumpers to gain from more tailored suits and dresses for 
women. Thus blothing has moved away from having a protective 
function towards more decorative and comfortable lines. 
overcoats, jackets, and suits are all tending to become 
lighter and overcoat and raincoat styles are becoming more 
casual. These trends will obviously influence the types 
of fabric from which the garments are made, and the cloth 
manufacturers that take advantage of these changes by 
adapting their output to meet them will be highly successful. 
The-chief recent developments in fabric technology have 
occurred in knitting, Knitted fabrics have rapidly increased 
their share of the total market with the greatest growth 
being in women's wear, and about half of all-women's wear 
in the world is made from knitted cloths. The use of 
knitted fabric in men's wear has so far been largely restricted 
to underwear, leisurewear, and shirtings. Initial attempts 
to manufacture trousers and jackets from knitted fabrics 
were made before the fabric was ready for such an end-use 
but now that the initial problbms such as bagginess at the 
elbows and knees have been solved, trousers and jackets in 
knitted fabric have become widely accepted and penetration 
of such fabrics into the men's suit market is likely to 
be successful. 
The recent trends in fashion have shown much less 
regimentationg and fashion is now much freer. People wear 
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a very wide range of styles all of which may be said to 
be fashionable if they reflect the mood of the times. 
One feature of this freedom is that fashion cycles are 
becoming shorter, and this is likely to continue in the 
near future. This will mean that the demand for cheaper 
clothes is likely to growo and short-life garments should 
be able to penetrate the fashion market. So far, they have 
had no impact on such markets because of their lack of 
appeal both aesthetically and economi 
' cally. 
If these 
problems can be overcome, then the: ýe is a real possibility 
of disposable garments taking over some sections of the 
clothing market. 
The rate of change of fashion is being forced to some 
extent by marketing men who are deliberately encouraging, 
a quicker turnover of fashion ideas. As a result, the 
distinction between fabhion and fads is becoming blurred, 
especially where clothes for the young are concerned. It 
is difficult to see a reversal of this trend, especially 
because the clothing market is becoming increasingly 
competitive with new fibres. and fabric-forming techniques 
being exploited to their limits. Howevert there is the 
possibility that if the claims of the manufacturers are 
overstated, or the disadvantages of the new materials 
are masked, as was the case with man-made fibresq then 
there may be a consumer backlash. This could take the form 
of a return to the system of two clothes collections per 
year, with people wearing more standardised clothes, and 
a slowing of the rate of fashion change. Fashion trends of 
the future are impossible to predict, but with more fibres 
and processes now available for garment manufacturev there 
is more opportunity for each individual to express himself 
through his clothes than there has ever been before. 
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CHAPTER 8 Employment 
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Earlier chapters have demonstrated the decline in the 
weaving sectors of the textile industry and the growth in 
the knitting sector. The aim of this chapter is to deduce 
the effect that these changes have had on employment in the 
industry. There, are two topics that need to be examined. 
Firstly, the geographical distribution of the industry must 
be investigated to see if it has changed during the period 
of the rapid growth of knitting; and secondly, the effect 
on the numbers employed in the three chosen sectors must be 
deduced. 
There is no doubt that during the past decade the 
weaving sectors of the industry have declined and the 
knitting sector has grown, and these changes have had a 
serious impact on employment in the traditional geographical 
areas of the textile industry. It would be useful, thereforeq 
to establish whether the employees who were working in the 
textile industry ten years ago have changed their type of 
employment completelyq or have moved from the weaving to 
the knitting sector. 
The decline in the textile industry cannot be examined 
in isolationg-however. -Although there have been changes 
within the industry, with some sectors being more successfulL 
than othersq the numbers employed in the industry overall 
have declined substantially during the past ten to fifteen 
years. As the textile industry employs less workers, other 
industries move in to take advantage of the labour surplus. 
It would seem, therefore, that a decline in the textile 
industry in a particular area must be balanced by a growth 
in another industry, and it was felt that further investiga- 
tion of this hypothesis should be made. To do this, two 
subjects had to be'studied. Firstly, the employment figures 
for industries in the main geographical regions of the 
-textile industry were to be exa#ned to determine which 
other industries are the most important. Secondly, the wage 
level_s for workers in those industries were to be compared 
with the wages received by manual workers in the textile 
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industry. From this information, it should be possible to 
ascertain which industries are taking the place of the 
textile industry as major employers of workers, with the 
difference in wages being a possible reason for the movement 
from the latter to the former. 
Sources of employment data 
In order to analyse the employment situation, it is 
necessary to have information over a long time span which 
gives details of the regional location of the industry in 
terms of the numbers employed, classified by the sectors of 
the industry. To draw any conclusions about the movement of 
labour between one industry sector and another, it is 
necessary to study data for very small areas since mass 
migration from one part of the country to another is 
unlikely. Therefore, figures for employment were to be 
collected for local employment exchanges, and these data 
were to be classified by the Minimum List Headings of the 
Standard Industrial Classification: It was felt that such 
information would provide sufficient detail for a meaningful 
analysis. 
Employment statistics collected and published by the 
Department of Employment (DE) consist of the estimated 
number of employees (employed and unemployed) in each of 
ten standard regions classified by Minimum List Headings 
(MLH); and the estimated number of employees in employment 
for the same categories. The former are available back as 
far as the base year chosen (1960) but the latter are 
available as far as 1965 only. Therefore data for the number 
of employees (employed and unemployed) had to be used (see 
appendix XIII). 
Although these figures provided adequate information' 
for the study of the regional location of the industry, 
they were not detailed enough to give any indication of 
the movement of labour within the industryg so a direct 
approach to the DE was made. The DE collected information 
from the local employment exchanges concerning the numbers 
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employed in their area classified by MLH from 1967 onwards, 
and the latest figures available relate to 1970. Four 
years is much too short a time for any conclusions about 
labour movement to be made. The DE has collected figures 
since 1960 from employment exchanges which show the numbers 
of employees in the textile industry classified by the 
Order' in the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC), 
but these data obviously cannot be used to show movement 
of labour within the industry. 
In the absence of official Government statistics, 
the Textile Statistics Bureau, the Wool Industry Bureau 
of Statisticsq and the Knitting Industries Federation were 
approached to see whether they could provide the necessary 
information for the cotton weaving, wool weaving, and 
knitting sectors of the industry respectively. Although 
each body had some figures for employmentg they were not 
collected in sufficient detail for the analysis that was 
envisaged, and after many discussions had taken place, it 
became apparent that the statistics required did not exist.. 
In a final effort to obtain information, the data for 
occupations in the Census of Population for 1961 and 1966 
were examined as it was thought that a link could be made 
between these figures and local employment exchange figures. 
The major problem encountered here was that the Office of 
Population, Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) define weavers and 
knitters in a different way from the DE in that they include 
m aintenance men, fitters, and workers in ancillary jobs, 
as well as the workers who actually perform the knitting 
or weaving. Moreover, the areas for which the occupational 
data are collected do not correspond to the areas that 
the DE uses for collecting employment data. A link between 
the Census figures for 1961 and the data from the DE for 
1970 was therefore not possible. The OPCS was contacted to 
1 An Orde. r of the SIC is a large industry group which is 
divided into smaller sections known as M1Hs. In this case, 
the Order is "Order XIII - Textiles". 
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determine when the occupational data of the 1971 Census 
was going to be ready since the analysis could possibly 
be carried out using Census data for 1961 and 1971. How- 
ever., as this was not due to come off the computer until 
mid-1973, it was decided to keep to the data from the DE, 
and to use them f or the study. 
The figures collected by the DE are divided into ten 
standard regions, but for the purpose of the analysis only 
five regions have been considered, i. e. Scotland; the North 
West; the West Midlands; the East Midlands; Yorkshire and 
Humberside; these regions having been defined in January 
1966. 
Figures for Scotland and the North West for 1960 and 
1971 are comparable, but slight differences exist for the 
comparison of data for the West Midlands, the East Midlands, 
and Yorkshire and Humberside since the definition of the 
, regional boundaries changed in 1966. It is appreciated that 
these discrepancies exist, but it is felt that the differ- 
ences in data collection are so small as to make the 
comparison of the 1960 and 1971 data valid. 
These five regions were chosen since they cover 90% 
of all employees in the textile industry (see figure 8.1 
and table 8.1) and it is in these areas that the greatest 
changes in emplpyment in the industry have occurred. 
Table 8.1 Ratio of employment in the five chosen regions 
to the total textile employment in Great Britain 
Year Textile MLH 413 MLH 414 MLH 417 
Industry 
1960 89. a- 93.0 92.8 88.6 
1971 85.3 88.4 91.5 88.0 
- The three industry categories of the employment figures 
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to be considered are: 
MIH 413 - Weaving of cottono linen, and man-made fibres 
MLH 414 - Woollen and worsted 
MLH 417 - Hosiery and other knitted goods. 
The MLH 414 includes all workers in the woollen and 
worsted sector such as sortersq combers, spinners, and 
weavers. Accordingly, before a comparison can be made with 
the data collected under MLH 413 and MH 417, it is necessary 
to obtain figures for the number of employees in the weaving 
sector of the woollen and worsted industry alone. Figures 
for the total numbers employed in weaving on the woollen 
and worsted systems were obtained from the WIBS, and having 
assumed that the distribution of weavers in the ten standArd 
regions defined by the DE is similar to that of the woollen 
and worsted sector as a whole, the figures for the numbers 
employed in woollen and worsted weaving were deduced, as 
shown in table 8.2 overleaf. 
Sources of earnings data 
The study of the earnings of employees in the three 
chosen branches of the textile industry was also hindered 
by lack of detailed information. The DE collects and 
publishes data relating to the earnings of employees in 
different industries classified by Orders of the SIC, and 
these are useful in trying to establish why workers are 
attracted to certain industries rather than to others in 
different areas of the country. However, they shed no 
light on the movement of workers from one sector of the 
textile industry to another, with differences in wage 
levels being a possible cause. Ro data are available for 
the breakdown of earnings of workers by MLH and by regions, 
and so only general conclusions. could be drawn about the 
effect that wage rates have had on the movement of labour 
within the textile industry. 
The various earnings enquiries carried out by the DE 
up to 1968 provided a regular flow of information on average 
weekly earnings in a large number of industries and in some 
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Table 8.2 Estimated numbers employed in woollen and worsted 
weaving - regional analysis (thousands) -- 
Year No,. employed 
in MLH 414 
% of G. B. 
total 
Numbers employed in - 
Woollen Worsted All 
weaving weaving weaving 
Scotland 
1960 20.7 10.3 3.9 2.8 6.7 
1971 14.9 11.9 2.2 1.7 3.9 
North West 
1960 10.6 5.3 2.0 1.4 3.4 
1971 8.5 6.8 1.3 1.0 2--3 
West Midlands 
1960 2ý2 1.1 0.4 0.3 0.7 
1971 1.4 1.1 00*2 0.2 0.4 
East Midlands 
1960 4.3 2.1 o. 8 0.6 1.4 
1971 2.0 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.5 
Yorkshire and Humberside 
1960 149.1 74.0 27-08 20.2 48. o 
1971 88.0 70.1 10.1 13.3 23.4 
Great Britain 
1960 201.5 . 
-100.0 37.6 27.3 64.9 
1971 125.5 100.0 18.9 14.4 
. 
33.3 
1960 1971 
Numbers. employed in woollen weav ing 37.6 '9 
Numbers employed in worsted weav iiig 27.3 14.4 
Numbers employed in all weaving 64.9 33.3 
Sources : Department of Employment 
Wool Industry Bureau of Statistics 
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occupations. However, the DE felt that an urgent and wide- 
spread demand existed for information covering all sectors 
of the economy, not only about average earnings (data for 
which had been collected for a number of years) but also 
about matters such as the way in which the earnings of 
individuals are distributed around the average, the make-up 
of individual pay packets and the relationship between 
actual pay and basic entitlements under different collective 
wage agreements. Since none of this information could be 
obtained from the enquiries before 1968, a new type of 
survey, the New Earnings Survey, based on a random sample 
of individual employees was devised. 
The first sample covered one in 200 of all employees 
in employment (approximately 100,000 persons) and was drawn 
by the Ministry of Social Security by selecting at the time 
of the exchange of national insurance cards during the 
September quarterg those employees whose cards ended in 
certain combinations of digits. The Department then issued 
a questionnaireto the employers concerned for completion 
in respect of each employee in the sample. The data thus 
collected was processed by computer. 
0 
After the first survey was carried out in 1968, a 
group including representatives from the Confederation of 
British Industriesq the Trades Union Congress, and the 
National- Board for Prices and Incomes was appointed to 
appraise the results. On the group's recommendation it was 
decided to double the sample of the survey from April 1970; 
this would enable the number of other surveys to be reduced. 
Statistics from the New Earnings Survey (HES) w9re used 
for 1971. 
The effect of changing technology and of markets on 
the labour force in weaving and knitting was investigated 
in terms of: 
(a) the employment of labour 
(b) wages and earnings 
'(c) productivity 
0 
Employment of labour 
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During the nineteenth century, Yorkshire became the 
centre of the United Kingdom wool tradeq with other areas 
in Britain providing tweeds and fancy cloths. At this time, 
Great Britain was the largest and most important textile 
manufacturer in the world. Today the geographical distribu- 
tion of the wool industry is virtually the same as in the 
nineteenth century, with 80% of it located in Yorkshire. 
Between 80% and 85% of the cotton and allied textiles 
industry is located in the Lancashire region. The peak 
post-war year for employment in Lancashire textiles was 
1950-1951. Between the end of 1951 and 1966, the labour 
force declined by 60%, and the statistics of decline in 
the cotton industry are unparalleled in British industry, 
(see table 8-3). 
Table 8.3 Employment in Lancashire textiles 
Year Labour force 
(thousands) 
1912 710 
1958 265 
1968 126 
1970 . 110 
1971 98 
Source : Textile Statistics Bureau 
A decline in empl. oyment of this magnitude can have 
serious social consequences, and it would be useful to 
study the influence that the competition between knitting 
and weaving has had on the employment trends during the 
last decade. 
The decline in importance of the textile industry as 
a source of employment both in Great Britain and in the 
five main regions is indicated in"table 8.4 which shows 
the numbers employed in the textile industry as a percentage 
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of the numbers employed in all manufacturing industry and 
in total employment f or 1960 and 1971. 
Table 8.4 Ratio of employees in the textile industry to 
employees in all manufaciurin-g--industry (ýo) 
Year Scotland North West East Yorks. & G. B. 
West Midlands Midlands Humberside - 
1960 14.5 20.4 3.2 18.1 24.1 9.8 
1971 11.0 13.3 2.6 18.5 16.6 7ý3 
Ratio of employees in the textile industry to 
employees in total emplOvment F7 
Year Scotland North West East Yorks. & G. B. 
West Midlands Midlands Humberside 
1960 5.1 9. 7 1.7 7.8 10.9 3.8 
1971 3.8 5. 9 1.4 8.3 7.1 2.8 
The East Midlands is the only region where the 
proportion of employees in the textile industry has riseng 
and it would seem that this is the only region that is 
capable of providing a steady source of employment. This 
suggestion is confirmed when the figures for the regional 
distribution of employees is consideredv as shown in 
table 8.5 . This shows that employment in the textile 
industry in Great Britain fell by 26111L between 1960 and 
1971, and the largest decline both in percentage and 
numerical terms occurred in the Forth West region, the 
smallest change being in the East Midlands where the numbers 
employed fell by about 4,000 or 3%. The contraction in 
the workforce in every other region was quite substantial, 
as can be seen from figure 8.2-- . 
These data are important as they show the absolute 
changes in each region and they also indicate the changing 
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Table 8.5 Estimated numbers of. employe_es_--regional 
analvsis Fthousands) 
Year Textiles MLH 413 W/W(a) MLH 417 A. M. Ifb)Total 
weaving 
Scotland 
1960 109.3 7.0 6.7 20.9 754. 2 2154 
1971 80.8 3.1 3.9 19.8 736. 5 2113 
% change -'26.1 -55.7 -41.8 - 5.3 - 2. 3 -1,9 
North West 
1960 290.2 88.2 3.4 8.0 1420.0 2985 
1971 170.6 40.8 2.3 9.8 1286.3 2881 
% change -41.2 -53.7 -32.4 +22.5 - 9.4 -3.5 
West Midlands 
1960 38.8 2.4' 0.7 4.2 1226.5 
1971 31.7 (c) 0.4 3.3 1202.0 2279 
% change -18.3 "42.8 -21.5 - 2.0 +2.8 
East Midlands 
1960 119.9 3.5 1.4 73.4 661.5 1533 
1971 116.2 1.7 0.5 78.4 628.2 1402 
% change - 3.1 -51.4 -64.1 + 6.8 - 5.0 -8.5 
Yorkshire and Humberside 
1960 203.7 11.0 48. o 2.8 845.6 1870 
1971. 141.2., 6. o 23.4 4.4 850.2 1995 
% change -30.7 -45.4 -51.2- +57.1 + 0.5 +6-7 
Great Britain 
1960 854.1 120.5 64.9 123.4 8752.4 22220 
1971 633.9 58.4 33.3 131.5 8672.2 22715 
% change -25.8 -51.5 -48.7 + 6.6 - 1.0 +2.2 
Source Department of Employment 
(a) W/W woollen and worsted 
(b) A. M. I. - all manufacturing industry 
(c) less than one thousand 
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importance of the regions as centres of the textile 
industry (see table 8.6). 
Table 8.6 Ratio of each region's textile employment to 
total textile employment in Great Britai 
Year Sco"61and North East West Yorks. &, 
West Midlands Midlands Humberside 
1960 12.8 34.0 14.0 4.5 23.8 
1971 12.7 26.9 18-3 5.0 22.3 
Source :- Derived from data from DE 
The most striking feature of this table is the change 
in significance of the North West region as a textile 
centre. The North West provided over one-third of all 
textile employment in 1960, but this share declined to 
just over one-quarter in 1971. The Yorkshire and Humberside 
and Scottish regions have not changed their shares between 
1960 and 19719 and it is again the East Midlands region 
which shows the main growth from 14% to just over 18%. 
These change-s in employment and in the relative 
importance of the geographical location of the industry 
are quite significant. They have occurred in the relatively 
short time of ten yearsq and have altered the whole face of 
the industry, In order to ascertain what effect the competi- 
tion between knitting and weaving has had on the employment 
patterns of the last decade, it is necessary to examine 
the distribution of the sectors of the industry among the 
regions, in an attempt to connect the changes in employment 
figures with the growth or decline of individual branches 
of the industry. 
The industry and regional analysis of the textile 
industry in 1960 and 1971 are shown in table 8.7 and 
figure 8.3. 
0 
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Table 8.7 Estimated numbers of employees - regional 
analysis (thousands) 
Year MLH 413 Woollen/worsted MLH 417 
weaving 
Scotland 
1960 7.0 6.7 20.9 
1971 3.1 3.9 19.8 
% change -55.7 -41.8 5.3 
North West 
1960 88.2 3.4 8. o 
1971 40.8 2.3 9.8 
% change -53.7 -32.4 +22.5 
West Midlands 
1960 2.4 0.7 4.2 
1971 (a) 0.4 3.3 
% change - -42.8 -21.4 
East Midlands 
1960 3.5 1.4 73.4 
1971 1.7 0.5 78.4 
% change -51.4 -64.3 + 6.8 
Yorkshire and Humberside 
1960 11.0 48.0 2.8 
1971 6. o 23.4 4.4 
% change -45.4 -51.2 +57.1 
Great Britain 
1960 120.5- 64.9 123.4 
1971 58.4 33.3 131.5 
% change -51.5 -48.7 + 6.6 
(a) less than. one thousand 
Source : Department of Employment 
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Employment in the weaving of cotton, linen, and man- 
made fibres (MLH 413) between 1960 and 1971 decreased by 
52%, and this is the greatest decline of the three sectors 
being studied. In the four regions for which figures are 
available, the contraction in the numbers employed was 
very, large, particularly in the North West, which is the 
traditional centre of the cotton and allied textiles 
industry. In the West Midlands, the number of employees 
fell from 2j500 in 1960 to below 1,000 in 1971. The role 
of this branch of. the industry in the North West (see 
figure 8-3) explains why the, numbers employed in the 
textile industry as a whole have decreased so dramatically 
during the past ten years. 
The numbers employed in woollen and worsted weaving 
fell by 49% between 1960 and 1971. Although the largest 
percentage decrease was in the East Midlands, this area 
is not a large provider of employment for this sector of 
the industry and the most significant decline was in the 
traditional wool area of Yorkshire and Humberside, where 
the number of employees fell by 51%. Like the cotton 
weaving sector, there was a reduction in the labour force 
in every regiong and similar conclusions for the contraction 
of the textile workforce in the Yorkshire and Humbersi4e 
region can be drawn as for the North West region. In the 
period studiedo the decline of nearly 31% in the total 
number of employees in the textile industry in the Yorkshire 
and Humberside region can largely be attributed to the 
diminution of the workforce in the woollen and worsted 
weaving sector. 
In contrast to these two sectors, the numbers employed 
in MLH 417 - hosiery and other knitted goods - have grown 
by 6-j% between 1960 and 1971. Every region, except Scotland 
, and the West Midlands, had more workers 
in this branch of 
the industry in 1971 than in 1960. It is difficult to 
explain the large decline in the West Midlands as employment 
in all manufacturing industry has remained static, and ný 
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single industry seems to have increased its share of the 
market to any great extent. However, although the decline 
in employment in DILH 417 is 21%, the actual number of jobs 
lost was only 1,000 and the textile industry does not 
provide a great deal of employment in the West Midlands. 
Moreover, the changes in the regional boundaries in 1966 
could have had a significant effect on the figures since 
the reclassification of one or two establishments to 
another region would result in a large proportionate drop 
in the employment figures, which would not be a true 
reflection of the employment situation. 
Therefore, measured in terms of the numbers employed, 
the weaving sectors of the industry are contracting, and 
the knitting sector is expanding. It would have been 
interesting to determine whether those workers who lost 
their jobs due to the decline in the weaving sectors moved 
to the knitting sector, but in the absence of detailed 
information concerning occupations, it is impossible to 
do this. However, there is some evidence to suggest that 
this may have occurred, since the numbers employed in 
hosiery and knitwear have increased in most regions, not 
merely in the traditional centre (the -East Midlands). , 
Further evidence of this is indicated by table 8.8 which 
shows the ratio of employment in each of the three sectors 
to the-total textile employment in each region. In each 
region, the weaving and knitting sectors have maintained 
their share of the total textile employment (except in 
the West Midlands) but taken individually, the knitting 
sector appears to have increased its shareq possible at 
the expense of the other two branches. Thist however, 
does not mean that employees are moving en masse from 
weaving to knitting as is apparent from table 8.5, and it 
is 'difficult to be certain whether employees are moving 
from weaving to knitting. The decline in the weaving 
workforce may largely be attributable to the fact that 
as the average age of workers is high, the fall in the 
numbers employed is accounted for by workers retiring 
0 
Table 8.8 Ratio of employment in each indust 
the total textile employment - reg 
Year MLH 413 Woollen/worsted MLH 417 
weaving 
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y sector to 
onal anal. vsis 
Total for - three sectors 
Scotland 
1960 6.4 6.1 19.1 31.6 
1971 3.8 4.8 24.5 33.1 
North West 
1960 30.4 1.2 2.8 34.4 
1971 23.9 1.3 5.7 30.9 
West Midlands 
1960 6.2 1.8 10.8 18.8 
1971 - 1.3 10.4 11.7 
East Midlands 
1960 2.9 1.2 61.2 65.3 
1971 1.5 0.4 67.5 69.4 
Yorkshire and Humberside 
1960 5.4 23.6 1.4 30.4 
1971 5.2 16.6 3.8 25.6 
Great Britain 
1960 14.1 7.6 14.4 36.1 
1971 9.2 5.2 20.7 35.1 
Source : Derived from data from DE 
from the industry. The growth in the numbers employed in 
knitting may be due to a large number of young school- 
leavers entering the industry, and also to the growth in 
the use of immigrant labour. Howeverg as there is no data 
relating to occupations in sufficient detail for an 
investigation of these hypotheses to be carried out, they 
will have to remain speculations. 
Although the movement of labour withiiý the textile 
industry cannot be examined satisfactorilyq it is possible 
to study the proposition that a decline in the industry in 
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a particular area will be balanced by an expansion in 
another industry. In order to investigate this problem, 
the regional patterns of employment in the five selected 
regions were considered. 
(a) The West Midlands- 
Between 1960 and 1971, total employment in the West 
Midland region rose by 2.8% or 61,000 employees and the 
numbers employed in manufacturing industry remained 
virtually the same (see appendix XIV). These overall 
figures mask the underlying changes that have taken place 
in individual industries. The largest increases in the 
labour force occurred in the food industry where the 
numbers employed rose by 5,000 or 7.5%; and in the mechan- 
ical engineering industry with the numbers of employees 
rising by 5,000 or 3.5%. Mechanical engineering now accounts 
for 13% of all the employees in manufacturing industry in 
the region (see appendix XIV). The numbers employed in 
instrument engineering rose by 16.5ýo between 1960 and 1971, 
but this industry only'accounted for 1% of all employees in 
manufacturing industry in the region. 
The greatest declines have occurred in the vehicles 
industry (269500 or 11%) and in mining and quarrying 
(29,000 or 48%)* The textile workforce dropped from 399000 
to 32,000, a decline of 18%, and now accounts for only 
2.5% of all employees in manufacturing industry in the - 
region. 
(b) The East Midlands 
The total employment in the East Midlands fell by 
8.5%, and employment in all manufacturing industry by 5% 
between 1960 and 1971, (see appendix XIV). The industries 
that show the greatest declines are metal manufacture (a 
drop of 18,000 or 28.5ý; ); mining and quarrying (41,500 or 
34%); agriculture (39,500 or 58%); and clothing and foot- 
wear (18,000 or 20ý6). The only major growth took place in 
the mechanical engineering industry, where the number of 
employees rose by 3,500-or 3.5%, and which now accounts 
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'for 16.5% of the workers in all manufacturing industry; 
and the metal goods industry (10,000 or 58%). The textile 
industry shows a decrease in its workforce of Just 4,000, 
the numbers employed falling from 120,000 to 116,000. The 
textile industry now accounts for 18.5% of all employees 
in manufacturing industry and is the largest single provider 
of employment in the region. 
(c) Yorkshire and Humberside 
The only two industries in this region that showed a 
major decline in the numbers employed were mining and 
quarrying, and the textile industry whose labour force 
fell by 62,500 or'31Y- (see appendix XIV). Between 1960 
and 1971 the textile industry's share of all manufacturing 
industry's labour market fell from 24% to 17%, although 
it is still the major employer in the region. The largest 
growth rates have occurred in the food, drink, and tobacco 
sector (20,000 or 30%) and in the metal manufacturing 
industries where the numbers employed have risen by 159000. 
Overall, the region's total employment has grown by 125tOOO 
or 7% and the numbers of employees in manufacturing industry 
have increased by 49600 or 0-5ýo- In the light of the last 
two figures, the decline in the textile workforce is even 
more serious than would appear at first sight. 
(d) The North West 
In the North West, the textile industry has suffered 
by far the greatest dQcline in its workforce, 120,000 
employees having been lost between 1960 and 1971, a drop 
of 41% (see appendix XIV). In 1971, the textile industry 
covered 13% of all employees in manufacturing industries 
in the region as compared with 20% in'1960. The next 
largest decreases in the region were in the clothing and 
footwear industry where the decline was 24,000 or 23%, 
and mining and quarrying (32,000 or 59%). The industries 
showing major increases in the numbers employed were 
mechanical engineering (7,500 or 5%); vehicles (15,500 or 
14.5%: ); and metal goods (6,500 or 12%). In the whole region, 
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employment dropped by 3-5ýo from 2985 to 2881 thousand, 
the decrease in manufacturing industry being 1349000 
or 9.57o. 
_(e) 
Scotland 
Total employment in Scotland between 1960 and 1971 
fell slightly from 2154 to 2113 thousand (see appendix XIV). 
The industry that has improved its share of the labour 
market the most is electrical engineering which now holds 
a 7-1ýo share of all manufacturing industry employees as 
compared with 3.8% in 1960. The major employers, however, 
are the food, drink, and tobacco sector, and mechanical 
engineering: these two groups now cover 30%. of all employ- 
ment in manufacturing industries. The numbers employed in 
electrical engineering have risen by 23,000 or 81% in this 
period. The next biggest increase was in instrument engineer- 
ing, where the number of employees rose by 93% from. 10,000 
, 
to 19,500. Four industries in Scotland have shown major 
declines: agriculture (42,000 or 42%); mining and quarrying 
(50,000 or 54%); shipbuilding (22,000 or 32%); and the 
textile industry (28,500 or 26%). The textile industry's 
share of manufacturing industry employment in the region 
has fallen from 14.5% in 1960 to 11% in 1971. 
(f ) Great Britain 
In Great Britain as a whole, the total number of 
employees has risen by 2.2% from 22,220 thousand to 22,715 
thousand between 1960 and 1971 (see appendix XIV). In the 
same period, employment in manufacturing industry has 
fallen by just under 1%. The textile industry suffered the 
third largest decline behind agriculturev and mining and, ' 
quarrying, the total number of employees having dropped 
by 220,000 or 26%. The largest increases occurred in the 
mechanical and electrical engineering industries and the 
metal goods industry, where the numbers employed rose by 
260,000, and these three industries now employ 31% of all 
workers in manufacturing industries in Great 3ritain. In 
comparison, the share of the labour market held by. the 
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textile industry has fallen from 9.8% to 7-35 in the same 
time, and is one of only seven industries to have shown a 
drop in its share of employees. 
To summarise, table 8.9 indicates the-industries 
which have shown the greatest increases in terms of the 
numbers employed between 1960 and 1971, and the change 
in the textile industry in the same period. 
Table 8.9 
Region Growth industries State of textile industry 
West Mechanical engineering Decline - share of lab-our, Vi'diands Food, drink, tobacco - market only 2.5%. 
Instrument engineering 
East Mechanical engineering Small decline. Holds 
=id ands Metal goods industry 19% of labour market. 
Yorks. & Food, drink, tobacco Large decline. Share of 
Rumber7ide Metal manufacture workfo rce down from 
24% to 17%. 
North West Mechanical engineering 
Vehicles 
Metal goods *industry 
Scotland Electrical engineering 
Instrument engineering 
Wages and earnings 
Largest decline of all 
industries in the region. 
Share of labour fell 
from 20% to 13%. 
Large decline. Share of 
labour market down from 
14-5ýo to 11%. 
The employment trends in'the weaving and knitting 
sectors have been established and it has been found that 
employment in the textile industry has generally declined, 
and has declined more in weaving than in knitting. 
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Among the factors that closely affect employment are 
the number of hours worked, and the wage rates in the 
industry. Table 8.10 shows the indexes of basic weekly 
rates of wages, normal weekly hours of work, and basic 
hourly rates of wages from 1958 to 1970 (the latest date 
for which figures are available) for all manual workers 
in the textile industry. 
Table 8.10 Indexes of basic weekly rates of wages, normal 
weekly hours of work, and basic hourly rates 
of wages in U. K. -kjan 1956 - 100) 
Year Basic weekly Normal weekly Basic hourly 
rates hours rates 
June 1958 ill 100.0 
1959 112 100.0 112 
1960 117 99.9 117 
1961 121 94.9 127 
1962 123 94.6 130 
1963 128 94.6 136 
1964 133 94.5 140 
1965 138 94.0 147 
1966 144 92.2 157 
1967 147 91.4 161 
1968 153 90.1 170 
1969 156 89.2 175 
1970 180 88.9 203 
Sources : DE British Labour Statistics - Historical Abstract 
DE British Labour Statistics - Yearbook 1970 
When these indexes are compared with other industries 
for 1970 in table 8.11, the textile industry does not 
compare favourably with them, and is near the bottom of 
the league which is ranked according to basic hourly 
wages. 
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Table 8.11 Average 
7ates o 
E-asic h 
Industry Basic Normal Basic 
weekly weekly hourly 
, rates 
hours rates 
Bricks, pottery, glass 210 go. 6 232 
Food, drink, tobacco 197 89.1 221 
Other manufacturing industries 195 88.9 220 
Agriculture, forestryl fishing 198 91.3 217 
Paper, printing, publishing 198 91.7 216 
All metals 196 90.9 216 
Chemicals and allied industries 198 91.8 215 
Timber, furnitureq etc. 194 90.9 213 
Mining and quarrying 191 93.1 205 
TEIT ILES 180 88.9 203- 
Leather, leather goods, fur 180 88.9 202 
Clothing and footwear 181 90.5 200 
Source : DE British Labour Statistics - Yearbook 1970 
Table 8.12 shows the bases from which the indexes in 
table 8.11 were calculated. The textile industry again, comes 
near the bottom of the list, so not only has the increase 
in basic and hourly wages been less than for nearly every 
other industry group, but they also started from a lower 
base than most other industries. 
When the average hourly earnings of manual male and 
female workers in the textile industry are compared with 
those for all manufacturing industry in table 8.13 and 
figure 8.4, it can be seen that the wage rates for men 
between 1958 and 1970 have remained approximately 12% 
below the average for manual workers in manufacturing 
industry, but the average hourly earnings for women in 
the textile industry have been just below the average 
during the same period. 
ofmonthly index numbers of basic weekl 
wages, normal weekl-, y' hours of work, an 
urýýrates of wages in the U. R. in 1970 
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Table 8.12 Average weekly e rnings, average weekly hours, 
and average hourly earninEs in .a the U. F. in 1956 
Industry Average Average Average 
weekly weekly hourly 
earnings hours earnings 
Metal manufacture Z13.84 48.3 ZO. 27 
Paper and printing 12.9L 47.3 0.27 
Vehicles 12.8L . 47.0 0.27 
Engineering, electrical goods 12.60 49.2- 0.26 
Metal goods n. e. s. 12-30 48.3 0.25 
Precision instruments 12.00 46.7 0.25 
Other manufacturing industries 11.87 48.3 0.25 
Chemicals and allied industries 11.82 48.6 0.24 
Non-metalliferous mining 11.87 50.3 0.23 
Clothing 10.41 '44.8 0.23' 
Mining and quarrying 11-36 50.5 0.22- 
TEXTILES 10-51 47.8 0.22 
Leather, leather goo'ds, fur 10.27 46.4 0.22 
Pood, drinkg tobacco 10-54 49.2 0.21 
n. e. s. - not elsewhere specified 
0 
Source : DE British Labour Statistics - Historical Abstract 
Table 8.13 Average hourly earnings of manual workers 
in textiles and all manufacturinR industr 
Year Men 
Textiles A. M. I. 
Women 
T -ex-t-T. 1es A. M. I. 
April 1958 Z0.24 ZO. 27 Z0.3-6 ZO. 16' 
1959 0.25 0.28 0.16 0.17 
1960 0.27 0.31 0.17 0.18 
1961 0.29 0.33 0.19 0.19 
1962 0.30 0.35 0.19 0.20 
1963 0.32 0.36 0.20 0.21 
1964 0.34 0.39 0.22 0.22 
1965 0.36 0.42 0.23 0.24 
1966 0.40 0.46 0.25 0.26 
1967 0.41 0.47 0.26 0.27 
1968 0.44 0.50 0.28 0.29 
1969 0.47 0.54 0.30 O-3lL- 
1970 0.50 0.56 0.32 0.32 
Source 
.: 
DE British Labour Statistics - Yearbook 1970 
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Having shown that employees in the textile industry 
are paid lower wages than the average of manual workers in. 
other industries, it is necessary to analyse the relative 
earnings of workers regionally and compare the earnings 
of employees in the three sectors of the industry that 
are being considered. 
When the average hourly earnings of full-time manual 
male workers are analysed by regions, the differences 
between the textile industry and all manufacturing industry 
emerge. clearly (see table 8.14). 
Table 8.14 Average hourly earnings of manual male workers 
in textiles and all manufacturing__industr 
in 1970 
Average hourly West East North Yorks. & Scot- 
earnings (P) Midlands Midlands West Humberside land 
Textiles 62-40 60-70 54.61 53-46 52-48 
A. M. I. 69.63'. 61.13 63-10 58.99 62.84 
% difference -10.4 - 01.7 -13.5 9.4 -16.5 
Source ., - DE British Labour Statistics - Yearbook 1970, 
In every regiong the textile worker is paid less than 
the average wage. The largest differences occur in Scotland 
and the North West, whereas in the East Ididlandsq the 
difference is negligible. It is interesting to note that 
the East Midlands is the only region where the average 
hourly earnings of workers in the textile industry is 
similar to those of workers in other industriesq especially 
as it has been shown that it is also the only region whose 
workforce increased between 1960 and 1971. Moreover, the 
East Midlands employed 68ý, ' of all workers in the hosiery 
and knitwear sector in 1971. The region whose labour force 
declined the most between 1960 and 1971 was the North West 
where the average earnings of textile workers is 13.5% 
below the average for all manufacturing industry. 
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In order to connect these wage levels with the 
etaployment trends already observed, an industrial analysis, 
of earnings in the regions is necessary. The gross hourly 
earnings of full-time manual male and female workers in 
the three sectors of the industry concerned are shown in 
tables 8.15 and 8.16 and figures 8.5 and 8.6. 
Table 8.15 Distribution of gross hourly earnings by 
industry of male manual workers - April 1971 
hourly MLH 413 MLH 414 MLH 417 
earnings 
(P/hour) 
0- 35 1.3 3.6 
35 - 40 5.1 7.4 1.5 
40 - 45 13.4 13.4 10.5 
45 - 50 10.1 . 16.0 9.4 
50 - 60 24.9 29.2 21.0 
60 - 70 21.0 19.4 18.3 
70 - 80 17.8 6.7. 15.7 
80 - 90 5.1 2.2 11.3 
go - 100 0.7 1.9 7.1 
100 - 125 o. 6 0.2 4.0 
125 - 150 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Median' 58.1 53.3 63.3 
Lower quartile 47.6 45.2 51.2 
Upper quartile 70.0 61.8 78.4 
I 
Source , New Earnings Survey 1971 
These figures show that male workers employed in 
MLH 417 (hosiery and other knitted goods) are relatively 
better paid than those in TALH 413 (weaving of cotton, 
linen, and man-made fibres) and IALH 414 (woollen and 
worsted). The distribution in the knitting sector is 
more evenly spread, and the tendency is towards slightly 
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Distribution of aross hourlv earninas b. v industr 
Male manual workers April 1971 Figure 8.5 
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Distribution of gross hourly earnings by-industry 
Female manual workers - April 1971 Pigure 8.6 
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Table 8.16 Distribution of gross hourly earnings by 
industry of female manual workers - April 1971 
"t hourly MLH 413 MLH 414 MLH 411 
earnings 
(p/hour) 
0 
20 0.0 0.7 1.2 
20 25 o. 8 7.6 5.1 
25 30 10.1 20.4 15.1 
30 - 35 25.8 20.4 16.5 
35 - 40 23.5 23.9 20.0 
40 - 45 11.7 13.9 15.6 
45 - 50 10.9 6.5 11.9 
50 - 60 14.9 4.5 9.5 
60 - 70 2.3 0.7 3.7 
70 - 80 0.0 0.0 1.2 
80 - 100 0.0 1.1 0.2 
Median 37.8 35.0 38. o 
Lower quartile 32.7 29.1 31.0 
Upper quartile 46.4 40.7 45.8- 
Source :, New Earnings Survey 1971 
higher incomes. The median wage rate for workers in DILH 417 
is 10 p/hour 'greater than for bILH 414, and 5 p/hour more 
than for MLH 413. The interquartile ranges show that the 
middle 50ýo of employees in MLH 413 earn between 47.6 and 
70.0, p/hour; in MLH 414 between 53.3 and 61.8 p/hour; and 
in TUH 417 between 63 3 and 78.4 p/hour. 95% of all male 
employees in MLHs 413 and 414 earn less than 95 p/hour, 
whilst only about 75% of men working in MLH 417 come into 
this category. 
The distributions of earnings for female workers are 
similar to each other, the medians varying by a maximum of 
only-3 p/hour. The interquartile range for MLH 413 is 
similar to that for MLH 417, but the range for MLH 414 is 
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lower. The figures show that for both men and women, 
the worst distribution of incomes occurs in the woollen 
and worsted sector. 
Table 8.17 shows the average weekly and hourly 
earnings of manual workers, and the average weekly hours 
worked in 1970. 
Table 8.17 Averageweekly earnings, average hourly earnings 
and average weekly'hours workedin 1970 
MLH Average 
weekly 
earnings 
Average Average 
hours hourly 
worked earnings 
Men 413 £23.75 42.7 MAI 
414 23.25 45.6 0.51 
417 25.85 42.6 0.61 
Women 413 Z13.86 37.6 f-0.37 
414 12-52 37.0 0.34 
417 13-73 37.0 0.37 
. 
Source : DE British Labour Statistics - Yearbook 1970 
The average weekly and hourly earnings for man are 
highest in the knitting sector. The weekly earnings of 
men in the woollen and worsted industry are slightly less 
than those in cotton weaving, but the average number of 
hours worked is much higher, and the hourly earnings in 
MLH*414 are the lowest of the three sectors. A similar 
trend in hourly earnings emerges for female workers, but 
the differences b6tween the sectors are less marked. 
However, the weekly wage of women employed in the woollen 
and worsted sector is much lower than, ýthe other two sectors, 
since they work a similar number of hours. 
Table 8.18 shows the average weekly and hourly earnings 
of full-time manual male workers, and the average number of 
hours worked in the textile industry at April 1970. 
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Table 8.18 Average weekly earning , averagehourly earn ngs "End average weekly hours worked at A ril 1970 
IFeizional anaivsis 
Region Average Average Average 
weekly hours hourly 
earnings worked earnings 
West Midlands Z27.83 44.6 ZO. 62 
East Midlands- 26-71 44.0 0.61 
. 
North West 24-71 45.3 0.55 
Yorks. & Humberside 24-59 46.0 0.53 
Scotland 23-04 43.9 0.52 
Source : DE British Labour Statistics - Yearbook 1970 
Although a further breakdown of the figures to thow 
the weekly and hourly earnings and the number of hours 
worked for each MLH in each region cannotbe performed 
since the data required are not available, some general 
conclusions'can be drawn from tables 8.17 and 8.18, 
knowing the general distribution of'the textile industry 
from the employment analysis. 
Table 8.19 shows the geographical distribution of 
the'textile industry by the numbers employed in 1971. 
Table 8.19 Geographical distribution of the textile industry 
Region MLH 413 MLH 414 ITLH 417 
West Midlands 0.7 2.5 
East Midlands 2.9 1.6 59.6 
North West 69.9 6.8 7.4 
Yorks. & Humberside 10.3 70.1 3.3 
Scotland 5.3 11.9 15-1 
Others 11.6 8.5 12.1 
It is clear that the areas which have the largest 
workforce in the traditional sectors of the industry are 
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also those areas where wage levels are below the industrial 
average, and where employment has declined to the greatest 
extent during the last decade. 
In the employment section of this chapter, the numbers 
of employees in various industries were examined regionally, 
to determine which industries had increased their share of 
the workforce during the past ten years. One of the most 
obvious explanations for the movement of labour from one 
industry to another within a region is the difference in 
wage rates for each industry. This factor probably plays 
an even bigger role in determining the choice of employment 
by school-leavers. To see if this is the case, the earnings 
of manual workers in the main industries are compared below, 
firstlyforall industries in Great Britain, and secondly 
for industries in the five selected regions in conjunction 
with table 8.9 which indicated the growth industries in 
each region. 
Great Britain 
The average hourly earnings of male workers and 
female workers, ranked in order, for 1971 in Great Britain 
are shown in appendix XV. The textile industry is at the 
bottom of the list of all manufacturing industry for men, 
and when all industries are consideredl the-male textile 
worker earns less than any other industrial worker except 
thobe employed in agriculture. The average hourly earnings 
of women in the textile industry also compare very unfavour- 
ably with workers in other industries. 
(b) The West Midlands 
Wages in the textile industry in the West Midlands 
region are approximately Q per week below the average 
for all manufacturing industry (see appendix XV). By far 
the highest wage rates are paid in the vehicles industryo 
while employees in mechanical engineering (a growth industry) 
earn a wage which is about average for all industries in 
the region. 
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. 
(c) The East Midlands 
Earnings in the East Midlands are fairly similar in 
all industries, and there is only a small fluctuation 
about the average for all manufacturing industries (see 
appendix XV). Workers in týe textile industry have the 
fifth highest hourly wage rates and have an average weekly 
wage similar to that for all manufacturing industries. 
Workers in the mechanical engineering and metal manufacturing 
industries (the two growing industries in the region) earn 
approximately the same or slightly more than employees in 
the textile industry. 
(d) The North West 
In the North West, the average weekly earnings of men 
in manufacturing industry were Z4-20p higher than the 
average for the textile industry, which had the lowest 
hourly rates for the region. The three growth industries 
(mechanical engineering, vehicles, and metal manufacture) 
all had average weekly earnings above or equal to the 
average for all manufacturing industry, with workers in 
the vehicles industry having the highest hourly earnings 
in the region (see appendix XV). 
ýe) Yorkshire and Humberside 
The average earnings in this region are the lowest of 
the five regions considered and wage rates in the textile 
industry are lower than in all the other industries except 
clothing and footwear (see appendix XV). The main growth 
industry in the area is the metal manufacturing industrys 
and the average weekly earnings in this sector are the 
second highest in the region and are Z4 per week above the 
average for the textile industry. 
W Scotland 
In Scotlandq the textile worker earns Z5-50p less 
than'the average for all manufacturing industries, and is 
easily the lowest. paid worker in the region (see appendix 
XV). The highest weekly wages are paid to workers in the 
vehicles industry and the mechanical engineering industryt 
which is also the growth industry in Scotland. 
I 
0 
In the light of the fact that the wages of manual 
workers in the textile industry are low in comparison to 
the other industries in the various regions that have 
been considered, it is not surprising that employment in 
textiles has declined. This situation hast of course, 
been aggrevated by the general decline in the United 
Kingdom textile industry, and low wages alone cannot be 
blamed for the overall reduction in the labour force that 
has taken place during the last decade. 
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Productivit 
An important point to be taken into account when 
considering wage rates and the number, of people employed 
in an industry is the productivity of the workers in 
that industry. The wage rates are affected by productivity 
since many agreements between employers and employees on 
wages to bepaid contain productivity clauses. The number 
of people employed is also affected by productivity, and 
it is misleading to measure the decline or growth of an 
industry by employment statistics alone since it is conceiv- 
able that the output of an industry could rise even though 
the absolute numbers employed fall, if the net output per 
head is considerably improved. 
The preceding sections have shown that the numbers 
employed in weaving on'the cotton and wool systems have 
fallen dramatically in the past decade, and that the 
numbers employed in knitting have increased. It has also 
been shown that wage rates in the weaving sectors are 
less than in the knitting sector. Both employment and 
wage rates are affected by productivityO and information 
on productivity in knitting and weaving in 1958,1963, 
and 1968 is shown in table 8.20. These data are taken from 
the Census of Production Reports, and no corresponding 
figures for productivity can be obtained to compare with 
them for dates after 1968. Table 8.20 shows the productivity 
in the-sectors of the industry manufacturing cotton, 
woollen and worsted woven cloths and knitted cloth. 
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Table 8.20 Netoutput per head in cloth manufact 
Type of cloth 1958 1963 1968 
Woven worsted cloth 735 930 1370 
Woven woollen cloth 714 1001 1393 
Woven cottong man-made fibre 
and mixture cloth 716 1012 1488 
Knitted cloth 1014 1481 2568 
Sources : Census of Production Reports for 1958,19639 1968 
These figures show that there have been definite 
improvements in the productivity in each sector, the 
percentage changes being shown in table 8.21. 
Table 8.21 Percentage changes in productivity 
Type of cloth -- 1958 1963 1958 
-1963 -1968 -1968 
Woven worsted cloth +26.5 +47.3 +86.4 
-Woven woollen cloth +40.2 +39.2 +95.1 
Woven cotton, man-made fibre 
and mixture cloth +41.3 +47.0 +107.8 
Knitted cloth +46.1 +73.4 +153.2 
The sector of the industry producing knitted cloth 
showed the greatest improvement in productivity of all the 
cloth manufacturing sectors of the textile industry. 
Between 1958 and 1968, productivity increased by over 
150%. Productivity in the other sectors, although much 
less than for knitting also showed substantial improvements 
between 1958 and 1968. 
The net output per head in the knitting industry 
was much greater than the weaving industries in all three 
years, and the differences are shown in table 8.22. 
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Table 8.22 Ratio of the net-6utput per head in the 
manufacture of knitted cloth to that in the 
manufacture of woven cloth 
Type of cloth 1958 1963 1968 
Knitted cloth 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Woven worsted cloth 0.62 0.40 0.13 
Woven woollen cloth 0.70 0.52 0.15 
Woven cotton, man-made fibre 
and mixture cloth 0.58 0.54 0.27 
Although these figures are slightly out of date, 
because the last date shown is 1968, the overall trends 
are unmistakeable. Although the net output per head in 
weaving has increased steadily between 1958 and 1968, 
productivity in knitting has accelerated so fast that 
the gap between knitting and weaving has actually widened. 
Productivity in knitted cloth manufacture has been, on 
average, about 80% higher than for woven cloth for the 
three years selected. This explains to a great extent 
why the wages of manual workers in the knitting sector 
are higher than those in the wpaving sectors of the 
industry. 
The trend is further confirmed by the figures in 
table 8.23 which show the net output per head in MLHs 
413,414, and 417 for 1971. 
Table 8.23 Net output per head in 1971 (Z) 
MLH E 
413 1260 
414 1434 
417 1505 
Source : Provisional results from Census of Production, 1971 
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The figures in table 8.23 cannot be compared with those 
in table 8.20 since they cover employees in the whole 
industry sector as described in the MLH of the SIC, rather 
than employees producing cloth only. However, they show 
that the productivity in the hosiery and knitwear sector 
is higher than in the other two sectors. 
The increases in productivity in all cloth producing 
sectors have also affected the numbers employed. The 
. substantial contractions 
in employment in the traditional 
woollen and worsted and cotton weaving industries do not 
appear to be so serious when the increases in output per 
head are taken into consideration. However, the fact that 
so many jobs have been lost must have had a serious effect 
on the whole employment situation in the traditional 
geographical regions of high employment in the textile 
industry. The necessity for alternative employment to replace 
jobs lost either through improved efficiency or through the 
decline of the industry consequently becomes more important. 
Finally, it must be pointed out that the state of the 
knitted cloth, producing sector of the textile industry 
appears to be even healthier when the productivity figures 
are considered since it has already been shown that the 
numbers employed in knitting are growingg and this is in 
addition to the tremendous increase achieved in the net 
output per head in recent years. 
The objective of this chapter was to examine how the 
competition between knitting and weaving in the United 
Kingdom textile industry has affected employment in the 
traditional areas of the industry. Unfortunately, the 
lack of statistical information has seriously hampered 
the investigation, and as a result the analysis has only 
been partially successful. However, two points have emerged 
clearly from the study. Firstly, the numbers employed in 
the weaving sectors of the industry in the last decade 
have fallen considerably, especially in the North West and 
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Yorkshire and Humberside regions which are the traditional 
centres for cotton and wool respectively. At the same time, 
the knitting sector of the industry has expanded its work- 
force, particularly in the East IMidlands region, but also 
in the other major areas of textile employment in the country. 
The second feature is the fact that wages in the textile 
industry are very low compared to those in other industrieso 
and this must play a significant part in the job choice of 
workers entering their first job. It must also affect the 
choice of jobs for those people made redundant from the 
weaving sector of the industry who may be attracted to a 
new. industry rather than a different job in the textile 
industry. 
The effect of mill closures, especially on small 
communities, cannot be gauged from the statistics presented, 
but it seems that the serious social consequences that 
could have occurred have certainly been cushioned by the 
emergence of new industries in the. traditional areas of 
the textile industry. The textile industry, particularly 
the weaving sectors, no longer controlsa large percentage 
of the labour force in certain areas of the country which 
have traditionally been considered as centres of the 
textile industryl but it is unlikely that the, industry 
will decline much more in terms of employment. With a 
smaller workforce and with increases in productivity being 
achieved, the industry has every chance of becoming more 
profitable in the futur 
* 
e, with the knitting sector probably 
being more successful in the competition with weaving. 
4 
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CHAPTER 9 Non-woven fabrics 
I 
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N6n-woven fabrics may be defined as "textile fabrics 
made'of a fibrous layer which may be a carded vieb, a fibre 
web, a system of random-laid or oriented fibres or threads, 
possible combined with textile or non-textile materials 
such as conventional textile fabrics, plastic films, foam 
layers, or metal foils, and forming with them a mechanically 
bound or chemically, bonded textile product&" 
1 
Since its origin, and throughout its subsequent 
development, the production oý non-woven fabrics has been 
mostly influenced by the supply of raw material, mainly the 
occurrence of waste and inferior fibres and the need to 
process them cheaply; the economic aspects of production; 
and the need to develop new types of textile products. One 
of the first considerations that led to the development of 
non-woven techniques for producing textiles was the recog- 
nition of the need for-a rapid, cheap way of processing 
fibres of poor qualities. At the beginning, these fibres 
were cotton and reprocessed waste of all kinds. However, 
it soon became apparent that the new fabrics showed features 
and properties which were unknown in conventional textiles, 
and which suggested new specific end-uses., Therefore, the 
proportion of higher quality natural and man-made fibres 
used in non-woven production was increased. 
The conventional methods of fabric formationg except- 
for true felt necessitate the use of yarns. The simplest 
method of production of a textile is to directlyconvert 
fibres to fabric without the intervening processes of 
spinning, knitting and weaving. The production of non-woven 
fabrics has increased in recent years because of the need 
to lower textile costs by increasing the rate of cloth 
production and reducing the number of stages involved in 
the manufacturing procedure. The manufacture of wool felts 
eliminates the intermediate stages of cloth productioný and 
they have been made for centuries. But when they are compared 
1 R. lCrcma, Manual of non-wovens, The Textile Press, 1971 
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with conventional fabrics, they have poor drape, and are 
often too thick for comfortable wear. The aim of the non- 
woven. manufacturers is to produce lightweight fabrics of 
adequate strength for interlinings and short-life or 
disposable garments, and heavier-weight fabrics for outer- 
wear. The chief disadvantages of these fabrics are poor 
drape, poor feel, and poor strength. However, the method 
used does not restrict the choice and blend of the fibres 
used, and the overall governing factors are the cost and 
the suitability for a particular end-use. 
The classification of non-woven fabrics can be seen 
thus: 
NON-WOVEN FABRICS 
FELTS NON-WOVEN or BONDED FABRICS 
True felts CHEMICALLY BONDED IaICHANICALLY BONDED 
Needled felts: ý Wet-bonded Needled 
Thermoplastic Needled/shrunk 
Bonded yarns Stitched through 
Felts. 
A felt is "a textile characterised by the-densely 
matted condition of most or all of the fibres of which it 
is composed". 
' It is produced from animal fibres or hair 
as a result of their ability to become closely entangled 
when they are agitated in the presence of heat and moisture. 
The web of fibres produced is held together by the inter- 
locking of the scales on the wool fibre, and this inter- 
locking process or felting is one of the oldest known 
methods of fabric manufacture. Felts can be produced from 
wool alone, or from wool mixed with other fibres, and 
although high quality felts require a high wool content, 
felts can be produced using only 25% wool with 7755 other 
fibres. 
Textile terms and definitions, Textile Institute, 1970. 
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True felts are non-woven fabrics which are formed when 
a randomly laid web of wool or predominantly wool f, ibres 
are caused to felt. The first step in the process involves 
the thorough blending of the fibres to be used. This blend 
is passed through a carding machine which disentangles the 
fibres, blends them, arranges them parallel to each othery 
and produces a loose web. This web is laid on other similar 
webs to build up a layer of the desired thickness; each web 
being laid so that alternate webs have their fibres aligned 
in different directions. This provides for more efficient 
and uniform felting of the fibres. The web layers are 
sprayed with an alkaline solution and are passed through a 
hardening machine where steam and pressure are applied. The 
pressure can be applied either by a system of rotating or 
vibrating rollers; or by two heavy iron plates which press 
together with a gyratory movement. The hardening machine 
does not complete the felting operation, and the partially 
felted material is subjected to further treatment in a 
fulling machine where the felting is completed. As the cloth 
is fulled (shrunk) it becomes hard and strong,. the final 
texture of the cloth depending on the fulling time and the 
quality of the wool used. The felt is scoured to remove any 
cheniical, ' then dried and passed through a stenter to stretch 
and straighten it to the required dimensions. It is steamed 
and brushed to raise any unfelted fibres which are then 
removed by cropping. If the felt 4.., - to be printed it is 
done at this stage either by screen or roller printing. The 
last operation is the treatment of the cloth in a hydraulic 
steam press to give a smooth surface. 
lion-woven or bonded fabrics are any web or mat of 
fibres held together with a bonding material or by the 
action of thermoplastic fibres mixed in with the fibre webs. 
Non-woven fabrics have a structure produced by the formation 
of permanent bonds where individual fibres touch each other. 
Any kind of fibre can be used, the choice being dependent 
on the fibre properties, processing characteristics, cost, 
and end-use. 
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There are two stages involved in the manufacture of 
bonded-fibre cloths: web formation and web consolidation. 
Web formation 
Before being bonded together, the fibre mass has first 
to be formed into a continuous sheet, known as a web or 
batt. The formation of the batt is very important since it 
affects the ultimate properties of the cloth. There are 
basically five ways in which the batt can be formed: 
(a). by superimposing a number of layers of web to the 
desired thickness of the batt as they come off the 
carding machine. This is the least expensive method of 
production, but it has a serious disadvantage in that 
the majority of fibres lay in a lengthwise direction, 
so that the resulting bonded fibre structure is very 
weak across its width. This type of fabric is unsuitable 
for clothing, but can be used for tapes or in other uses 
where the load is in the lengthwise direction of the 
cloth. 
(b) by laying the fibre webs in a criss-cross overlapping 
fashion so that the. batt consists of fibres lying at 
an angle to its lengthwise direction. This cross-laying 
method equalises the cloth properties in all directions. 
A variation of this involves the combination of the 
parallel-laid and cross-laid techniques, and in this 
case, the webs formed are sandwiches of the two types 
of web. 
(c)'by blowing the fibres in a rapidly moving airstream 
from which they are sucked onto a screen or perforated 
. 
drum. They can then be collected in the form of a web 
from the surface. This is the best and most important 
method, because the fibres are laid : ýandomly, which 
means that the cloth properties such as drape, stiffnessq 
and strength are uniform, no matter from which direction 
the garment shape is cut. 
(d) by a wet process similar to that used in papermaking. 
The fibres are dispersed in water, and this is followed 
by web formation by the settling of the fibres on a 
perforated screen through which the water drains. The 
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web is treated with a binding agent and dried. The 
advantages of this method are its high speed of produc- 
tion and the very regular web that is produced. The 
nature of its formation, however, gives the product a 
rather papery feel, and this makes it suitable for 
lightweight cloths only. 
(e) by allowing continuous filament threads from a creel 
to fall onto a wire frame, forming random loopsq which 
are held together by applying a bonding agent and are 
dried. The product formed by this technique has the 
form of a random open network of a type suitable for 
"net" curtains. An important recent development of this 
technique is a continuous process in which the continuous 
filaments are extruded from the polymer through a 
spinneret, electrically charged to keep them apart, and 
then randomly dispersed by jets of air to form a web, 
and bonded. The use of crimped filaments gives greater 
flexibility and a softer feel. This product has been 
successful as an interlining and for short-life garments 
and is sold under the trade name 'Reemayle 
Web consolidation 
Man-made fibres cannot usually be made to bond to each 
other by subjecting them either to mechanical action in 
water (the basis of paper-making) or-to the usual methods 
of felting used with wool. Consequently, alternative 
methods must be used to produce cohesive non-woven fabrics 
from man-made fibres. Once generated, the continuous web 
of fibres may be held together by different methods, but 
care is usually required to avoid compacting it too much 
during the operation. The fibre web is converted to a 
fabric by bonding the fibres together using a chemical 
bonding material or by entangling the fibres by a mechanical 
method, or by using a combination of the two techniques. 
Chemically-bonded non-wovens 
, 
These fabrics at present represent the greatest 
"Reemayl 
- Registered trade name of Du Pont Co. 
(U. K. )Ltd. 
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proportion of non-wovens producedo and they are made by 
bonding fibres chemically when they are in web form. 
Wet-bonded non-wovens 
These are so called because liquid bonders or adhesives 
are used in their manufacture. The most common fibres usod 
are cotton or viscose rayon, although other fibros are 
also used either for cheapness or to enhance a particular 
property. Bonding agents of synthetic rubber based on 
butadiene and acrylic' derivatives are used. Theyare applied 
either by passing-the web through a latex bath; or by 
passing it between two rollers with the bottom one trans- 
ferring the binder to the web; or by spraying the bonding 
agent on both surfaces of the-web. The binder can be 
printed on as a pattern so that the small areas of unbonded 
fibres will give the structure greater flexibility and allow 
the fabric to be absorbent. The binder can also be painted 
onto the web with the colouring matter and pigments incor- 
porated in the binder so as to achieve a printed design. If 
a soft springy handle is desired, and the necessity for the 
product to be dry-cleaned is not essential, then the 
spraying or coating techniques are satisfactory. After 
application of the adhesive, the impregnated batt passes 
through an oven to drive off the solvent. In addition, the 
binders need to be cured after drying. This involves 
subjecting the dried batt to a specific temperature for a 
given time to set the binder which 
* 
thus bonds the fibres. 
The non-wovens made by these methods need very little 
finishing, and their manufacture is relatively easy. 
There are two other ways to produce wet-bonded non- 
wovens. One is by the wet-laying process which has been 
copied from the paper industry. The web is formed by having 
the fibres in an aqueous solution, which may also contain 
the binder, which is spread onto -a conveyor. As the liquid 
is evaporated, the fabric is formed. The ranufacture of 
dry-laid bonded-fibre fabric has certain limitations 
especially regarding speed of production inherent in tho 
carding..,, machinery used to form the webs. The paper-making 
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technique of wet-laying short length fibres presents a 
means of forming a web of fibres at high speeds. Rayon 
fibres can be wet-laid in this way, and to =Ice the process 
cheaper, they can be blended with wood pulp. Alternativolyg 
rayon fibres with self-bonding properties can be Producedg 
and these can be used with ordinary fibres or pulp to 
produce strong, soft fabrics suitable for disposable uses 
at low cost. The disadvantage of these fabrics is that - 
they resemble paper more than textiles,, and need lengthy 
runs to be economical. 
The second method involves passing rayon fibre webs 
through a cellulose xanthate (viscose) solution. The excess 
cellulose xanthate is removed by squeeze rollers, and the 
web is passed into an acid bath which results in a regener- 
ation of the cellulose from the xanthate solution, as in 
ýhe production of viscose rayon. The cellulose formed 
bonds the fibres, and the non-woven fabrics formed in this 
way are strong, but stiff , as the cellulose acts as a 
bonding agent. 
Wet-bonded non-wovens are usually light and have 
moderate insulating properties. The type made from random- 
laid webs are the strongest, followed by the cross-laid 
type. The parallel-laid type is fairly strong in the direc- 
tion of laying, but is rather weak in the direction at 
right angles to the direction of the laying of the fibres. 
These fabrics cover a wide range of products which are 
governed by these parameters: 
(a) the types of fibres used 
(b) the arrangement of the f ibres 
(c) the type of adhesive used 
(d) the method of applying the adhesive. 
For low-cost garmentsq the cheapest and most commonly 
used fibre is viscose staple 'Pibro'S'The fibres can be 
arranged in an orientedv cross-laid, or random web; the 
"Pibrol- Reg'istered trade name of Courtaulds Ltd. 
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arrangement dictating the physical properties of the fabric. 
Finally, the type and method of application of the adhesive 
affects the strength and handling properties of the final 
product.. Wet-bonded fabrics are used mainly for disposable 
textiles such as table cloths and napkins, hand towels, 
and surgical dres6ings. 
Thermoplastically-bonded non-wovens 
Thermoplastic fibres which are softened by heat can 
be caused to stick together without the use of an adhesive, 
by applying heat and pressure. Thermoplastically-bonded 
non-wovens are so called because the fibre web is composed 
completely or partly of thermoplastic fibres which bond 
together when heated to their softening temperature. The 
method of web formation is much the same as for wet-bonded 
non-wovens. Once the web has been formed, it is passed 
between heated rollers, so that the fibres soften and stick 
together. It is also possible to use a small percentage of 
thermoplastic fibre or powder which has a lower melting 
point than the base fibre to act as the bonding agent. The 
fabrics produced by this method are strong, although thin 
and papery. They require very little finishing and are 
light in weight; they do not fray, but do not drape well. 
They are chiefly used for interlinings and filter cloths, 
and at one time were used for "paper" dresses. 
Bonded yar 
The production of fabrics by bonding yarns together is 
a recent development in the non-woven field and originated 
from Czechoslovakia. The yarns are wound onto a beam, as 
in the warping process in the manufacture of conventional 
woven fabrics, the number of yarns depending on the width 
of the fabric required. The yarns pass through a tray 
containing a liquid bonding agent, and are allowed to 
entangle as they pass through. The yarns are dried, and 
thus they adhere to each other. The fabrics so produced 
tend to be net-like in appearance with little strength 
across their width. They were intended to provide a low- 
priced substitute for lace or net, and very little progross 
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has been made in other areas of application. 
10echanically-bonded non-wovens 
These are so called because they are formed by a 
mechanical/physical process which makes the fibres mesh 
together. 
Needle punching or needle felting 
In this process, a supported batt of fibres is passed 
through a needle loom. The needle loom consists of a pad 
of closely spaced barbed needles with the barbs pointing 
downwards. The needles are forced into the web and the 
fibres move and become entangled. As the needle enters the 
batt, it carries down with it the fibres that are caught 
by the barb. The needle is then withdrawn, and the f ibres 
are left entangled in the batt. The batt is passed through 
the machine several times and is turned over between each 
passage. Gauze is sometimes sandwiched between the layers 
of web to increase its stability, and the needle punching 
binds the layers, toge-ther. The strength of the fabric can 
be improved by having barbed needles working from both 
sides of the batt so that the fibres are pushed through 
from both directions. The main characteristics of the 
fabrics produced by needle punching are that they are 
resilient, soft, and have a fleecy surface. They are produced 
as cheap thick fabrics for underlays, padding of furniture, 
and mattresses. Thinner needled non-wovens are used for the 
padding of clothing, quilts and sleeping bags where they 
provide softness and insulation. High quality needled non- 
wovens are also used in the production of blankets, by 
needling an acrylic staple fibre web onto a lightweight 
nylon reinforcing material. These blankets are produced at 
about thirty times the speed of conventional methods. The 
non-woven blanket was the first commercial product produced 
by the needle punching technique. This was chosen because 
of the advantages it displayed over the conventional woven 
blanket. 80% of the weight of a woven blanket is in the 
woven structure, and only 20ýa in the raised fibres. These 
raised fibres give the main insulation of the blanket by 
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giving bulk and trapping air. By the non-woven methodt a 
lightweight open scrim material is used which given dimen- 
sional stability and strength to the blanket, but only 
accounts for 20ýo of the weight of the total product. The 
remaining 80% is all non-woven, and as the fibre in tightly 
held, but still open and not trapped in a yarn structuret 
it gives insulation properties to the blanket. Thus a very 
light warm blanket is obtained. Generally, needle felts 
are more resilient than true felts, and are also very 
hard-wearing.. 
Needled and shrunk non-wovens (synthetic felts) 
The production of synthetic felts involves usihg 
synthetic fibres which have been melt spun so that they 
contract or shrink between 50%o' and 75ý- in length when 
subjected to hot or boiling water. This property of high 
fibre contraction is achieved by special drawing of the, 
filament during spinning without subsequent heat setting. 
High shrinkage polyester and high shrinkage polypropylene 
are the fibres most commonly used. 
The synthetic felt is produced by carding the fibres 
to form a web, several of these webs being combined to form 
a batt. This is then passed through a needle loom and the 
needled batt is then passed through hot or boiling water. 
The fibres. in the needled batt shrink, twist, and curl, so 
that the fibres entangle even more. The resulting fabric is 
a dense shrunken structure with the appearance of a true 
felt. It is dried over heated rollers to "sot" the fabric 
and give it a smoother surface. 
These felts have good chemical resistance and greater 
durability, tearing and splitting strength than wool felts. 
They are stable and resist further shrinking, unlike wool 
felts which continue to felt and shrink when exposed to 
moisture. The synthetic felts dry more readily than wool 
felts, but do not feel as soft. One of their major uses 
is as filtration fabrics for chemicals and polluted air. 
They are also used for polishing glass and other materiaIs 
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and as floor coverings. Their synthetic fibre composition 
means that they have good sunlight resistance and chemical- 
inertness, and are non-absorbentg therefore they dry easily. 
Stitch-bonded non-wovens 
These fabrics are formed by stitching a wob of fibros 
to obtain a coherent structure. The fibre wob is passod 
through a special warp-knitting machine where it is pierced 
by pointed needles, each one hooking onto a nylon or high 
tenacity rayon sewing thread presented to it by a guide on 
the underside. The needles then wi*draw, bringing the 
thread through the batt, to form a simple chain of stitches. 
This stitch bonding is continued along the whole length of 
the cloth, the sqparation of the chains of loops being 
equal to the spacing between the needles., So the fabric 
may be regarded a'sa simple. warp knitted fabric with a 
fibrous-web as a filling. The most developed manufacture of 
these fabrics is by the Czech Arachne process, and other 
similar techniques that produce stitched-through non-wovens 
are Malimo, IvIlaliwatty and Malipol. These fabrics can be 
produced. in a*wide range of weights and are generally quite 
strong, drape well, and are dimensionally stable. They are 
resilient, have a pleasant handle and are absorbent. They 
are used in the manufacture of outerwear, underwear, and 
linings. The manufacture of these fabrics offers higher 
productivity (the production rates may be UP to 350 metres 
per hour) at lower costs when compared to the production 
of woven fabrics, and interest in these fabrics is growing 
steadily. 
Non-wovens can also be produced by stitch-bonding 
without the use of thread. In this method, the needles are 
similar to the compound needle used in machine Rnitting. 
Consequently they pull small loops of fibre out of the webt 
and these are used as the means to form a chain of stitches 
along the fibre length. Because of the nature of their 
formation these fabrics are considerably stronger in their 
length than across theýr width. These fabrics aro being 
developed for use as outerwear, and they are available in 
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limited quantities in self-coloured and printed styloc. 
In addition to these non-woven fabrics, thero are 
four types of unconventional fabrics that deserve to be 
mentioned since they represent the receýt developme, nts 
in fabric manufacture. 
Tufted fabrics 
These are produced by passing a simple woven fabric 
through a tufting machine in which a series of coarse 
needles with eyes punch continuous lengths of yarn through 
the cloth, to form loops on one face of the cloth. This 
method is used for manufacturing tufted carpets and candle- 
wick bedspreads. For clothing, the loop pile may be cut 
and brushed to produce imitation fur for outerwear or soft 
fleecy liners for garments. The fibre content of the pile 
can be varied according to the end-use, but the ground cloth 
is generally made from cotton. Another method of producing 
tufts on a woven cloth base is by the Kraftamatic machine. 
The material produced is very similar to terry-towelling 
and has- the name 'Terrytuft 1. 
Laminated cloths 
Laminationo basically, is the process whereby two or 
more layers of material are stuck together. Such structures 
were used- in the nineteenth. century when double texture 
rainwear was produced by using an adhesive made from a 
solution of rubber in naphtha. Since then, the use of 
laminated cloth has greatly increased and it is now possible 
to bond fabric-to-fabric, fabric-to-polyurethane foam, and 
fabric-to-foam-to-fabric. A fabric may be laminated for 
a variety of reasons, among which are: 
(a) to increase the insulation of the fabric without 
adding greatly to the weight and bulk. In this 
case, a cloth is usually laminated with foam to 
produce a fabric which is very cheap in comparison 
with a conventional fabric which would give the 
ýsame degree of warmth 
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(b) to reduce the cost of the final fabric by 
providing an inexpensive base for a more expensivo 
top fabric and thus giving it the required weight, 
thicknessp and handle. 
. (c) to enable cloths to be used in applications for 
which at one time they were not intended. For 
example, a lace-type structure can be bonded to 
a more substantial baseq and when suitably 
finishedo the laminated cloth can be used for 
rainwear. 
to obtain interesting contrasts in colour effects 
by combining a cloth with an open structure with 
a brightly coloured lining 
(e) to economise on linings. A fabric that appears to 
be already lined is attractive and eliminates the 
time spent in clothing manufacture in cutting out 
and stitching in a separate lining for a garment. 
In these fabrics an. acetate or nylon warp-knitted 
fabric is generally used as the backing 
(f) to improve the dimensional stability of the fabric. 
Some fabrics are easily distorted, but this distor- 
tion can be arrested by bonding the face fabric 
onto a firmer ground fabric. The main requisite 
in this-case is that both the fabrics shoud have 
similar shrinkage properties otherwise the stability 
gained by lamination would be lost on washing 
(g) to improve the handle and crease-recovery properties 
of a cloth by the suitable combination of fabrics. 
There are three methods of laminating clotheq but no 
matter which process is used, the final cloth must have 
adequate bond strength to resist being pulled apart'. 
1. Foam bonding 
The basis of this method is to use polyurethane foam 
to stick two pieces of cloth together. This is done by 
passing a very thin sheet of foam, about one millimetro 
thick, through gas flames at such a speed that both the 
surfaces melt and become tacky. This sticky foam is fed 
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continuously botwoen the two cloths that are to be larainatod, 
and the throe layers are stuck together by passing them 
between a pair of rollers. When a thin layer of foam is 
used, the resulting cloth is usually supple and drapes 
well. If the final cloth needs to be thicker and warmer 
than the two original cloths, thicker foam layers are used. 
2. Foam-backed fabrics 
This process involves the sticking of a layer of foam, 
whose thickness is appropriate to the requirements of the 
end-products to the back of a face fabric. The laminating 
process is similar to, foam. bonding, but only one surface 
of the foam is melted. It is essential that the surface of 
the cloth to be bonded should be free from projecting 
fibres, since a better bond can be made between the tacky 
foam surface and the threads in the cloth. 
3. Viet adhesive bonding 
Two types of adhesive can be used in this method of 
laminating; solvent-based solutions of polyurethane or 
polyester; or water-based dispersions of acrylic co-polymers. 
The adhesive is applied to the undersides of the two cloths 
to be laminated, and they are brought into contact with 
each other. The laminate is dried and then baked at about 
120 0 C-. This causes polymerisation of the adhesive, which 
in turn effects the bonding of the two cloths. The solvent- 
based adhesives polymerise at lower temperatures and are 
said to give better bond strength. The distribution of the 
adhesive is very important and can be achieved in two ways. 
One method uses a continuous film of adhesive, and this 
method is employed when two layers of cloth are to be 
stuck together over their full area. This tends to make the 
laminate rather stiff, but this is not a serious defeat if 
the cloth is used for heavy clothing. In the second nothodt 
a discontinuous film of adhesive is spread from an engraved 
or perforated roller. The adhesive is applied onto the cloth 
either in the form 6f stripes or as a pattern of dots. By 
applying the adhesive in this way, and thus spacing the 
bonding points, the laminated fabric has greater flexibility 
and improved drape and handle in comparison to the cloths 
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made by the continuous application of an adhesive film. 
It is important that the adhesive should be able to stand 
washing and dry-cleaning since lack of these properties 
would greatly reduce its use. Care must also be taken 
during the process that the adhesive does not come through 
onto the face of the cloth. 
Quilt i P" 
When a quilted cloth is produced, the foam is not 
stuck to the cloth, but is held in position by stitching. 
This type of fabric is widely used for anoraks. To eliminate 
the possibility of rain leaking through the lines of 
stitching, the layers of fabric and foam are sometimes 
bonded together in the quilting pattern by heat and pressure. 
Coated cloths 
Coated cloths have been in commercial production for 
some timej and apparel uses include waterproof fabrics and 
imitation leather cloths. When coats of linseed oil are 
applied to a cotton base fabric, and are allowed to dry 
(i. e. oxidise) the sailors' Iloilskins" are formed. The 
I'macinto sh" was formed by spreading rubber over a base 
fabric. More recentlyo P. V. C. coated fabrics have become 
very popular and have to an extent replaced the traditional 
oilskins. They are used for waterproof clothing, upholstery 
and handbags. 
Most types of leather can be Closely simulated by 
using suitable pigments and emb6ssing rollers. The base 
cloth can be woven, knitted, or of bonded fibre. A woven 
base gives strength and dimensional stability, and a 
knitted base is especially suited to upholstery since it 
can be stretched to conform to curved shapes. These coated 
fabrics are usually impermeable to air and waterl but 
porous coatings that are more comfortable to wear have boon 
developed. 
A high gloss "patent leather look" can bo obtained 
by giving a very smooth roll of paper a clear coating 
which may be printed with a variety of colours and designs. 
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It is given a layer of P. V. C. and then the woven or knittod 
base cloth. When the paper is removed, a glossy smooth, 
self-coloured or printed face is revealed. 
Non-woven fabrics are cheaper than woven fabrics, but 
lack their launderability, durability and draping qualites, 
They are not as cheap as paper, btrt compete with it for 
some uses as non-wovens are more cloth-like, have higher 
wet strength and drape better. All textile fabrics are thin 
sheet-like materials combining strength and stability with 
flexibility and porosity. To obtain this combination in 
traditional fabrics, the flexibility inherent in the 
individual fibres is maintained in a structure which allows 
a measure of movement of the fibres under small stresses, 
while. at the same time allowing the fibres to act together 
to maintain the fabric structure without rupture under 
large stresses. To obtain this balance, the fibres are 
twisted into yarns which are then interlaced into a woven 
or knitted fabric (see appendix V). These structures 
permit easy bending and shearings which are the two 
important factors in fabric drape and handle, but develop 
into strong self-locking fibre assemblies under load. The 
manufacture of a non-woven fabric is economically attractive 
in that it eliminates these stages in manufacture, but in 
promoting these economies the technical advantages of the 
knitted or woven structure are lost. A typical unbonded web 
is flexible but has no strength or stability, and if it is 
sufficiently bonded to give strength, the freedom of move- 
ment of the fibres is inhibited, and so flexibility is lost. 
Thus, although non-woven. fabric production may be cheaper, 
some of the desirable characteristics of the textile product 
are lost during their manufacture. 
Although fabrics made directly from fibres held 
together by the interlocking of scaly fibre surfaces have 
existed for as long as woven cloths, it has only been since 
the end of the Second World War that non-wovensq particularly 
the adhesively-bonded fibre fabrics, have achieved real 
significance. Today, these fabrics are widely usedq their 
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applications ranging from garment interlinings and 
industrial filters to floor coverings and shoo-uppers. 
This position has been reached through advances in adhosivo 
technology, processing machinery, and the availability of 
a wider range of fibre types. Each of these factors has 
acted as a stimulus to' further developments in tho other 
fields. 
A*s far as traditional fabric production is concerned, 
the end-use of the fabric dictates the specification of 
the fabric required, such as the development of easy-care 
shirting cloths to cater for the recent changes in social 
needs. To ensure minimum production costs, shorter 
manufacturing procedures are needed, and the methods of 
manufacturing non-wovens have great advantages over the 
traditional methods. However, the danger is that these new 
methods of fabric production will be used to produce 
traditional-type fabrics instead of being used to produce 
fabrics that are particularly suited to the new manufact- 
uring processes, and which will be recognised as new 
products in their own right. Non-wovens first found uses 
as cheap substitutes in the traditional markets for barpets 
and blankets9 and in these applications supplanted the 
woven textiles that were previously used. But besides being 
used as substitutes in existing markets, non-wovens have 
now opened up new markets of their own, notably in disposable 
and short-life articles. 
There are two basic principles involved in the concept 
of disposable garments. Firstly, they are designed and 
intended for a-short life, and secondly they'must be cheap. 
Because these garments have only a short lifetime, the 
range of fabrics available can be widened, and the use of 
unconventional fabrics becomes important. There is consider- 
able activity to produce cheap fabrics for disposable 
garments, and it is unlikely that any one method of manufact- 
ure will produce the whole range of fabrics for the dispos- 
able garment industry. If the disposables industry is to be 
I 
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successful, the following conditions must be mat: 
(a) the fabric must be suitable for the purpoce to 
which it is being put 
(b) both the fabric and the final product must be 
attractive to look at and to wear 
(0) the application-for which the disposable article 
is intended must be a mass production item of a 
standard design and dimension 
(d) the making-up of the product must be automated 
since the saving on the fabric alone is inadequate, 
and the finished product must be economically 
viable 
(e) the final products must be easily handled for 
distribution at minimum cost. 
When these conditions are met9 products will be 
available which can form the basis for high-volume turn- 
over. Disposables are likely to play an increasing part 
in the future use of textiles as they can offer advantages 
in markets that use large quantities of textile fabrics 
such as hospitals, schools, and hotels. That isp any use 
where convenience can be measured and related to cost, 
depreciation, and maintenance must be a potential market 
for disposable fabrics. At present, there is a tendency 
to dismiss disposable fabrics on a cost basin, but these 
. products are probably expensive 
because of novelty valupt 
recoupment of capital, development charges and marketing 
campaigns. If demand rises, costs are likely to fall. The 
criticism that many unconventional fabrics lack aesthetic 
appeal exists and is recognised, and more effort is being 
made to overcome these shortcomings, especially by consult- 
ing designers at the primary stages of the development of 
new fabric-forming techniques, 
In the United Kingdom, disposable clothing first 
appeared in 1967 when paper dresses were introduced. 
However, they were withdrawn within twelve months. This 
was due to the fact that these garments which were intended 
IP 
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to be worn only once or twice had, apart from the raw 
material, incurred similar production costs as a conven- 
tional fabric, and the result was a dress that cold for a 
little less than a cheap durable cotton dress. It became 
apparent that fashion garments were not a suitable outlet 
for disposables, and in this market dispoeablo garments 
could not possibly meet the criteria outlined above. Their 
main successful applications so far have been for wiping 
cloths, table clothsq and napkins. In the apparel field 
they are most likely to be used for underwear, nightwear, 
babies' bibs, and babies' wear. In industryt the most 
likely markets are for protective garments for hospitals 
and operatives in industries dealing with food, chemicals, 
and pharmaceuticals. The deciding factors will be the cost 
of laundry and availability of labour to collect, wash, and 
distribute the conventional items weighed against the 
general convenience of the disposables. The third area of 
application comprises household linen: shoots, towels, 
pillowcases, table cloths and napkins. A large range of 
disposable items are already accepted in domestic uses, 
including paper towels and napkinsv babies' nappies, and 
paper handkerchiefs. 
Besides the -. disposables, non-wovens are also used 
in semi-durable and durable applications. -Semi-durable 
garments are those that can be used or worn between about 
six and ten timesq washed several times and then thrown 
away. A typical application would be for a lady's evening 
dress which is usuallyvery expensive and gets little wear, 
so if a cheap well-designed garment which is only intended 
for a short-life could be developed, then it could prove 
to be very popular. 
Durable non-wovens form a long term development in 
an attempt to produce non-wovens which have properties in 
their own right and which offer advantages apart from price 
compared to traditional fabrics. Initial development has 
been done by some of the large chemical companies, and the 
largest groups of non-woven manufacturers. This has resulted 
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in the technique of spinning polymers directly into a 
fabric in one continuous process to which special finishes 
can be applied as required. These fabrics have outstanding 
evenness, strengthland can be very light in weight. They 
have very good recovery powers, and are porous and comfort- 
able to wear, and are excellent insulators. At the moment 
they are quite expensive, but it is expected that they 
will become cheaper as they are developed. Specially 
developed non-wovens have been used to produce artificial 
leathers which have been used for shoe linings and shoe- 
uppers. These are the poromerics which have the properties 
of natural leather. A suitable coating applied to a special 
non-woven has proved to be ideal in giving comfort, being 
non-scuffing and easily cleaned as the dirty area is simply 
wiped over with a damp cloth. These new materials allow 
automation of production whereas. hides and skins have to 
be carefully graded and sorted. A wide range of applications 
is possible for durable non-wovens for use as air and 
liquid filtersq and in the general cleaning and maintenance 
fields. Another example is the non-woven car cloth which . 
is a substitute for chamois leather and has greater durability. 
It does not go slimy, is more hygienic and cheaper. 
A recent addition to adhesive bonding techniques which 
could extend the non-woven fabric range still further is 
the class of fabrics in which an assembly of fibres is 
held together by the formation of melt bonds between fibres. 
This is achieved by the use of bicomponent fibres such as 
Heterofil (I. C. I. registered name). These fibres contain 
throughout their length two different fibre-forming, melt- 
spinnable polymers which have different melting points. If 
a web of these fibres is heated to a temperature between 
the melting points of the two components, the lower will 
melt and on cooling will form a strong bond at fibre cross- 
over points. The first application of this method has been 
in 'Tultrim' carpets. When compared with other needleloom 
floor coverings available, it is claimed by 1.0.1. that 
they show higher resilience and a greater cushioning Offecto 
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and form an aesthetically pleasant, durablo product. 
When the traditional methods of textile conversion 
are considered, it has been suggested' that in many cases 
the share of costs taken up by the actual convernion 
processes is increasingg even though the price of synthetic 
fibres, which are being increasingly used, is falling. In 
a finished polyester/viscose shirting fabric, the cost of 
the material represents only 18 to 20ýa of the total produc- 
tion cost. The processes used in the production of a non- 
woven fabric bring conversion costs down to a minimum, thus 
allowing a considerable reduction in the total production 
cost of the finished article. The first commercial produc- 
tion of non-woven cloth showea a reduction in the steps 
involved in conventional manufacturing methods. Thus the 
production process was simplified, the amount of labour 
=equired reduced and production rates increased. The 
production rates were determined by the web-forming section 
which were usually the same as in the conventional sectors 
-of the textile industry. 
In order to impr6ve the effectiveness of the process, 
it was necessary to eliminate this rate -determining step. 
Latest efforts have been channelled towards eliminating 
this web-formation process from the production of non- 
wovens by developing polymer-to-fabric processes where 
bonded fabrics are produced directly from polymers either 
by spinbonding techniques or by the film splitting method. 
In the split film method, an oriented film or sheet is 
split up into fibres which are then made into fine meshed 
and regular network structures. The cost of these fabrics 
is low since they can be produced from cheap polymers 
which are unsuitable for normal spinning. An even more 
ambitious method involving monomer-to-fabric processing 
was announced by BASP in 1969, and if successful this 
would give the shortest possible method of fabric formation* 
, Apart from these methods, the only way to increase 
IIA. Idollard, Textile Division, Rhone-Poulencq France 
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the productivity of the processes making non-wovens based 
on the use of conventional textile fibres is to make the 
web-forming stage of the process more efficiefit. This 
has involved the development of systems to replace the 
mechanical methods by wet processing techniques along the 
lines of those used in papermaking. The method can produce 
material at up to 300 metres per minute, and is particularly 
suitable for disposable fabrics. The introduction of this 
system is dependent on available raw material supplies 
since it needs syAthetic staple fibres of specially cut 
lengths to ensure good physical properties and to give a 
good textile-character to the product since the resulting 
product must be recognisable as a textile although it is 
made by a papermaking technique. 
The economics of non-woven fabric production are not 
only a question of the productivity and simplicity of the 
production process since the raw materials and performance 
of the finished product must also be. taken into account. 
The production of non-wovens has tended to reject its 
original links with the conventional textile processes 
and move into the polymer-processing fields. Thus, companies 
of the papermakingg leather, and chemical industries are 
moving into the market to join the companies of the textile 
industry. 
The present production trends indicate that the major 
growth area has been in the production of adhesively 
bonded fabrics, which in 1971 accounted for about 547a of 
all non-woven fabrics produced in the western world.. The 
purely mechanical production techniques take an appreciably 
smaller share of-the market, accounting for about 30o of 
production. De. spite the very high rate of output of the 
wet-laying technique, it accounts for only 12% of production, 
and the remaining 4% is attributable to methods such as the 
polymer-to-fabric spin-bonding technique which has only 
just begun to be commercially exploited. The relative rates 
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of the production of fabriesaro shown in tablo 9.1 
Table 9.1 Relative rates of production of fabrics 
Method Machine Relative opeod 
Weaving Automatic loom 1 
Shuttleless loom 2 
Knitting Weft-knitting 4 
Warp-knitt ing 16 
Non-woven 
Dry process Stitch-bonding 40 
Carding 300 
Needle punching 500 
Spin-bonding 1500 
Wet process Rotoformer 2500 
(papermaking type) Foudrinier 10000 
Sol, rce : 1A. j. M. Ducrot, l'Institut Textile de France# 1970 
An 6conomic comparison between the various methods of 
producing non-woven fabrics has been made, and the results 
are shown in table 9.2 0 
Table 9_±. 2 Comparative costs of non-woven fabrics 
Process Relative Relative Relative selling 
investment cost price 2) (price/metro 
Dry process. 100 1.0 2.0 
Needle punching 145 0.6 1.5 
Wet process 600 2.7 3.3 
Spin-bonding 1900 3.5 5.0 
Source : M. J. YI. Ducrot, l'Institut Textile de France, 1970 
The relative investment varies greatly, the wet 
processing technique being six times as costly to instal 
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as the dry process, but its higher productivity helps to. 
reduce its relative selling price. Spin-bonding is a very 
new technique and at the moment is expensive to instal, 
and-the final selling price is rather high. However, as 
production expands, the relative costs will probably fall, 
and it is likely that this will become an increasingly 
important technique. 
The introduction and growth of non-woven fabrics has 
been and will continue to be governed by the states of the 
textile, engineeringg and chemical industries. The economics 
of non-wovens have been leading to the simplification of 
production processes, and in this context, the latest 
polymer-to-fabric method of production would seem to be 
most attractive. 'More attention is now being paid to 
finishing non-wovens in. such, a way as to give them better 
performance characteristics, and to obtain better prices 
for finished products. For example, for a fashion market, 
especially for dresses, there is a need for decoration 
and for this the paper printing methods seem to be the most 
suitable because of the comparatively low cost compared 
with textile printing, and the water-based pigment inks 
give adequate fastness at the lowest cost. In the future, 
disposable fabrics are likely to compete with products at 
the cheap end of the market. 
At presentg non-woven fabrics account for a very 
small percentage of total fabric production, but it has 
been suggested that they could take 8 to 1010j'o of total 
fibre consumption by 1985.1 Whether or not this target is 
reached, with the perfection of processing and the possibility 
of new markets being opened to non-woven fabrics especially 
as non-disposable non-woven fabrics can support expensive 
market development costs, it seems that the non-woven 
industry is likely to grow quite considerably in the near 
future. 
'M. J. M. Ducrot, IlInstitut Textile de France, 1970 
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CHAPTER 10 Conclusions 
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In the preceding chapters, various aspects of the 
competition between knitting and weaving have been examined, 
and a number of important features have emerged quite 
clearly from the technological, economic, and social angles. 
In considering the conclusions that may be drawn from the 
study, the salient points have been discussed within these 
categorýes, and other factors that have been found to be 
relevant to the study but which cannot necessarily be 
classified into any of these groups have also been commented: 
upon. 
The technological aspects that were considered were 
two-fold. Firstlyq the growth of the man-made fibres industry 
and its relationship with the knitting industry; and secondly 
the part that the development of machinery has played in the 
competition between the two types of fabric formation. 
During the past ten to fifteen years, there has been 
increasing competitiveness in fibre markets with synthetic 
fibres substituting both natural and other man-made fibres. 
This is shown, for example, by the recent growth of nylon 6 
and its takeover of nylon 6: 6 markets since nylon 6: 6 
requires more expensive starting materials and a greater 
degree of skill in processing. Between 1958 and 1971, man- 
made fibre production in the United Kingdom trebled, with 
cellulosic production increasing 1-j times, and synthetic 
12 times. The tremendous growth in synthetic fibre production 
is shown by the fact that it accounted for 60% of all man-* 
, made fibre output in 1971 compared with 1611ý* in 1958. Within 
the synthetic fibre market, the relative importance of the 
three main types of fibre is changing. In 1958, nylon 
accounted for 70% of all synthetic production, but in 1971 
the proportions were nylon 39%, polyester 31%, and acrylic 28ýo'. 
The effect of the growth of the synthetic fibre 
industry on natural fibres can be gauged by the fact that 
between 1958 and 1971 cotton fibre consumption in the United 
Kingdom industry fell. by 49% and wool cons=ption fell by 28%. 
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Although these decreases are partly due to the overall 
decline in the textile industry, especially in the weaving 
sectors, there is no doubt that a good deal of the trad- 
itional fibre market has been penetrated by the synthetics. 
The synthetic fibre and knitted fabric industries 
developed at the same time, so it was almost inevitable 
that close links should be established between them. 
Cooperation between the fibre makers and knitters became 
commonplace, and the vertical integration of interests 
general. This helped the knitting industry to gain a 
considerable advantage over the weaving industry as it 
was able to make the best use of the new fibres. The 
cotton and wool industries were not vertically integrated 
to such a degree and were slow to recognise the full 
pote^ntýal of the new fibres and did not exploit their 
advantages. Thus the benefits offered by the new fibres 
were almost completely taken by the knitting industry 
-which was therefore able to gain a lead over the weaving 
industry. 
The other technical aspect studied was the role 
played by the machinery industry in influencing the comp- 
etition between knitting and weaving. The basic criteria 
involved in improving all types of textile machinery are: 
to achieve higher output; to reduce machine failures; and 
to shorten production cycles; and the extent to which 
these criteria are met is obviously important in determining 
the future profitability of the different sectors of the 
textile industry. 
When considering weaving machineryg conventional- 
looms still predominate in the industry despite advances 
in the development of shuttleless looms. The recent develop- 
ments in the design of both conventional and shuttleless 
looms have concerned improvements in their speed of operation 
and their widths. The shuttleless looms are much faster than 
conventional looms, even the most advanced typesq and they 
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also need less supervision. Moreover, operatives require 
less training since the shuttleless looms have more auto- 
matic control mechanisms than the conventional looms. 
Increases i1i machine speeds have also been the main 
preoccupation of the builders of knitting machines in 
recent years. Waýp-knitting is a faster method of fabric 
formation than either weft-knitting or weaving, and the 
speeds of warp-knitting machines have increased substantially 
over the last ten years, and are still rising. The width of 
the machines is also constantly being increased and this, in 
conjunction with faster speeds, has resulted in considerable 
rises in productivity. 
Productivity increases have also been achieved by 
double jersey weft-knitting machines which are getting 
faster because they are being fitted with more feeders. 
The other major development to these machines has concerned 
the introduction of electronic methods of needle selection 
which have widened the patterning scope of the machines 
and increased their speed of operation. 
The increase in machine speeds is probably the most 
important technical factor of the competition between 
knitting and weaving. The fact that warp knitted cloth 
can be produced many times faster than woven cloth means 
that fabric for mass production markets can be produced 
both quicker and more economically. Because of the speed 
of the machines, warp and weft knitters have been able to 
take advantage of the benefits offered by synthetic fibres 
and. produce new types of cloth for apparel, for example, 
with easy-care properties, before the weavers were able to. 
Thus knitting has been able to take a considerable lead 
over weaving in some apparel fields. 
With weaving and knitting machines being developed to 
produce cloth faster, the need for the ancillary machinery 
to keep pace becomes more important, as the benefits of 
faster fabric-forming techniques will be lost if the 
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machines have to be idle for any length of time. The way 
in-which this problem is being oveýcome will be as important- 
as the development of the basic machines in the future, and 
at the moment it seems that the knitting machine manufacturers 
are more aware of this than the loom makers. If this situation 
persists, and knitting machines continue to be improved at 
the same rate as during the past decade, then knitting should 
be ableto penetrate even further into the traditional 
markets of woven cloth. 
The costs of production of knitted and woven cloths 
appear to be an important feature in the competition between 
the two methods of fabric formation. The value of wool and 
cotton woven cloths rose between 1958 and 1971 as did the 
value of woven cloth made of man-made fibre or mixture 
yarns. In the knitting sector of the industry, the value 
of synthetic fibre knitted cloth fell, reflecting the sharp 
fall"in fibre prices. Moreover, the amount of knitted 
-synthetic cloth produced rose dramatically, and in 1971 
accounted for 81ý'o of all knitted cloth manufactured compared 
with 20% in 1958. 
The value added in conveýting cotton into woven cloth 
is higher than for knitted cloth and the same is true for 
wool. Synthetic fibre knitted cloths are obviously the most 
important typesq but their costs of production cannot be 
compared with the other types of knitted cloth since the 
value of synthetic fibre cloth cannot be broken down into 
, individual fibre types, and to compare the overall value 
with that for cotton, wool, and non-synthetic fibre cloths 
would be meaningless. 
As a speculation only, it would seem from the figures 
available that the production costs of knitted cloth are 
lower than those of woven cloths. This has resulted from a 
combination of a fall in synthetic fibre prices; the fact 
that there are less stages involved in knitted cloth 
manufacture; and the higher and rising productivity of thO 
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knitted cloth process. The resultant lower cost of 
production of knitted cloth has probably been quite 
influential in the competition between the two methods 
of fabric production. 
The main social effect of the changes in the textile 
industry is on employment. Between 1960 and 1971, the 
numbers employed in the textile industry as a whole fell 
dramatically, and the general trends show that weaving . 
employment has declined and knitting employment has risen. 
The effect on the traditional regions of textile employmentg 
that is Yorkshire and Lancashire, could have been devasta- 
ting, but the impact has been cushioned by the emergence 
of new industries in the areas to take over the role of 
major employers. Wages in the textile industry are generally 
lower than most other industries, but knitters are paid 
better rates than weavers. The productivity of workers in 
the knitting sector is also much higher than those in the 
weaving sectors although productivity in all cloth-producing 
sectors has improved between 1958 and 1971. 
There is some evidence to suggest that workers are 
moving from the weaving to the knitting industry since the 
, knitting workf ' 
orce has increased in the areas where weaving 
has declined a However, the lack of information on occupa- 
tions has meant that a-detailed analysis of t'his hypothesis 
could not be carried out. 
In addition to the topics discussed above, three 
other factors were examined in depth -in the study, and 
the first of these was the effect that industrial training 
has had on the competition between knitting and weaving. 
There is no doubt that the Wool, Jute, and Flax ITB, the 
Cotton and Allied Textiles ITB, and the Knitting, Lace, and 
Net ITB have certainly improved training in their industries. 
Under the influence of the Boards, the numbers of training 
officers and instructors trained increased substantially, 
and this should have improved the quality of training in 
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the industry. However, systematic off-the-job training 
is still not prevalent in any of the three sectors, and 
until this is achieved, none of the Boards can be said to 
have contributed to the greater efficiency and hence 
profitability of its industry. Therefore, at present, it 
would probably be true to say that industrial training 
has not contributed very much to the e' fficiency of the 
industries and has not so far affected the competition 
between them. The new proposals for industrial training 
introduced by the Government-which give the ITBs more of 
an advisory capacity should be helpful in giving the 
Boards more opportunity to persuade firms of the benefits 
of good systematic training, and the Board that makes the 
most use of the opportunities offered should be able to 
give its industry the chance to lead in the competition 
between knitting and weaving. 
The other non-quantifiable aspects of this study are 
typified by the consideration of consumer behaviour and 
fashion, and their effects on the competition between 
knitting and weaving. The outstanding trend in apparel 
in the last decade has been the growth and success of 
easy-care garments. The wide choice of man-made fibres 
now available has allowed easy-care clothes in lighter 
colours (due to their washability) to be made. With new 
fibres and new processes being developed, markets are 
becoming more competitive and the choice of clothes 
available to t' he consumer is increasing. Moreover, cheaper 
methods of production have resulted in a greater number of 
garments per head being bought by more people. 
The trends in modern living towards more central 
heating, more private transport, and the increase in 
popularity of air travel with its weight restrictions 
have tended to make clothes lighter. There has also been 
a move towards more casual dress, and this has benefitted 
both man-made fibres and knitted garments and fabrics. 
There is-now much more freedom in fashiong and more 
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opportunity for an individual to express his personality 
through his clothes, and this is likely to continue in 
the future. 
Although this study has concerned the competition 
between knitting and weaving in apparel markets9 some 
consideration must be given to non-woven fabrics since 
they are likely to compete with both woven and knitted 
cloths in the clothing markets in the futureý The economics 
of non-woven fabric manufacture are very attractive because 
of the possibility of eliminating a number of the stages 
required in more conventional methods of fabric formation. 
So far, the applications of non-wovens in apparel markets 
have not been successful because of their lack of aesthetic 
appeal and because the production costs of disposable 
fashion garments are not much less than those of cheap 
durable cotton clothes. Disposables offer advantages in 
markets whe re large quantities of textiles are used, and 
durable non-wovens already provide good, cheap substitutes 
for conventional textiles in some applications. Future 
trends in the development of non-wovens are likely to be 
in the. following areas: 
(a) The wet processing techniques of production will 
expand and this will result in increases in the 
disposable and semi-disposable markets. 
(b) The production of mechanically-bonded fabrics will 
grow and open up new markets ai finishing methods 
improve. 
(C) The production of non-wovens based on thermoplastic 
adhesives is likely to grow as the amount of waste 
containing synthetic fibres also grows. 
(d) There will be a growth in the consumption of waste 
and inferior quality fibres which will be used d1most 
exclusively in the production of bonded fabrics for 
industrial uses. 
(e) Of all the production techniques, most attention is 
likely to be focussed on the polymer-to-fabric methods 
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so that advantage can be taken of the many possibilities 
that the concept presents such as: 
(i) The formation of the basic fibrous layer or fabric 
directly from the polymer being extruded from the 
spinneret. 
(ii) The formation of the basic fibre web directly from 
d film by a film-splitting technique. 
(iii) The use of bicomponent fibres with thermoplastic 
or high shrink properties. 
The way in which these techniques are developed and 
exploited will determine the success of the non-woven 
fabric industry and this in turn will affect the cloth 
markets and hence the competit-ion between knitting and 
weaving in the future. 
The extent to which the objectives of the study 
described in the introduction have been achieved has 
varied from subject to subject. The examination of some 
topics has been more successful than others, and this has 
largely depended on the availability of statistical inform- 
ation for the analyses. The supply of data ha. s therefore 
been the limiting factor throughout the research. In spite 
of this variati. on in fulfilling'the aims of the study, it 
is clear that all the subjects described have played a 
part in influencing the competition between knitting and 
weaving during the past decade and a half, which has been 
a period. of rapid change in the textile industry. It is 
impossible to tell what importance should be attached to 
each development since they are very closely connected. 
However, the following conclusions may be made about the 
different influences on the competition even though they 
cannot be ranked in order. 
The success of synthetic fibrest which have played 
a major role in the development of the knitting industry, 
is certainly due in some part to the large amounts of 
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money allocated to their promotion by the largo chemical 
. companies responsible for their production especially 
when they changed from being a chemical used by the manu- 
fact4rers alone into a commodity sold to other users. More 
companies are entering the synthetic fibre market, and are 
thus making it more competitive, and this has been parti- 
cularly noticeable since the expiry of the patents for 
nylon and polyester manufacture in 1966. 
There have been great improvements in weaving 
machinery but more particularly in knitting machinery in 
the last decade. Knitting machines are available in a 
large range of gauges and can produce a wide range of 
patterned or plain cloths quickly. Because of its short 
production cycle when compared to weaving, the knitting 
process has been very successful in accommodating the 
quick fashion changes which have been a noticeable feature 
of clothing markets in recent years. As warp and weft- 
knitting machinery has developed and improved, and the 
-number of types of cloth 
that can be produced has been 
increasedg new markets for knitted cloths have been opened 
up that were previously held exclusively by woven cloths. 
The progress made in improving knitting machinery has 
undoubtedly played a prominent part in the success of 
knitting in the past decade and a half. 
When the economics of fabric production are considered, 
knitted cloths are cheaper than woven cloths, and this has 
probably played an important part in the growth of the 
former. In the future, however, both knitted and woven 
cloths will be challenged by non-woven fabrics especially 
if the concept of disposable garments becomes widely 
accepted. At the moment, it is impossible to gauge the 
extent to which non-wovens will penetrate apparel markets, 
but when the present difficulties encountered in their 
manufacture have been overcome, they are likely to compete 
with knitted and woven cloths for many apparel applications. 
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Finally, the role of the consumer must be emphasised, 
since it is public acceptance that will ultimately determine 
whether a new product is successful or not. Modern life- 
styles tend to favour man-made fibres and knitted cloths, 
and knitting techniques are more adaptable to quick fashion 
changes than weaving. Howeverv advýrtisers have encouraged 
this trend towards faster fashion changes, particularly by 
exploiting the increased spending power of young peoplet 
and this may result in a backlash if it is carried too far, 
as has aýready been observed in the swing away from man- 
made fibres back to natural fibres. 
In the future, as the number of fibres, fabrics, and 
garments on the market increaaes, the public should be 
able to become more discriminating in its choice of clothes, 
and the quality of articles should rise. Consumer prefer- 
ences will have a significant effect on the competition 
between knitting and weaving in the future, and are one 
of the most important influences. There will always be 
a place for knitted and woven cloths in apparel markets, 
although where the balance will ultimately lie is impossible 
to predict. Perhaps what is more important is the maint. en- 
ance or improvement in the quality of all types of cloth, 
and this should be achieved, through competition between 
different fabrics. 
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Appendix I 
Industrial Training 
1. Operatoror operative training 
Operator or operative training is all factory floor 
training or retraining for which an indentured apprentice- 
ship or learnership is not customary. The training may last 
as little as two weeks or as long as several months and is 
principally for so-called "semi-skilled" worh concerned with 
particular operations or activities. Operator training can 
involve a high degree of skill, particularly in some of 
the newer and less traditional industries with fewer craft 
apprentice traditions. In some of the more traditional 
industries too, new operator skills have had to be developed 
under the pressure of technological change, * 
alongside and 
comparable in skill with more traditional craft work. An 
important aspect of operative training is that it is where 
a high proportion of retraining must be carried out. Most 
of the ITBs have paid early attention to this type of 
training when drafting their grant schemes. 
2. Craft training 
A craftsman is a skilled worker in a particular 
occupation, trade, or craft who is able to apply a wide 
range of skills and a high degree of knowledge to basically 
non-repetitive work with a minimum of direction-and super- 
vision. He requires practical training (usually under 
apprenticeship) which is normally combined with an apprOpri- 
ate course of technichl education. Responsibility for the 
quality of training rests with the ITBs which have produced 
training recommendations covering most of the craft occupa- 
tions in industry and commerce. Boards' recommendations 
provide for flexible arrangements directly related to the 
needs both of the trainees and the employers. They recommend 
that the first year, or a major part of it, should be broad- 
based and taken off-the-job; that instruction should be in 
the hands of those trained in the techniques of instruction; 
that on-the-job training should be systematic and properly 
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supervised; and that young trainees should be released 
during normal working hours for education associated with 
their training. There was a general mistaken impression 
that the Industrial Training Act was almost exclusively 
concerned with craft training. Certainly, such questions as 
the length of apprenticeships, late entry into apprentice- 
ships, and skill testing were clearly very much in the 
minds of the draftsmen of the Act and have since been very 
much in the minds of the Ms. These questions have had a 
relevance for all types of. training, but are most evident 
in craft training, partly because it is the most clearly 
established form of training. 
3. Technician training 
Technician training is one of the more indefinite 
and less understood and recognised types of training. A 
technician is an adaptable man or woman poised between the 
craftsman, whose skill he must be able to manage, though 
not-necessarily emulat@ and the technologistg whose work 
he must understand and serve. Although it is difficult to 
define a technician, his importance is in no doubt. The 
City and Guilds of London Institute has produced technicians' 
courses, and the HNC and HND are also now more clearly 
designed for the technician. 
4. Technologist training 
The most important point in technologist training as 
far as training officers and the ITBs are concerned is the 
sandwich course which combines academic education with 
industrial training. Training officers are also concerned 
with graduate training and apprenticeship, and some ITBs 
pay forms of grant for such training. An important factor 
that has led to the rise of the "thin" sandwich course 
(alternating six month periods in industry and in education) 
has been the fact that most technological universities 
have persevered with the system on their emergence from 
College of Advanced Technology statusq awarding their own 
degrees instead of the Dip. Tech. of the former Pational 
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Council for Technological Awards. Moreover, the sandwich 
course has to be taken seriously by industry since virtually 
all the ITBs give sizeable grants to firms providing 
industrial training places. 
5. Commercial and clerical training 
Until recent years, commercial and clerical training 
have been non-existent in most industrial firms, but the 
position is now changing as rapidly as in any area of 
training. At clerical training level, the need to operate 
the present proliferation of mechanical aids has made new 
training necessary. As the complexity of business practice 
has increased with the introduction of mechanised and 
computerised systems, and as competition has increased 
generally, more emphasis has been put on commercial training. 
All the ITBs favour commercial and clerical training and 
most support it through their grant policies. The increased 
activity in commercial and clerical training is also being 
matched by an increased popularity of the related further 
education. 
6. Supervisory training 
British industry's training for supervisors or foremen 
has been largely based on-the Training Within Industry (TWI) 
series of courses which are mostly two week full-tiiae or 
correspondingly longer part-time courses. However, since 
supervision and foremanship have become more intricate, 'it 
is felt that these courses are insufficient training for 
people whose jobs should properly be seen as part of 
management. The Industrial Training Act rectified this 
situation somewhatq and has provided training officers with 
a greater sense of purpose in supervisory trainingg and the 
ITBs gave this type of training early attention. Further 
education for supervisors and foremen is also developing 
more sense of purpose, partly under the influence of the 
National Examinations Board in Supervisory Studies which 
was set up by the Secretary of State for Education and 
Science just after the passing of the Industrial Training 
Act. 
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7. Management training 
Management education and training received three great 
stimuli in the early 1960's. Firstly the Rational Economic 
Development Council stressed the necessity for it in 1962; 
secondly, in 1963 the Robbins Report on Higher Education 
recommended that there should be two major business schools; 
and thirdly, the Franks Report of 1963 on British Business 
Schools had such an impact that the Foundation for Manage- 
ment Education found its subsequent appeal for Z3 millions 
oversubscribed by Z2 millions. Thus the Foundation in 
partnership with the Government was able to finance not only 
the London and Manchester Business Schools, but activities 
in the departments of management of various universities and 
colleges as well. Although this is strictly management 
education rather than management trainingg training and 
education become entangled at management level. Some ITBs 
have given early encouragement to management trainingi and 
it is foreseen that this will continue and spread to other 
Boards. 
Trainina officer and instructor trainin 
One very important consequence of the Industrial 
Training Act was a spotlighting oi the importance of the 
training officer and the workshop instructor. Industry was 
a little slow to appreciate that this meant that more 
training officers and instructors had to be trained quickly. 
However, under the joint Department of Employment (DE) and 
ITB policy of making sizeable grants to firms sending 
people to one of the DE-approved list of training officer 
courses, industry has begun to react encouragingly. Such 
grants play a prominent part in the policy of most ITBs. 
Instructor t' raining is provided by the DE through its 
various training centres. Several ITBs offer facilities in 
their own training establishments and some have given 
grant approval to the courses offered by a limited number 
of. colleges and other establishments. 
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Appendix II 
Notes 
The flowcharts for 1958P 1963, and 1968 were compiled 
by using data from the Census of Production'Reports for the 
respective years; the Annual Abstract of Statistics; and the 
Wool Industry Bureau of Statistics. (WIBS). As there wero no 
comparable figures collected in the 1971 Census of Production 
an-. alternative source of data had to be found. Statistics 
for the value of yarn and cloth were obtained from the 
Business Monitor P120 - Woollen. and worstedg as this was the 
only publication which gave the information that was 
required. However, this gives figures for the third and 
fourth quarters of 1971 only, as the first issue was for the 
third quarter of 1971. There are two ways to overcome this 
problem: 
(a) by aggregating the data for quarters 3 and 4 and 
then doubling the aggregate to give an approximate 
figure for the whole year, or 
(b) by aggregating the volume and value data for 
quarters, 3 and 4; calculating the value per square 
yard (or per pound weight for yarn); and then 
estimating the value of yarn and cloth produced by 
the industry during the whole year using the data 
supplied by WIBS. 
It was decided that approach (b) would give a more 
accurate result, and after consulting the trade literature 
for 1971 to ensure that nothing unusual had happened 
throughout the year that would unduly bias the results, 
app: ýoach (b) was used to construct the value flowchart. 
For example, for woven cloth production: 
If x is the amount of cloth produced in quarters 3&4 of. 
1971 in thousand square yards, 
If y is the value of cloth produced in quarters 3&4 of 
1971 in Z thousands, 
If z is the amount of cloth produced'in 1971 in thousand 
square yards, 
Then the value of cloth per square yard is z(Y/X) 
and the value of cloth production in 1971 is 
Moreover, if w is the amount of cloth produced in 1971 (lbs) 
Then the value of the cloth is E(yz/wx)__per lb. 
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Appendix III 
Conversion of data 
To change the 
the Annual Abstrac, 
Bulletin from area 
by WIBS were used, 
and 2. 
from area to weight 
data given in the Census of Production, 
t of Statistics and the WIBS Monthly 
to weightt- conversion factors provided 
and the results are shown in tables 1 
Table 1 Deliveries of worsted woven cloth for apparel 
Year Area Conversion factor Weight 
(th. sq. yds. ) (lbs. /sq. yd. ) (th. lbs. ) 
1958 102568 0.57 58464 
1963 100233 0.57 57133 
1968 83509 0.57 47600 
1971 82020 0.57 46751 
Table 2 Deliveries of woollen woven cloth for ap-parel 
Year Area 
(th. sq. yds. ) 
Conversion factor 
(lbs. /sq. yd. ) 
Weigbt 
(th. lbs. ) 
1958 188823 0.69 130288 
1963 166263 o. 69 114721 
1968 150503 o. 69 103847 
1971 111070 0.73 81081 
To ensure that these conversion factors truly reflected 
the'data in the Census of'Productiong a rough check should 
have been carried out on the Census figures. At first it 
was thought that the mean weight of cloth could be calculated 
from the figures supplied, for example for 1963: 
Woven woollen cloth so. yds. 
Weighing 16 oz and over to the sq. yd. 28,078 
12 and under 16 oz to the sq. yd. 44,982 
8 and under 12 oz to the sq, vyd. 61,816 
Under 8 oz to the sq. yd. 319408 
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However, unless arbitrary cut-off points are taken for 
the lower and uppbr classes, which makes the result 
inaccurate with no way of determining the error involved, 
this method cannot be used. Some figures were provided by 
the National Economic Development Office (NEDO) for woven 
wool cloths for 1963 and 1968 in pounds weightg'and having 
ensured that the NEBO and WIBS data were collected on the 
same basis, these figures were used to calculate'conversion 
factors thus: 
Production of worsted cloth 
ab Year Area Weight Conversion factor 
(m. sq. yds) (m. lbs. ) (lbs. /sq. yd. ) 
1963 148.6 86 0.58 
1968 132.2 76 0.57 
Sources : (a) WIBS (b) NEDO 
This compares with conversion factors of 0.57 lbs. per 
sq. yd. for both 1963 and 1968 in table 1. The same calcula- 
tion cannot be made for woven woollen cloth since the REDO 
data includes blankets. Although this verifies the conversion 
factors used, it still does not take the Census data into 
account. As the best alternative to calculating the mean 
weight of cloth, the median was calculated to give an 
average weight per square yard. 
Por 1963, median weight of woollen woven cloth = 0.71 lb/sq. yd 
and median weight of worsted woven cloth = 0.60 lb/sq. yd 
So although it is recognised that these figures are 
necessarily imprecise because of their method of compilation, 
they serve to show that the conversion factors used in 
changing the Census data from area to weight are of the 
right order. 
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Appendix IV 
Calculation of the value added in the stages of manufacture 
FIBRE b-YARN 10CLOTH 
A. 
- 
1958 
Table 1 shows the consumption of wool and other fibres 
in the manufacture of woollen and worsted yarns in 1958. 
Table 1 
h 
Fibre Consumption 
(m. lbs.. ) 
Price 
(p/lb) 
Value 
(. EM) 
Worsted 
Merino (a) 184-08 37.1 68-30 
Crossbred (b) 117.24 24.6 28.83 
Man-made fibre (c) 15.9 50.0 7.95 
Hair 11-76 41.2 4.85 
Woollen 
IvIerino (a) 28.08 37.1 10.4 
Crossbred (b) 100.08 24.6 24.6 
Man-made fibre (d) 40.1 30.0 12.0 
Hair 7.44 41.2 3.1 
Wool noils 18.12 22.9 4.2 
Wool waste 18-12 7.3 1.3 
Mungo & shoddy 67.20 14.4 9.7 
Sources : WIBS 
Industrial Fibres 
Census of Production, 1958 
Annual Abstract of Statistics 
(a) Merino prices were taken as 64's clean weight, average 
yearly prices. 
(b) Crossbred prices were taken as 50's clean weight, average 
yearly prices 
(0) Man-made fibre prices on the worsted system were taken 
as that for nylon or terylene staple 
(d) Yan-made fibre prices on the woollen system were taken as 
a simple average of terylene or nylon and cellulosic staple. 
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From table 1, the average value per pound weight 
of yarn can be calculated as shown in table 2. 
Table 2 Averaae value of varn 
Yarn Consumption 
(m. lbs. ) 
Value 
I(ZM) 
Avera e value 
(P/l' 
Worsted 184-08 68-30 
117.24 28.83ý, 
15.9 7.95 
11-76 4.85 
328.98 109-93 33.4 
Woollen 28.08 10.4 
ioo. o8 24.6 
40.1 12.0 
7.44 3.1- 
18.12, 4.2 
18.12 1.3 
67.20 9.7 
279-14 65.3 23.4 
The value per pound weight of worsted and woollen 
yarn in 1958 can be calculated from the flowcharts, and 
this is shown with the value added in the conversion of 
fibre into yarn in table 3. Table 3 also shows the value 
added in converting yarn into, cloth. 
Table 3 Value added in converting fibre into yarn and 
yarn into cloth 
Worsted Woollen 
Consumption m-lb 145-734 28-440 
Value zM 99.685 13-386 
Value per lb p/lb 68 47 
Average value of 
fibre in yarn p/1-b 33 23 
Value adaea p/lb 35 24 
Value of cloth p/lb 125 62 
Value added p/lb 57 15 
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B. 1963 
Table 4 shows the consumption'of fibres in woollen 
and worsted yarn manufacture in 1963. 
Table 4 
Ribre Consumption Price Value 
-(m. lbs. ) (p/lb) (ZM) 
Worsted 
Merino 
Crossbred 
Man-made fibre 
Hair 
Woollen 
Merino 
Crossbred 
Man-made fibre 
Hair 
Wool noils.: 
Wool waste 
Mungo, & shoddy 
165-96 44.2 73-36 
135-96 32.9 44-73. 
42.6 45.8 19-51 
20-52 34.8 7.15 
28-20 44.2 12.5 
112-44 32.9 37.0 
64-44 27.9 18.0 
6.24 34.8 2.2 
17-28 20.4 3.5 
16-56 14.2 2.4 
63-12 8.8 --5.4 
From this, the average value per pound weight of yarn 
can be calculated as shown in table 5. 
Table 5 Average value of yarn 
Yarn Consumption Value Average value 
(m. lbs. ) (ZM) (p/lb) 
Worsted 165.96 73-36 
135.96 44-73 
42.6 19-51 
20.5 7.15 
365.02 144-75 39.6 
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Table 5 (contd. ) 
Yarn Consumption 
(m. lbs. ) 
Woollen 28.20 
112-44 
64-44 
6.24 
17.28 
16-56 
63.12 
308.28 
Value Avera e value 
(ZM) (p/lb5 
12.5 
37.0 
18.0 
2.2 
3.5, 
2.4 
5.4 
81.0 26.3 
From the flowcharts constructed for 1963, the value 
of worsted and woollen yarns consumed in weaving apparel 
-cloth may be determined, and the value of the cloth can 
also be calculated. Thus, the value added between the 
stages of fibre to yarn and yarn to cloth conversion can 
be calculated, and this is shown in table 6. 
Table 6 Value added in convert 
yarn into cloth 
fibre into yarn and 
Worsted Woollen 
Consumption m. 1b 159-178 43.653 
Value Lm, - 111-374 19-378 
Value per lb p/lb 70 44 
Average value of 
fibre in ya: ýn p/lb 40 26,, 
Value added p/lb 30 18 
Value of cloth p/lb 133 66 
Value added P/lb 63 22- 
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C. 1968" 
- The consumption of wool and other fibres in the 
manufacture of woollen and worsted yarns is shown in table 7. 
Table 
Fibre Consumption 
(m. lbs. ) 
Price 
(p/lb) 
Value 
(ZM) 
Worsted 
Merino 126.60 44.2 56.0 
Crossbred 87.24 36.3 31.7 
Man-made fibre 67.1 34.1 22ý 09 
Hair 16.68 34.1 5.7 
Woollen 
Merino 30.84 44.2 13.6 
Crossbred 135.24 36.3 49.1 
Man-made fibre 86.4 21.8 18.8 
Hair 6.48 34.1 2.2- 
Wool noils 10.8 22.1 2.4 
Wool waste 13-56 15.1 2-. 0 
Mungo & sýioddy 49.68 10.2 5.1 
From this, the average value per pound weigh ,t 
of 
fibre in the yarn can be calculated as shown in table 
Table 8 Average value of yarn 
Yarn Consumption Value Aveme value 
(m. lbs. ) (ZM) (p/lb 
Worsted 126.60 56.0 
87.24 31.7 
67.1 22.9 
16.68 5.7 
297.62 1 
. 
116.3 39* 
ja 
Table 8 (contd. )_ 
Yarn Consumption Value Avera e value 
(m. lbs. ) (LM) (p/lbj 
Woollen 30-84 13.6 
135.24 49.1 
86.4 18.8 
6.48 2.2 
10.80 2.4 
13-56 2.0 
_49.68 
5.1 
333-00 93.2 2-8.0 
From the flowcharts for* 1968, the values of yarn 
consumed in woollen and worsted weaving may be calculated. 
Hence the value added per pound weight may be determinedg 
together with the value added in the conversion of yarn 
to cloth, and this is shown in table 9. 
Table 9 Value added in converting fibre into yavn and 
yarn into cloth 
Worsted Woollen 
Consumption m. lb 145.842 43-066 
Value- lem 99-787 22.920 
Value per ib p/lb 68 . 
53) 
Average value of 
fibre in yarn p/lb 39 28* 
Value-added P/lb 29 25 
Value of cloth p/lb 146 76., 
Value added p/lb 78 23 
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D. 1971 
The consumption of fibres in the manufacture of 
woollen and worsted yarns is shown in table 10. 
Table 10 
Pibre Consumption 
(m. lbs. ) 
Price 
(p/lb) 
Value 
(Fm) 
Worsted 
Merino 75-40 41.3 31.1 
Crossbred 66.94 33.3 22.3 
Man-made fibre 82.03 34.1 28.0 
Hair 15.87 33.6 5.3 
Woollen 
Merin'o 23.81 41.3 9.8 
Crossbrea 138.60 33.3 46.2 
Man-made fibre 86.80 23.1 20.1 
Hair 5.02 33.6 1.7 
Wool noils 11.91- 20.6 2.4 
Wool, waste 11-38 10.3 1.2 
. 
Mungo & shoddy 37-04 6.5 2.4 
Table 11 shows the average value per pound weight of 
fibre consumed in woollen and. worsted yarn manufacture. 
Table 11, Average value of yarn 
Yarn Consumption Value Average value 
(m. lbs. ) (ZM) (p/lb) 
Worsted 75-40 31.1 
66.94 22.3 
82.031 28.0 
_15.87 
5.3 
240.24 86.7 36.1 
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Table 11 (contd. ) 
Yarn Consumption Value Avera e value 
(m. lbs. ) (EM) (p/lb5 
Woollen 23.81 
138.60 
86.80 
5.02, 
11.91 
11-38 
37-04 
314-40 
9.8 
46.2 
20.1 
1.7 
2.4 
1.2 
2.4 
83.8 26.6 
The value of yarn and cloth manufactured on the 
woollen and worsted systems may be found from the flow- 
charts, and thus the value added in the stages of fibre 
to yarn and yarn to cloth conversion may be calculated, 
as shown in table 12. 
Table 12 Value added in converting fibre into yarn and 
yarn into clRh 
Worsted Woollen 
Consumption m. lb 135-39 65-56 
Value S. M. 44-705 55-009 
Value per Ib p/lb 68 41. 
Average value of 
fibre in yarn p/lb 36 27 
Value added p/lb 32 14 
Value*of cloth p/lb 159 81 
Value added p/lb 91 40 
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Appendix V 
Flowchart for the production of woollen and worsted vioven cloth 
I 
SHEEP SPUN YA-RI7ý 
SHEARING ITWISTING ITwisting of 2 
or 3 fine 
CLASSING 
stranded yarns- 
together to, 
-make stronger 
AUCTION 
or fancy yarn 
I IWINDING JYarn wound 
SORTING onto packages 
according t-o 
the machine 
SCOURING In alkaline specifications 
detergent followed 
by rinsing I - - ING IWARP ]Prep ration of 
warp threads 
DRYING by winding onto 
warp beams 
F-CARDING Teasing of wool 
staples apart LOOM Preparation of 
gently to form a TUNING loom for 
carded web which weaving. This 
is gathered involves setting 
together to form warp beam in 
a sliver position and 
adjusting the 
patterning 
COTKBING Long fibres are mechanism 
H H laid parallel; 
0 short fibres are F - 0 removed; a 'top' VaAVIVT G 
ý 
T is formed 
DRAWING Reduces thickness 
of 'top' or 
'roving' to that of 
the yarn required 
SPINNING Insertion of twist 
into the strand of 
fibres to form the 
desired yarn 
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Flowchart for the production of cotton woven cloth 
MATURE ISPUN YARN 
COTTON I 
I HARVESTING I 
I TWISTING I 
WINDING 
GINNING Removal of 
cotton seeds 
from fibres WARPING 
GRADING L0014 
----7- TUNING 
OPENING Initial I 
opening of WEAVING 
compressed 
fibres from 
cotton bales 
DUSTING & 
BLENDING 
CARDING Formation of 
carded web 
and sliver 
COIABING OR Formation of 
COYDENSING combe. d sliver 
-I. or''roving' 
I DRAWING I 
I SPINNING I 
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Flowchart for the production of synthetic fibre knitted cloth 
SYNTHETIC FIL94ENT 
POLYMER YARN 
HEATING &I 
FORCING MACHINE 
THROUGH PREPARATION 
SPINNERET 
I COOLING I 
I DRAWING I 
I KNITTING I 
WIND-UP OF 
FILAMENT 
YARN 
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Appendix VI 
Notes 
All data except those for fibre consumption were taken 
from the Census of Production Reports for 1958,1963, and 
1968. As no similar data are contained in the 1971 Census, 
an alternative source of information had to be found. 
Figures provided by the Textile Statistics Bureau were 
used for fibre consumption and yarn production, and data 
from the Business Monitor Series, which are collected on 
the same basis as those in the Census of Production, were 
used for yarn consumption and cloth production. The two 
publications used were: P118 - Spinning and doubling on 
the cotton and flax systems; and P119 - Weaving of cotton, 
linen, and man-made fibres. However, these figures are 
available for the third and fourth quarters of 1971 only. 
The Textile Statistics Bureau publishes figures for the 
quantity of yarn consumed, and the amount of cloth produced, 
but do not collect figures for their value. There are two 
ways to overcome this problem: 
(a) by aggregating the figures for quarters 3 and'4 
in the Business Monitor, and then doubling the 
aggregate to give an approximate figui-e for the 
whole year 
(b) by aggregating. the volume and value data for 
quarters 3 and 4, calculating the value per pound 
weight and then estimating the value of the yarn 
consumed and cloth produced by the industry in 
the whole year, using the data supplied by the 
Textile Statistics Bureau. 
The same problem occurred in the woollen and worsted 
sector, and approach (b) was adopted. The same method was 
used here: 
If x is the amount of cloth produced in quarters 3&4 (m. lb) 
If y is the value of cloth produced in quarters 3&4 (Zth) 
If z is the amount of cloth produced in 1971 (m. 1b) 
Then the value of the cloth per pound weight is 
and the value of cloth production in 1971 is 
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Appendix VII 
Conversion of 
-, 
figures from linear or square yards to 
pounds weight 
Pigures for cloth production in the cotton and allied 
textiles industry are quoted in square yards in the Census 
of Production, and in linear yards in the Business Monitor. 
In order to calculate the value added in converting yarn 
into cloth, it is necessary to know the weight of cloth 
produced. The figures were changed into pounds weight as 
follows: 
(a) by converting linear measurement to square measure- 
ment (necessary for 1971 only) 
(b) by converting square measurement to weight 
(a) The Textile -Statistics Bureau provided the following 
conversion factors for cloth for 1971: 
Linear-----&. square yards x 1.28 for cotton. cloth 
x 1.37 for man-made fibre or 
mixture cloths 
Therefore, the cloth production in all four years is 
obtainable in square measurement. 
(b) The second stage is to convert these figures into 
pounds, weight, and this was done by using conversion 
factors provided by the Market Research Section of the 
Rational Cotton Council of America. The change could have 
been performed in either of two ways: 
(a) by using an overall factor for all apparel cloth 
(b) by using individual factors for each-category of 
apparel cloth, such as dress cloth, shirting etc. 
The second approach was adopted for 1958,1963, and 
1968, but method (a) had to be used for 1971, since no 
-breakdown of 
the total figure for cloth production into 
individual products was available. 
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Appendix VIII 
Calculation of the value added in convertingfibre into 
yarn and yarn into clo'tb 
Data for the production of cloth on the cotton weaving 
system are available for two categories: "wholly of cotton", 
and "of man-made fibres and mixtures". In order to calculate 
the value added in manufacturing these two types of cloth, 
it was therefore necessary to calculate an average value of 
the fibre consumed in yarn manufacturing, and an average 
value of the yarn consumed in cloth production. 
Cotton 
By definition, cloth made wholly'of cotton contains 
cotton fibre only, and so the average value of fibre 
consumed in yarn manufacture may be taken as the price of 
cotton fibre. 
' The value per pound weight of cotton yarn 
may be calculated from the flowcharts as shown in table 1. 
Table 
Yarn Consumption 
(m. lbs. ) 
Single 312.0 
Doubled 75.4 
387.4 
Value Average value 
(ICM) (p/lb) 
68-36 
19-71 
88.07 22-73 
Therefore the average value of cotton yarn is lb 
Data for apparel cloth production in 1958 are given 
for nine categories as shown in table 2. From the flow- 
charts, the value and quantity of cloth produced are known, 
and thus an average value of the cloth produced. may 
be 
calculated. 
'The price of cotton fibre was taken as American middling 
15/16 inch staple. 
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Table 2 Value of cotton cloth 
Type of cloth Production 'Value Average 
value 
(m. lbs. ) (, Cm) (p/lb) 
Flannelette & winceyette 
Shirting 
Dresses, blouses, etc. 
Industrial overalls 
Rainwear 
Linings 
Corset cloth 
Speciality cloth 
Other apparel cloth 
15-70 8.406 
36.25 16.108 
40-12', 27.819' 
45.67 12.141 
4.69 3.551 
14.28 7. '096 
2.20 1.213' 
35-74 11-316 
13-02 5.269 
207.67 92.919 44-73 
Therefore the average value of cotton cloth is 
and the average value of cotton fibre is 10 p/lb 
Value added 
lOp/lb 23p/lb 45p/lb 
PIB REE 1- YARV CLOTH 
+13 +22 
2.1963 
The average value of cotton fibre is 10 p/lb 
Table 3 shows the consumption and value of cotton 
yarns on the cotton weaving system. 
Table 
Yarn. Consumption Value Average value 
(m. lbs. ) (zm) (p/lb) 
Single 239.630 47-173 
Doubled 
_49-399 
11.809 
289.029 58.982ý 20-41 
Therefore the average value of cotton yarn is 20 D/lb 
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The consumption and value of cloth produced in 1963 
is shown in the flowchartst and thus the average value of 
cotton cloth can be calculated, as shown in table 4. 
Table 4 Value of cotton cloth 
Type of cloth 
Flannelette & winceyette 
Shirting 
Dresses, blouses, bte. 
Industrial overalls 
Rainwear 
Linings 
Corset cloth 
Speciality cloth 
. 
Other apparel cloth 
Production Value Average 
value 
(m. lbs. ) (4m) (p/lb) 
11-50 6.810 
26.04 15-011 
23.62 18-492 
37-11 9.930 
4.53 4.028 
14-50 8.092 
2.35 1.251 
13.80 4.672 
14-57 5.814 
148.02 74-100 50-06 
Therefore the average value of cotton cloth is 
Value added 
j0p/lb 20p/lb 5 Op/lb 
FIBRE YARN PLOTH 
+10 +30 
The average value of cotton fibre is 11 p/lb 
The average value per pound weight of cotton yarn is 
shown in table 5. 
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Table 
Yarn Consumption Value Avera e value (m. lbs. ) (ZM) (p/lb5 
Single 210.010 45-512 
Doubled 35.832 9.953 
245.842 55-465 22-56 
Therefore the average value of cotton yarn is 
_23 
p/lb 
0 
The data for 1968 gives the production of cloth in 
nine categories as shown in table 6. From the flowcharts, 
the value and quantity of cloth produced is known, and 
so. the average value per pound weight of cotton apparel 
cloth may be found. 
Table 6 Value of cotton cloth 
Type of cloth Production Value Average 
value (m. lbs. ) (. ýza) (p/lb) 
Dresses, blouses, overalls 
Industrial overalls. 
Rainwear 
Linings & interlinings 
Women's lingerie/nightwear 
Men's shirts/nightwear 
Suits, skirts, trousers 
Speciality cloth 
Other apparel cloth 
8.91 
18-54 
0.60 
6.36 
1.09 
12.20 
3.82 
11-95 
2.60 
66.07 
7.431 
6.209 
o. 673 
4.520 
1.036 
9.970 
2.078 
5.647 
1.196 
38-760 58.67 
Therefore the average value of cotton cloth is 59 p/lb 
Value added 
llp/lb 23p/lb 59p/lb 
FIBRE -YARN ol CLOTH 
+12 +36 
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4.1971 
The average value of cotton fibre is 
The average value of cotton yarn was calculated from 
the flowcharts for 1971, and as a breakdown of the yarn 
consumed was not available, an'overall value was calculated: 
The average value of cotton yarn is 27 p/lb 
The average value of cotton cloth was also calculated 
from the flowcharts, and again an overall value had to be 
used since no data were available for the breakdown of the 
production figure into, individual categories. 
The average value of cotton cloth is 48 p/lb 
Value added 
12p/lb 27p/lb 48p/lb 
FIBRE v YARN CLOTH 
+15 +21 
IvIan-made fibres and mixtures 
The calculation of the average value per pound weight 
of cotton fibre, yarn, and cloth; and hence the value 
added was fairly straightforward. However, difficulties 
arise when the side of production dealing with man-made 
fibres and mix-tur&s is considered. The value of the cloth 
produced and the. yarn consumed may be found by the same 
method that was used for cotton cloth, but the value of 
the fibre in the yarn has to be calculated differently. 
. From the flowcharts, the overall consumption of 
fibres in the cotton weaving industry is known, and their 
prices in the four years under study are also known. If an 
average of the prices of all fibres consumed is taken,. this. 
would undoubtedly give a false picture of the value of the 
fibre consumed in yarn production. Moreover, a weighted 
average method as employed in the woollen and worsted 
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section cannot be used since the amount of cotton consumed 
in mixed yarns is unknown, and to use the total figure for 
cotton consumed would give a very misleading value. 
The only alternative is to calculate an average value 
using figures for the amount of yarn consumed by fibre 
type with the prices of the fibres. Having found the overall 
consumption and value of the fibres in the yarn, an average 
value of the fibre in the yarn may be estimated, as shown 
. below. 
1.1958 
The average value of fibre consumed in the manufacture, 
of man-made and mixture yarns is shown in table 7. 
Table 
Type of fibre Consumption Price Value (m. Ibs. ) (p/lb) (Em) 
I-Jan-made f ibres 
(Non-industrial uses) 
Continuous filament 
Cellulosic 56.7 25.6 14-51 
Synthetic 11.4 61.5 7.01 
Staple 
Cellulosic 
Synthetic 
Mixtures 1 
1 Cotton 
Man-made f ibre 
66.6 10.0 6.66 
16.6 46.5 7.72 
3.9 10.0 0.39 
3.9 28.2 1.10 
159.1 37-39 
1 Estimated as 500/'o cotton, 50o man-made fibre 
Therefore the average value of the fibre in the yarn 
is 0 
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The average value of yarn consumed in weaving man-made 
fibre or mixture cloth can be calculated from the data in 
the flowcharts. 
Table 8 Value of man-made fibre and mixture yarns 
Type of yarn Consumption Value Average 
value 
(m. lbs. ) (. Em) (p/lb) 
Continuous f ilament 
Spun 
Mixtures 
118.5 47.85 
. 
84.7 18-71 
7.8 1.74 
211.0 68-30 32-37 
Therefore the average value of the yarn is 32 p/lb 
Table 9 shows the production and value of cloth made 
from man-made fibre or mixture yarns. 
Table Value of man-made fibre and mixture cloth 
Type, of cloth Production Value Average 
value 
(m. Ibs. ) (ZM) (p/lb) 
Dress cloth 32.64 23-712 
lingerie-& nightwear 4.29 4.248 
Rainwear 1.36 0.934 
Linings 18-48 11-310 
Corset cloth 2.42 2.130 
Other apparel cloth 16-46 8.980 
75.65 51-314 67-83 
Therefore the average value of the cloth is 6 
_p/111 
Value added 4 
23p/lb 3.2p/lb 68p/lb 
FIBRE YARN CLOTH 
+36 
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2.1963 
The average value of fibre consumed in the manufacture 
of man-made fibre and mixture yarns is shown in table 10. 
Table 10 
Type of fibre Consumption Price Value 
(m. Ibs. ) (p/lb) (Zm) 
Man-made f ibres 
(Non-industrial uses) 
Continuous filament 
Cellulosic 
Synthetic 
Staple 
Cellulosic 
Syntbetic 
Mixtures 
Cotton 
Man-made fibre 
6o. 8 25.0 15.20 
23.4 53.3 12-47 
44.5 10.0 4.45 
14.8 46.5 6.88 
3.1 10.0 0.31 
3.1 28.2 o. 87 
149.7 40-18 
Therefore the average value of fibre in the yarn is 27 P/Ib. 
Table 11 shows the value per pound weight of man-made 
fibre and mixture yarns consumed in weaving. 
Table 11 Value of man-made fibre and mixture yarns 
Type of yarn Consumption Value Average 
value 
(m. lbs. ) (F-M) (p/lb) 
Continuous f ilament 
Synthetic 32-701 17.282 
Other 102.032 26.823 
Spun 
Synthetic 7.909 2.568 
Other 50.687 10-792 
Mixtures 6.220 1.828 
199-549 59.293 29.71 
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Therefore the average value of the yarn is 30 pZlb 
The average-value of cloth is shown in table 12, 
which also shows the six categories of man-made fibre and 
mi. xture cloths. 
Table 12 Value of man-made fibre and mixture cloth 
Type of cloth Production Value Average 
value 
(m. lbs. ) (ZM) (p/lb) 
Dress cloth 
Lingerie & nightwear 
Rainwear 
Linings 
Corset cloth 
Other apparel cloth 
29.93 27-924 
2.38 2.516 
2.12 1.757 
22.23 14-745 
2.80 2.921 
14-02 10-510 
73-48 60-373 82.15 
Therefore the average value of the cloth is 82p/lb . 6- 
Value aaded 
27p/lb 30p/lb 82p/lb 
FIBRE YARN CLOTH 
+3 +52 
3.1968 
Table 13 shows the value per pound weight of fibres 
consumed in yarn manufacture in 1968, and the value of 
yarn consumed in weaving cloth of ýian-made fibres or 
mixtures is shown in table 14. 
The average value of the fibre in the yarn is 
The average value of the yarn is 
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Table 13 
Type of fibre Consumption Price Value 
(m. lbs. ) (p/lb) (P-M) 
Man-made fibres 
(Non-industrial uses) 
Continuous f ilament 
Cellulosic 63.4 26.0 16-49 
Synthetic 22.2 48.3 10-72 
Staple 
Cellulosic 24.5 9.9 2.42 
Synthetic 10.7 30.0, 3.21 
Mixtures 
Cotton. 14.2 10.8 1.53 
Man-made fibre 14.2 20.0 2.84 
149.2 37.21 
Table 14 Value of man-made fibre and mixture yarns- 
Type of yarn Consumption Value Average 
value 
(m. lbs. ) (lem) (p/lb) 
Continuous filament 
Synthetic 44-599 18.072 
Other' 79-160 22.237 
SPun 
Synthetic 4.723 2.497 
Other 36.980 9.048 
Mixtures 14-797 5.931 
180.259 57-785 32.06 
For 1968, data are available for eight categories of 
cloth made from man-made fibre or mixture yarns, and these 
are'shown in table 15 with their production and value. 
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Table 15 Value of man-made fibre and mixture cloth 
Type of cloth Production 
(m. lbs. ) 
Value 
(ZM) 
Averpge 
value 
(p/lb) 
Dress cloth. 10-57 11-723 
Industrial overalls 1.19 0.472 
Rainwear 4.14 3.858 
Linings 16.16 10-948 
Women's lingerie/nightivear 0.93 1.188 
Men's shirts/nightwear 3.39 1.515 
Suits, skirtst trousers 3.83 6.339 
Other apparel cloth 4.32 3.910 
44.53 39-953 89-71 
Therefore the average value of the cloth is 90 p/lb 
Value added 
25p/lb 32p/lb 90p/lb 
FIBRE oCLOTH, 
+7 +58 
4.1971 
Table 16 shows-the consumption of fibres in man-made 
fibre and mixture yarn manufacture in 1971. 
Table 16 
Type of fibre Consumption 
(m. lbs. ) 
Price 
(p/lb) 
Value 
(zm) 
Man-made f ibres 
(Non-industrial uses) 
Continuous f ilament 
Cellulosic 51.6 27.1 13-98 
Synthetic 25.0 45.3 11-32 
Staple 
Cellulosic 17.0 12.0 2.04 
Synthetic 14.3 
. 
27.4 3.92 
Mixtures 
Cotton 17.0 11.6 1.97 
Man-made f ibre 17.0 19.7 3.35 
141.9 36-58 
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Therefore the avexýage value of the fibre in the yarn is 
26 32/lb. 
The average value of yarn consumed in weaving is 
calculated in table l7p using the data from the flowcharts. 
Table 17 Value of man-made fibre and mixture yarns 
Type of yarn Consumption Value Average 
value 
(m. lbs. ) (4m) (p/lb) 
Synthetic fibre 60.29 26-474 
Other man-made f ibre 37-01 8.640 
Mixtures 
_42.80 
14-172 
140-10 49.286 35.18 
Therefore the average value of the yarn is 35 p/lb 
The average*value of the cloth manufactured is also 
calculated from the data in the flowcharts, and as in the 
case of cloth woven wholly from cotton, only an overall 
figure for production is available. 
Therefore the average value of the cloth is 72 P/lb 
Value'added 
26p/lb 35p/lb 72p/lb, 
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AppendiX X 
In order to compare the price per pound weight of 
warp knitted cloth in the four years under consideration, 
a figure for the quantity of such cloth produced in pounds 
weight had to be obtained for 1971. The Business Monitor 
for warp knitting quotes the production of cloth in thousand 
square yards, and the Textile Statistics Bureau publishes 
data for the production of warp knitted cloth-in million 
pounds weight. However, the Textile Statistics Bureau's 
figure cannot be used, because the data is collected on a 
different basis from the Business Monitor and Census of 
Production. Data published by the Textile Statistics Bureau. 
relate to all the establishments engaged in producing cloth, 
whereas those in the Business Monitor and the Census of 
Production relate to establishments employing 25 or more 
persons. The discrepancy between the figures is shown by 
the two examples below: 
War-o knitting production 
Year Census oý Textile Statistics % difference 
Production Bureau C of P 
(m. lbs. ) (m. lbs. ) T. S. S. 
1963 24-61 28-35 -13 
1968 61.11 66.63 -8 
It is generally felt that the data in the Business 
Monitor series underestimate the true figures by approx- 
imately 10%, and this would seem to be borne out by the 
two examples given above. In order to equate the true 
figure for warp knitting production in 1971 given by the 
Textile Statistics Bureau of 77-46 m. lbs. to the Business 
Monitor figure of 496-518 m. ýq. yds. 9 it was decided to 
deflate the weight by 10% to give a figure of 69.71 m. lbs. 
If this figure is now divided between synthetic fibre cloth 
1 Private communication from the'National Economic Develop- 
ment Office and the Department of Trade and Industry. 
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and cloth of man-made fibres other than synthetic in a 
simple ratio (assuming that both types of cloth will weigh 
approximately the same per square yard) the following 
figures are obtained. 
Production 
Production 
the data ci 
Production 
Production 
Production 
of 
of 
omp, 
of 
of 
of 
warp knitted cloth 
warp knitted cloth 
atible with previou 
warp knitted cloth 
warp knitted cloth 
warp knitted cloth 
than synthetic 
- 77-46 m. lbs. 
deflated by 101i'o to make 
s years' figures - 69.71 m. lb. 
- 496-518 m. sq. yds. _ 
of synthetic fibre 
415-788 m. sq. Yds_. 
of man-made fibre other 
w 80.518 m. so. yds. 
Therefore, production of warp knitted cloth of syntheti c 
fibre - 41ý-788 x 69-71 
496-518 
= 58-37 m. lbs. 
and the production of warp knitted cloth of man.: -made fibre 
other than synthetic = 80-518 x 69-71 
. 496-518 
= 11-30 M. lbs. 
The value of the cloth is obtained from the Business 
Monitor, and. hence the value of the cloth in new pence per 
pound weight may be calculated. 
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Ap: 2endix XI 
Calculation of the value added in converting synthetic yarn 
into knitted cloth 
Warp knitted cloth is produced almost entirely from 
continuous filament yarns, and thus the value of the yarn 
used in cloth production was taken as the price of the. yarn 
in the four years being studied. Weft knitted cloth is 
produced from either continuous filament yarns or from spun 
yarns, and so an average value of yarn consumed in weft 
knitting had to be calculated before the value added in 
converting the yarn into cloth was deduced. 
1.1958 
Weft knitted cloth 
Table 1 shows the consumption and value, and hence 
the average value of yarn used in the manufacture of weft 
Imitted cloth. 
Table 1 
Type of yarn Consumption Price Value 
(m. lbs. ) (p/lb) (Lm) 
Continuous f ilament 10.3 61.5 6.33 
Spun 5.4 46.5 2.51 
15.7 8.84 
Therefore the average value of the yarn is 56 p/lh 
and the average value of the cloth is 153__p/lb 
Therefore the value added is 97 
Warp knitted cloth 
The average value of the yarn is 62 p/lb 
and the average value of the cloth is 158 P/lb 
Therefore the value added is 96 
389 
2.1963 
Weft knitted cloth 
Table 2 shows the consumption and the value of the 
yarn used'in the manufacture of weft knitted cloth in 1963. 
9 
Table 2 
Type of yarn Consumption Price Value 
(m. lba. ) (p/lb) (EM) 
Continuous filament 29.8 53.3 15.85 
Spun 24.9 46.5 11-58 
54.7 27-43 
Therefore the average value of the yarn is 0 p/lb 
and the average value of the cloth is 110 p/lb 
Therefore the value added is 60 p/lb 
Warp knitted cloth 
The average value of the yarn is 
an'd the average value of the cloth is 124-_p/lb 
Therefore the value added is 71 
3.1968 
The consumption and valub of the yarn used in the 
manufacture of weft knitted cloth in 1968 is shown in table 3. 
Table 3 
Type of yarn Consumption Price Value 
(m. lbs. ) (p/lb) (ZM) 
Continuous filament 80.7 48.3 38.98 
Spun 47.6 30.0 14.28 
128.3 53.26 
Therefore the average value of the yarn is 41 p/lb 
and the average value of the cloth is 116_p/lb 
Therefore the 'value added is 75 
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Warp knitted cloth 
The average value of the yarn is 48 2Zlb 
and the average value of the cloth is 
Therefore the value added is 
4.1971 
Table 4 shows the consumption, 'value, and hence the 
average value of yarn used in weft knitting in 1971. 
Table 4 
Type of yarn Consumption Price Value 
(m. lbs. ) (p/lb) (LM) 
Continuous filament 102.0 45.3 46.21 
Spun 78.2 27.4 
--- - 
21.43_ 
180.2 67.64 
Therefore the average value of the yarn is 38 P/lb 
and the average value of the cloth is 107 p/lb 
Therefore the value added is 69-pZlb 
War]2- knitted 'cloth 
The average value of the yarn is 45 p/lb 
and the average value of the cloth is 105__p/lb 
Therefore the value added is 
5.. 1 
Revised calculation of value added, taki 
of textured yarns into account 
17eft knitted cloth 
Table 
the consumption 
Type of-yarn Consumption 
(m. lbs. ) 
Price 
(p/lb) 
Value 
(zm) 
Continuous f ilament 
Textured polyamide 16.28 48.1 7.83 
Textured polyester 61-52 80.3 49-40 
Non-textured 24.20 45.3 10.96 
SPU 78.20 27.4 21.43 
180.20 89.62- 
39ý 
Therefore the average value of the yarn is 50 
_pZlb and the average value of the cloth is 107 p/lb 
Therefore the value added is. 
Warp knitted cloth 
Table 
Type of yarn 
Continuous filament 
Textured polyamide 
Textured polyester 
Non-textured 
Consumption Price Value 
(m. lbs. ) (p/lb) (FM) 
1.27 48.1.0.61 
5.51 8o. 3 4.42 
58-90 45.3 26.68 
65.68 31-71 
Therefore the average value of the yarn is 48 'P/lb 
and the average value of the cloth is-105 P/lb 
Therefore the value added is 
I 
3 11 Ll 9 tj #%0 
AppendiX XII 
Family Expenditure Survey 
The Family Expenditure Survey (FES) originates from 
a recommendation of the Cost of Living Advisory Committee, 
now the Retail Prices Index Advisory Committee, that an 
enquiry should take place into the pattern of expenditi4re 
of private households as a source of the weighting pattern 
of the Index of Retail Prices. The FES has been in continuous 
operation since 1957 and full reports on the Surveys have 
been published annually since 1962. 
All types of private households in the United Fingdom 
are covered by the Survey and in 1971, a sample of approx- 
-imately 11,000 addresses was used. The Department of 
Employment has overall responsibility for the FES, and. 
for processing and publishing the results. Information on 
expenditure is collected partly by interview and partly 
by records kept by individual members of the household. 
Details of income are usually obtained by interview. The 
FES uses three basic forms in collecting information: 
(a) Ifousehold Schedule which is used to obtain goneral 
information about the household and certain types 
of regularly recurring expenditure such as housing, 
gas, electricity and telephone charges. 
(b) Income Schedule which covers information about the 
employment status, earnings, and other sources of 
income of each member of the household aged 15 and 
over. 
(c) Diary Record-Book on which each "spender" maintains 
a detailed record of his expenditure during 
fourteen consecutive days. 
Definitions of terms used in the FES 
Household 
A household comprises one person living alone or a 
group of people living at the same address having meals 
prepared together and with co=on housekeeping. 
I 
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11c, ad of a household 
The head of the household must be a member of that 
household. He/she is the person who: 
(a) owns the household accommodation, or 
(b) is legally responsible for the rent of the 
accommodation, or 
(0) has the household accommodation as an emolument 
or perq uisite, or 
(d) has the household accommodation by virtue of some 
relationship to the owner who is not a member of 
the household. 
Income 
The concept of income is that of gross weekly cash 
income current at the time of interview, i. e'. before the 
deduction of income tax, national insurance contributions, 
and other deductions at source. 
Expenditure 
Total expenditure represents current expenditure on 
goods and services. Payments that are really savingsq such 
as purchase of national savings certificates and payments 
to pension funds are excluded, as are income tax payments, 
national insurance contributions and mortgage and other 
payments for the purchase of or major additions to dwellings. 
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Appendix XIII 
To show the difference between the two sets of data 
for employment, a comparison was made for 1965, the first 
year in which data for the number of employees in employ- 
ment were published. Tables 1 and 2 show the number of 
employees in the five selected regions for the three 
industry sectors. 
Table 1 Estimated number of employees in employment 
in 1965 (thousands) 
We st 
Midlands 
East 
Midlands 
Borth 
West 
Yorks. & 
Humberside 
Scotland G. B. 
Textiles 36.6 123.7 221.4 184.0 98.3 757.3 
IJLH 413 2.6 4.5 63.5 10.0 4.7 90.3 
MLH 414 1.4 3.8 10.0 125.3 19.4 173.1 
MLH 417 3.5 77.9 9.5 3.6 21.7 131.8 
Source : Department of Employment 
Table 2 Estimated number of employees (employed and 
unemDloyed) in 19 5 (thousands) 
West East Porth Yorks. & Scotland G. B. 
Midlands Midlands West Humberside 
Tertiles 37.8 125.3 230.8 186.6 100.5 773.9 
YiLH 413 2.4 4.0 66.0 10.6 5.3 94.4 
IvLLH 414 1.6 3.8 10.0 129.5 19.8 178.0 
MLH 417 3.9 78.1 8.8 3.6 20.4 130.1 
Source : Department of Employment 
Tables 3 and 4 show the actual and percentage 
differences between the two sets of data. 
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Table 3 Difference between the numbers in employ-ment and 
the numbers employed and unemployed (thousands) 
We st East North Yorks. & Scotland G. B. 
Midlands Blidlands West Humberside 
Textiles 1.2 1.6 9.4 2.6 2.2 16.6 
IALH 413 0.2- 0.5 2.5 o. 6 0.6 4.1 
MLH 414 0.2 0.0 0.0 4.2 0.4 4.9 
MLH 417 0.4 0.2 0.7 0.0 1.3 1.7 
Table 4 Percentage difference between the numbers in 
employment and the numbers emDloyed and unemDloved 
West East North Yorks. & Scotland G. B. 
Midlands Midlands West Humberside, 
Textiles 3-3 1.3 4.2 1.4 2.2 2.2 
IVMH 413 o. 8 11.1 3.9 6. o 12.8 4.5 
MLH 414 14.2 0.0 0.0 3.3 2.1 2.8 
IILH 417 11.4 0.2 7.4 0.0 6. o 1.3 
From these tables it is seen that as the figureb 
are quoted to the nearest one thousandq the differences 
between the two sets of data are not very. serious. 
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Appendix XIV 
The following tables show the percentage change in 
employment and the ratio of employment in each industry 
group to the total regional employment in all manufacturing 
industry for 1960 and 1971 for the following regions: 
(a) The West Midlands 
(b) The East Midldnds 
(C) Yorkshire and Humberside 
(d) The North-West 
(e) Scotland 
(f) Great Britain 
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Appendix XV 
The following tables show the order of average hourly 
earnings for manual workers in 1971 for the following 
regions: 
(a) Great Britain (male and female workers) 
(b) The West Midlands (male) 
(C) The East Midlands (male) 
(d) Yorkshire and Humberside (male) 
(e) The Porth West (male) 
(f) Scotland (male) 
All the figures quoted are taken from the New 
Earnings Survey for 1971. 
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(a) Great Britain 
Male manual workers 
Industry Average Average 
hourly weekly 
earnings earnings 
Vehicles LO-78 -L34-9 
Coal & petroleum products 0.76 33.7 
Paper, printing, publishing 0.73 34.1 
Metal manuf acture 0.68 31.3 
Chemicals & allied industries 0.68 31.0 
All manufacturing industry o. 67 31.1 
Shipbuilding 0.66 33.5 
Mechanical engineering 0.65 30.8 
Other manufacturing industry 0.65 30.4 
Mining and quarrying, o. 65 29.6 
Electrical engineering 0.64' 29.9 
Metal goods not elsewhere spec. 0.64 29.9 
Bricks, pottery, glass 0.63 31.3 
Grand total 0.62 29.4 
Instrument engineering 0.62 28.7 
Clothing and footwear 0.61 25.9 
Food, drink, tobacco 0.60 30.0 
Timber, furniture etc. 0.60 r%O ^ due 4 
TEXTILES 0.60 27.4 
Agriculture, forestry, fishing 0.45 23.0 
Female manual- workers. 
Vehicles ZO. 47 IC19.0 
Bricks, pottery, glass 0.41 16.2 
Mechanical engineering 0.41 16.4 
Instrument engineering 0.40 16.2. 
Electrical engineering 0.40 16.2 
Chemicals & allied industries 0.39 15.7 
All manufacturing industry 0.39 15.7 
Paper, printing2 publishing 0.39 15.6 
Clothing and footwear 0.39 15.1 
Food, drinkv tobacco 0.38 15.9 
Grand total 0.38 15.3 
TEXTILES 0.38 15.2 
Other manufacturing industry 0.38 15.1 
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(b) The I-Vest Midlands 
Flale manual workers 
Industry Average Average 
hourly weekly 
earnings earnings 
Vehicles ZO. 92 Z39-3 
Other manufacturing industry 0.76 33.0 
All manufacturing industry 0.74 33.1 
Metal manufacture 0.70 31.6 
Mechanical engineering o. 69 31.5 
Metal goods not elsewhere,, 
_. 
spec., 0.69 30.8 
Food, drink, tobacco 0.68 32.7 
Electrical engineering 0.68 30.6 
Mining and quarrying 0.67 31.6 
Chemicals & allied industries o. 67 29.2 
TEXTILES 0.66 29.9 
Paper, printing, publishing o. 65 29.1 
Timber, ' furniture etc. 0.61 27.9 
(c) The East Midlands 
Male manual workers 
Vehicles zo. 69 Z30-4 
Metal manufacture o. 69 30.1 
Paper, printingl publishing 0.68 - 
Mining and quarrying 0.68 30.8 
TEXTILES 0.65 29.3 
Mechanical engineering o. 65 30.0 
ý11 manufacturing industry o. 65 29.2 
Other manufacturing industry 0.64 - 
Metal goods not elsewhere spec. 0.64 29.5 
Electrical engineering o. 63 28.8 
Clothing and footwear o. 63 25.8 
Bricks, pottery, glass.. 0.62 31.4 
Food,, drink, tobacco 0.59 27.1 
Timberg furniture etc. 0.59 27.6 
Chemicals & allied industries 0.55 25.9 
Agriculture, forestry, fishing 0.44 21.2 
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(d) Yorkshire and Humberside 
Ylale manual workers 
Industry Average Average 
hourly we ek ly 
earnings earnings 
Vehicles ZO. 68 R, 29.8 
Mining and quarrying 0.68 29.4 
Metal manufacture 0.67 30.6 
Paper, printing, publishing 0.66 29.3 
Chemicals & allied industries 0.65 29.2 
Bricks, pottery, glass 0.65 30.8 
All manufacturing industry 0.63 28.8 
Mechanical engineering 0.62 28.7 
Electrical engineering 0.62 27.9 
Metal goods not elsewhere spec. 0.61 28.1 
Food, drink, tobacco 0.60 29.1 
Other manufacturing industry 0.60 - 
Timber, furniture, etc. 0.58 26.7 
TEXTILES 0.58 26.7 
Clothing and footwear 0.58 25.2 
Agriculture, forestry, fishing 0.46 26.3 
(e) The North West 
. 
Yale manual workers 
Vehicles 0-74 R, 32.1. 
Shipbuilding 0.73 - 
Chemicals & allied industries 0.72 32.4 
Paper, printing, publishing 0.71 33.2 
Mining and quarrying 0.70 32.1 
All manufacturing industry 0.68 30.7 
Tyletal manufacture 0.66 30.6 
Bricks, pottery, glass 0.66 31.4 
Electrical engineering 0.66 29.8 
Mechanical engineering o. 65 30.9 
Food, drink, tobacco o. 65 32--0 
Other manufacturing industry 0.63 29.0 
M-etal goods not elsewhere spec. 0.62 29.6 
Clothing and footwear 0.60 25.1 
TE)U ILES 0.58 26.5 
Timber, furnitureq etc. 0.58 25.4 
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(f) Scotland 
Male manual workers 
Industry Average Average 
hourly weekly 
earnings earnings 
Vehicles LO-78 Z34.2 
Chemicals & allied industries 0.72 31.8 
Shipbuilding 0.72 32.2 
Mechanical engineering 0.69 32.1 
Metal manufacture 0.68 32.1 
All manufacturing industry 0.67 30.5 
Mining and quarx: ying 0.67 29.0 
Paper, printing, publishing 0.66 29.8 
Electrical engineering 0.64 29.2 
Metal goods not elsewhere spec. 0.64 - 
Bricks, pottery, glass 0.62 29.2 
Food, drink, tobacco 0.61 28.5 
Other manufacturing industry 0.60 - 
Timberg furniture etc. 0.58 - 
TEXTILES 0.56 25.0 
Agriculture, forestry, fishing 0.48 24.1 
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Glossary 
Acrylics 
A term used to denote Polymers and fibres made from them, 
that consist of not less than 85ýo by weight of acrylonitrile 
units. 
Bearded needle 
(See Needle - knitting) 
BeatinE-up 
The forcing of the pick of the-weft yarn left in the warp 
shed up to the last weft thread laid. 
Bulked yarn 
A yarn that has been treated physically or chemicall y so as 
to have a noticeably greater "apparent volume" or bulk. . 
Compound needle 
(See Needle - knitting) 
Course 
A row of loops across the width of the fabric. 
Courses per inch 
The number of visible loops measured along a wale in one 
inch of fabric. 
Dobby 
A mechanism attached to the loom for controlling the 
movement of the heald shafts. 
Double jersey 
A knitted fabric made on two sets of juxtaposed needles, 
and intended for outerwear. 
Feed/Feeder 
An assembly of parts working in conjunction with the needles 
to produce one row of loops. 
Filament yarn 
A yarn composed of one or more filaments that run the whole 
length of the yarn. 
Gauge - knitting 
The number of loop forming elements per unit length in a 
knitting machine. When the term "gauge" is used with 
reference to a knitted fabric or garment, it usually denotes 
the gauge of the knitting machine on which it was made, the 
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gauging systems in common use being: 
Type of machine Gauge 
Warp-knitting 
Bearded-needle Rumber of needles/inch. 
Latch-needle Number of needlesAwo inches of 
one needle bed. 
Circular weft-knittin 
Bearded-needle Number of needles/inch of 
circumference. 
Latch-needle Number of needles/inch of 
circumference. 
Guide 
An element for controlling the path of a thread. 
Guide bars 
Bars running the full width of the machine and equipped 
with guides through which threads may be passed so that 
the lateral motions imparted to the guide bars by the 
pattern control mechanism are transmitted to the threads. 
Heald 
A looped cord, shaped wire, or flat steel strip with an 
eye in the centre through which a warp yarn is threaded 
so that its movement may be controlled during weaving. 
Jacquard mechanism - knittin 
A term in general use in the knitting industry, applied 
to mechanisms for the selection of knitting elements. 
Jacquard mechanism - weaving 
A shedding mechanism attached to a loom that gives 
individual control of 'up to several hundred warp threads, 
enabling large figured designs to be produced. 
Latch needle 
(See Needle - knitting) 
Locknit 
A fabric made on a warp-knitting machine with one needle 
bar and two full-set guide bars. 
Needle - knitting 
Bearded needle 
A needle having-a long hook or beard that can be 
flexed by pressing. Mhen the pressure is removed, 
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the beard returns to its original po'sition. 
Compound needle 
A needle having two separately controlled parts -a 
hook member and a hook-closing member. 
Latch needle 
A needle having a small terminal hook and a latch on 
a pivot to close the hook. 
W 
Bearded Latch Con )und 
needle needle needle 
Pick 
(a) A single operation of the weft-inserting mechanism 
in weaving. 
(b) A single weft thread in a cloth as woven. 
Picking 
The operation of passing the weft thread through the warp 
shed during weaving. 
Pick-and-pick 
The insertion of two picks in the shed during weaving. 
Pillýýa 
Small accumulations of fibres on the surface of a fabric. 
Pills can develop during wear, are held to the fabric by 
an entanglement with the surface fibres of the material, 
and are usually composed of the same fibres as those from 
which the fabric is made. 
Polyamide 
A linear condensation polymer, and the fibres obtained 
from it, in which the linkage of the compound or compounds 
used in its production takes place through the formation 
of amide groups. 
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Polyester 
A condensation polymer in which the simple chemical compounds 
used in its production are joined by ester linkagon. 
Polyester fibre 
A fibre formed from a linear polyester comprising at least 
85% by weight in the chain of an ester of a dihydric 
alcohol and terephthalic acid. 
8hearing 
A finishing process which crops the cloth surface to make 
the fabric smooth. 
Shed 
The opening formed when the warp threads are separated. 
in the operation of weaving. 
Shuttle box 
A compartment at each end of the loom for retaining the 
shuttle in the required position before and after picking. 
Shuttle checking 
The action of arresting the flight of the shuttle in the 
shuttle box after picking. 
Singlejersey. 
A weft-knitted fabric made on one set of needles. 
Staplefibre - man-made 
Man-made fibres of pre-determined lengths. 
Tex 
-The universal system for describing the linear density 
(mass per unit length) of fibres, filaments, slivers, 
and yarns. It is the name for the combination "grams per 
kilom, etre". 
Textured yarns 
Yarns that have been processed to introduce durable crimps, 
coils, loops or other fine distortions along the length of 
the fibres or filaments. 
Wale 
A column of loops along the length of the fabric. 
I , Varp 
Threads running lengthways in a fabric as woven. 
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lyVarp-knitting 
A method of making a fabric by kni. tting in which the loops 
made from each warp thread are formed along the length of 
the fabric. 
VIef t 
Threads running widthways in a fabric as woven. 
Weft-knitting 
A method of making a knitted fabric in which the loops 
made by each weft thread are formed across the width of 
the fabric. 
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Board Newsj no. 12, Jan. 1971; no. 13, May 1971; no. 18, 
Sept. 1972; no. 20, Feb. 1973 
Sunday Times, Jan. 14th 1973 
Department of Employment Gazette, February 1972,131 
December 1972,1098 
Official Documents and Reports 
Cotton and Allied Textiles ITB9 Annual Reports for years 
ending March 1967,1968,1969,1970,1971,1972 
Department of Employment, Training for the future :a plan 
for discussion, March 1972 
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Estimates Committee, The, Ninth report of, House of Commons 
paper. 548,1967 
Industrial Training Act : 19649 H. M. S. O., 1964 
Industrial Training : Government Proposals, Cmnd 1892, 
H. M. S. 0.7 1962 
Hosiery and Knitwear E. D. C., Increasing profitability through 
the reduction of labour turnover, N. E. D. O., 1971 
Y'-nitting, Lace and Net ITB, Annual Reports for years ending 
March 1967,19689 1969,19702 1971,1972 
Knitting, Lace and Net ITB, Costing of operative training, 
1972 
Wool, Jute and Flax ITB9 Annual Reports for years ending 
March 1965,1966s 19679 1968,1969,19709 1971,1972 
Wool B. D. C., Cost of labour turnover in the wool textile 
industry, H. M. S. 0.9 1971 
Wool E. D. C. 9 Manpower productivity comparison, 
N. E. D. O., 1968 
Chapter 5 
Books 
J. B. Aitken, Automatic weaving, Columbine Press, 1964 
A. Brearley, The woollen industry, Pitman, 1964 
A. Brearley, Worsted, Pitman, 1965 
E. Kornreich, Introduction to fibres and fabrics, 2nd ed. 
Heywood, 1966 
J. T. Marsh, Textile Science, Chapman and Hall Ltd., 1948 
A. H. Nissan, Textile engineering processes, Butterworths, 1959 
Articles 
P. Abbenheim, Brit. Knitt. Ind., 1971,44, Jan., 58 
C. M. Atkinson, Text. Inst. Ind., 1971, : Lq 93 
E. I. Baxter, Text. Inst. Ind., 1968, Dec., 331 
F. C. Brown, Text. Inst. Ind., 1970,19 47 
M. S. Burnip and I. H. Thomas, Text. Prog., I no. 1, March 1969 
H. Catling and L. A. Wiseman, Text. Inst. Ind., 1969, : L, 295 
K. D. Darlington, Rnitt. Out. Timesq 1967,36 no. 20,196 
R. M. Davison, Text. h1fr. , 19689 249 189 
Financial Times, June 18th 1971 
Financial Times, February 5th 1973 
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P. M. Findlay, Toxt. Inst. Ind., 1969,7,98 
R. Foster, Text. Inst. Ind. , 19689 69 120 
Hosiery Trade J., 1968,75 no. 899,88 
R. Jelly, Mod. Text. Mag., 1967,48 no. 7,44 
D. M. Joncs, Text. Inst. Ind., 19719 9-9 7 
H. Firchenborger, Textil-Praxis, 1968, Z3,729 
J. J. F. Xnapton, Text.. Inst. Ind., 1971,9,317 
Knitting outerwear Times, 1968,37 no. 31,33 
Manchester School, June 1970 no. 2,145 
N. I. E. R., Aug. 1970 no. 53,54 
N. Owen, Text. Inst. Ind., 1967,5,45 
F. Russ, Eos. Trade J., 1969,76, Nov., 94 
D. C. Smith, Text. Inst. Ind., 1968,61 43 
D. J. Spencer, Text. Inst. Ind., 1971,9,349 
R. B. Start, Text. Week., 1968,68 (2)9 289 
H. P. Stout, Text. Inst. Ind., 1971, 
. 
21 129 
I'H. Thomasq Text. Week., 1968,68 (2)9 277 
J. D. Turner, Text. Prog., 1971,3 no. 3 
J. J. Vincent, Text. Inst. Ind., 1970, Eq 65 
B. Wheatley, Text. Inst. Ind., 1969,79 221 
Re-oorts 
C. I. RJ. S., Papers from the 3rd World Congress of Man-made 
fibres, Munich, 1971 
Shirley Institute, ITMA Report, July 1971 
hapter 6 
Book 
Textile mercury (compilers), Economics of fabric production, 
1970 
Articles 
A. M. Alfred, Text. Inst. Ind., 1968, Dec., 328 
K. ". I. -Iloyd, Text. Inst. Ind., 1970,8,213 
P. Gill, Text. Inst. Ind., 1964, March, 56 
D. C. Gwillimt Wool Record, 19709 117, Peb. 13th, 33 
P. P. Townend, Text. Month, 1971, Jan., 39 
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Chapter 7 
Books 
B. Chambers, Fashion fundamentals, Prentice Hall, 1947 
J. C. Flu*gel, The psychology of clothes, 3rd impression 
flogarth Press, 1950 
J. A. Jarnow and B. Judelle,. Inside the fashion business, 
J. Wiley and Sons Inc., 1965 
J. Laver, A concise history of costume, Thames and Hudson, 
1969 
J. Laver, Taste and fashion, Dodd, Mead and Co., 1938 
E. T. Renbourn, Materials and clothing in health and disease, 
H. K. Lewis, 1972 
M. S. Ryan,. Clothing :a study in human behaviour, Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston Inc., 1966 
Articles 
R. H. Brand, Text. Res. J., 1964t 34 no. 9,791 
D. Brunnsoweiter, Text. Inst. Ind., 1967,2,20 
J. C. Doughty, Text. Inst. Ind., 1968,97 
A. D. Ferguson, Text. Inst. Ind., 1969,123 
F. R. Hill, Text. Mfr., 1965,91,11 
R. Watson, Text. Inst. Ind., 1970,8,159 
Chaioter 8 
Books 
R. S. Howard, The movement of manufacturing industry in the 
U. K. 1945-19652 H-M-S-0-i 1968 
G. McCrone, Regional policy in Britain, Allen and Unwin, 1969 
L. Needleman, Regional analysis, Penguin, 1968 
D. M. Smith, Industrial Britain - the North West, David and 
Charles, 1969 
Official Reports 
Department of Economic Affairs, 
The North West -a regional study, Hai. S. O., 1965 
The West Midlands, H. M. S. O., 1965 
A review of Yorkshire and Humberside, H. M. S. O., 1966 
The East Midlands, H. M. S. O., 1966 
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Chapter 9 
Books 
F. M. Buresh, Pon-woven fabrics, Reinhold, 1962 
A. J. Hallq A student's notebook of textile science, Allman 
and Son ltd. , 1963 
R. Nrcmaq Non-woven textiles, Textile Trade Press, 1967 
R. Xrcma, Manual of non-wovens, Textile Trade Press, 1971 
Textile Insitute (compilers), Studies in modern fabrics, 1970 
Articles 
J. S. Barke, Text. Inst. Ind., 19.63,1 no. 2,9 
J. Bromleyq Text. Inst. Ind., 1969,7,191 
1I. S. Burnipq Text. Inst. Ind., 1969,79 338 
P. Cussonsq Text. Inst. Ind., 1969; 2., 271 
S. Davies and J. C. Turner, Science Journal 5A, 1969, July, 75 
S. R. K. Dawlerq Reports on the Prog. App. Chem., 1969, LIV, 551 
G. H. Elliott, J. Text. Inst., 1965,46,737 
J. H. Fairolough, Text. Inst. Ind., 1963, Nov., 9 
K. Floyd, Shirley Link, Winter 1969-1970 
A. Johnson, Text. Mfr., 1968, July, 270 
Textile World, 1968,118, Jan., 150 
Re-port 
Textile Blonth, lion-wovens : the expanding industry, A report 
on the Manchester symposiumq Part I, Text. Month, 1971, Feb., 87 
II, Text. Month, 1971, Mar. , 89 
In additiong a great deal of information has been 
assimilated by regular perusal of the following journals: 
British hnitting Industry (monthly) 
Tex-tile Institute and Industry (monthly) 
Textile Manufacturer (monthly) 
Textile Progress (quarterly) 
Textile Weekly (weekly) 
Textiles (quarterly) 
Wool Record (weekly) 
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Section 2 
Throughout the study, many statistics were collected 
from a number of different sources. The following list 
has been restricted to those publications that have been 
the most useful and relied on the most heavily. The list 
is again classified by chapters, so the names of some of 
the publications will appear more than once. 
Chapter 3 
A time series of data for the U. K. production of 
nan-made fibres classified into cellulosic and non-cellulosic 
fibres may be obtained from the American monthly, 
Textile Organon 
One of the few reliable sources of statistics on the 
production of man-made fibres by individual fibre types 
is the publication prepared by the London stockbrokers 
Stirling and Co., 
Chemical Industry Handbook 
Comprehensive figures for yarn and fibre consumption 
may be found in: 
Annual Abstract of Statistics (CSO) 
Trade and Industry (the weekly publication of the Department- 
of Trade and Industry) 
Textile Statistics Bureau Quarterly Statistical Review (for 
cotton and man-made fibres) 
Wool Industry Bureau of Statistics Monthly Bulletin of 
Statistics (for wool) 
Chapter 4 
The main sources of data relating to industrial 
training covering such matters as the numbers trained and 
the allocation of grants are the Annual Reports and State- 
ment of Accounts. of the Industry Training Boards that are 
published annually. The three that were referred to in 
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chapter 4 were for: 
The Cotton and Allied Textiles ITB 
The Knitting, Lace and Net ITB 
The Wool, Jute and Flax ITB 
These reports do not contain information on the costs 
of training. 
Chapter 5 
Information concerning the number of looms "in place", 
and "running" in the cotton and allied textiles industry 
is contained in: 
Textile Statistics Bureau Quarterly Statistical Review 
and less comprehensive figures for the wool industry can 
be found in: 
Wool Industry Bureau of Statistics Monthly Bulletin of 
Statistics 
No reliable regular source of data for the number of, 
knitting machines in place has been found. 
Chapter 6 
Data for the production and consumption of fibres, 
yarns and cloths by volume and value are given in the 
Census of Production Reports. Figures were obtained from 
four reports for 1958,1963 and 1968: 
Spinning and doubling on the cotton and flax systems 
Weaving of cotton, linen and man-made fibres 
Woollen and worsted 
Hosiery and other knitted goods. 
The Census Reports 'are the only publication that 
give detailed volume and value figures for these dates, 
but they only cover establishments employing 25 or more 
persons, so the ptatistics quoted underestimate the true 
figures by an unknown amount. 
The Business Monitor series provides similar recent 
data which are comparable with the Census data (since they 
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are collected on the same basis), the publications referred 
to in this thesis being: 
P4 Hosiery and other knitted goods 
P72 Warp knitting 
P118 Spinning and doubling on the cotton and flax systems 
P119 Weaving of cotton, lineng and man-made fibres 
P120 Woollen and ftrsted 
The average annual prices of natural and man-made 
fibres are given in: 
Industrial Fibres (Commonwealth Economic Committee) 
whilst more detailed figures are contained in: 
Wool Record (for Wool fibres and yarns) 
Tattersall's Trade Review of Cotton and Allied Industries 
(for cotton fibres and yarns) 
Chapter 7 
The Family Expenditure Survey contains details of 
expenditure on clothing by households, but the data are 
rather aggregated and are not very helpful if an analysis 
of the expenditure on different types of clothing by 
different age groups is to be attempted. 
Chapter 8 
Historical data for employment and earnings can be 
found in the Department of Employment's publications 
British tabour Statistics - Historical Abstract 1886-1968 
British Labour Statistics - Yearbook (annually from 1968) 
In addition, similar statistics, in more detail, may 
be obtained from the Department of Employment Gazette 
(published monthly). These figures are available for MLHs 
of the SIC classified into ten standard regions of Great 
Britain, but the DE does not publish statistics for employ- 
ment in each 14LH at local employment exchange levol. 
The detailed information on earnings collected in 
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the New Earnings Survey is also published in the Department 
of Employment Gazette. 
Chapter 9 
No regular source of data relating to the production 
of non-woven fabrics has been found. 
